Solar Cycle 25 Started on Remarkable Times
(2020-02-02 .. 2020-05-31 by P.A.Semi -

πα½ )

Abstract:
First sunspots of solar cycle 25 appeared already since year 2016 or earlier,
according to their polarity. This work lists their dates, with some
introduction about sunspot cycle and magnetic "color" (polarity) of sunspots.

Sunspot Cycle
Solar magnetic activity has a cycle of approximately 11 years. But since the
polar field of the Sun changes around time of solar maximum, and direction
of sunspots is different in each cycle, it can be better understood as
22 year cycle (Hale cycle).
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First sunspots of the cycle start appearing at high latitudes, and then
the sunspot belt shifts continually toward the solar equator, which
produces the well-known butterfly diagram, which is linked to the
faster-rotating belt of torsional oscilation.
First sunspots of new cycle often appear, while there are still some
sunspots of the old cycle.
Since 1874, sunspot positions were recorded at Greenwich observatory
and then since 1977 continued by USAF by Solar Optical Observing
Network.

Butterfly diagram from
Dr. David Hathaway,
NASA MSFC ...

I determined solar cycle starts by first appearance of high-latitude sunspots in that dataset, and
since magnetic observations are available, from SOHO/MDI and SDO/HMI instruments:
Cycle

Starting time

Possibly other starting time

SC 12

1879-04-15

SC 13

1890-03-04

SC 14

1902-03-06

SC 15

1913-10-08

SC 16

1923-09-04

SC 17

1934-02-01

SC 18

1943-05-20

SC 19

1954-10-05

SC 20

1963-10-11

SC 21

1975-10-02

1975-08-21

SC 22

1986-07-07

1984-11-21

SC 23

1996-05-05 (SOHO/MDI)

(possibly even earlier)

SC 24

2007-12-11 (SOHO/MDI)

2008-04-12 (SOHO/MDI)

1913-02-22

1954-07-16

SC 25
2016-12-11 (SDO/HMI)
(at the start of solar minimum)
Table 1 - probable starts of sunspot cycles, as determined by first high-latitude sunspots, since
SC 23 determined by sunspot polarity on magnetograms on SOHO and SDO observatories.
(For start of SC24, see SOHO/MDI magnetogram fd_M_96m_01d.5457.0006, where it rolls over the eastern limb
on 2007-12-11, and see for example fd_M_96m_01d.5460.0006, that it has SC24 polarity. I didn't find there an earlier one,
previously this work listed a later date. These magnetograms from SOHO use my low-frequency filter to remove the noise.)
(For start of SC23, see fd_M_96m_01d.1220.0011 from 1996-05-05, but my first magnetogram from SOHO/MDI is from
1996-04-21, so the first sunspot with new polarity of SC23 could possibly be already sooner...)
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Most people (who know about sunspots) think, that sunspots are dark and
color-less, but actually they are very colorful, but in different part of
light spectrum, in extreme ultra-violet and X-ray part of spectrum.
Normal solar surface has black-body radiation around 6,000°K, but
magnetic loops above sunspots are almost 1,000,000°K hot.

Sunspot Polarity
But sunspots also have a "magnetic color", or rather a polarity of their
strong magnetic field. Sunspots of each new cycle have oppositely
oriented their positive and negative ends, and sunspots on northern
hemisphere are oppositely oriented than sunspots on southern one:

(video)
Color scale used for
magnetograms from JSOC.

Examples of polarity of sunspots in SC 23, northern
and southern hemispheres

Examples of polarity of
sunspots in late SC 22,
northern and southern
hemispheres
These magnetograms are filtered with low-frequency
filter (FFT-2D) to remove noise in SOHO/MDI
magnetograms, and same is applied on SDO/HMI
magnetograms for visual unification. Equator is
displayed as a blue line.

In SC 22 and SC 24, northern sunspots
have negative field on leading (right) side
(yellow color), positive field on trailing (left)
side (green color), and southern sunspots are
opposite.
In SC 23 and SC 25, northern sunspots
have positive field on leading (right) side
(green color), negative field on trailing (left)
side (yellow color), and southern sunspots are Examples of polarity of sunspots in SC 24, northern
opposite.
and southern hemispheres

(Animated Magnetic Map of Sun videos are available for SC 24 and SC 23 in
rectangular projection, front side of Sun is as observed, far side of Sun is
interpolated, flow profile of differential rotation is as measured by
feature-tracking on SDO/HMI magnetograms...)
Notice, that SC24

(2008-2020)

has been notably weaker than SC23

(1996-2009).

Differential rotation profile in
deg/day difference from
Carrington rotation, 2010-2018

Magnetic field during SC 23 and 24, one image per year, selecting some more active time of that year. (SC23, SC24,

video)

Some Active Regions evolve stronger and there appears a sunspot in visible spectrum, some do not.
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What is a Sunspot
Normally Sun shines with a thermal radiation with a temperature of 6000°K in almost white light,
as convection brings internal heat toward the solar surface. It appears yellow, because sky disperses
blue part of the spectrum, while green and red pass through atmosphere in straight direction
better... Sun-light near horizon on sunset and sunrise passes through atmosphere on much longer
trajectory and the blue and green is removed even more and so the Sun appears red...
Sunspots are places with high magnetic field, that do not shine in normal 6000°K band, because
normal convection is blocked there. They shine in extreme-ultra-violet instead, with the hot plasma
suspended in magnetic field lines connecting positive and negative magnetic poles of sunspots
shining almost in 1,000,000 °K...
An example of a day with multiple sunspots of middle intensity:
Left: Intensitygram

(colored yellow,
squared values to highlight dark spots)

Middle: Flat-fielded intensitygram
Right: Magnetogram

(yellow/red is minus, green/blue is plus)
(all these images are from same time)

Left: Ultra-violet PM-Nafe
composition of AIA 171,211,304
Middle: Ultraviolet AIA 193 A
Right: Composition of
Magnetogram and Flat-fielded
Intensitygram with Sunspots
marked by white X
Left: Ultraviolet AIA 171 A
Middle: Ultraviolet AIA 211 A
Right: Ultraviolet AIA 304 A
(SDO/AIA is name of that telescope,
trailing A is angstrom unit...)
(Corners are white just to spare printer
toner...)

Left and middle: Composition of
Ultraviolet AIA 171 A
and Magnetogram
Right: Composition of PM-Nafe
composition and Magnetogram
(to show relation of plasma in magnetic
field lines with the magnetic sunspots on
surface...)

Sunspot sample 2011-10-14 00:00

Flat-fielding is performed by
subtracting a "Flat-field", calculated by averaging 7 nearby intensitygrams, then excluding pixels more than 5%
from the average (sunspots and hot plages), and averaging again the resting pixels. This "Flat-field" is like
an intensity-gram without sunspots and hot plages. (In case of SOHO spacecraft/telescope, where one side was
constantly darker and there were cca 10 defective pixels constantly at about 80% intensity, this way of subtracting
dynamically calculated flat-field removes most of these irregularities...)

On SDO, Intensitygram with typical value range 0 .. 65535, with average and median around 50000 (but this
absolute value decreases over time as HMII is getting more dim), after flat-fielding average and median are near to 0
with typical values in range -1000 .. +1000.
Sunspots in this work are counted as < -5500 on flat-fielded intensitygrams.
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Example
magnetogram of quiet
Sun without sunspots
(There always is some level
of magnetic noise)

Detail from the above sample 2011-10-14

(all images show same region):

Left: Intensitygram (visible light)
Right: Magnetogram

Left: Composition of Ultraviolet AIA 171 A with
Magnetogram
Right: Ultraviolet PM-Nafe composition of AIA
171,211,304
Hot plasma on magnetic field-lines connecting
nearby magnetic plus and minus poles
Left: Ultraviolet AIA 171 A
Right: Ultraviolet AIA 193 A

Left: Ultraviolet AIA 304 A
Right: Ultraviolet AIA 211 A

Detail of Sunspots on 2011-10-14 00:00
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Interpolated Activity
Solar Radio Flux is a quite objective method of
measuring intensity of solar activity (it does not depend on
observer counting groups), but it has a problem, that we
see always only half of Solar surface and if there is one
side more active than the other, it periodically rotates
into view on front side and is hidden on far side, so the
chart needs to be smoothed with a gaussian or montly
averages...
It shows, that most cycles have two distinct maxima.
It shows, how much was SC24 weaker than SC23.
Following chart displays magnetic activity summed
over whole solar surface including the far side, using
SOHO/MDI and SDO/HMI magnetograms and
interpolating regions on far side between former and
following state while considering differential rotation.
The false 27-day signal is not present any more and
the chart does not need smoothing, so that all peaks
are sharp. On top it displays conjunctions and
oppositions of Earth, Venus and Jupiter, purple arrows are oppositions of Jupiter and Uranus,
seeming to have a notable effect. On bottom it shows tidal force of planets onto Sun.
It can be seen, that many of the peaks correspond with the planetary influences...
Similar chart from Greenwich and USAF data (years 1874-2012) with far-side interpolated, compared
with planetary influences (north in red color, south in blue color inverted) :

There are multiple ways to look onto the
Earth-Venus-Jupiter cycle. Here it compares mid-points
of short anomalies in Earth's Angular Momentum with
signed Sunspot cycle. (Orange serie is "Source: WDC-SILSO,
Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels" with sign manually negated
in odd cycles.) Where there is incursion into opposite sign
(marked with red circles),

there is usually the following
cycle "damaged" and weak. It seemed, that the
Sunspot Cycle gets too early of this influence at start
of SC24 around year 2008, but both Cycles 23 and 24
are lingering in the minimum phase to get in sync with
this planetary influence, which may be a coincidence,
but it runs well for 400 years. (Just SC4 was too early at year
1785 and amplitude of Maunder Minimum causing Little Ice Age after Thirty-Years War is not explained this way.)

In the silent phase of SC24 minimum since 2017 I've been expecting first sunspots of cycle SC25.
First I noticed new major regions of SC25 occuring on Christian feasts instead of planet positions as
usual. On Orthodox Easter Monday 2018, then in 2019 on feast of Saint martyr Jan Hus, then Saint
Martin, All Saints Day and Christmas 2019, followed quite exactly on New Year's Day and exactly on
start of Chinese New Year 2020. At that time it became obvious, that it is not a random coincidence.
When I tried to publish that on 2020-02-29, I noticed, that Wikipedia already lists few SC25
sunspots in late 2016, which I didn't expect and overlooked it. So I made a better composite of
intensitygrams and magnetograms to better show, what is a sunspot and what is not, and inspected
the silent phase since end of 2016 more carefully to complete the list. During that I noticed, that
there are a lot of tiny sunspots but also "wrong" sunspots with unclear polarity in North-South
orientation or high-latitude SC24 during the minimum at the place of new sunspots, which I didn't
count in the first work, but I noticed, that they occur consistently on wrong feasts in the calendary.
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Revelation
And while inspecting the "turning" sunspots between old and new polarity in active phase of SC24,
(because one such was turning with mid-point on Christmas 2014 and was appearing as "new SC25" in early 2015),

I noticed first major region of SC25 polarity in March 2012, that was really strange, because unlike
normal sunspots with two ends, one positive and one negative, this one had two positive and two
negative ends in a "cross" configuration, the sunspot had cross shape in visible light further more
like☧ sign of early christianity (Saint Constantine's vision of XP cross) and then it morphed into a shape of
Lamb with seven eyes. It's horns and mouth quite well match the shape of a lamb from the most
famous book The Little Prince, just it is mirrored, and turned 90°...
It rolled over the limb on Saint Agnes feast 2012-03-02 and the Lamb shape occured on 2012-03-06

Few days later on 2012-03-15 15:00 it was followed by a group of sunspots
looking like a human face, which is also quite unusual:
In ultraviolet colors (on SDO/AIA 171A channel) it was revealed, that it is in
a center of a huge cross over all Sun and with an aureole around that head.
(Here it is rotated by 15° right and overlaid by Intensitygram...)

On magnetogram was revealed, that in the corners of the cross had been shapes of a bull
an anteloppe?), a lion (or rather a tiger?) and something like an eagle...

(more like

Then few days later on the feast of
Annunciation 2012-03-25 started a group
of Sunspots, that two days later on
2012-03-27 15:00 formed a shape of
a dove, also matching one famous
picture of Holy Spirit, just the head was
turned on the side.
In ultraviolet (171A channel) it shows
another aureole above that Dove:
(Above that "Lamb" was not an aureole
in ultraviolet spectrum, but 7 "horns" from
magnetic field loops...)
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So I thought: there is missing God the Father, and I inspected, what happened before that. During
whole February 2012 there was written in Corona-holes (here visible on SDO/AIA 193 channel in pink colors)
in hebrew letters ( יהוהJehovah - the Lord...) one letter on each side of the Sun.

While further inspecting, if there was something written in Corona-holes
during 2012, just before that there was on 2012-01-12 quite obvious I︠︡C
(with over-line) which in Greek codexes was used as a name Jesus, possibly
preceeded by some hebrew letters without clear meaning...?
And there was quite obviously in October 2012 written  ישועJoshua - Jesus
and possibly followed by "( חזוyou've seen", or imperative "see!"), but that
was quite deformed and it could be a random noise. Therefore Jesus was
at the beginning and at the end of these inscriptions...

Someone could claim it's all just a random noise? But it's precisely arranged
in logical order and just as written in advance in the Book of Revelation.
That is way too much coincidences to be merely random...

Since feast of Saint Peter 2012-06-29 and during July there was possibly
written P.A.S. with some strange character in between, preceded by π (pi) on
2012-06-17.

I didn't identify other letters or inscriptions in the Corona-holes yet (or they are much less certain).
There are various shapes just like holes between earthly clouds, but don't seem similar to letters
with a meaning...
(And if someone would try to claim NASA has generated these by some AI - I did verify it at least a little with Belgian
telescope Swap, which is of little lower quality but a backup and verification of NASA's SDO...)
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Just between the name of the Lord and the Lamb, there was a strange
box-like structure on 2012-03-04. Seeing box with right angles in Solar
corona is as probable as seeing rectangle hole with right angles in clouds it's not impossible but it's quite unusual...
And while inspecting it in more detail, it revealed its perfect mathematical
proportions with many segments encoding Golden ratio φ = 1.618034.
Here it is rotated by 333° left or 27° = 3³ degrees right, it's seat has length
4/9 of solar diameter, and the proportions of the Box are in Golden ratio, the
base-line is where the next higher step in Golden ratio cuts the circle and
various other straight lines are in decreasing Golden ratio steps. Highlighting
them shows Lord's name  יהוהabove the throne, and in the bottom part is
Θ︠︡c (with overline), which was used in Greek codexes as a word Θεος "God"...
So the "Lamb" sunspot, which was the first significant sunspot with SC25
polarity, where the God and Jesus judged our saints, feasts and movements
using sunspots during this Judgement Day (ongoing already for 8 years), was in
middle of the twenty-fourth Age (not twenty four Ages), was in middle between
the Throne and the four Alive ones (ζωε "Zoe" means "Alive" and not a "Beast"),
one of which "had a face like a man" (Rev4:7) and it was an image of the
crucified Jesus Christ with an aureole.
This shows, that the Lamb of Revelation is not the same one as our Lord Jesus Christ, who is already
in Heaven with the Father and most probably will not return (J16:10).
Pictured on such a place, that no human or religious movement can reasonably doubt it's origin...
The following interpretations of meaning of SC25 sunspots and wrong sunspots, as they mark dates
in our Calendaries, are my human interpretations, since I AM Son of Man,
and Son of Man is not a Son of God...
It is possible but
uncertain that just
following this there was
written in Corona-holes
between 2012-03-31
and 2012-04-12
the hebrew word שקט
which means "be quiet,
be tranquil, be at
peace".
(If we found something written where it is expected, it is clearly an intention, but otherwise it could be a random coincidence?)

The introit of SC25 with the Judgement probably ends on 2020-05-31 ... During following
"maximum" phase of SC25 the sunspots will be probably much more frequent than can be used for
such sending us a message...?
There has been a very strange Active Region
between 2020-05-17 and 2020-05-31 with
a Sunspot on the Feast of Ascension on
2020-05-21, which already started on far
side of the Sun and while rolling on the front
side, it continuously changed it's shape,
so that it somehow resembled a standing
Lion, a walking Bull, a Human face
and possibly an Eagle, and meanwhile
without any intermission it also displayed
letters "AgEos" thus in latin letters, which in greek means "Holy", such as written in Rev4:8 near
the end of that chapter... (If something was displayed by the other part of the field is not clear.)
αγιος αγιος αγιος κυριος ο θεος ο παντοκρατωρ ο ην και ο ων και ο ερχομενος
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Sunspot Cycle 25
Sunspot minimum after SC 24 has been unusually deep, calm and long, similarly as sunspot
minimum between SC 23 and SC 24, both being calmest minimums in at least a century...
Unlike in previous cycles, there has been a lot of exceptions of sunspots already with SC25 polarity
during SC24 cycle, or sunspots with wrong polarity turned in North-South direction instead of
normal East-West direction...
In previous two cycles, sunspots with new polarity started to appear at high latitudes and last old
sunspots at low latitudes near equator, then the cycle switched and there were relatively very few
exceptions. But during SC24, small sunspots with SC25 polarity appeared throughout the cycle,
during the minimum phase there appeared old sunspots at high latitudes and there was relatively
many sunspots with wrong NS-orientation.
Following synoptic map from SOHO/MDI and SDO/HMI magnetograms shows cycles SC23 and SC24
since 1996. Each row is one year of data and time runs from right to left, because that is the way
the Sun rotates. Carrington rotation that starts in December is on the left and there is start of
January of the following year... One magnetogram per day contributes to the average, but unlike in
normal synoptic maps, not only central part of that magnetogram is used but whole visible part.
Red circles mark the sunspots of new cycle's polarity, purple circles mark last few sunspots or active
regions of old cycle, brown circles mark wrong polarity sunspots. Blue are (only in SC24) marked
turning or morphing sunspots that change polarity during those two weeks they are visible...
Only sufficiently large regions are marked at this resolution...

(Synoptic map is available in better resolution...)
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Many sunspots in minimum phase after SC24 mark significant Christian and other feasts and many
"wrong" sunspots also mark wrong feasts in the calendary, it clearly seems there is an intent in that.
At first I noticed significant new sunspots in the Minimum phase of the Cycle with an obvious pattern
of major Christian feasts and Calendary starts:
2016-12-18..19
Third Advent Sunday
2017-02-01..02
Candlemas, Imbolc
2017-06-04
Pentecost,
continued on next rotation and turning "old" on 2017-06-24 St. John's Day
2017-07-05
Saints Cyril and Methodius (very important Eastern saints, national holiday here)
2018-03-29
Easter Maundy Thursday until Easter Sunday
2018-04-09
Orthodox Easter Monday
2018-08-23
Black ribbon day (only non-religious and somehow confused spot)
2019-02-12
Darwin Day, Three Holy Hierarchs of Eastern Orthodoxy
2019-03-01,06,08
Start of Roman New Year in March (continued from the "Darwin Day" spot)
2019-06-30
Saints Peter and Paul (seemed starting on 2019-06-29 late evening)
2019-07-06
Saint Martyr Master Jan Hus - (an important reformer, national holiday in our country)
2019-11-01
All Saints Day
2019-11-11..12
Saint Martin's Day
2019-12-23 and 2019-12-23..24 two major spots on Fourth Advent Sunday and Christmas Eve
2020-01-01
New Years Day
2020-01-07..08
Orthodox Christmas
2020-01-25
Chinese New Year (quite exactly), Conversion of Saint Paul and Christian Unity
Since 2018 there were Christian feasts, Calendaries, Darwin Day, and four major Saint martyrs:
Peter (Hierarchy), Paul (Ecumeny), Martin (Mercy and Peace) and Jan Hus (Humility as opposed to Pride).
Only then I started to inspect it in more detail, making a better composite of magnetograms and
intensitygrams and now the following list includes all tiny spots I found that make at least 1 pixel
at "sunspot" level (-5500) supported by a magnetogram region with "new" or "wrong" polarity...
(Since the start of "minimum" phase on December 2016, high-latitude SC24 sunspots appearing in places where new SC25
sunspots should be are considered wrong also. Sunspots with unclear polarity in North-South orientation and sunspots with
only half of typical field pair are considered wrong.)

Follows a list of sunspots with new SC25 polarity or with wrong polarity on various calendar dates
and my interpretation of what is Right or what is Wrong on that calendar date. Some dates are
consistently Right or Wrong, but some dates are occupied by varying events and feasts and it
couldn't be all judged in a single way, so I had to choose, what is Right and what is Wrong on that
specific day, if there were both right and wrong sunspots either simultaneously or in following years.
So I could and did on some entries insert my human limited logic and knowledge into the Divine
message of that Judgement, and while I tried to be righteous, I could make a human error in that...
It seems probable, that if the God and Jesus Christ and Holy Spirit could send us their message in
some more obvious way from the Heaven, they would have done that, but various apparitions
were not recorded well and were subject to human interpretation and doubts, and the amount of
information that can be passed undistorted in an "apparition" is also quite limited and often subject
to interpretation, and there were also various obvious frauds about angelic or similar sources of
some knowledge (like Joseph Smith...), so it could be doubtful...
Sunspot Cycle is like a "Magnetic Storm Season" on the Sun, and then there is a calm period before
the next season...
1K19:11-13 ... And, behold the LORD passing by, and a Spirit (wind?) great and strong renting the
mountains and breaking in pieces the rocks before the LORD, but the LORD was not in the Spirit
(wind?)... And after the Spirit (wind?) a quake, but the LORD was not in the quake. And after the
quake a fire, but the LORD was not in the fire... And after the fire a voice calm ("silent, mute") fine
("crushed")... And it was so, when Elijah heard it, that he wrapped his face in his mantle and went out
and stood in the opening of the bare place (cave?, rather "exposed place", "open place", not a "cave").
And behold, there came a voice unto him ...
Is42:2 He shall not cry, nor lift up, nor cause his voice to be heard in the outside ...
I thought only the silent minimum phase is telling the Judgement, until I discovered the "Lamb" spot
and the rest of the Revelation 4-5 in the middle of the twenty-fourth "Age" (most probably as a Proof), so
the exceptional sunspots with SC25 polarity in middle of SC24 "maximum" phase are included also...
The list is thereby not chronological (yet?) and the silent phase is included first and followed by the
preceeding old maximum phase...? (That may change in another release of this text...)
It has my pro-christian bias but contains remarks to other cultures as I deemed fit and found in
a calendary. If someone wants to protest that, consider instead Rev14:6 - to all ethnics and folks...
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Sunspot List
2010

2012

2013

2014

2015

2
6
7
11
12

2 24, 24
10 24

3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12

2
3
5
6
7
8
10
12

2
3
5
6
10
11
12

1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

1

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

1

08
07, 26
24
14, 15
07, 17

2011

02, 03, 07, 08, 11,
12, 17, 28, 30, 31
2 01, 02, 17, 26
3 02, 05, 06, 10, 10,
10, 12, 15, 15, 18,
19, 23
4 13, 24, 25, 29, 30
5 08, 14, 26
6 03, 24, 27
7 14, 18, 24
8 01, 16, 21
9 06, 12, 24
10 17, 23, 26, 30
11 03, 04, 04, 08, 09,
12, 25, 26, 27
12 03, 04, 05, 05, 07,
07, 10, 11, 11, 14,
19, 20, 31

02, 31
02, 28, 28
07, 20
25
27
09, 16
10, 14
13, 22
23

17, 19, 19, 24, 31
01, 09, 17
13, 13, 15, 25, 25,
30
4 04, 08, 10, 10
5 10, 21, 24
6 04, 18, 20, 26
7 05, 18, 19, 21, 27,
29
8 05, 06, 20, 21, 28,
28
9 10, 17, 17, 25
10 13, 13, 20
12 21, 21

23
10, 12, 26
28
05, 05, 28
01
04
26
07, 28, 30

07, 14, 23, 26
06, 17, 21
08, 14, 15, 17, 22,
23, 28, 29, 29, 31,
31
4 06, 09, 14, 15, 20,
21, 21, 23, 28, 29
5 25
6 22, 24
7 01, 02, 19
8 07, 08, 09, 17, 18,
20, 23
9 03, 18
10 02, 21, 21, 22
11 08, 17, 19
12 05, 10, 16, 19, 30,
30, 31, 31

21
08
13, 29
01, 22
14
02, 21, 26, 27
21

01, 09, 09, 27
11, 12, 13
04, 04, 06, 07, 13,
14, 17, 28, 31
4 24, 28, 30
5 02, 03, 03, 06, 06,
10, 23, 27, 28, 30
6 11, 11, 12, 16, 17,
20, 22, 27, 28, 30,
30
7 06, 07, 07, 08, 08,
19, 23, 27
8 02, 06, 08, 09, 20,
20, 25
9 06, 13, 14, 17, 20,
27, 30
10 05, 10, 11, 12, 21,
31
11 01, 02, 04, 04, 08,
08, 10, 11, 11, 12,
13, 16, 25, 27, 28,
29
12 05, 07, 09, 09, 15,
15, 17, 18, 23, 23,
23, 23, 23, 26, 27,
29

2
3
4
5

09, 25
09, 11
01, 01, 03, 05
13, 16, 16, 17
05, 26
20
12
01, 19
07, 27, 27
02, 03, 04, 15
03, 30, 31
01, 08, 10, 12, 15,
17, 18, 23, 23, 25,
29, 29, 29, 30
05, 07, 08, 08, 11,
13, 16, 21, 21, 22,
23, 23, 28, 29
04, 07, 07, 09, 18,
21, 25, 25, 28, 30,
31
03, 05, 07, 12, 13,
22, 23, 24, 27, 28,
28, 30
02, 03, 03, 05, 08,
08, 08, 09, 14, 15,
17, 17, 18, 18, 19,
19, 19, 20, 20, 20,
20, 21

Major items:
[Saint Agnes, Saint Chad, Charles the Good, John Maron, Jamahiriya Day in Libya -- huge Cross-shaped Sunspot evolved into
a shape of Lamb with seven Eyes], [?], [?], [Saint John Vianney - patron saint of parish priests], [Alfred the Great], [Feast of the
Holy Innocents], [?], [?(wrong turned better)?], [Saint Boniface], [International Day against Torture and Drug Trafficking,
Isabel Hapgood], [International Youth Day], [World Wars were wrong], [All Saints Day 11-01, All Souls Day 11-02], [?],
[Parental Alienation, GMO experiments are potentially dangerous], [Augustine of Canterbury], [Fourth Advent Sunday], [Saint
Brigit's Day - Imbolc 02-01, Candlemas 02-02], [various anti-feasts of Annunciation], [Pentecost, International Day of Innocent
Children Victims of Aggression, Tiananmen Square Protests of 1989], [Protection of Indigenous People (including
Europeans!) 06-19, Flavius Belisarius 06-20, World Refugee Day 06-20, overturned on St. John's Day 06-24], [Cyril and
Methodius], [Daniel, Schismatic "Catholicism"], [Nuclear tests are dangerous and harmful], [US un-Democratic Party mafia],
[Arab Spring - wrong western meddling in Arab affairs], [?], [Easter Maundy Thursday to Easter Sunday], [Orthodox Easter
Monday, Pentecostalism?], [Black Ribbon Day], [Darwin Day, Three Holy Hierarchs of Eastern Christianity], [American Blind
Supremacism?], [Roman New Year 03-01, Ash Wednesday 03-06, European Day of the Righteous 03-06, Women's Day 03-08],
[St. Peter and Paul, First Martyrs of the Church of Rome], [Jan Hus, Thomas More], [All Saints Day], [St. Martin, Armistice
Day], [Fourth Advent Sunday, Hanukkah], [Christmas Eve 12-24, Saint Thorlak 12-23], [New Year], [Orthodox Christmas,
Galileo Galilei], [Chinese New Year, Conversion of St. Paul, Christian Unity], [Leonid Feodorov and Gulag Victims], [Rudolf
Steiner and Anthroposophy], [?], [?], [Feast of the Ascension]

Minor items:
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [United Nations],
[Sir Isaac Newton], [International Children's Book Day], [?], [?], [End of War], [Feast of the Ascension, World Bee Day, World
Metrology Day], [?], [Films and Movies?, Miscegenating women? - wrong], [?], [Saint Ludmila, Saint Ninian, Rosh ha Shanah],
[?], [?], [Thanksgiving Day, Saint Cecilia, J.F.Kennedy], [Fourth Advent Sunday],
[Defender of the Fatherland Day (feast of Patriotism), Polycarp, Hagia Sophia], [Mothering Sunday], [Internet Censorship wrong], [?], [Saint Boniface], [...], [Irenaeus of Lyon, Malcolm X, Gay Rights Movement - wrong], [?], [?], [?],
[(unresolved)], [?], [(unresolved)], [UN "Peacekeepers" are often misused, Digestive unhealth is widespread, Advertisements
are sometimes too aggressive...], [Abuse of Children is wrong], [Thomas More, Saint Alban, Utopia and sci-fi], [All Souls Day],
[?], [Sport fanaticism - wrong], [Thanksgiving Day, Nobel prize], [--],
[?], [Christian Unity, Feast of Conversion of Saint Paul], [False McCarthyism, Davis Cup, Stasi, fake lawsuits against Scouts wrong...], [UN women - confused and wrong feminism, Our Lady of Lourdes - confused crown or EU stars], [Reminiscere
Sunday], ["Non-discrimination" Discrimination], [Wildlife trafficking is wrong, medieval Caliphates and Serfdom were wrong
also...], [Joseph Stalin??], [Orthodox Easter Monday, Thomas Jefferson], [...], [?], [Feminism is wrong], [?], [Henry Muhlenberg,
Sergius and Bacchus - military friends, Averting of Ottoman conquest of Europe in Battle of Lepanto], [Audiovisual
heritage?], [...], [Silvia and pregnant women], [...], [(various)], [Francis Xavier Jesuit Inquisitor - wrong, UN "Disabled Persons"
equality and leadership - wrong lies], [Prison reforms], [Silvester drunk-feast - wrong...],
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[Cultural fornication is wrong], [?], [Orthodox Christmas], [American communists in "Democratic" party - wrong], [Lottery wrong], [?], [?], [Thomas Aquinas], [?], [Meher Baba Amartithi - false blunders, Samuel Moor Shoemaker III - Alcoholics
Anonymous? - what's wrong with that?], [(Black history?)], [Candlemas], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [Internet Censorship wrong], [?], [Stanley Cup (hockey) - wrong, Cyril of Jerusalem - partially wrong, Transit Driver Appreciation Day - you travel
too much collectively], [Missing fathers - wrong], [World Meteorological Day - climate activism & hysteria is wrong,
Ahmadiyya is probably as wrong as other Islam...], [?], [Martyrs of Armenian Genocide, ...], [?], [Honesty Day USA (First
inauguration of G.Washington), May Eve St. Walpurgis Night, Beltane], [?], [?], [?], [?], [Redemptorists?], [(wrong on 07-14)],
[Nelson Mandela - wrong communist terrorist, ...], [?], [MTV ugly blasphemy, ...], [Saint Roch?], [Abraham of Smolensk, Pope
Pius X, Our Lady of Knock], [Pig-like consumerism - wrong, Israeli-Palestinian Terrorism - doubly wrong], [(multiple wrong
items)], [Shaka Zulu - wrong Heritage, Our Lady of Mercy - passive reliance on divine protection without own endeavour?],
[Haiti wrong black heritage, (other confused items)], [?], [Intersex awareness - wrong, Patriot Act - very wrong], [John
Wycliffe], [Martin de Porres patron of racemixing - wrong], [Saint Felix of Valois, Saint Joannicius the Great, Unity Day
Russia, Our Lady of Kazan], [Charles Borromeo - very wrong man!, Emeric of Hungary - also wrongly canonised, NSA and
Hungarian revolt suppression], [?], [?], [Cultural interventions are often counter-productive], [Gender-equality feast and
woman politics interferrence are wrong], [No abuse of Authority], [?], [Francis Xavier Jesuit Inquisitor - wrong, UN "Disabled
Persons" equality and leadership - wrong lies], [Second Advent Sunday, Saint Barbara, Clement of Alexandria], [Saint
Nicholas Eve, World Soil Day], [...], [Scientology - wrong, Pearl Harbor - wrong], [Scientology - wrong, Pearl Harbor - wrong],
[(various confused items)], [Third Advent Sunday], [Kyoto protocol - Climate hoax and tax], [John of the Cross - wrong
Converso deforms of Discalced Carmelites, wrong "Non-discrimination" Discrimination in Education], [UN propaganda wrong, Medecins sans frontieres - arch-traitors, Cheka - bolshevik secret police], [Silvester],
[Military-Industrial Complex - wrong, UN Security Council??], [Orthodox Epiphany?, Confederate Heroes Day Texas?], [ACLU
- wrong, computer viruses - wrong], [(several one-sided items)], [Samuel Moor Shoemaker III - Alcoholics Anonymous - try to
raise from alcohol slavery...], [?], [?], [Pope Francis - wrong, Yaroslav the Wise - murder of brothers is not right, Euphrasia of
Constantinople - bearing stones is not correct penitence for a woman], [...], [Longinus & police brutality - wrong, German
occupation of Czechoslovakia 1939, Syrian Armageddon 2011, ...], [Feast of the Annunciation], [(multiple confused events...)],
[Isidore of Seville, Martin Luther King 04-04], [Buddha, International Romani Day, William Augustus Muhlenberg - Social
Gospel], [Pierre Teilhard de Chardin opposition], [Thelema - wrong, William of Ockham - wrong], [John of Avila and Jesuits wrong or mixed], [UN diversity misconception - wrong], [?... (wrong turned better)], [Autistic Pride Day of LGBT - wrong
event], [International Day against Torture and Drug Trafficking, Isabel Hapgood - not enough ecumenism yet...], [Theodosia
of Constantinople], [Feminism - wrong], [Seven Sleepers of Ephesus?, North Korea?, private Central Banks and Bank of
England - wrong], [?], [Feast of Transfiguration, Hiroshima Peace Memorial Ceremony], [(undesired consequences)], [Pope
Pius X and Lefebvrists - wrong, Soviet Occupation of Czechoslovakia - wrong end of Prague Spring], [Saint Augustine], [St.
Hermes, Moses the Black], [Alexander Crummell and Edmund Peck], [Hildegard of Bingen, US Constitution, Linux],
[Hildegard of Bingen, US Constitution, Linux (09-17), World Water Monitoring Day, Edward Bouverie Pusey - Tractarianism
(09-18)], ["As You Wish" and other wrong film cults], [B'nai B'rith and ADL - a very wrong brotherhood, slanderer and
defamator of The People, Mobile phones? - being captured is wrong], [B'nai B'rith & ADL conspiracy, Mobile phones - wrong
capture of humans], [Muammar Gaddafi, World Statistics Day?], [ancient pagan Solstice festivals? - partially wrong], [Antiracism is Antichrist's deception - wrong],
[(mixed right-wrong items)], [Cistercian order], ['Saints' in Cristero Wars and Japan Jesuits - wrong cultural rape of foreign
lands...], [Servite Order, Random Acts of Kindness], [International Mother Language Day, Peace Symbol, Musikahan
festival??, Fifth Druk Gyalpo - all partially confused?], [International Women's Day], [Pi Day?, Sikhism], [Saint Longinus &
against police brutality?], [World Water Day? - keep water clean!, Gender quotas are wrong], [World Meteorological Day climate activism & hysteria is wrong], [Jan Amos Komensky - Teachers Day], [Vietnam War Veterans Day? - wrong - nothing
righteous to celebrate], [Easter Holy Saturday, Sir Isaac Newton], [Transgender depravity - wrong], [International Day of
Sport for Development and Peace, Olympic Games], [South and Southeast Asian New Year?, Pan American Day?], [Orthodox
Thomas Sunday, World Art Day - Leonardo da Vinci], [(multiple wrong items)], [Anselm of Canterbury, (and multiple right
items)], [Rastafarians, (and multiple wrong items)], [Saint George, Miguel Cervantes and William Shakespeare, World Book
Day, English Language Day], [04-28 Workers' Memorial Day, 04-29 International Dance Day], [International Dance Day,
Catherine of Siena, Chemical Warfare and OPCW politicization - wrong], [Edict of Worms, TV & Star Wars, Geek Pride,
GDPR? (wrong events)], [Thomas More, Saint Alban, Utopia and sci-fi ...], [Saint John's Day], [China Communist Party wrong], [Feast of the Visitation 07-02 (moved elsewhere), St. Thomas 07-03], [Saint Macrina the Younger - virginity],
[Lynching of Blacks and others was wrong], [Happiness Happens Day], [Fat Boy Nagasaki - wrong, Indigenous People misused feast], [08-17 John Gerhard, Samuel Johnson, 08-15..17 Bon Festival in Japan?], [(multiple wrong events)], [Muslim
Day of Hajj (Arafah) and Stoning of the Devil - wrong], [Saint Gregory the Dialogist], [aids.gov - AIDS is wrong, from Oxford
Movement to Episcopal church - normal turned wrong...], [Opus Dei - is wrong, and CANVAS is also wrong and dangerous
subversion... - International Day of Non-Violence (Gandhi)], [Hilarion?, Trafalgar Day?, World Statistics Day?, Saint Ursula],
[Saints Pelagia and Thais - repentant harlots turned christian], [Wrong Same-sex Marriages, "Measurement" of Human
mind], [Four crowned martyrs, World Urbanism Day], [International Students Day, Struggle for Democracy], [International
Men's Day], [Saint Nicholas' Eve, World Soil Day, Berne Convention - wrong Copyright laws], [Second Advent Sunday,
Immaculate Conception, Free Education, Defense of Fatherland and Human Rights], [Third Advent Sunday, Saint John the
Silent], [Pope Urban V - patron of education, Orthodox Saint Nicholas Day], [USSR was wrong], [Feast of the Holy Family],
[Silvester, Euro is still wrong], [Silvester],
[New Year], [Orthodox Saint Stephen's Day, Saint Philip II of Moscow - righteous opposition to wrong royal authority], [Nonresident Indian Day - wrong feast], [HRD - wrong or unclear event celebrating a great deception among other victims],
[Fanny Crosby of Methodist Church, UN Women - confused, Our Lady of Lourdes - confused Crown or EU stars...], [Saints
Cyrus and John - free medicine, Polyeuctus - fight against Idols], [Bill of Rights], [Thomas Aquinas eternalization is obsolette],
[Alexander the Liberator], [Pi Day, Sikhism], [Saint Patrick's Day], [Jan Amos Komensky - Teacher's Day (cz), Stephen
Harding - Cistercian order], [Sir Isaac Newton 03-31, Rudolf Steiner 03-30], [Martyrs of Armenian Genocide, ...], [04-28
Workers' Memorial Day?, 04-29 International Dance Day], [Honesty Day USA (First inauguration of G.Washington), May Eve
St. Walpurgis Night, Beltane], [The last day of the Festival of Ridvan, Leonardo da Vinci], [World Press Freedom Day - not
enough freedom yet!, usus antiquior communities finding of the cross - bad event], [World Press Freedom Day - not enough
freedom yet!], [Fat Acceptance - wrong feast, Ramadan], [Fat Acceptance? - wrong feast, Ramadan], [St. John of Avila?, Job,
Confederate Memorial Day], [Declaration of the Báb ?, Nicolaus Copernicus and Johannes Kepler ?, German "Constitution"
day?], [?], [Saint Germain 2019-05-28, David Lane, Ascension of Baha'u'llah 2019-05-29, Feast of Ascension 2019-05-30],
[Joan of Arc], [Barnabas Apostle, JFK "Civil Rights Act of 1964", Orthodox Theodosia of Constantinople], [Barnabas Apostle,
JFK "Civil Rights Act of 1964", Orthodox Theodosia of Constantinople], [Miscegenation laws "Loving Day" - a very wrong
feast!, "World Day Against Child Labour" - is worth of warning...], [African Rights and Education, George Berkeley and
Joseph Butler -- confused right and wrong], [?], [World Refugee Day, Summer Solstice?], [Thomas More, Saint Alban, Utopia
and sci-fi], [Ecumeny, No Torture or Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking], [Irenaeus of Lyon, Malcolm X, Gay Rights Movement
- wrong], [US feminists, British wrong Glorious Revolution],
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[Ivan Kupala Day (Orthodox Saint John Feast), Saints Job and Theodosius of Manyava], [(multiple wrong events)], [Peter and
Fevronia Day = Day of Family, Love and Faithfulness 07-08, Our Lady of Peace 07-09 & Capuchin Franciscans, Martyrdom
of the Báb ??], [Peter and Fevronia Day = Day of Family, Love and Faithfulness], [Feminism - wrong], [Rastafari - wrong,
Chinese communists - wrong], [Seven Sleepers of Ephesus?, Bank of England and Central Banks - wrong], [Indulgence trade wrong], [Feast of Transfiguration, Hiroshima Peace Memorial Ceremony], [Dominican Inquisition and Nuremberg Trials wrong], [Nagasaki? - wrong spot], [UNHCR - wrong gang, Trotskyists - worst of evil], [UNHCR and Trotskyists], [Linux,
Galileo Galilei], [Mother Teresa], [John Chrysostom and Eulogius of Alexandria 09-13, Day of the Programmer 09-13, Feast of
the Holy Cross? 09-13..14, Hindi Day? 09-14], [Feast of the Holy Cross, Hindi Day], [?], [?], [Gay Men HIV, World Tourism Day
- wrong], [Saint Jerome and Translators - partially confused, Rosh ha Shanah, Gregory the Illuminator], [World Teachers
Day], [World Day Against the Death Penalty, World Mental Health Day?, Double Ten Day China-Taiwan], [Feminism and
LGBT - wrong feasts], [Columbus Day, Our Lady of the Pillar, Freethought Day], [Gaza prison (Hilarion)?, Overseas Chinese
Day, Charles Habsburg of Austria - wrong beatification], [Martin Luther against indulgences, Halloween], [All Souls Day],
[Saint Felix of Valois, Saint Joannicius the Great, Unity Day Russia, Our Lady of Kazan], [Charles Borromeo - very wrong
man!, Emeric of Hungary - also wrongly canonised, NSA and Hungarian revolt suppression], [Four Crowned Martyrs, ...?],
[Four crowned martyrs, ... ?], [Pope Leo I the Great], [?], [Chinese Singles Day, Veterans Day?], [World Kindness Day],
[UNESCO, Saint Margaret, Gertrude the Great], [Catherine of Alexandria - woman study, Company of St. Ursula, Isaac Watts
- hymn writer, James Huntington and OHC], [Orthodox Saint John Chrysostom], [Hoonko Japan, Catherine Laboure, Nobel
prize], [Palestinian solidarity - wrong event, Atari first video-game - also wrong event], [St. Nicholas (Santa Claus), Berne
Convention - wrong Copyright laws], [Civil Aviation -- too hypertrophied, Pearl Harbor - wrong event, Same-sex "marriages"
are wrong], [Orthodox Feast of Immaculate Conception, Peter Fourier, Russian Fatherland's Heroes Day], [Orthodox Feast of
Immaculate Conception, Peter Fourier, Russian Fatherland's Heroes Day], [?], [...], [Sex Workers - wrong feast, NFL - wrong
feast, Arab Spring - wrongly instigated events], [Feast of the Expectation of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Orthodox St. Nicholas
Day?], [Hanukkah - wrong, HumanLight - wrong], [...], [...], [Second Christmas Day, Saint Stephen, Boxing Day], [IMF and
other wrong events], [?],
[United Nations], [?], [?], [Saint Anthony the Great], [Confession of St. Peter, Christian Unity, Orthodox Epiphany], [Marriage
of Mary and Joseph], [Marriage of Mary and Joseph], [Pope Sergius? - decadent pope was wrong, Hippies mixing Hare
Krishna with drugs - also wrong], [Andrei Rublev, Gildas the Wise], [...], [Martyrdom of Mahatma Gandhi], [Roger Williams
and Anne Hutchinson], [Orthodox date of Conversion of St. Paul, New Martyrs and Confessors of the Russian Orthodox
Church], [Communications Decency Act - confused and unclear - present day censorship is not addressed!, Stasi was wrong],
[Boy Scouts of America, Propose Day?, Parinirvana in Buddhism], [UN women - confused and wrong feminism, Our Lady of
Lourdes - confused crown or EU stars], [Absalom Jones of Episcopal Church - wrong feast, World Radio Day - feast misused
for neo-marxist propaganda...], [North Korean absurd Cults - wrong], [International Mother Language Day, Peace Symbol,
Musikahan festival??, Fifth Druk Gyalpo - all partially confused?], [International Mother Language Day, Peace Symbol,
Musikahan festival??, Fifth Druk Gyalpo - all partially confused?], [Scouts' Day (Founders' Days, World Thinking Day), Feast
of the Chair of Saint Peter?], [Defender of the Fatherland Day, Polycarp, Hagia Sophia], [Defender of the Fatherland Day,
Polycarp, Hagia Sophia], [?], [Rare Disease Day, Martyr Saints of China - partially wrong events], [US Constitution and Bill of
Rights, Columbus return], [?], [?], [Stanley Cup (hockey) - wrong, Cyril of Jerusalem - partially wrong, Transit Driver
Appreciation Day - you travel too much collectively], [(multiple right and wrong mixed together)], [?], [Feast of the
Annunciation], [Jan Amos Komensky - Teachers Day], [Transgender "Visibility" - wrong!], [Capture of People by Mobile
Phones - wrong!], [Palm Sunday], [WHO - wrong and dangerous attempt at world government], [Easter Sunday], [Easter
Monday], [Climate Hoax and Big Robbery of "Paris Agreement" - wrong], [Saint George, Miguel Cervantes and William
Shakespeare, World Book Day, English Language Day], [Martyrs of Armenian Genocide, ...], [...], [Honesty Day USA (First
inauguration of G.Washington), May Eve St. Walpurgis Night, Beltane], [?], [?], [...], [EU is wrong Babylon Tower obliterating
nations], [?], [?], [?], [EU Babylon Tower], [Covid is a Treacherous Trap], [International Day of Families, De La Salle Brothers,
Peace Officers], [ITU standardization and neutrality], [LGBT depravities are harming our Freedoms], [?], [?], [Wrong worship],
[...], [No Worship to wrong Emperors but a Restoration], [Lucifer as patron of uncompromising zealous fanatics], [...], [...],
[Standardization, Saint Bernardino, World Bee Day]
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2016-12-11 (next)

Third Advent Sunday
● 2016-12-11 Third Advent Sunday
● 12-11 International Mountain Day?

(2016-12-11 07:00)

[161211_14_S18]

Lon: 13.681, Lat: -18
B=321.973, A=10

Sunspot since 2016-12-11 07:00, Mag since 2016-12-10 22:00, 161211_0300_4_13_S18 MaxMag=321.973 MaxArea=10

2016-12-11..12 (prior)

Kyoto protocol - Climate hoax and tax
● 1997-12-11 "The Kyoto protocol opened for signature" - false climate
activism for oligarch gains
● 2016-12-11 Third Advent Sunday
● 12-11 International Mountain Day?
● 12-12 Constitution Day Russia?
● 12-12 Our Lady of Guadalupe in Mexico...

(2016-12-11 23:30)

[161211_18_N14]

Lon: 18.184, Lat: 13.931
B=411, A=20

only half of field in SC24 remnant, Sunspot since 2016-12-11 23:30 sunspot with only half of usual polarity which probably turned normal old SC24 on
2016-12-14 01:00 or rather that "old SC24" started little beside and swallowed it... $w?, part of 161209_2100_4_32_N18 this Box Mag=411 Area=20? on 2016-12-11 18:00 and Mag=374.8 Area=24 on
2016-12-11 01:00

2016-12-18..19 (next)

Fourth Advent Sunday
● 2016-12-18 Fourth Advent Sunday
● 12-19 Orthodox St. Nicholas Day
● 12-19 O Radix Antiphona

(2016-12-19 16:00)

[161219_303_S23]

Lon: 303.385, Lat: -22.615
B=2231.6, A=20

Sunspot since 2016-12-19 16:00, Mag since 2016-12-18 16:00, 161218_1800_8_303_S22 MaxMag=2231.6 MaxArea=20 reported as MaxMag=2630.5
MaxArea=38 due tu surrounding noise
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2016-12-20

UN propaganda - wrong, Medecins sans frontieres - arch-traitors,
Cheka - bolshevik secret police

(2016-12-20 04:00)

[161220_287_S16]

Lon: 287.164, Lat: -15.648
● 12-20 O Clavis Antiphona
B=187.7, A=4
● 12-20 "International Human Solidarity Day" of "United Nations Regional
Information Centre" - UN propaganda with various anti-green "Green"
deals promotions and wrong "Human Rights" propaganda... (original
article about "Human Solidarity" has been deleted...) - Nature Loves
CO2 and your Climate Hoax lies are wrong... (The more CO2 the better
for Green Nature... Limiting CO2 is actually anti-green...)
● 12-20 Katharina von Bora? - Luther's wife who made him say "Female government has never
done any good" which is right - but otherwise she was probably a brave and good woman...
● 1971-12-20 "The international aid organization Doctors Without Borders was founded" - they
commit arch-treason with their migrant boats breaching our sovereignty and are guilty of
willingly abetting murders and rapes and other crimes of African migrants in Europe...
Giving Africans medical care without limiting their reproduction brought current ecological
catastrophe of Population Chernobyl - exponential unrestricted growth of African population...
(date 12-20 in wiki/December_20 but 12-22 in wiki/MSF article and not specified exactly on their
own web-site)
● 1917-12-20 "Cheka - the first Soviet secret police force - was founded" - these jewish bolsheviks
murdered a lot of Russians - Cheka and NKVD were worst of that all... (again it was listed in
wiki/December_20 but in wiki/Cheka is a different date)
wrong Sunspot at 2016-12-20 04:00 - only half of field $w, Mag since 2016-12-14 13:00, part of 161219_1800_4p_284_S17 this Box Mag=187.7 Area=4

2017-01-17 (prior) (next)

Military-Industrial Complex - wrong, UN Security Council??

(2017-01-17 19:00)

[170117_254_S20]

Lon: 253.884, Lat: -20.098
● 1595-01-17 "During the French Wars of Religion, Henry IV of France
B=178.2, A=6
declared war on Spain" - the war was wrong but this event was rather
minor in it...
● 1920-01-17 Alcohol Prohibition in USA - Volstead Act
● 1946-01-17 "The UN Security Council held its first session" -- it often
blocks solving various cases
● 1961-01-17 Dwight D. Eisenhower warning against "Military-Industrial
Complex" - most dangerous Mafia
● 1991-01-17 "Gulf War: Operation Desert Storm began early in the morning as aircraft strike
positions across Iraq" - a wrong war in interests of Israel only...
● 1996-01-17 Czech republic applied for membership in EU
wrong Sunspot since 2017-01-17 19:00 with unclear polarity pos-to-neg-pole $w, 170117_1400_9p_253_S21 MaxMag=178.2 MaxArea=6

2017-01-19 (next)

Orthodox Epiphany?, Confederate Heroes Day Texas?

(2017-01-19 13:00)

[170119_234_S18]

Lon: 234.06, Lat: -17.949
● 01-19 Robert E. Lee Day (or 3rd monday in January?) -- Robert E. Lee B=132.6, A=5
righteous man defected from Wrong Union and sided with his People
● 01-19 Confederate Heroes Day (Texas)...
● 01-19 Orthodox Epiphany
● 01-19 Henry Bishop of Finland
● 01-19 Feast of Sultan = Sovereignty - Baha'i Faith
● 1829-01-19 Goethe's Faust premiere
● 1969-01-19 Jan Palach - self-sacrificed trying to wake-up people against communist totality and
became a symbol of anti-communist resistance...
uncertain Sunspot since 2017-01-19 13:00 - SC25 or only half of polarity while neg half of field escaped too far? - rather it is normal..., 170119_0600_4p_234_S17 MaxMag=132.6 MaxArea=5
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2017-01-19 (prior)

ACLU - wrong, computer viruses - wrong
● 1920-01-19 "The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) was founded" today it's a traitor and teaser of The People - instead of protecting
people's liberties it strives to severly harm Free Speech...
● 1986-01-19 "The first IBM PC computer virus was released into the wild"

(2017-01-19 19:00)

[170119_224_S9]

Lon: 223.672, Lat: -8.938
B=61.8, A=3

wrong Sunspot at 2017-01-19 19:00 with only half of field $w, Mag since 2017-01-19 01:00, 170119_1900_19n_223_S7 Mag=61.8 Area=3

2017-01-24

(several one-sided items)

(2017-01-24 07:00)

[170124_190_S10]

Lon: 190.028, Lat: -9.984
● 1984-01-24 "Apple Computer placed the Macintosh personal computer
B=182.6, A=6
on sale in the United States" - Iphones enslave people today and Apple is
a grand gangster (but Google and Microsoft are even worse)
● 2003-01-24 "The United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
officially began operation" - anti-patriotic secret police against people
created in 911 fallout with 1e9 bullets prepared against own people
● 01-24 "Moebius Syndrome Awareness Day" ?
● 01-24 "Our Lady of Peace" - in Hawaii only - otherwise 07-09 - a very remarkable brave
peacemaker Hawaii congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard was trying to become president of USA - but
she would be too weak for this position and she would be a nice doll in hands of Oligarchs and
Israeli servants... She has uncovered total lack of Democracy in so-called "Democratic" party of
USA who unfairly removed her from primaries in order not to let people hear her fair criticism of
other "Democratic" candidates... USA needs more such brave and fair congresswomen or
congressmen but a strong and wise man is needed as a president... (Tulsi Gabbard of mixed race
and mixed religious background from over-seas region she supports many wrong things beside
good ones and her peace-making effort is based on a blunder that "oh poor American soldiers
also suffer during our aggressions"... Can a woman see things fairly...?)
-Some Marian Idol veneration is exorbitant... And it's not a "Peace" what governing "Ladies"
usually bring but quite often it's Injustice instead... (If you consider that your "Social Justice" is
actually an Injustice because Fair are "Equal Conditions" and not "Equal Outcomes"...)
Coronating even the image of a Lady is plainly wrong... God the Father rules... "You shall have
none other gods before me"...
● 1908-01-24 "The first Boy Scout troop was organized in England by Robert Baden-Powell"...
Scouts are not wrong... Maybe it's not right to limit it to a single gender? But boys need different
upbringing than girls...
wrong Sunspot at 2017-01-24 07:00 with only half of field $w, Mag since 2017-01-21 07:00, 170124_0700_10p_192_S9 Mag=182.6 Area=6

2017-01-31 (prior)

Samuel Moor Shoemaker III - Alcoholics Anonymous - try to
raise from alcohol slavery...

(2017-01-31 22:00)

[170131_70_S25]

Lon: 70.498, Lat: -25.169
● 01-31 Samuel Moor Shoemaker - Alcoholics Anonymous
B=132.2, A=5
● 01-31 Amartithi - Meher Baba - false prophet
● 01-31 is orthodox 01-18 - Athanasius of Alexandria Contra Mundum fighter against Arianism and Constantine
● 01-31 is orthodox 01-18 Cyril of Alexandria - was not much good figure see Hypatia article
● 02-01 Imbolc & Saint Brigit Day? - local Irish festival - keeping good
traditions is fine...
● 02-01 World Hijab Day - women have usually been wearing headscarfs and it can be beautiful...
But let's keep our Western freedoms...
Sunspot since 2017-01-31 22:00, 170131_2000_7_70_S25 MaxMag=132.2 MaxArea=5
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2017-02-01 (prior)

Saint Brigit's Day - Imbolc 02-01, Candlemas 02-02
● 02-01 Saint Bridgit's Day - Imbolc
● 02-02 Candlemas (does the feast start on the evening before?)

(2017-02-01 19:00)

[170201_97_N15]

Lon: 96.85, Lat: 15.29
B=1328.4, A=18

Sunspot since 2017-02-01 19:00 (in Fits sources already at 12:00), Mag since 2017-01-29 21:00, detection mixed into 170124_1100_2p_108_N15 this Box
MaxMag=1328.4 Area=18

2017-02-09 (prior)

?

(2017-02-09 10:00)

[170209_14_N26]

Lon: 13.578, Lat: 25.619
● 1900-02-09 "The Davis Cup competition was established"
● 1959-02-09 "The R-7 Semyorka, the first intercontinental ballistic
missile, became operational at Plesetsk, USSR"
● 0951-02-09 "The Northern Han Kingdom was founded by Liu Chong in
modern-day Shanxi"
● 02-09 Saint Maron & Maronite Church near Aleppo and Lebanon? - does
not seem wrong...
● 02-09 Anne Catherine Emmerich? - "Augustinian Canoness, mystic, Marian visionary, ecstatic
and stigmatist" - the stigmata were probably as usually a fraud or self-harming? Not sure... The
writings are probably more a fabulous work of a poet Clemens Brentano...
wrong Sunspot since 2017-02-09 10:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole or high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2017-02-09 07:00, missing in HMIB autodetection - is too small

2017-02-17 (prior) (next)

?

(2017-02-17 04:00)

[170217_202_S18]

● 02-17 Independence Day of Kosovo - land theft from Serbia: now Kosovo Lon: 201.696, Lat: -17.606
B=148.5, A=5
is major drug-dealer and terrorist base...
● 02-17 Random Acts of Kindness Day (USA) - is probably good - or is it
11-04...?
● 02-17 Janani Luwum in Uganda - it's right if african people have african
bishop but it's not right if church official opposes state political
authority...
● 1949-02-17 "Chaim Weizmann began his term as the first President of Israel ... industrial
fermentation" - apartheid mafia - but now it is "fait accompli" and there is no way back...
● 2011-02-17 "Arab Spring: Libyan protests against Muammar Gaddafi's regime began" - H.Clinton
and conspiring jews (chief wrong guy Bernard-Henri Levy - this was just one among many of his
wrong-doing...) destroyed prosperous Libya and caused the murder of Muammar Qaddafi...
wrong Sunspot since 2017-02-17 04:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w, 170217_0300_9p_200_S18 MaxMag=148.5 MaxArea=5
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2017-03-13 (next)

(2017-03-13 01:00)

[170313_249_S17]

Pope Francis - wrong, Yaroslav the Wise - murder of brothers is
not right, Euphrasia of Constantinople - bearing stones is not correct penitence for
a woman

● 03-13 Anniversary of election of Pope Francis 2013-03-13 - who betrayed Lon: 249.372, Lat: -16.648
B=86, A=4
us European people and opened gates for invaders - kissing feet of
migrants was absolutely wrong but there are more complaints...
● 03-13 Saint Roderick beheaded due to his muslim brother treason and
sharia law...
● 03-13 Africa Scout Day -- Scouting is good and let's keep Africans in
Africa...
● 03-13 "James Theodore Holly" - having "black" bishop in Haiti is right but not in Europe...
● 03-13 is orthodox 02-28 Yaroslav the Wise - was probably a good king(?) but murdered his
brother who murdered his other brothers or murdered them all himself which is not nice or
"saint" at all... Ukrainian fallen-angel trident is his sign...
● 1881-03-13 "Alexander II of Russia was killed near his palace" - "most significant reform as
emperor was emancipation of Russia's serfs in 1861" - called "Alexander the Liberator" -- he was
a good Emperor and the assassination was wrong...
● 03-13 "German revolutions of 1848-1849" (pan-Germanism) - "liberal middle-class" and "workers
seeking to improve their conditions" - "As the middle class and working class components of the
Revolution split, the conservative aristocracy defeated it..."
● 03-13 "Euphrasia of Constantinople" - a good girl but a woman should not carry heavy stones as
penitence...
● 03-13 Kasuga Matsuri in Japan? - probably not wrong and "Kasugayama Primeval Forest" is
probably a treasure of nature in civilized world...
wrong Sunspot since 2017-03-13 01:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, 170312_2300_5_249_S16 MaxMag=86.0 MaxArea=4

2017-03-13 (prior) (next)

...
● (03-13 see above...)

(2017-03-13 22:00)

[170313_240_S28]

Lon: 239.75, Lat: -28.25
B=91.5, A=4

wrong Sunspot at 2017-03-13 22:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole widely separated $w, 170313_1700_7p_241_S28 MaxMag=91.5
MaxArea=4

2017-03-15 (prior) (next)

Longinus & police brutality - wrong, German occupation of
Czechoslovakia 1939, Syrian Armageddon 2011, ...

(2017-03-15 10:00)

[170315_227_S6]

Lon: 227.383, Lat: -6.188
● 03-15 "International Day Against Police Brutality"
B=150.7, A=6
● 03-15 "Saint Longinus" - both also on October 22? - "Revolutionary
Communist Party of USA" has tried to steal "Longinus"...
● 1939-03-15 occupation of Czechoslovakia - ask why it did not start war
yet?
● 2011-03-15 beginning of the Syrian War Armageddon - "Aram Giddeon"
means "Destruction or Hewer of Syria" - both are Longinus-type events
● 1991-03-15 "The Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to Germany came into effect,
granting full sovereignty to the Federal Republic of Germany"
● 03-15 Shah Jalal - spread of Islam to Bangladesh
● 2019-03-15 New Zealand Mosque shooters's deception - it's also related as is suggested in that
partially wrong Manifest... (but that happened two years later...)
(Someone else has shot the muslims in mosque and the guy with camera was just a parody and
not a real shooting, the people were already dead when he came... The TGR Manifest was
partially wrong and a bad lure of people's Resistance into a trap...)
possibly wrong Sunspot at 2017-03-15 10:00 equatorial SC25 too widely separated $w?, 170315_0700_4p_225_S4 MaxMag=150.7 MaxArea=6
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2017-03-25 (next)

(2017-03-25 07:00)

[170325_116_N4]

Feast of the Annunciation
● 03-25 "Feast of the Annunciation"
● 03-25 "International Day of the Unborn Child" - established by John Paul
II for the Annunciation

Lon: 115.874, Lat: 3.563
B=131.2, A=4

Sunspot at 2017-03-25 07:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2017-03-25 01:00, in HMIB autodetection part of larger group 170320_1500_12n_119_N16 - this
area Mag=131.2 Area=4

2017-03-25 (prior) (next)

(2017-03-25 07:00)

[170325_117_S9]

various anti-feasts of Annunciation

● 03-25 "EU Talent Day" - placed onto Feast of the Annunciation to replace Lon: 117.378, Lat: -9.094
B=596.1, A=20
it?
● 03-25 "Tolkien Reading Day" - also set up to replace Feast of the
Annunciation
● 03-25 "International Day of Remembrance of the Victims of Slavery and
the Transatlantic Slave Trade" - let's remember it was jews who brought
slaves to America...
(here UN also tries to replace Annunciation...)
Related UN "International Decade for People of African Descent" since 2015 Shmitah is treason
against European and American people.
● 03-25 Annunciation - some Marian veneration is exorbitant and people often forget or do not
understand why they celebrate Virgin Mary bringing Christ Soul from Heaven to the Earth - once
then and in anybody continuously...
Sunspot at 2017-03-25 07:00 in old SC24 remnant or only half of field... $w, Mag since 2017-03-22 01:00 cca?, part of 170324_1100_7_130_N3 - this area Mag=596.1 Area=20

2017-03-30 (next)

(multiple confused events...)

(2017-03-30 18:00)

[170330_17_N11]

Lon: 16.97, Lat: 10.72
● 03-30 Land Day in Palestine - are Palestinians undesired in neighbour
B=151.2, A=5
Arab countries? Think why...
Israeli jews are gangsters but there is no better place for them than in
Israel...
If Palestinians were little more constructive opposition it would be
possible to deal with them more peacefully... Trump's Peace Plan was
a good offer and it's really unwise that the Arabs rejected it...
● 03-30 "Amadeus IX, Duke of Savoy" - "Because of his epilepsy and retirement, his wife Yolande of
Valois was left in control of the state" - that is wrong if woman rules... - his cult was established
opportunistically by Cordieri later appointed theologian to a descendant of this duke... "the
revival of the cult of Amadeus IX was part of a decades long effort on the part of the House of
Savoy to enhance its political status" - which is wrong to make a "political saint"...
● 03-30 Maria Restituta Kafkova - "was very vocal in her opposition to the new regime" a religious sister should not engage in politics...
"the only Religious Sister to be formally condemned to death under the Nazi regime"... - she was
probably a brave woman with a good heart (hospital nurse and then caring for other prisoners)
but engaging in politics brings risks of political consequences...
● 1961-03-30 "The Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs was signed in New York City" - it is
a wrong confusion to put all "narcotic drugs" into one bag...
● 03-30 Rudolf Steiner - it is a pitty he made Anthroposophy so inaccessible by reasonable people
by all those related blunders and contentions against Reason and Truth while Anthroposophy
still fosters good spiritual people...
● 1867-03-30 "Purchase" of Alaska
possibly wrong sunspot Since 2017-03-30 18:00 with unknown polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole turned normal old SC24 next day $w?, Mag since 2017-03-29 21:00, 170330_1600_9_20_N12
MaxMag=151.2 MaxArea=5
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2017-04-04..05

(2017-04-04 21:00)

[170404_306_N7]

Isidore of Seville, Martin Luther King 04-04

● 04-04 Martin Luther King Jr. - christian fighter for black rights - but that Lon: 305.559, Lat: 7.225
B=201.2, A=7
brought great spoiling of society and anti-white media lies and hate
later...
● 04-04 Isidore of Seville - encyclopedist and "one of the last of the ancient
Christian philosophers" who established some forms of education for the
illiterate Elites of his time... - a patron saint of Internet...
● 1975-04-04 Microsoft was founded
● 1949-04-04 NATO treaty was signed - while we need a balance of powers
we need not be ruled by hateful liars - NATO should have been defensive
force and not a fascist occupation force against third-world countries...
● 04-05 Sikmogil in South Korea - Arbor Day and celebration of Unification
of Korea...
● 1951-04-05 Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were sentenced to death for spying for the Soviet Union who gave secrets of nuclear weapons to Soviet Union...
Sunspot since 2017-04-04 21:00 or 2017-04-05 04:00 (in Fits sources at 2017-04-04 21:00 and in Jpeg sources first at 2017-04-05 04:00), Mag since 2017-04-03 18:00, part of 170404_1900_2p_304_N9
Box Mag=201.2 Area=7 mixed with rest of group as MaxMag=413.255

2017-04-08

(2017-04-08 13:00)

[170408_246_N9]

Buddha, International Romani Day, William Augustus
Muhlenberg - Social Gospel
● 04-08 (Japan date) Buddha's birthday - Hana Matsuri 'Flower Festival'
● 04-08 International Romani Day -- yes gypsies please be proud Romani
and do not mix with us...
● 04-08 "William Augustus Muhlenberg - father of church schools in the
United States, an early exponent of the Social Gospel"

Lon: 245.639, Lat: 8.58
B=106.9, A=4

Sunspot at 2017-04-08 13:00, Mag since 2017-04-06 15:15, 170408_0900_4p_244_N11 MaxMag=106.9 MaxArea=4

2017-04-10 (next)

(2017-04-10 13:00)
[170410_270_N17]

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin opposition
● 04-10 "Pierre Teilhard de Chardin" a good paleolontologian... opposition
against him from Church in 1947 seems rather like 1547 dark medieval
age ?!
● 04-10 or 04-09 "Mikael Agricola" - "de-facto founder of literary Finnish
and a prominent proponent of the Protestant Reformation in Sweden,
including Finland" - not wrong
● 04-10 William Law - not bowing to secular authority - "A Serious Call to
a Devout and Holy Life"... - not wrong

Lon: 270.19, Lat: 16.745
B=147.5, A=7

weak Sunspot at 2017-04-10 13:00 with only half of field or rather widely separated - pos in neg region $w?, Mag since 2017-04-10 07:00, 170410_0900_11n_269_N13 MaxMag=147.5 MaxArea=7

2017-04-10 (prior)

(2017-04-10 13:00)

Thelema - wrong, William of Ockham - wrong

[170410_220_N10]

Lon: 220.25, Lat: 9.5
● 04-10 "Feast of the Third Day of the Writing of the Book of the Law" B=140, A=5
Thelema - wrong satanism blunders
● 04-10 William Ockham - Occam's razor? - prefering simpler solutions is
not always right way - "In return for protection and patronage William
wrote treatises that argued for emperor Louis IV to have supreme
control over church and state in the Holy Roman Empire." - that was
wrong - Simony...
"was a pioneer of nominalism, and some consider him the father of modern epistemology,
because of his strongly argued position that only individuals exist, rather than supra-individual
universals, essences, or forms, and that universals are the products of abstraction from
individuals by the human mind and have no extra-mental existence" - that is wrong since it
negates Nations and various Groups that do Exist and Persist despite of Individual temporal
limitation...
wrong Sunspot at 2017-04-10 13:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2017-04-08 23:00, 170410_1200_3_220_N12 MaxMag=140.0 MaxArea=5
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2017-05-10 (next)

John of Avila and Jesuits - wrong or mixed
● 05-10 John of Avila - Jesuit scholar of Jewish converso descent...
(Some claim they established schools and knowledge centers - but only
after persecuting and driving away all better ones...)

(2017-05-10 19:00)

[170510_220_S11]

Lon: 220.132, Lat: -11.262
B=161.5, A=5

Sunspot at 2017-05-10 19:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole or normal old SC24 $w, Mag since 2017-05-10 01:00,
170510_1800_3p_220_S11 MaxMag=161.5 MaxArea=5

2017-05-21 (next)

UN diversity misconception - wrong

(2017-05-21 19:00)

[170521_74_S26]

Lon: 73.991, Lat: -26.082
● 05-21 John Eliot - "apostle" to indians - that was wrong destroying them
B=104.726, A=3
both culturaly and genocidaly
● 05-21 "World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development" UN's and jewish mis-interpretation what really is Diversity causes
Destruction of Global Diversity and of Western People. -- "to understand
the value of cultural diversity and learn how to live together in harmony"
-- true cultural diversity is not living together as everywhere same
mixture - harmony is needed but ethnically mixed society seldom lives in harmony.
● 05-21 "Saints of the Cristero War" - Americans were defending against foreign cultural rape...?
Or rather "Church" struggled for too much power in the State in that Cristero Uprising...
● 05-21 Emperor Constantine I and Helena of Constantinople? - these were not wrong...
wrong Sunspot at 2017-05-21 19:00 - high-lat SC24 or unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2017-05-21 16:00, 170521_1700_6p_73_S26 MaxMag=104.726 MaxArea=3

2017-05-24

?... (wrong turned better)
● 05-24 Saint Sarah - Romani people (or Gypsies)
● 05-24 Jackson Kemper - "first missionary bishop of the Episcopal Church
in the USA. Especially known for his work with Native American
peoples"... "Kemper constantly urged outreach to the Native American
peoples"... - that was Cultural Destruction of AmerIndians...
● 1689-05-24 "The English Parliament passed the Act of Toleration
protecting dissenting Protestants but excluding Roman Catholics" - that
actually means "no toleration" to others...
● 1738-05-24 "John Wesley was converted, essentially launching the
Methodist movement"... - Methodism is not wrong...

(2017-05-24 07:00)

[170524_45_S32]

Lon: 44.95, Lat: -32.49

wrong Sunspot at 2017-05-24 07:00 - high-lat SC24 turned almost SC25 very soon by emerging other field at left side $w2, Mag since 2017-05-24 01:00

2017-06-18

Autistic Pride Day of LGBT - wrong event
● uncertain - possibly only a noise?
● 06-18 "Autistic Pride Day" of "lgbtqp community" - dangerous lies "Aspies for Freedom" just tries to normalize autism to minimize vaccine
perception damage and actively strives to prevent curing of autism
● 06-18 "Waterloo Day" in Britain
● 1815-06-18 Napoleonic Wars - The Battle of Waterloo...

(2017-06-18 01:00)

[170618_60_S14]

Lon: 59.776, Lat: -13.542
B=97.9, A=2

wrong Sunspot at 2017-06-18 01:00 with only half of polarity at tail of old SC24 remnant $w, Mag probably since 2017-06-16 19:00,
170617_2100_14n_60_S13 Mag=97.9 Area=2 wider region MaxMag=288.7 MaxArea=11
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(2017-06-04 19:00)

2017-06-04

[170604_305_N19]

Pentecost, International Day of Innocent Children
Victims of Aggression, Tiananmen Square Protests of 1989
● 2017-06-04 was Pentecost 49 days after Easter 2017-04-16
● 06-04 "International Day of Innocent Children Victims of Aggression"
● 06-04 "Tiananmen Square Protests of 1989 Memorial Day" - Ukraine
Maidan vindicated Chinese solution to Tiananmen - it is just a Chaos and
not a Democracy what can be acquired by persistent hooligan protests
on a square if they are allowed to win...
● (continued on next rotation of Sun)

Lon: 305.116, Lat: 19
B=898.7, A=14

Sunspot since 2017-06-04 19:00, Mag started 2017-06-04 01:00 near right limb as SC25, Hmib autodetection mixed into surrounding region
170526_1200_3n_292_N12, 170605_0300_1_305_N19 MaxMag=898.7 MaxArea=14 of this region within larger group, polarity could be considered
unclear near limb...

2017-06-19..20 (next)

(2017-06-20 07:00)
[170620_311_N18]

Protection of Indigenous People (including Europeans!) 06-19, Flavius Belisarius
06-20, World Refugee Day 06-20, overturned on St. John's Day 06-24
● continued from previous Pentecost spot from 2017-06-04 and was turned to normal old
SC24 on 2017-06-24 07:00 on St. John's Day and it reconnected (elsewhere) soon and on
next turn there was a filament wall separating the former parts..., on 06-24 Saint John's
Day the spot was changed to normal old SC24

Lon: 310.837, Lat: 18.08
B=8366, A=133

● 06-20 World Refugee Day
● 06-19 Juneteenth - Afro-american celebration of abolition of slavery
● 06-19 World Sickle Cell Day - remembering a genetic disease of
Sub-Saharan Africans - but it's not the only genetic problem they bring
to other regions
● 0325-06-19 "The original Nicene Creed was adopted at the First Council
of Nicaea" - that wrong version with cursing of opponents...
● 1990-06-19 "The current international law defending indigenous
peoples, Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989, was ratified
for the first time by Norway" - remember that Light People are also
Indigenous People in Europe (or Eurasia) and Dark People are not
indigenous in Europe
● 06-20 Pope Silverius - Ostrogothic king Theodahad intended to install
a pro-Gothic candidate just before the Gothic War - a mole pope just as
Francis in the case of present Invasion... He was deposed by General
Flavius Belisarius who "was instrumental in the reconquest of much of the Mediterranean
territory belonging to the former Western Roman Empire" and whose "name is frequently given
as one of the so-called 'Last of the Romans'." and replaced the pope with "the Deacon Vigilius" which means "Vigilant"... And while that Silverius was canonized due to a fictitious sailor legend
superstition that Belisarius was proclaimed a "secular saint" due to his real deeds...
● 06-20 Methodius of Olympus - some things he's written were probably right but many other were
blunders...
● 2017-06-21 04:24 was summer solstice
Mag rolled on limb as SC25 on 2017-06-20 01:00 or 2017-06-19 17:00, Sunspots since 2017-06-20 07:00, 170620_2200_2p_312_N16 MaxMag=8366 MaxArea=133

2017-07-21

Daniel, Schismatic "Catholicism"
● 07-21 Daniel
● 07-21 "Carlos Duarte Costa" - schismatic Brazilian bishop of wrong ICAB
church... - while some "Independent Catholic Churches" may become
necessary if Popes will continue to spoil Christianity as did Pope Francis,
they can hardly be called "Catholic" any more... But these Costa's
reforms were rather bad than good while some of them could be right...
● 07-21 Kazanskaya - "palladium of all of Russia, known as the Holy
Protectress of Russia" - do not rely on "Holy" protection and always
strive to have real "holy" protectors...

(2017-07-21 19:00)
[170721_310_N19]

Lon: 310, Lat: 18.779
B=1329.4, A=26

Sunspot occured 2017-07-21 19:00 in that same region with only half of magnetic field or SC25 region very wide $w?, Hmib autodetection mixed into equatorial region 170718_0700_13n_312_N3 this
place Mag=1329.4 Area=26, next sunspot in this region on 2017-07-22 Mary Magdalene and next on 2017-07-24 and 25...
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2017-07-05

Cyril and Methodius
● 07-05 Cyril and Methodius - Apostles to the Slovans and patron Saints of
Europe together with Benedict of Nursia... They and their disciples are
credited with spread of Orthodox Christianity into the Eastern Europe
and with development and spread of Glagolitic and Cyrillic script, used
until today as Azbuka as reformed by Peter the Great...

(2017-07-05 21:00)

[170705_166_S13]

Lon: 166.5, Lat: -13.2
B=1105.9, A=33

double Sunspot since 2017-07-05 21:00 in wide SC25 region, Mag since 2017-07-01 09:00 (almost since rolled), part of 170702_0800_12n_166_S14 this
Box MaxMag=1105.9 MaxArea=33 at 2017-07-05 23:00 group MaxMag 1275.5 MaxArea 38

2017-06-26 (prior)

International Day against Torture and Drug Trafficking,
Isabel Hapgood - not enough ecumenism yet...

(2017-06-26 06:00)

[170626_309_S8]

Lon: 308.93, Lat: -7.529
● 06-26 International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking trafficking drugs into foreign country is a war crime against civilian
population
● 06-26 International Day in Support of Victims of Torture - Torture is
a Diabolical and cravenly Abuse of Power...
● 06-26 Isabel Florence Hapgood - translator and ecumenist - "key figure
in the dialogue between Western Christianity and Orthodoxy" - she was
a good and righteous woman but Western (specially USA and Anglican regions) fail this Ecumeny
until today... Consider that Ecumeny foremost means 'Respect of others being Different' and
a Dialogue...
● 06-26 World Refrigeration Day - established in UK in 2018 (following year) as a counter-feast to
not talk about torture and drug trade? - and it mixes "diversity" in the feast - it is a satanic or at
least a fawning feast
● 1824-06-26 Birtday of William Thomson Kelvin
● 2017-06-26 was Islamic Eid al-Fitr - end of Ramadan feast
Sunspot at 2017-06-26 06:00 with not very clear polarity - not marked in Jpeg mix images - is too weak $w?, Mag since 2017-06-26 01:00, missing in HMIB autodetection - is too weak and small

2017-07-18 (prior)

Theodosia of Constantinople

(2017-07-18 18:00)

[170718_358_S5]

Lon: 358.215, Lat: -5.102
● 07-18 "Theodosia of Constantinople" was rebel and guerrilla murderer
B=181.2, A=8
for a righteous cause... (A Soldier was destroying Icons and Statues and
Theodosia shook his ladder so that he fell down and died. She was
executed but is now venerated as a Martyr. Consider that attacking
Wrong Soldiers or Mercenaries but not Civilians is a Guerrilla and not
a Terrorism... But it may have undesired consequences as the Governing
Fascism revenges and sometimes not only on the Perpetrator...)
● 07-18 Elizabeth Ferard - "revitalising the deaconess order" - but recently they ordained priests
from some of their deaconesses which is wrong and contrary to Pauline epistles to have
a christian women priests...
● 07-18 "Nelson Mandela International Day" - Mandela was a communist terrorist who
overthrowed South Africa to convert it to a "Brown Communist Hell" - there is nothing to be
celebrated on that...
● 1925-07-18 Hitler published Mein Kampf - banned until this day because half of it was true and
still is... (But Hitler spoiled National Socialism and Patriotism with his letting be provoked to
a Bloodshed of unjust attacking War against Neighbours and hyperbolic Persecution of own
Citizens and he does not deserve any veneration!)
Sunspot since 2017-07-18 18:00 - too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2017-07-18 06:00, 170718_1300_3_356_S5 Box Mag=181.2 Area=8 mixed with other spots: MaxMag=237.4
MaxArea=8

2017-07-19 (next)

Feminism - wrong
● 1848-07-19 "Women's Rights Convention" - the start of wrong
feminism... - published a "Declaration of Sentiments" - but men rule
foremost by Reason while women mostly decide by Sentiments
(Emotions)...

(2017-07-19 15:00)

[170719_33_S7]

Lon: 33.408, Lat: -7.276

wrong sunspot at 2017-07-19 15:00 with only neg half of field $w (too weak missing in Jpeg sources - may it be rather just a noise...?), Mag since
2017-07-16 09:00, part of 170719_0600_6_36_S9 this Box MaxMag=101.9
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2017-07-27 (next)

Seven Sleepers of Ephesus?, North Korea?, private Central Banks and
Bank of England - wrong

(2017-07-27 07:00)

[170727_284_S9]

Lon: 284.233, Lat: -9.341
● 07-27 "Seven Sleepers of Ephesus"
B=169.2, A=5
● 07-27 "Day of Victory in the Great Fatherland Liberation War" in North
Korea and "National Korean War Veterans Armistice Day" in USA - the
war was not terminated yet? At least a wrong economic war continues
until today...
● 1694-07-27 "A Royal charter was granted to the Bank of England" "model on which most modern central banks have been based." -- see
Nikolaj Starikov: "financial capital began to take de-facto control over the state"
London City Dragon is instigator of many recent wars including both World Wars...
wrong Sunspot at 2017-07-27 07:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2017-07-26 13:00, 170727_0100_2_284_S8 MaxMag=169.2 MaxArea=5 reported as SC24

2017-07-29

?

(2017-07-29 07:00)

[170729_218_S20]

Lon: 217.606, Lat: -19.767
● 07-29 Martha and Maria of Bethany?
B=143.2, A=6
● 07-29 Saint Olaf of Norway - "one of the last famous saints before the
Great Schism" - that Great Schism (due to 'filioque' and power struggles
and not related to this Olaf) was wrong - both sides have their blunders
and it does not mean they should not cooperate...
● 1899-07-29 "The First Hague Convention was signed" - laws of war and
war crimes... - It is a pitty that the West and NATO and their
mercenaries so often violate this by their war crimes... (For ex. Looting in Libya after 2011 or
exterminating million German POWs after the end of WWII in Eisenhower Death-Camps and
many other war crimes...)
● 1921-07-29 "Adolf Hitler became leader of the National Socialist German Workers Party" - first
implemented partially-righteous National Socialism and then utterly spoiled it by spilling a lot of
innocent blood...
● 1957-07-29 "The International Atomic Energy Agency was established" - it is right to have
a cooperation in this field
● 1996-07-29 "The child protection portion of the Communications Decency Act was struck down
by a U.S. federal court as too broad." -- and by what was it replaced?
wrong Sunspot at 2017-07-29 07:00 high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2017-07-29 01:00, 170729_0300_4p_219_S18 MaxMag=143.2 MaxArea=6

2017-08-05

Nuclear tests are dangerous and harmful

(2017-08-05 19:00)
[170805_110_N14]

● 1963-08-05 "Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty" - you absolutely should not Lon: 109.92, Lat: 14
B=698.2, A=15
conduct air or stratosphere or ocean nuclear explosions... And better
avoid them altogether including underground ones... Why did USA
recently canceled INF treaty tergiversating with lies under influence of
Millitary-Industrial Complex Mafia ?!
(Which above was written even without considering the shape of that
wrong region but notice that it looks like a map of North America with
the spot on Nevada desert and somewhere on a western coast... In
a little wider view on 19:00 (in pdf shown 21:00) there may even be written
something like INF above that region... Can't you have some less
risky-of-abuse deterrent against global war? And no, you don't need
thousands more nuclear warheads just as a deterrent and it's MAD to
have them for anything else...)
Americans should consider that it takes just two weeks until contaminated air circulates from
Russia to USA and Russians should consider that it takes a week from USA to Europe and
another week to Russia and both should consider a Ban on Bilderberg-type conference on
Southern Hemisphere because New Zealand or Australia are off-limits from the
northern-hemisphere circulation before the fission isotopes become much less dangerous...
Contemplate what the Black Cubes signalize to the Wrong Elite... (ignore the text there and see image)
wrong Sunspot since 2017-08-05 19:00 only neg half of field $w, Mag since 2017-08-01 12:00 since rolled, part of 170805_1700_2_100_N19 this Box Mag=698.2 Area=15 at 2017-08-06 14:00 or part of
170806_1500_14n_109_N14 this Box Mag=690.5 Area=14 or part of 170808_0400_4_93_N23 this Box MaxMag=770.9 MaxArea=14 on 2017-08-08 15:00
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2017-08-06 (next)

Feast of Transfiguration, Hiroshima Peace Memorial
Ceremony
● 08-06 Feast of Transfiguration
● 08-06 Hiroshima Peace Memorial Ceremony - "A-Bomb Day"

(2017-08-06 13:00)

[170806_185_N8]

Lon: 184.956, Lat: 8.328
B=120.2, A=5

Sunspot at 2017-08-06 13:00, Mag since 2017-08-06 01:00, 170806_0800_2p_186_N9 MaxMag=120.2 MaxArea=5

2017-08-20 (next)

(undesired consequences)

(2017-08-20 10:00)

[170820_328_S22]

● 1920-08-20 "The National Football League USA" was organized - passive Lon: 328.265, Lat: -21.833
B=176.2, A=5
sport-watching is not a sport and it usually degrades both body and
spirit instead of cultivating them...
● 1858-08-20 "Charles Darwin first published his theory of evolution
through natural selection" - most probably the Evolution was partially
natural and occasionally influenced... Also consider that Life borns from
Life and not from an unalive Mud (as was proven by Louis Pasteur),
neither now nor in deep past...
● 08-20 "World Mosquito Day" - beware possible undesired unexpected consequences of releasing
genetically modified organisms for example mosquitoes (and more so without thorough testing
and by clandestine private parties of alleged "philantropes" like the evil Bill Gates...)
● 08-20 Samuel prophet
● 1968-08-20 start of occupation of Czechoslovakia by Warsaw Pact
● 1991-08-20 "Dissolution of the Soviet Union, August Coup" - was it a Karma? (It was
a consequence of a failure to reform enough...)
wrong Sunspot at 2017-08-20 10:00 high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2017-08-20 13:00, 170820_0600_9p_327_S21 MaxMag=176.2 MaxArea=5

2017-08-21 (prior)

Pope Pius X and Lefebvrists - wrong, Soviet Occupation of
Czechoslovakia - wrong end of Prague Spring

(2017-08-21 10:00)

[170821_277_N9]

Lon: 277.418, Lat: 8.57
● 08-21 Pope Pius X - anti-modernisation whose legacy is a wrong
B=325.6, A=6
Lefebvrist sect SSPX
● 1957-08-21 "The Soviet Union successfully conducted a long-range test
flight of the R-7 Semyorka, the first intercontinental ballistic missile"
● 1968-08-21 "Soviet Occupation of Czechoslovakia" was a wrong end of
Prague Spring - this has frozen the possible reform movement to heal
the "Socialism" into an acceptable "Socialism with Human Face"...
Unlike Hungarian Revolution this Prague Spring was a peaceful attempt but either of these was
not possible in a climate of Cold War to switch Block Aliances and make deep incursion into
defense lines...
● 2011-08-21 Battle of Tripoli - war crimes commited by NATO invasion into Libya after their
mercenaries already almost destroyed that country... - see libyanwarthetruth.com ...
● 1888-08-21 "The first successful adding machine in the United States was patented by William
Seward Burroughs"
● 2017-08-21 Solar Eclipse in USA - first of the pair that strikes over USA...? (Or they're like
a Confederate Flag - in a better case... You'll choose...)
wrong sunspot at 2017-08-21 10:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole later turned to normal old SC24 $w, Mag since 2017-08-21 01:00, part of 170814_1800_1_305_N11 Mag=325.6
Area=6

2017-08-28 (next)

Saint Augustine
● 08-28 Saint Augustine of Hippo - "one of the most important Church
Fathers"

(2017-08-28 10:00)
[170828_215_N43]

Lon: 215, Lat: 42.75

Sunspot at 2017-08-28 10:00, Mag since 2017-08-28 07:00, lat too high excluded in Hmib autodetection
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(2017-08-28 13:00)

2017-08-28 (prior)

[170828_198_S2]

St. Hermes, Moses the Black
● 08-28 "Alexander of Constantinople" - fighter against brethren (Arian
and Macedonius on First council of Nicaea) - not much right...
● 08-28 Moses the Black "was a leader of a gang of bandits, gave up his
old way of life, became a Christian, was baptized and joined the
monastic community at Scete... Modern interpretation honors Saint
Moses the Abyssinian as an apostle of non-violence"
● 08-28 Saint Hermes - (with a paucity of information)

Lon: 197.675, Lat: -2.012
B=189.4, A=6

Sunspot since 2017-08-28 13:00 low-lat SC25 with partially unclear orientation, Mag since 2017-08-28 01:00, 170828_1100_6_197_S2 MaxMag=189.4 MaxArea=6

2017-09-10

Alexander Crummell and Edmund Peck
● 09-10 "Alexander Crummell" - American black abolitionist "developed
concepts of pan-Africanism" - (feast in Episcopal Church)
● 09-10 Edmund Peck - Inuktitut

(2017-09-10 10:00)

[170910_21_N36]

Lon: 20.57, Lat: 36.4
B=163.7, A=5

Sunspot at 2017-09-10 10:00 SC25 inside old SC24 remnant, Mag since 2017-09-10 07:00, part of 170908_1300_1_47_N15 - this area Mag=163.7
Area=5

2017-09-17 (next)

Hildegard of Bingen, US Constitution, Linux

(2017-09-17 18:00)
[170917_286_N12]

Lon: 286.041, Lat: 11.617
● 1787-09-17 "The United States Constitution was signed in Philadelphia"
● 1991-09-17 "The first version of the Linux kernel (0.01) was released to
the Internet"
● 09-17 Saint Hildegard of Bingen - "a German Benedictine abbess, writer,
composer, philosopher, Christian mystic, visionary, and polymath" and
"a Doctor of the Church" - it's a pitty that "the original of her decorated
Manuscript (the book Scivias) has been lost since its evacuation to
Dresden for safekeeping in 1945" - (destroying civilians in Dresden was among worst war crimes
in history)
Sunspot at 2017-09-17 18:00 - possibly part of old SC24 region?, Mag since 2017-09-16 13:00, autodetection merged into 170916_2000_2_284_N11 this Box cca Mag=145 (neg part in larger
neighbouring area and pos part as 170917_1800_4p_286_N11 Mag=77.2)

2017-09-17..18 (prior) (next)

(2017-09-17 23:00)

[170917_258_S11]

Hildegard of Bingen, US Constitution, Linux (09-17), World Water Monitoring
Day, Edward Bouverie Pusey - Tractarianism (09-18)
Lon: 257.941, Lat: -10.548
● 1787-09-17 "The United States Constitution was signed in Philadelphia"
B=220.8, A=7
● 1991-09-17 "The first version of the Linux kernel (0.01) was released to
the Internet"
● 09-17 Saint Hildegard of Bingen - it's a pitty that "the original (of her
Manuscript of the book Scivias) has been lost since its evacuation to
Dresden for safekeeping in 1945" - (destroying civilians in Dresden was
among worst war crimes in history)
● 09-18 Edward Bouverie Pusey (in Episcopal church the date is moved?) and Oxford Movement of
Tractarianism...
● 09-18 World Water Monitoring Day - keep water clean!
Sunspot since 2017-09-17 23:00, Mag since 2017-09-17 07:00, 170917_1500_7_258_S9 MaxMag=220.8 MaxArea=7

2017-09-25

"As You Wish" and other wrong film cults
● 09-25 "As You Wish Day" - The Princess Bride (film) - cult classic - "As
You Wish" allegedly means "I Love You" - but instead it's wrong to spoil
loved ones by fulfilling all their wrong wishes...
● 09-25 "Sergius of Radonezh"? (a spiritual leader and monastic reformer
of medieval Russia) - he was not wrong at all... (Orthodox date is shifted
elsewhere...)
● 09-25 "Abadir and Iraja" - Coptic Church?

(2017-09-25 04:00)
[170925_199_N26]

Lon: 198.751, Lat: 25.66
B=146.2, A=4

wrong Sunspot at 2017-09-25 04:00 high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2017-09-25 01:00, 170925_0200_1_199_N26 MaxMag=146.2 MaxArea=4
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(2017-10-13 10:00)

2017-10-13 (next)

B'nai B'rith and ADL - a very wrong brotherhood, slanderer and
defamator of The People, Mobile phones? - being captured is wrong

[171013_319_S12]

Lon: 319.479, Lat: -11.902
● 10-13 Theophilus of Antioch? - judeo-christian against pagans
B=190.318, A=5
● 10-13 International Day for Disaster Reduction
● 2017-10-13 was friday 13th
● 1307-10-13 "Hundreds of Knights Templar in France were arrested at
dawn by King Phillip the Fair and later confessed under torture to
heresy" - he was rather Phillip very Unfair...
● 1843-10-23 "In New York City, B'nai B'rith, the oldest Jewish service
organization in the world, was founded" - a very wrong brotherhood conspiring united against us
The People...
"American-based international B'nai B'rith organization founded the Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith (ADL) and Hillel (which literally means 'Lucifer')" - ADL is the worst slanderer and
defamator of The People - these are behind most of recent Internet Censorship and anti-white
hate
● 1917-10-13 "The 'Miracle of the Sun' was witnessed by an estimated 70 000 people in the Cova
da Iria in Portugal" - Our Lady of Fatima (it's a pitty it has not been recorded...)
● 1983-10-13 "Ameritech Mobile Communications launched the first US cellular network in
Chicago" - being captured as a slave of mobile phone is wrong...
wrong Sunspot since 2017-10-13 10:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole slightly more SC25 $w, Mag since 2017-10-13 04:00, 171013_0800_2_316_S12 MaxMag=190.318 MaxArea=5

2017-10-13 (prior)

(2017-10-13 19:00)

B'nai B'rith & ADL conspiracy, Mobile phones - wrong capture of
humans

[171013_308_S16]

Lon: 308.267, Lat: -15.712
B=255.1, A=8

● 10-13 (see above)

wrong Sunspot since 2017-10-13 19:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole slightly more SC24 $w, Mag since 2017-10-13 07:00,
171013_1600_2_307_S15 MaxMag=255.1 MaxArea=8

2017-10-20

(2017-10-20 19:00)

[171020_198_S20]

Muammar Gaddafi, World Statistics Day?

Lon: 198.018, Lat: -20.391
● 2011-10-20 Muammar Gaddafi was martyred by figureheads of NATO
B=84.9, A=2
invasion
● 10-20 Arbor Day cz
● 10-20 World Statistics Day
● 10-20 as orthodox 10-07 Sergius and Bacchus in Syria - military saints
and army friends but probably not as gay christians?! - were byzantine
protectors of the army
● 10-20 as orthodox 10-07 John the Hermit and 98 Venerable Fathers of Crete
Sunspot at 2017-10-20 19:00, Mag since 2017-10-20 13:00?, part of 171018_1100_4p_183_S14 - this area Mag=84.9 Area=2

(2017-12-21 01:00)

2017-12-21 (prior) (next)

[171221_129_S18]

ancient pagan Solstice festivals? - partially wrong
● 12-21
● 12-21
● 12-21
● 12-21
● 12-21

Winter Solstice and it's celebrations
Blue Christmas
Neopagan Yule
Dongzhi Festival
Sanghamitta Day (is it rather Full Moon day of December?)

Lon: 129.2, Lat: -18.473
B=59.3, A=4

probably wrong Sunspot at 2017-12-21 01:00 with only half polarity or in wide old SC25 remnant separated by huge filament wall $w?, in Jpeg sources
this was first sunspot in this region at 2017-12-21 01:00 but in Fits sources there were multiple already before...?, Mag since old, part of larger group
171220_0900_4_125_S10 - this area cca Mag=59.3 Area=4, (the region around Sunspot reads something like
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2017-12-21 (prior)

Anti-racism is Antichrist's deception - wrong

(2017-12-21 01:00)

[171221_147_S8]

Lon: 147.443, Lat: -7.795
● 12-21 "International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
B=138.5, A=6
Racial Discrimination" - wrong convention denies rights of indigenous
people including Europeans - it is Antichrist's deed...
Anti-racism is Antichrist's deception - it's hate and treason of own
people!
Favouritism of Domestic People against Invaders should be one of
foremost principles of Society and contrariwise favouring foreign people
ahead of domestic ones is Treason.
Saying that different people are different and that straight family is better than decadent people
is Truth and it is Love wanting the people to be better and it's not a Hate - but condemning
straight and truthful people for saying that is the ultimate Hate against us The People...
The ruling Liars swapped the meanings of "Love and Truth" and they pretend those are "Hate",
but it's only their Lies...
"Love your Neighbour similar to you" is second most important commandment and it follows
Lv19:18-19 : "you shall not allow to 'lie together' two different kinds of animals and you shall not
mix two different kinds of plants on your field and a treason of gallop-jumping shall not rise upon
you" - in order to understand it is an evident ban of miscegenation and species mixing...
"Love your Neighbour similar to you" - and respect the different only as much as they do not
harm your neighbours... Foreign invader is not a "Neighbour" even if he comes near (neigh)...
probably wrong Sunspot at 2017-12-21 01:00 with only half polarity or in wide old SC25 remnant separated by a huge filament wall $w?, Mag since old, part of larger group 171220_0900_4_125_S10 this area cca Mag=138.5 Area=6

2018-01-07..08 (prior)

US un-Democratic Party mafia

(2018-01-07 23:30)

[180107_243_S32]

Lon: 243.46, Lat: -32
● 01-08 Plough Monday??
B=1457.2, A=19
● 2018-01-07 Orthodox Christmas?
● 2018-01-07 Sunday after Epiphany - Baptism of the Lord...?
● 01-08 Typing Day
● 1790-01-08 George Washington's first SOTU
● 1828-01-08 "Democratic party USA" - which developed into a dangerous
Mafia... Named "Democratic" because it is utterly undemocratic and
engaging in deep and wide electoral frauds...
Consider that a modern and trustworthy election system guarantees that
even if the ones who count the votes or service the machines wanted to
make a fraud they cannot (and it's guaranteed and not just blindly
trusted) and random grass-root people can independently verify it... Also
consider that if inferior people cannot obtain voter's ID, then they hardly can wisely decide their
country's fate... In regions with illiterate voters they at least dip everyone's finger into ink to
prevent multiple-voting frauds which discriminate against fair people... Read a heading of
"Banana republic" article and contemplate, how much it describes contemporary USA and why...
Sunspot since 2018-01-07 23:30 high-lat SC24 - wrong polarity $w, Mag since 2018-01-07 01:00, 180107_1400_6_243_S32 MaxMag=1457.2 MaxArea=19
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2018-01-14

Arab Spring - wrong western meddling in Arab affairs

(2018-01-14 04:00)

[180114_123_S12]

Lon: 123.46, Lat: -12.26
● 01-13..14 is "orthodox old new year" and wrong "sidereal winter
B=854.186, A=22
solstice" in south-east Asia
● 01-14 "Devasahayam Pillai" - it was probably wrong to introduce
Christianity where there is Hinduism - it's a cultural rape today...
(more explained elsewhere)
● 01-14 "Macrina the Elder" patron of widows? - was not wrong...
● 01-14 medieval Feast of the Ass and Flight into Egypt??
● 2000-01-14 "25 Catholic Bosnian Croats" prison-martyred by UN
tribunal - that was wrong tribunal and a tool of revenge
● 2011-01-14 Arab Spring - "Former president of Tunisia fled his country
to Saudi Arabia after a series of street demonstrations against his
regime, considered as the anniversary of the Tunisian Revolution and
the birth of the Arab Spring." - Arab Spring was Western-instigated serie of uprisings in Muslim
World that brough Chaos to whole Middle East...
Sunspot with unclear polarity NS-orientation plus-to-minus-pole $w, Mag since 2018-01-13 13:00, Sunspot since 2018-01-14 04:00, 180113_2100_2_121_S11 MaxMag=854.186 MaxArea=22 but reported
as MaxMag=1670 MaxArea=52 - autodetection mixed SC24 remnant, 180114_2100_2_122_S12 MaxMag=3185.8 MaxArea=28 reported as MaxMag=4422.7 MaxArea=77 when mixed with SC24 remnant

2018-01-23 (next)

(mixed right-wrong items)

(2018-01-23 19:00)

[180123_52_N11]

Lon: 52.484, Lat: 11.348
● 01-23 Saint Ildefonsus Archbishop of Toledo with a theology mixing
B=307.4, A=10
blunders and probably right things, from a city of Toledo, an ancient
capital of Castile Kingdom and Spanish Empire with many mixed right
and wrong influences and deeds ranging from translation of arabic and
jewish literature for Europe until Charles V Emperor at time of
Conquistador's assault on Amerindians...
● 1950-01-23 "The Knesset resolved that Jerusalem is the capital of Israel"
- problems of Levant are too complicated to mention here in short but the rest of the World
should consider that spiritual Israel translates as "Kingdom of God" and Jerusalem as "Teaching
of Peace" and it refers to Christianity and possibly World as a whole and not to the parched place
in Levant (Palestine) that the God abandoned long ago after Jews abandoned following the God
despite it was once a stage for God's Work and alive Parables and spiritual Growth of this
Civilization... Consider that Chicken does not keep venerating the empty Eggshell even if or
more so if old moulted Hens brawl who will devour it... There is absolutely nothing Divine about
present Israel or Zionism (beside Respect of History) and abandon trust in pro-Zionist Christian
preachers... Consider J4:20-23 - "... for salvation is away from the Jews ..." and let them brawl for
their empty Eggshell in Levant (Palestine)... (Instead various decadencies like Neomarxism,
Hœllywood, Lieberalism and FakeNews propaganda comes from Jews and there's no Salvation in
these...)

(When thinking more, what may be wrong with that: consider, that State Capital requires a lot of Secular
and Trade offices and Jerusalem should rather be a Spiritual Center and not a Burreaucratic and Trade
one? Also a "Capital" forces many Embassies there and the Jerusalem city is not much comfortable and
welcoming for foreign Delegations... Capital City attracts specific Class of People and Bussinesses and
these should be kept away from Religious sites... And Tel Aviv is securely away from various Religious
Fanatics while Muslims also have their portion in Jerusalem and cannot be driven away from there... As
Salvation is (being) away from the Jews but the Security is away from the Arabs... Even the Religious Jews
and Wise Statesmen should have been protesting against moving State Capital and all Embassies and Trade
Centers to the Jerusalem...)

● 01-23 Marriage of Mary and Joseph ? (that's not wrong)... Consider names Ioseph, Mariah and
Joshua meaning "Causing to Add Insurrection and Salvation"... because Insurrection (Bitterness
and Rebellia) leads to Salvation... May this be meaning of these names? Possibly... The Names in
Bible are not for vain...
● 01-23 Phillips Brooks of Yale University - Yale hosts a supremacist and witchcraft cult 322...
● 01-23 Marianne Cope of Molokai - a religious sister and nurse who established hospitals in NY
and Hawaii - was righteous...
● 1849-01-23 first female doctor in USA
● 1571-01-23 "The Royal Exchange was opened in London" - is it related to Stock Market and
"Futures" traders banditism? And JPMorgan and Reuters banksters and media propaganda...
strange sunspot at 2018-01-23 19:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-both-poles later turned to unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, the Sunspot looks like a turned David star
with positive and negative triangles..., Mag since 2018-01-22 13:00, 180123_1400_4_51_N12 MaxMag=307.4 MaxArea=10
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2018-01-26

Cistercian order
● 01-26 Solemnity of the Founders of Citeaux - Stephen Harding and
Cistercian order

(2018-01-26 19:00)

[180126_12_S38]

Lon: 12.258, Lat: -37.677
B=102.1, A=4

Sunspot at 2018-01-26 19:00, Mag since 2018-01-26 19:00, 180126_1600_1n_16_S39 MaxMag=102.1 MaxArea=4

2018-02-06

'Saints' in Cristero Wars and Japan Jesuits - wrong cultural rape of
foreign lands...

(2018-02-06 07:00)

[180206_212_S29]

Lon: 212.139, Lat: -29.082
● 02-06 "International Day of Zero Tolerance to Female Genital
B=239.9, A=6
Mutilation" - female genital mutilation is wrong barbarous practice of
savage primitives... But we may also need to establish "no tolerance" to
"Male Genital Mutilation" in Western countries, because circumcission
brings promiscuity and depravity of both men and women...
● 02-06 Saint Mateo Correa Magallanes one of "Saints of the Cristero
War" - it was part of a cultural rape of Native Americans who
defended...? or rather "Church" struggled for too much power in the State in that Cristero
Uprising... (I'm not sure...)
● 02-06 Saint Paulo Miki and 26 martyrs of Japan - Japanese Jesuit - it was a cultural rape of Japan
culture... - they were executed at Nagasaki - was it a Karma later? - "the government had begun
to grow wary of foreign influence and the shogunate was also concerned about colonialism" -Rather let Japanese be japanese...
wrong Sunspot since 2018-02-06 07:00 high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2018-02-05 20:00, 180206_0000_5n_212_S28 MaxMag=239.9 MaxArea=6

2018-02-17 (prior)

Servite Order, Random Acts of Kindness
● 02-17 Seven Founders of the Servite Order - "Ordo Servorum Beatae
Mariae Virginis"
● 02-17 Random Acts of Kindness Day (USA)

(2018-02-17 19:00)

[180217_78_S4]

Lon: 78.438, Lat: -3.975
B=144.8, A=4

Sunspot at 2018-02-17 19:00, Mag since 2018-02-17 13:00, 180217_1600_1p_77_S3 MaxMag=144.8 MaxArea=4

2018-02-21 (prior) (next)

International Mother Language Day, Peace Symbol,
Musikahan festival??, Fifth Druk Gyalpo - all partially confused?
● 02-21 International Mother Language Day - it's a good feast - keep your
mother languages but learn others to help intercommunication
● 1958-02-21 Hippies Peace Symbol for nuclear disarmament - while it's
pretended to mean ND in flag language it's actually a broken cross and
a pagan symbol of death and despair
● 02-21 Musikahan festival - Philippines beware of Noahides deception!
● 02-21 Druk Gyalpo - Bhutan is lovely kingdom but beware of constitution
of South Africa - it has bad consequences...

(2018-02-21 19:00)
[180221_347_N25]

Lon: 346.677, Lat: 25.458
B=100.3, A=3

Sunspot at 2018-02-21 19:00 high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2018-02-21 13:00, 180221_1600_1_346_N26 MaxMag=100.3 MaxArea=3

2018-03-08 (prior)

International Women's Day
● 03-08 "International Women's Day" - celebrating events that led to
Russian February revolution 1917 ?! (There's too much of Feminist rule
in Western world today...)
● 03-08 Edward King - bishop of Lincoln in England - prosecuted due to
petty ritualistic complaints by his opponents...

(2018-03-08 13:00)

[180308_144_S17]

Lon: 143.624, Lat: -16.875
B=193.5, A=5

Sunspot since 2018-03-08 13:00 high-lat polarity unclear NS-orientation minus-to-minus-pole (same as poles = repulsing) $w, Mag since 2018-03-08
01:00, autodetection mixed in 180304_0500_1_173_S9 MaxMag=193.5 MaxArea=5
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(2018-03-14 19:00)

2018-03-14 (next)

[180314_131_S27]

Pi Day?, Sikhism
● 03-14 Pi Day - Scientific Pride is wrong...
● 03-14 Nanakshahi New Year in Sikhism - Waheguru is just deification of
own gurus - idea of Guru Nanak "one God who dwells in every one of His
creations" is not true or it's only partially so...
● 03-14 White Day - "complementary day of Valentine's Day in Japan and
Korea" - "giving response gifts one month after Valentines Day" - is it
a bargain?

Lon: 130.622, Lat: -27.166
B=109.3, A=5

wrong Sunspot at 2018-03-14 19:00 - high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2018-03-14 13:00, 180314_1700_1p_132_S27 MaxMag=109.3 MaxArea=5

(2018-03-15 10:00)

2018-03-15 (prior)

[180315_99_S12]

Saint Longinus & against police brutality?

Lon: 99.004, Lat: -12.423
● 03-15 "International Day Against Police Brutality"
B=307.2, A=6
● 03-15 "Saint Longinus" - both also on October 22? - "Revolutionary
Communist Party of USA" has tried to steal "Longinus"...
● 2011-03-15 beginning of the Syrian War Armageddon - "Aram Giddeon"
means "Destruction or Hewer of Syria"
● 1939-03-15 occupation of Czechoslovakia - both are Longinus-type
events
● 1991-03-15 "The Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to Germany came into effect,
granting full sovereignty to the Federal Republic of Germany" - you thought Western Germany
swallowed the Eastern communist state but the opposite happened and ex-communists like
Merkel rule and the totalitarian approach of all 'comrade' parties against AfD is alarming...
● 03-15 Shah Jalal - spread of Islam to Bangladesh
Sunspot since 2018-03-15 10:00 to 2018-03-16 01:00, Mag since 2018-03-14 21:00 ? or 2018-03-15 01:00 ?, 180315_0700_1_98_S12 MaxMag=307.2 MaxArea=6

2018-03-16..17 (next)

(2018-03-17 00:00)
[180317_110_N20]

?

Lon: 110.349, Lat: 20.334
● 03-17 Saint Patrick's Day
B=970.1, A=15
● 03-17 Joseph of Arimathea? in old "Western Church" (feast has been
moved to 08-31) - and false Glastonbury legends "in order to increase
the Glastonbury Abbey's prestige and thus its pilgrim trade and
prosperity" and continued into neo-pagan legends
and sad martyrdom of last Glastonbury abbot Richard Whiting...
● 2014-03-16 "Crimean referendum" - was righteous and democratic but
not recognized by western undemocratic countries...
● 03-16 - wrong event : "1244-03-16 Over 200 Cathars who refused to
recant were burned to death after the Fall of Montségur"
● wrong - 1935-03-16 "Adolf Hitler ordered Germany to rearm in violation
of the Treaty of Versailles"
● also wrong 1939-03-16 "Protectorate 1939"
● also wrong 1945-03-16 "Wurzburg 1945 bombing" - western Allies were war criminals worse
than Hitler
● 1872-03-16 the oldest football competition in the world...
wrong Sunspot since 2018-03-17 00:00 - high-lat SC24 $w (in Fits sources at 2018-03-17 00:00 and in Jpeg sources at 2018-03-17 01:00 and not at 2018-03-16 23:30), Mag since 2018-03-16 13:00,
180316_1900_1_110_N20 MaxMag=970.1 MaxArea=15

2018-03-22

(2018-03-22 19:00)

[180322_4_N7]

World Water Day? - keep water clean!, Gender quotas are wrong
● 03-22 World Water Day - keep water cleaner
● 03-22 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe - a German writer and philosopher
was right
● 1872-03-22 "Illinois became the first state to require gender equality in
employment" - note: Illinois is a seat of jewish Chicago Mob...
Both an employment and leadership should be based on qualification
and not on gender! "Gender Quotas" are wrong...

Lon: 4.068, Lat: 7.344
B=99.1, A=4

uncertain Sunspot at 2018-03-22 19:00 with partially unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole or rather low-lat SC25 $w?, 180320_1600_2n_8_N5 MaxMag=99.1 MaxArea=4
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2018-03-23 (prior)

World Meteorological Day - climate activism & hysteria is wrong
● 03-24 wrong: "Student day" of Scientology - enslaving sect built on
deceptions...
● 03-23 "World Meteorological Day" with 2018-03-23 slogan
"Weather-ready, climate-smart" - climate activism & hysteria is wrong

(2018-03-23 22:00)

[180323_8_N32]

Lon: 8.4, Lat: 32.237
B=137.22, A=5

wrong Sunspot since 2018-03-23 22:00 high-lat polarity unclear NS-orientation (plus-to-plus-pole) $w, Mag since 2018-03-20 07:00 for long time only
negative field at 2018-03-23 19:00 rather SC24, 180323_2000_1p_8_N33 MaxMag=137.22 MaxArea=5

2018-03-28 (next)

Jan Amos Komensky - Teachers Day
● 03-28 Jan Amos Komensky - Teachers Day
● 03-28 Serfs Emancipation Day - Chinese Tibet?

(2018-03-28 10:00)
[180328_311_N11]

Lon: 311.104, Lat: 11
B=102.5, A=3

Sunspot since 2018-03-28 10:00, Mag since 2018-03-28 07:00, 180328_1000_1_311_N11 MaxMag=102.5 MaxArea=3

2018-03-29 (next)

Vietnam War Veterans Day? - wrong - nothing righteous to celebrate
● 03-29 "National Vietnam War Veterans Day" - celebrating imperialist
war butchers is wrong - you should commemorate millions of Vietnames
victims instead... this veneration of Veterans helps imperialists conscript
youth for next wars... leaving Vietnam on 1973-03-29 was right but too
late...
● 03-29 "John Keble in Anglican Communion" - Keble was probably
righteous but Anglican Communion is strange church below the false
head of royal family of "British" monarchs...
● (2018-03-29 was Easter Maundy Thursday - see below)

(2018-03-29 16:00)
[180329_289_N19]

Lon: 288.757, Lat: 18.824
B=149.2, A=4

wrong Sunspot at 2018-03-29 16:00 high-lat SC24 $w, 180329_1400_1_288_N18 MaxMag=149.2 MaxArea=4

2018-03-29 (prior)

Easter Maundy Thursday to Easter Sunday
● 2018-03-29 was Maundy Thursday
● 2018-04-01 was Easter Sunday
● 03-29 Hans Nielsen Hauge was rather right than wrong...
● 03-29 "John Keble in Anglican Communion" - Keble was probably
righteous ...

(2018-03-29 16:00)

[180329_192_S9]

Lon: 192.418, Lat: -8.795
B=2161.1, A=57

rolling from 2018-03-29 01:00, Sunspot from 2018-03-29 16:00 to 2018-04-01 07:00, 180329_1900_2n_193_S8 MaxMag=2161.1 MaxArea=57

2018-03-31 (prior) (next)

Easter Holy Saturday, Sir Isaac Newton
● 2018-03-31 was Easter Holy Saturday
● 03-31 Sir Isaac Newton - scientist and christian mystic
● 03-31 John Donne does not seem as a good type of a priest while
possibly a good poet - an artist but not a saint and it rather casts not
a good light on Church of England and the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America for venerating this man...

(2018-03-31 01:00)

[180331_206_N9]

Lon: 206.2, Lat: 9.222
B=144.5, A=4

Sunspot since 2018-03-31 01:00, Mag since 2018-03-30 07:00, 180330_1500_2n_206_N9 MaxMag=144.5 MaxArea=4
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2018-03-31 (prior) (next)

Transgender depravity - wrong
● 03-31 "International Transgender Day of Visibility" - very wrong event...
"Drag Story Hour" is a despicable crime when someone who rejected
own gender and renounced to have own children is perfidiously spoiling
children of others... It is a mental rape of innocents...

(2018-03-31 01:00)

[180331_218_N7]

Lon: 218.473, Lat: 7.125
B=141.2, A=6

wrong Sunspot since 2018-03-31 01:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2018-03-30 12:00, 180331_0100_3_218_N7
MaxMag=141.2 MaxArea=6

2018-04-06

International Day of Sport for Development and Peace,
Olympic Games
● 04-06 International Day of Sport for Development and Peace - today's
sport fanaticism (and even without actual people sporting but just
watching) is hypertrophied and keeps people in laziness and uncaring of
what is really important
● 1896-04-06 In Athens - the opening of the first modern Olympic Games
was celebrated
● 04-06 Albrecht Durer and Lucas Cranach in Lutheran Church ?

(2018-04-06 07:00)

[180406_119_S7]

Lon: 118.99, Lat: -7.051
B=170.9, A=6

wrong Sunspot at 2018-04-06 07:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2018-04-06 07:00 MaxMag=170.9 MaxArea=6

2018-04-09

Orthodox Easter Monday, Pentecostalism?

(2018-04-09 11:00)

[180409_119_S31]

Lon: 119.254, Lat: -30.851
● 2018-04-09 Orthodox Easter Monday - "Monday" means "New Time"
B=555.1, A=13
after Easter
● 04-09 Dietrich Bonhoeffer - was a spy and traitor against his own nation
and so he was a war military victim and not any saint... you should not
admire Treason even if it is a treason against your enemy...
● 1906-04-09 "Azusa Street Revival" and Pentecostalism - which seems
lunatic or crazy (foremost with it's "speaking in tongues") but it may
fulfill spiritual needs of some "simpler" people... -- created by Africans for Africans - surely it's
better than Islam or Animalistic superstitions...
Sunspot since 2018-04-09 11:00, Mag since 2018-04-09 03:00, 180409_0800_1p_117_S32 MaxMag=555.1 MaxArea=13

2018-04-14

South and Southeast Asian New Year?, Pan American Day?
● 04-14 "South and Southeast Asian New Year, celebrated on the sidereal
vernal equinox" - which is not an equinox but unsure start of some
constellation...
● 04-14 Pan American Day - OAS Organization of American States beware of large unions who strive to rule over you...

(2018-04-14 13:00)

[180414_73_S24]

Lon: 72.833, Lat: -24.462
B=223.9, A=5

wrong Sunspot at 2018-04-14 13:00 - high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2018-04-14 04:00, 180414_0600_3_73_S24 MaxMag=223.9 MaxArea=5
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2018-04-15..16

Orthodox Thomas Sunday, World Art Day - Leonardo da Vinci

(2018-04-15 23:30)

[180415_25_S5]

Lon: 24.543, Lat: -4.639
● 2018-04-15 was Orthodox Thomas Sunday
B=124.9, A=4
● 04-15 Universal Day of Culture
● 04-15 World Art Day
● 04-15 birthday of Leonardo da Vinci - "scholars regard Leonardo as the
prime exemplar of the 'Universal Genius' or 'Renaissance Man' ... is
widely considered one of the most diversely talented individuals ever to
have lived"
● 04-15 Father Damien of Hawaii - martyr of charity (feast on this date in Episcopal church) "Mahatma Gandhi said that Father Damien's work had inspired his own social campaigns in
India"
● 04-16 Hungary Memorial Day for Victims of Holocaust - jew Rudolf Kastner helped to send them
to Auschwitz from Hungary after previously helping them to escape to Hungary from
elsewhere...
1944-04-16 moving Subcarpathian jews into ghettos
● 1943-04-16 LSD Albert Hofmann
● 2003-04-16 Athens - Treaty of Accession into EU - 10 countries?
● 1990-04-16 "Dr. Death and Euthanasia" -- you should have compassion with man's suffering and
alleviate that - Euthanasia is better than overdue drugging... this is a good statement: "must
meet certain criteria, including having a terminal illness, proving they are of sound mind,
voluntarily and repeatedly expressing their wish to die, and taking a specified, lethal dose of
drugs themselves."
● 1947-04-16 "Bernard Baruch first applied the term 'Cold War'"
● 2012-04-16 trial of Anders Behring Breivik - a Norwegian guerilla (partyzan) against
neo-communist activists and traitors during muslim invasion...
● 0073-04-16 Masada fell - end of Great Jewish Revolt
● 04-16 World Voice Day - "celebration of the phenomenon of voice"
● 04-16 is 04-03 Orthodox "Joseph the Hymnographer" and "Nicetas of Medikion" (opposition to
iconoclasm) and "Synaxis of the Icon of the Most Holy Theotokos 'The Unfading Rose'"
low-lat SC25 Sunspot since 2018-04-15 23:30, Mag since 2018-04-15 21:00, 180415_2300_4_25_S4 MaxMag=124.9 MaxArea=4

2018-04-20

(multiple wrong items)

(2018-04-20 12:00)
[180420_330_N20]

Lon: 329.727, Lat: 20.123
● 04-20 Theotimos - this long-haired philosopher and bishop trying to
B=87.9, A=4
convert Huns was probably not wrong...
● 04-20 Hitler birthday celebrated by some neo-nazis... - Hitler spoiled
National Socialism with his bloodshed and does not deserve veneration...
● 04-20 China - "UN Chinese Language Day"
● 04-20 Chinese Guyu period (that year at 2018-04-20 09:16 UTC) Chinese rejected their Spirituality in Mao's era and as their Karma they
are enslaved by Burreaucratic Totality called "Communists"...
● 04-20 - "420 cannabis culture" - Cannabis is for shamanic use only and brings people into dirt while it could be decriminalized (since it substantially differs from chemical drugs) it ultimately
should not be advised or normalized... While being a mental amplifier it strongly depends what
feelings and thoughts one amplifies and many wrong (or even normal) people should not amplify
that what influences them... And do not steal street signs! (Does that 420 originate from thieves
of other's fields?! Nothing to celebrate...) (and consider that by number "420" you are pushing
yourself into a group with Hitler and China...)
● 1657-04-20 "Freedom of religion was granted to the Jews of New Amsterdam (later New York
City)." - today NYC is a Gomorrah - probably the most jewish place outside of Israel...
● 1908-04-20 First Rugby league?
wrong Sunspot at 2018-04-20 12:00 partially unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2018-04-20 09:00, part of 180416_0700_1p_324_N9 this Box MaxMag=87.9 Area=4
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2018-04-21 (next)

Anselm of Canterbury, (and multiple right items)
● 04-21 Anselm of Canterbury - "Benedictine monk, philosopher and
prelate of the Church, Archbishop of Canterbury..." who is considered
"the founder of Scholasticism"
● 04-21 "Holy Infant of Good Health" - Mexican catholicism...
● 04-21 "Shemon Bar Sabbae" - Assyrian Bishop in Persia and de-facto
head of the Church of the East in fourth century
● 04-21 Kartini Day in Indonesia - some level of woman education is
needed...
● 04-21 "Local Self Government Day" in Russia - Democracy is possible
and good only locally - otherwise it is just global demographics and more
populous regions sometimes select uncontrollable tyrants... (which
"tyrants" includes unelected judges also or even foremost...)

(2018-04-21 03:00)

[180421_321_N9]

Lon: 320.75, Lat: 9.33
B=466.5, A=15

Sunspot since 2018-04-21 03:00 in wide SC25 region - almost it seems like isolated half of field but it's connected in AIA171..., Mag since 2018-04-15 12:00 when rolled, part of 180416_0700_1p_324_N9
this Box Mag=466.5 Area=15 at 2018-04-21 03:00 - whole group MaxMag=615.5 MaxArea=23

2018-04-21 (prior)

Rastafarians, (and multiple wrong items)

(2018-04-21 18:00)
[180421_310_N15]

● 04-21 "Grounation Day" in Rastafari movement - celebrating visit of their Lon: 309.669, Lat: 14.816
B=57.4, A=2
unvoluntary idol Haile Selassie to Jamaica ... "leading in turn to the
further global spread of Rastafarianism"...
● 04-21 "Kang Pan-sok's birthday" in North Korea celebrating birthday of
mother of Kim Il sung - the Kim dynasty is a shame of Koreans - why do
you still tolerate that fat pig (Kim Jong Un) among you? (But a woman
replacement in this place would be probably far worse...)
● 04-21 Kartini Day in Indonesia - women's rights activist... - "Suharto's New Order" reconfigured
it probably better...
wrong Sunspot at 2018-04-21 18:00 with only half of field $w, Mag since 2018-04-19 00:00, 180421_0000_1p_309_N15 MaxMag=57.4 MaxArea=2

2018-04-23 (next)

Saint George, Miguel Cervantes and William Shakespeare,
World Book Day, English Language Day
● 04-23 Saint George
● 04-23 World Book Day - please read books but too long copyright is
wrong
● 04-23 UN English Language Day
● 04-23 Miguel Cervantes and William Shakespeare died

(2018-04-23 01:00)

[180423_336_S15]

Lon: 336.081, Lat: -14.767
B=154.2, A=5

Sunspot since 2018-04-23 01:00, Mag since 2018-04-22 01:00, 180422_2200_6n_337_S14 MaxMag=154.2 MaxArea=5

2018-04-28..29 (prior) (next)

04-28 Workers' Memorial Day, 04-29 International Dance
Day

(2018-04-28 23:30)
[180428_182_N20]

Lon: 181.632, Lat: 19.732
● 04-28 "Workers' Memorial Day" - "an international day of remembrance
B=353.657, A=10
and action for workers killed, disabled, injured or made unwell by their
work"... Employers please take example of Tomáš Baťa or Henry Ford
and other similar good people...
● 04-29 was "Day of Remembrance for all Victims of Chemical Warfare"
but it was moved elsewhere
● 04-29 "International Dance Day" -- "dance" is very mixed right-wrong
deed...
● 04-28 Peter Chanel - unwelcome missionary "martyred"... such was a cultural defense of
indigenous people...
high-lat polarity partially unclear NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole probably more SC25 but reported also as SC24 and turned SC25 just a while later $-w??, Sunspot at 2018-04-28 23:30, Mag since
2018-04-28 13:00 or 16:00, 180428_1700_5n_182_N19 MaxMag=353.657 MaxArea=10
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2018-04-29 (prior)

(2018-04-29 19:00)

[180429_179_S12]

International Dance Day, Catherine of Siena, Chemical Warfare and OPCW
politicization - wrong
Lon: 179.019, Lat: -11.826
● 04-29 "International Dance Day" -- "dance" is very mixed right-wrong
B=150.8, A=5
deed...
● 04-29 Catherine of Siena - Dominican laywoman and papal negotiator
and an ecstatic writer (a witch?) who died probably of consequences of
mental anorexy - a first woman declared to be a "Doctor of the Church" see 1Tim2:12 ...
"practiced extreme fasting and asceticism, eventually to the extent of
living solely off the Eucharist every day" - anorexy is not a spiritual way and should not be
advised to devotees...
(quoting wiki) "these ideas themselves are not so much based on reason or logic as they are
based in her ecstatic mystical experience" ... - Her "Dialogue" was written in first person as if
God said that but it contains miscues...
She was among key figures leading to Western Schism of Three Popes...
● 04-29 "Day of Remembrance for all Victims of Chemical Warfare" was moved to 11-30 and this is
now "International Day for the Foundation of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons" - recent OPCW politicization is not good and it's suppression of witnesses of that is
even worse...
● 1997-04-29 "The Chemical Weapons Convention of 1993 entered into force" - do not use
chemical or biological weapons and if a fight is needed, then use more fair methods...
wrong Sunspot since 2018-04-29 19:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole slightly more SC25 $w?, Mag since 2018-04-29 13:00, 180429_1000_3_179_S12 MaxMag=150.8 MaxArea=5

2018-05-25

(2018-05-25 13:00)

[180525_211_S23]

Edict of Worms, TV & Star Wars, Geek Pride, GDPR? (wrong events)
Lon: 210.819, Lat: -22.949
● 05-25 Africa Day of African Union -- Africans please stay in Africa...
B=224.4, A=8
● 05-25 International Missing Children Day
● 05-25 Last Bell - Russian school feast
● 2018-05-25 GDPR - while it protects some people, but it makes harder
for people to communicate with each other... There should be no "Right"
to erase informations from Archives, News and Search Engines and to
Cause Forgetting by others, chiefly not by Politically Active people
striving for being elected...
● 1981-05-25 "Gulf Cooperation Council" - it's right to unite brother nations and not wage wars
among them...
● 1963-05-25 "Organisation of African Unity was established" - a predecessor of African Union beware of large Unions aiming to obliterate Nations...
● 1521-05-25 "Edict of Worms" by wrong emperor Charles V against Luther -counter-reformation...
● 1787-05-25 "United States Constitutional Convention formally convened in Philadelphia"
● 1953-05-25 "The first public television station in the United States" -- people watch too much TV
● 1977-05-25 "Star Wars was released in theaters" -- avoid making wrong legends - but the newer
Hœllywood&BBC are even worse...
● 05-25 "Geek Pride Day" - is it about Gamers? no pride of being fettered by video-games and rpgs
which are replacement of reality and real life... is it about hobbies? just be and do not be
proud ... there should be no pride of being a fool...
Sunspot since 2018-05-25 13:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w?, Mag since 2018-05-25 02:00, 180525_0300_2p_210_S22 MaxMag=224.4 MaxArea=8

2018-06-22 (prior) (next)

Thomas More, Saint Alban, Utopia and sci-fi ...

(2018-06-22 11:45)

[180622_201_S14]

Lon: 201.137, Lat: -14.016
● 06-22 Thomas More - Utopia and sci-fi
B=112.595, A=5
● 06-22 Saint Alban - first british martyr (also "sci-fi" legends)
● was 06-22 but shifted elsewhere: Eusebius of Samosata - opponent of
Arianism - Arianism was probably rather right than wrong and First
Council of Nicaea just promulgated the curse against opponents... but
church unity was more important than petty disputes and it was too
early to fragment Christianity at that time...
● 06-22 is orthodox 06-09 Cyril of Alexandria - was not much good figure - see Hypatia article and
not only Hypatia but also Timothy supporters
Sunspot since 2018-06-22 11:45, Mag since 2018-06-22 07:00, 180622_1000_11n_200_S14 MaxMag=112.595 MaxArea=5
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2018-06-24 (prior)

Saint John's Day
● 06-24 Nativity of Saint John the Baptist

(2018-06-24 19:00)

[180624_205_S32]

Lon: 204.882, Lat: -31.78
B=109.1, A=4

Sunspot since 2018-06-24 19:00, Mag since 2018-06-24 16:00 or since 2018-06-21 19:00, 180624_1600_5_204_S32 MaxMag=109.1 MaxArea=4

2018-07-01 (prior)

China Communist Party - wrong

(2018-07-01 19:00)

[180701_96_N8]

Lon: 95.668, Lat: 7.641
● 07-01 Communist Party of China Founding Day - wrong
B=136.8, A=4
● 07-01 Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Establishment Day wrong
● 07-01 "Feast of the Most Precious Blood" - feast removed in 1969 assigned to July 1 by Pope Pius X - who is today associated with wrong
Lefebvrist sect SSPX - was opponent of modernization
● 07-01 Julius and Aaron - martyrs in Roman Britain with jewish name just
appended to Saint Alban -- England is jewish dominion today - a New Zion...
● 07-01 Van Mahotsav India Tree Planting Festival - right festival
wrong Sunspot at 2018-07-01 19:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, 180701_1500_2_95_N8 MaxMag=136.8 MaxArea=4

2018-07-02..03

(2018-07-02 22:00)

[180702_118_S4]

Feast of the Visitation 07-02 (moved elsewhere), St. Thomas 07-03
● 07-02 Feast of the Visitation - "the Visitation was the visit of St. Mary,
who was pregnant with Jesus, to St. Elizabeth, who was pregnant with
John the Baptist" - the feast was moved to 05-31 in 1969...
● 1897-07-02 "British-Italian engineer Guglielmo Marconi obtained
a patent for radio in London"
● 1698-07-02 "Thomas Savery patented the first steam engine"
● 07-03 Saint Thomas the Apostle

Lon: 117.524, Lat: -3.877
B=, A=5

Sunspot since 2018-07-02 22:00, equatorial sunspot with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole turned SC25 later $w?, Mag since 2018-07-02 13:00, probably 180702_1900_3n_117_S2
MaxMag=84.3.2 MaxArea=5

2018-07-19 (prior) (next)

Saint Macrina the Younger - virginity

(2018-07-19 07:00)

[180719_263_S7]

● 07-19 Saint Macrina the Younger - virginity and ascetism - Saint Gregory Lon: 262.537, Lat: -7.259
B=161.2, A=5
of Nyssa wrote: "virginity reflected the 'radiant purity of God.'"...
● 07-19 Sandinista Day Nicaragua? - followed a Contra War sponsored by
USA with many victims - and after defeat in elections Ortega was
re-elected after three terms in between and is ruling to this day... -- has
right foreign relations but not much the domestic policies...
● 07-18 "Nelson Mandela International Day" - Mandela was a communist
terrorist...
● 07-18 Saint Theodosia of Constantinople was rebel and murderer for a righteous cause...
low-lat, Sunspot at 2018-07-19 07:00, Mag since 2018-07-18 19:00, 180719_0700_4n_263_S7 MaxMag=161.2 MaxArea=5

2018-08-07

Lynching of Blacks and others was wrong
● 1930-08-07 "The last confirmed lynching of blacks in the Northern
United States occured in Marion, Indiana"
● 1938-08-07 "The building of Mauthausen concentration camp began" a labour camp similar as Gulags on the other side - a grim consequence
of waging a war
● 1944-08-07 "IBM dedicated the first program-controlled calculator, the
Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator, known as the
Harvard Mark I"

(2018-08-07 19:00)

[180807_314_S6]

Lon: 313.754, Lat: -6.059
B=65.8, A=1

wrong Sunspot at 2018-08-07 19:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole turned to normal old SC24 soon $w?, part of 180806_0300_1p_294_N12 - this area Mag=65.8 Area=1
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2018-08-08 (next)

Happiness Happens Day
● 08-08 Happiness Happens Day?
● 08-08 Saint Dominic de Guzman? - Inquisition was wrong...

(2018-08-08 16:00)

[180808_326_N7]

Lon: 326.465, Lat: 6.965
B=115.5, A=5

Sunspot since 2018-08-08 16:00 - lowlat SC25, Mag since 2018-08-08 10:00, 180808_1100_5_328_N7 MaxMag=115.5 MaxArea=5

2018-08-09 (next)

Fat Boy Nagasaki - wrong, Indigenous People - misused feast

(2018-08-09 19:00)

[180809_310_S25]

Lon: 310.084, Lat: -24.6
● 1945-08-09 Bombing of Nagasaki
B=161.9, A=7
● 08-09 "International Day of the World's Indigenous Peoples" - we White
People are also Indigenous in Europe and UN forgets that... promoting
"Dignity" is wrong - there should be "Respect" instead...
● 08-09 Mary Sumner - founder of the Mothers' Union - "gave a passionate
address about national morality and the importance of women's vocation
as mothers to change the nation for the better" - and was married and
a good mother - todays single mothers spoil whole generation of children into lieberals with
a grim trend... Instead today they "internationally speak out on issues of gender equality" a "gender equality" is a dangerous lie - a woman mother in a family with her children are the
most precious ones of this civilization while single woman is nothing more than a man and then
she has uneven field of competition because of unequal burden of cyclic hormones and different
wiring of neurons... Why did there slip in "family in its many forms" - family has got a very typical
form of man, woman and children... (Otherwise it seems to be a good and praiseworthy union
celebrating and promoting a healthy family life...)
Only partially related is treason of Istanbul Convention - a very wrong tool of feminist lobbies to
spoil families and dimorph relations... Consider that women "feeling hurt emotionally" is not any
violence and it is rather a natural state... GREVIO is grave meddling in internal state affairs and
a feminist tool to extort disobedient states... There is a prophetic saying: "Alas to whom the
woman rules" ("Beda kterym zena vladne")...
almost wrong Sunspot at 2018-08-09 19:00 with unclear polarity - only half of field or neg part too far? $w? (other half joined soon?!), Mag high-lat SC24 probably since 2018-08-07 01:00,
180809_1200_5_310_S23 MaxMag=161.9 MaxArea=7 - mixed with another neighbouring SC24 and autodetected as SC25... -- Bad Event...

2018-08-15..17

08-17 John Gerhard, Samuel Johnson, 08-15..17 Bon Festival in
Japan?
● 08-15..17 Bon Festival is Aug 15 to 17 three day festival... -- Keeping
harmless traditions is right...
● 08-17 Saint Clare of Montefalco?
● 08-17 Johann Gerhard - Lutheran theologian
● 08-17 Samuel Johnson - American Enlightenment - education morality
and philosophy - Yale college
● 08-17 Timothy Cutler Yale College rector - Yale hosts a supremacist and
witchcraft cult...
● 08-15 Assumption of Mary

(2018-08-17 13:00)
[180817_213_N13]

Lon: 213.07, Lat: 12.645
B=172.6, A=11

Sunspot since 2018-08-17 13:00, Mag probably since 2018-08-15 19:00 or 2018-08-16 01:00, 180817_1100_4_213_N12 MaxMag=172.6 MaxArea=11?, then since 2018-08-17 16:00 Mag autodetection
merged with neighbouring large SC24 remnant...
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2018-08-18

(multiple wrong events)

(2018-08-18 06:30)
[180818_171_N21]

Lon: 171, Lat: 20.75
● 08-18 Long Tan Day - Australia Vietnam Veterans - a bad event...
B=156.5, A=5
● 08-18 Helena of Constantinople was a good woman who helped sprout
christianity in the west but turned it back toward Palestina? 08-18 only
in RCC
● 08-18 William Porcher DuBose of Episcopal Church - Episcopal Church is
wrong in liberal lgbt and equality and affirmative action - it's Anglican
without swearing allegiance to queen... ordaining women is wrong and
supporting lgbt is outright forbidden in Romans 1
William Porcher DuBose right in Confederate Army
● 1920-08-18 - Nineteenth amendment - woman suffrage - was wrong - divides voters 50:50 on
gender - but there is no way back now... women are much more liberal and they bring the society
to the heels
● 1940-08-18 "The Hardest Day" - "the largest aerial engagement in history with heavy losses
sustained on both sides" - was wrong on both sides - but actually hardest of wwii was probably
the Stalingrad battle
● 1965-08-18 "Operation Starlite - first major American ground battle of the war" - wrong
imperialist war
● 08-18 Florus and Laurus - mason twin saints ?
Sunspot at 2018-08-18 06:30, sunspot in region with only half polarity $w, inside remnant of old SC24, 180817_1800_1p_170_N21 MaxMag=156.5 MaxArea=5 then autodetection merged into
surrounding SC24 remnant

2018-08-20 (prior) (next)

Muslim Day of Hajj (Arafah) and Stoning of the Devil - wrong
● 2018-08-20 was Muslim Hajj - Suna Islam has been diverted by Saudis
into a Wahhabist monstrosity...
When you muslims are 2 billions you cannot walk as pilgrims to a single
place - walk to God in your Hearts or make a journey inside your country

(2018-08-20 13:00)
[180820_166_N28]

Lon: 166.302, Lat: 28.476

note that Stoning of the Devil does not help anything and just builds
your own aggression and brings Devil into your Heart and
Consciousness
● (see 2017-08-20 and 2019-08-19..20 ...)
wrong Sunspot at 2018-08-20 13:00 high-lat SC24 or just half of field $w?, Mag since old, part of 180820_1100_3_178_N22 ...

2018-08-23

Black Ribbon Day
● 08-23 "European Day of Remembrance for Victims of Stalinism and
Nazism or Black Ribbon Day"
● 08-23 "International Day for the Remembrance of the Slave Trade and
its Abolition" - recently the jewish media instigated a hoax that white
people had traded with slaves and are guilty of slavery while it was
always mostly the jews who traded with slaves...
● 08-23 Zacchaeus of Jerusalem?

(2018-08-23 09:30)

[180823_134_N7]

Lon: 133.999, Lat: 7.375
B=3989.6, A=37

lowlat, Sunspots since 2018-08-23 09:30 or 16:00, paired with south unclear SC24/SC25, 180823_1100_1_132_N8 MaxMag=3989.6 MaxArea=37
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(2018-09-03 19:00)

2018-09-03

[180903_336_S13]

Saint Gregory the Dialogist

Lon: 336.071, Lat: -12.978
● 09-03 "Saint Gregory the Great" known as "Saint Gregory the Dialogist"
B=33, A=2
and "Gregorian Mission" to England
● 09-03 Prudence Crandall (feast in Episcopal Church) - education of black
AfroAmerican girls - it is necessary since it reduces fertility rate and
demographics catastrophe...
● 09-03 "Skyscraper Day" - the Skyscrapers are result of over-population...
● 1981-09-03 "The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women, an international bill of rights for women, was instituted by the
United Nations" - it is anti-human sexism because "being Human" requires dimorphism... quoting
wiki: "CEDAW is seeking to impose a liberal, progressive, feminist standard on countries, in
detriment of traditional values" and "UN members cannot create goals which represent values of
the poor, conservative, religious, or weak, because few, if any, UN officials/staff are actually
from this group for which they claim to represent"
Sunspot since 2018-09-03 19:00, Mag since 2018-09-03 16:00, not in HMIB autodetection - field too weak, later as 180903_2200_6n_337_S12 Mag=33 Area=2

2018-09-18

aids.gov - AIDS is wrong, from Oxford Movement to Episcopal
church - normal turned wrong...
● 09-18 USA "National HIV/AIDS and Aging Awareness Day, aids.gov" AIDS is often a deserved punishment for sexual misdeeds
● 09-18 Edward Bouverie Pusey (in Episcopal church the date is moved?)
and Oxford Movement - Tractarianism -- probably right...

(2018-09-18 07:00)

[180918_147_S5]

Lon: 146.692, Lat: -4.772

Sunspot since 2018-09-18 07:00 probably SC24 with unclear polarity turned SC25 or half-field on 2018-09-18 10:00 $w?, Mag since 2018-09-18 04:00,
missing in HMIB autodetection

2018-10-02

Opus Dei - is wrong, and CANVAS is also wrong and dangerous
subversion... - International Day of Non-Violence (Gandhi)

(2018-10-02 04:00)
[181002_318_N18]

Lon: 318.25, Lat: 18.25
● 10-02 "International Day of Non-Violence" on Gandhi birthday??
B=87.4, A=4
mentions activists - for example CANVAS (NED CIA and Soros sponsored
and trained regime-change operatives) is wrong movement -- it does not
matter much whether they do Wrong with or without violence - more
important is outcome... better concept is "do no harm" than "do no
violence" or at least "do no harm to righteous and innocent"... (These
CANVAS operatives and similar "NGOs" commit arch-treason in service
of foreign evil!)
● 1789-10-02 USA Bill of Rights sent for ratification - that was right
● 10-02 Memorial of the Holy Guardian Angels ? - is it a Jesuit feast??
● 10-02 Opus Dei -- is it a Mafia? - "described as the most controversial force within the Catholic
Church" and "secretive organization" and seems like a military-type control over members:
"extremely high degree of control over its members"... Josemaria Escriva - why was he
canonized?! - but being accused of supporting right-wing causes is much better than supporting
left-wing lieberals'...
Sunspot at 2018-10-02 04:00 with only half of field in SC24 remnant... $w, part of 180928_1800_1p_307_N4 Mag=87.4 Area=4

2018-10-21 (next)

Hilarion?, Trafalgar Day?, World Statistics Day?, Saint
Ursula
● 10-21 Trafalgar Day - was a good Nelson's victory over Napoleon...
● 10-21 Hilarion
● 10-20 World Statistics Day?
● 10-21 (orthodox 10-08) - Synaxis of the Saints of Vyatka?
● 10-21 Saint Ursula - woman education (although "their Passio is entirely
fabulous"...)

(2018-10-21 00:30)

[181021_143_S6]

Lon: 142.621, Lat: -6.48
B=239.5, A=7

Sunspot since 2018-10-21 00:30, Mag since 2018-10-20 16:00, 181020_2000_2p_145_S6 MaxMag=239.5 MaxArea=7
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2018-10-21 (prior) (next)

Saints Pelagia and Thais - repentant harlots turned christian
● 10-21 Orthodox (10-08) Saint Pelagia the Penitent - harlot Margarita
converted to christianity
Saint Pelagia of Antioch - martyred virgin (is there some confusion in
names?)
Saint Thais - repentant courtesan

(2018-10-21 04:00)

[181021_89_N4]

Lon: 89.324, Lat: 3.863
B=191.6, A=5

Sunspot since 2018-10-21 04:00 (wrong) and again 19:00 (right)... $w2, Sunspot at 04:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole turned at
19:00 as SC25 and made sunspot again, 181020_1900_1p_91_N3 MaxMag=191.6 MaxArea=5

2018-10-22

Wrong Same-sex Marriages, "Measurement" of Human mind

(2018-10-22 22:00)

[181022_29_N8]

Lon: 28.882, Lat: 7.659
● 10-22 Pope John Paul II - was a good Pope
B=174.9, A=5
● 10-22 "International Stuttering Awareness Day" - celebrating speech
disorders?
● 10-22 Aaron the Illustrious? - babylonian christian?
● 10-22 Mary Salome (with some confusion of names of Three Marys?)
● 2013-10-22 "The Australian Capital Territory became the first Australian
jurisdiction to legalize same-sex marriage with the Marriage Equality
(Same Sex) Act 2013" - there is not and never should be equality between Right and Wrong or
between Beneficial and Harmful to society...
● 2019-10-22 (following year) "Same-sex marriage was legalised and abortion was decriminalised
in Northern Ireland as a result of the Northern Ireland Assembly not being restored"
● 10-22 Jidai Matsuri in Kyoto - while it's good to be proud of own traditions but it's wrong to
venerate Emperors as Gods making them "shrines" (Mikoshi).
● 10-22 Fechner Day - in memory of psychophysicist Gustav Fechner - with "measurement and
mathematical treatment" of humnan mind... But human mind is often more complicated and
diverse than to be quantified only numerically...
wrong Sunspot since 2018-10-22 22:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole or slightly more low-lat SC25 $w?, Mag since 2018-10-22 13:00, 181022_2300_4_28_N6 MaxMag=174.9
MaxArea=5, 181023_0000_3_25_N7 MaxMag=40.8 MaxArea=2

2018-11-08 (prior) (next)

Four crowned martyrs, World Urbanism Day
● 11-08 Four crowned martyrs
● 11-08 World Urbanism Day
● 11-08 Elizabeth of the Trinity - Carmelitan - a mystic and a spiritual
writer
● 11-08 "The Saints and Martyrs of England"
● 1620-11-08 "Battle of White Mountain" - can be considered start of
Thirty-Years War...? - that was wrong on both sides...

(2018-11-08 07:00)
[181108_206_N26]

Lon: 205.526, Lat: 25.501
B=548.3, A=11

uncertain Sunspot since 2018-11-08 07:00 - looks like having two negative sides (it's -18 +15 -7 : the weaker right side was pre-existing there) but evolved into SC25 soon $w?, Mag since 2018-11-07
19:00, 181107_0800_1n_209_N21 MaxMag=548.3 MaxArea=11

2018-11-17

International Students Day, Struggle for Democracy
● 11-17 International Students Day
● 11-17 "Struggle for Freedom and Democracy Day"

(2018-11-17 16:00)

[181117_58_N28]

Lon: 58.319, Lat: 27.681
B=354.27, A=9

Sunspots since 2018-11-17 16:00, Mag since 2018-11-17 09:00, 181117_1400_2_58_N27 MaxMag=354.27 MaxArea=9
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(2018-11-19 22:00)

2018-11-19

[181119_49_N7]

International Men's Day

Lon: 48.598, Lat: 6.599
● 11-19 "International Men's Day" - to celebrate "men's achievements and
B=140.8, A=5
contributions, in particular for their contributions to country, society,
community, neighbourhood, family, marriage, and child care" -- all
principles are right - just striving for gender equality is wrong... they
pushed you by anti-men injustice into wrong corner of defending at least
that equality...
Patriarchy is Collective Love of Women and Children by Men...
● 11-19 "Women's Entrepreneurship Day" is just a follow-up feminist deception to replace that
International Men's Day - and it is called WED to hide and harm "wedding" which is a righteous
way of a woman...
● 11-19 "World Toilet Day" was also created by UN later to replace International Men's Day...?!
Sunspot at 2018-11-19 22:00 -- looked like quadruple region initially but turned SC25, Mag since 2018-11-17 22:00, 181119_1700_3_49_N8 MaxMag=140.8 MaxArea=5

2018-12-05 (prior) (next)

Saint Nicholas' Eve, World Soil Day, Berne Convention wrong Copyright laws
● 12-05 "Saint Nicholas' Eve"
● 12-05 "World Soil Day" - Soil is probably greatest natural heritage various land ownership is just contemporary lines on maps but the soil
(clay) is a great tresury of millions of years of former plant decay to
support millions of years more of life and you are just contemporary
gardeners on this marvelous garden of Planet Earth...
● 1887-12-05 Berne Convention - establishing wrong Copyright in the
West...

(2018-12-05 07:00)
[181205_230_N12]

Lon: 230.116, Lat: 12.19
B=166.1, A=6

unclear polarity, Sunspot since 2018-12-05 07:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation plus-to-plus-pole slightly more SC25 simultaneous with huge south SC24 region $w, Mag already since probably
2018-12-01, 181205_0500_2_230_N11 MaxMag=166.1 MaxArea=6

2018-12-09..10 (prior)

Second Advent Sunday, Immaculate Conception, Free Education,
Defense of Fatherland and Human Rights

(2018-12-10 00:00)
[181210_133_N10]

Lon: 132.745, Lat: 9.562
● 2018-12-09 was Second Advent Sunday
● 12-09 Orthodox Feast of Immaculate Conception
● 12-09 Peter Fourier - free education and pedagogy development
● 12-09 Russian Fatherland's Heroes Day on anniversary of establishment
of Order of St. George -- we each need to defend our fatherland
● 12-10 Human Rights Day - you just sometime forget the Right of living in
a Healthy Nation and that implies National Rights which should be
above Human Rights...
● 1948-12-10 "the Human Rights Convention was signed by the United Nations" (Universal
Declaration of Human Rights)
● 1984-12-10 "United Nations Convention against Torture" - Torture is a Diabolical and cravenly
Abuse of Power...
Sunspot at 2018-12-10 00:00, Mag since 2018-12-09 19:00

2018-12-16

Third Advent Sunday, Saint John the Silent
● 2018-12-16 was Third Advent Sunday
● -err: 12-16 orthodox is 12-29 gregorian - Haggai prophet - " is also
commemorated, in common with the other righteous persons of the Old
Testament, on the Sunday of the Holy Fathers (the second Sunday
before the Nativity of the Lord)"
● 12-16 is orthodox 12-03 - prophet Zephaniah and Saint John the Silent a humble silent man who "did not turn people away who desired his
instruction"

(2018-12-16 01:00)

[181216_18_S20]

Lon: 17.798, Lat: -20.027
B=265.3, A=8

Sunspot since 2018-12-16 01:00, Mag since 2018-12-15 16:00, 181215_2100_1p_17_S19 MaxMag=265.3 MaxArea=8
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2018-12-19 (prior)

Pope Urban V - patron of education, Orthodox Saint Nicholas Day
● 12-19 Orthodox Saint Nicholas Day
● 12-19 Lillian Hunt Trasher - "Nile Mother" of Egypt
● 12-19 O Radix Jesse Antiphons
● 12-19 Pope Urban V of Avignon - simple and modest Benedictine reformer and patron of education

(2018-12-19 07:00)

[181219_28_S7]

Lon: 28.065, Lat: -6.857

Sunspot at 2018-12-19 07:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2018-12-19 01:00, missing in HMIB autodetection - too weak field

2018-12-30 (prior)

Feast of the Holy Family
● 2018-12-30 was Sunday - "Feast of the Holy Family celebrated on
Sunday after Christmas or 30 if Christmas falls on a Sunday." - it's an
archetype and a feast for all good families...
● 12-30 "Abraham the Writer" of the Syriac Orthodox Church
● 12-30 Frances Joseph-Gaudet - social worker and prison reformer
(woman)
● 12-30 Pope Felix I

(2018-12-30 19:00)

[181230_202_S1]

Lon: 202.206, Lat: -0.805
B=109.132, A=5

south-equatorial SC25, Sunspot since 2018-12-30 19:00, Mag since 2018-12-30 04:00, 181230_1500_1p_201_S0 MaxMag=109.132 MaxArea=5

2018-12-30 (prior) (next)

USSR was wrong
● 1922-12-30 "The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was formed" - USSR
was a double-wrong multi-national Burreaucratic Union with both
anti-Russian and anti-Christian persecution...
( The "green" field arround those double-wrong spots even reads CCCP
in azbuka... )
● 2006-12-30 "Former President of Iraq Saddam Hussein was executed" that was wrong meddling in Iraq affairs...

(2018-12-30 13:00)
[181230_223_N13]

Lon: 222.6, Lat: 13.1
B=77.83, A=2

unclear - quadruple sunspot or rather double-wrong sunspot, Sunspot since 2018-12-30 13:00 with unclear NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, quadruple Sunspot see 2018-12-30 19:00, Mag since
2018-12-30 10:00, since 2018-12-30 16:00 another unclear sunspot beside NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole, 181230_1100_1_221_N13 MaxMag=77.83 MaxArea=2 and then merged into
181229_2100_1_211_N10

2018-12-31 (prior)

Silvester
● 12-31 Silvester (New Year's Eve) drunk-feast is a bad feast today...
A false Saint Sylvester legend was created to vindicate Theocracy of
Popes ruling over Emperors...

(2018-12-31 16:00)
[181231_246_N18]

Lon: 245.567, Lat: 17.839
B=108.5, A=5

Sunspot since 2018-12-31 16:00 high-lat SC24 or SC25-turned-SC24... $w, Mag since 2018-12-31 07:00 started SC25 turned SC24,
181231_1500_1n_245_N17 MaxMag=108.5 MaxArea=5 continued as 190101_0000_1_245_N17 MaxMag=79.9 MaxArea=4 SC24
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2018-12-31 (prior) (next)

Silvester, Euro is still wrong
● (Double-wrong sunspot beside another wrong one on a same day... Why? The
"yellow" field around the spots possibly reads "PD" or rather sloped "e" like
Euro? With the "green" part of field forming a middle bar... Thus: € ... It is
a similar rare phenomenon of double-wrong sunspot as was just a day before
specifying USSR on another place but nearby...)

(2018-12-31 13:00)

[181231_232_S1]

Lon: 232.02, Lat: -0.65
B=118.4, A=4

● 1998-12-31 "The European Exchange Rate Mechanism freezed the
values of the legacy currencies in the Eurozone and established the
value of the Euro currency" - While Euro helps some economies it harms others... The currency
is too strong for southern countries and recent Greek economic crisis was perhaps foremost
caused by using Euro without possibility to devalue own currency in case of economic
problems...
EU is a Burreaucratic Totality and a Union striving to melt away and devour it's constituent
Nations, slowly approaching USSR (or even China?) in more soft way... Consider that Babylon in
Revelation and Genesis prophecies is quite possibly about this EU which even made Babylon
Tower it's sign by an architecture of it's Parliament building being deliberately built similar as
one famous painting of a Babylon Tower...
When will European people realize that "sweets" of economic prosperity are not worth "corrupt
teeth" of their children's future?
(But consider that the Euro currency cannot be abolished completely while harming many
innocent people, but individual "poor" states should have a chance to exit from economic
servitude to the large and central banks...)
● 12-31 Silvester (New Year's Eve) - as the End of what became Old...
equatorial quadruple sunspot or possibly SC25 inside SC24 remnant? - rather a vertically oriented quadruple sunspot $w, Sunspot since 2018-12-31 13:00 $w, 181231_1000_2n_231_S0 and just part of
181224_0000_1p_238_S6 SC24 - sum of relevant boxes Mag=118.4 Area=4

2019-01-01 (next)

New Year
● 01-01 "New Year's Day" and many related feasts
● 01-01 "Feast of the Circumcision of Christ" - the "circumcision" may
have been just a mis-translation...
● 01-01 was "Feast of the Holy Name of Jesus"
● 01-01 "Solemnity of Mary, Mother of God"
● 01-01 "Public Domain Day"
● 01-01 "Global Family Day"
● 01-01 ...

(2019-01-01 01:00)

[190101_231_N4]

Lon: 230.75, Lat: 3.75
B=63, A=3

Sunspot at 2019-01-01 01:00 - low-lat SC25, Mag since 2019-01-01 00:00 or 2018-12-31 11:00 half field, possibly 190101_0000_4_230_N2 reported as SC24? MaxMag=63 MaxArea=3

2019-01-09 (prior) (next)

Orthodox Saint Stephen's Day, Saint Philip II of Moscow righteous opposition to wrong royal authority
● 01-09 "Saint Philip II of Moscow" - "dared openly to contradict royal
authority" - but orthodox date is elsewhere...
● 01-09 Orthodox Saint Stephen's Day - first martyr of Christianity beside
Jesus Himself
● 01-09 "Julia Chester Emery" - "Founder of the United Thank Offering"
(crowd-funding) - feast in Episcopal Church...

(2019-01-09 04:00)

[190109_75_N8]

Lon: 75.112, Lat: 7.613
B=282.9, A=9

Sunspot at 2019-01-09 04:00, Mag since 2019-01-05 13:00, part of 190106_0000_2n_82_N11 area on 01-09 07:00 Mag=282.9 Area=9, whole group
MaxMag=785.49 MaxArea=28 includes neighbouring SC24 region remnant

2019-01-09 (prior)

Non-resident Indian Day - wrong feast
● 01-09 "Start of Hoonko (Nishi Honganji) January 9-16 - Jodo Shinshu
Buddhism" -- keeping good traditions is probably right...? (Is it a good
Tradition?)
● 01-09 "Non-resident Indian Day" aka "Pravasi Bharatiya Divas" H1B-visa invasion into America is Wrong !
● 2007-01-09 original iPhone was introduced

(2019-01-09 07:00)

[190109_80_N8]

Lon: 80.416, Lat: 7.703
B=68.4, A=2

wrong Sunspot at 2019-01-09 07:00 with only half of polarity or belonging to region with NS-orientation? $w, Mag since 2019-01-06 07:00, part of
190106_0000_2n_82_N11 - this area Mag=68.4 Area=2
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2019-01-27

HRD - wrong or unclear event celebrating a great deception among other
victims
● 01-27 International HRD - celebrating the Greatest Lie of History
(The "yellow" field around even reads almost the word JEWS - it was
Jews who instigated the WWII and strived to fulfill their ill prophecy of
"six millions" burning...) (see also 2016-03-06)
● 01-27 John Chrysostom translation of relics
● 1944-01-27 Day of the lifting of the Siege of Leningrad
● 1945-01-27 Liberation of Auschwitz
● 01-27 Saint Angela Merici - Ursulines are most probably not wrong...

(2019-01-27 13:00)
[190127_205_N15]

Lon: 204.637, Lat: 14.756
B=95, A=4

wrong Sunspot at 2019-01-27 13:00 with only half of field or NS-orientation with two neg sides - wrong spot (was probably SC24 where neg-field escaped
away) $w, Mag since 2019-01-27 13:00, 190127_0700_1p_204_N14 MaxMag=95.0 MaxArea=4

2019-02-11 (prior) (next)

Fanny Crosby of Methodist Church, UN Women - confused, Our
Lady of Lourdes - confused Crown or EU stars...
● 02-11 Episcopal Church feast of Fanny Crosby - a really outstanding
hymnical and charity work but confused in some songs
● 02-11 "Our Lady of Lourdes" - confused Crown or EU stars
● 02-11 "International Day of Women and Girls in Science" "UN Women" sexism turned wrong and lies about equality...

(2019-02-11 10:00)

[190211_20_S23]

Lon: 20.47, Lat: -23.175
B=240.6, A=6

Sunspot since 2019-02-11 10:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2019-02-11 04:00, 190211_0600_1p_20_S23
MaxMag=240.6 MaxArea=6

2019-02-12

Darwin Day, Three Holy Hierarchs of Eastern Christianity
● 02-12 Darwin Day
● 02-12 Lincoln's Birthday USA
● 02-12 is just occupied Lincoln's Birtday with a fringe "National Freedom
to Marry Day" - a wrong feast of depraved gay weddings...
● 02-12 is Orthodox 01-30 - Synaxis of the Three Holy Hierarchs of
Eastern Christianity : "Basil the Great (also known as Basil of Caesarea),
Gregory the Theologian (also known as Gregory of Nazianzus) and John
Chrysostom."

(2019-02-12 22:00)

[190212_52_S16]

Lon: 52.133, Lat: -16.234
B=582.6, A=14

Sunspot since 2019-02-12 22:00, 190212_1900_3n_51_S15 MaxMag=582.6 MaxArea=14

2019-02-13 (next)

Saints Cyrus and John - free medicine, Polyeuctus - fight against
Idols
● 02-13 Absalom Jones - Episcopal Church
● 02-13 Polyeuctus - fight against Idols
● 02-13 is orthodox 01-31 "Holy Wonderworkers and Unmercenaries Cyrus
and John" - free medicine

(2019-02-13 22:00)
[190213_347_N16]

Lon: 347.452, Lat: 15.502
B=74.8, A=3

Sunspot at 2019-02-13 22:00, Mag since 2019-02-13 13:00, 190213_1800_4n_344_N19 MaxMag=74.8 MaxArea=3
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2019-03-01,06,08 (prior)

Roman New Year 03-01, Ash Wednesday 03-06, European
Day of the Righteous 03-06, Women's Day 03-08
● 03-01 was start of Roman calendar
● 03-01 World Civil Defence Day
● 03-01 "Zero Discrimination Day" is wrong feast of the decadent who
"discriminate" upright continuation of society by their decadency promoted by UNAIDS which is AIDS of the society - breach and
inactivation of social auto-immunity...
● 2019-03-06 was Ash Wednesday
● 03-06 European Day of the Righteous
● 03-08 International Women's Day

(2019-03-06 01:00)

[190306_54_S17]

Lon: 53.635, Lat: -17.01
B=1404.7, A=37

Sunspots since 2019-03-06 01:00 "Ash Wednesday" and "European Day of the Righteous" and "Dudeism" and then 2019-03-08 19:00 (Lon 55.573, Lat -20.099) "International Women's Day", Mag since
2019-03-01 19:00 rolling from limb, 190302_1700_1_54_S16 MaxMag=1404.7 MaxArea=37

2019-03-04 (next)

Bill of Rights
● 1789-03-04 "1st United States Congress which written the United States
Bill of Rights"
● 03-04 National Grammar Day USA on March 04 ?
● 1493-03-04 Columbus returned back to Europe from his voyage...
● 03-03 Estomihi Quinquagesima
● 1924-03-03 Islamic Caliphate was officialy abolished by Ataturk...

(2019-03-04 10:00)

[190304_82_S5]

Lon: 81.543, Lat: -5.099
B=370.6, A=8

lowlat, Mag since 2019-03-03 13:00, Sunspot since 2019-03-04 10:00, 190304_0600_1p_80_S5 MaxMag=370.6 MaxArea=8

2019-03-04 (prior) (next)

American Blind Supremacism?
● 1493-03-04 "Explorer Christopher Columbus arrived back in Lisbon,
Portugal, aboard his ship Nina from his voyage to what are now The
Bahamas and other islands in the Caribbean"
● 1789-03-04 "In New York City, the first Congress of the United States
met, putting the United States Constitution into effect. The United
States Bill of Rights was written and proposed to Congress."
Americans - you have been on purpose made blind with your
supremacism and America-centrism not seeing what is elsewhere much
better than in USA - for example health-care - you weep about
vax-autism while you are not able to look into Europe to see that there it
is not that bad - and ask "Why?!"...
● 1794-03-04 "The 11th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution was passed
by the U.S. Congress" - citizens may not sue states...

(2019-03-04 16:00)

[190304_59_N10]

Lon: 58.77, Lat: 10.221
B=2713.4, A=34

Sunspot at 2019-03-04 16:00 possibly unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole turned into almost normal huge SC24 $w?, Mag since 2019-03-04 01:00, 190304_0500_1p_59_N10 MaxMag=2713.4
MaxArea=34
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2019-03-07 (next)

Thomas Aquinas eternalization is obsolette

(2019-03-07 13:00)

[190307_74_N37]

● 03-07 Blessed Leonid Feodorov and Gulag victims... - but being "Russian Lon: 73.943, Lat: 37.031
B=109.169, A=4
Catholic" is not right - it's foreign cultural import which harms global
diversity... Respect and Cooperation should be favoured but Unification
and Obliteration of Differences is wrong...
● 03-07 Perpetua and Felicity
● 03-07 Thomas Aquinas - theologian of scholasticism - Dominican friar
who "is considered the Church's greatest theologian and philosopher"...
Wrong Pope Pius X has written: "The capital theses in the philosophy of St. Thomas are not to be
placed in the category of opinions capable of being debated one way or another, but are to be
considered as the foundations upon which the whole science of natural and divine things is
based" - there is nothing sound and right that does not withstand debate and no human
knowledge is eternally right and complete... - for example his "Cosmology" theses are medieval
opinions but obsolete today while once it was probably good and some other theses are also
blunders proportionate to the medieval state of human knowledge... It was good at that time but
claiming it is "Perennial Philosophy" is a blunder...
A child may have a clever childish thought and you don't say it's wrong or stupid while it's clever
for it's age. But striving to uphold it immutable into the adulthood is wrong... Antiquity and
middle ages were childhood of civilization and Thomas Aquinas was a clever child but today that
Thomism is partially obsolette...
wrong Sunspot at 2019-03-07 13:00 - very high lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-03-07 07:00, 190307_1000_1_73_N37 MaxMag=109.169 MaxArea=4

2019-03-13 (prior)

Alexander the Liberator
● 03-13 Alexander the Liberator was a good Emperor...
(see remarks on 2017-03-13)

(2019-03-13 13:00)
[190313_309_N11]

Lon: 308.75, Lat: 11
B=79.198, A=4

Sunspot since 2019-03-13 13:00, Mag since 2019-03-13 07:00, 190313_0900_3n_308_N11 MaxMag=79.198 MaxArea=4, probably also
190313_1100_1p_309_N11 Mag=50.2*2 Area=2*2

2019-03-14 (prior)

Pi Day, Sikhism

(2019-03-14 13:00)

[190314_296_S23]

Lon: 296.481, Lat: -22.675
● 03-14 Pi Day - scientist celebration?
B=123.7, A=6
● 03-14 Nanakshahi New Year in Sikhism - Waheguru is just deification of
own gurus and Guru Nanak's idea "one God who dwells in every one of
His creations" is not true or only partially true - God is much bigger and
mightier than what fits in Human beings...
● 03-14 White Day - "complementary day of Valentine's Day in Japan and
Korea" - "giving response gifts one month after Valentines Day" - is it
a bargain? (Maybe it's right in Far-East context and traditions, I don't know...)
Sunspot at 2019-03-14 13:00 high-lat south with unclear polarity - initially 25 sometimes 24 but mostly NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w, 190314_0200_5_296_S22 MaxMag=123.7 MaxArea=6

2019-03-17 (prior)

Saint Patrick's Day
● 03-17 "Saint Patrick's Day"

(2019-03-17 01:00)

[190317_305_S1]

Lon: 304.577, Lat: -1.115
B=196.7, A=7

Sunspot at 2019-03-17 01:00 equatorial slightly south with SC25 polarity, missing in HMIIF autodetection, 190316_2200_3_304_S0 MaxMag=196.7
MaxArea=7
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(2019-03-28 19:00)

2019-03-28 (prior) (next)

[190328_115_S32]

Jan Amos Komensky - Teacher's Day (cz), Stephen Harding - Cistercian order
● 1592-03-28 Jan Amos Comenius - Teacher of the Nations (father of
modern didactics) and bishop of Unity of Brethren
● 03-28 is Teacher's Day in Czech and Slovak republics
● 03-28 Stephen Harding and Cistercian order and Carta Caritatis - first
monastic Order in christian history
● 03-28 Tibet "Serfs Emancipation Day" - liberation by China from feudal
theocratic serfdom? - not a good feast

Lon: 114.596, Lat: -31.551
B=93.3, A=5

Sunspot at 2019-03-28 19:00, Mag since 2019-03-28 07:00, 190328_1200_1p_113_S32 MaxMag=93.3 MaxArea=5

(2019-03-31 01:00)

2019-03-31 (prior) (next)

[190331_125_N38]

Sir Isaac Newton 03-31, Rudolf Steiner 03-30
● 03-31 Sir Isaac Newton
● 03-31 John Donne
● 03-31 Johann Sebastian Bach - one of the greatest composers of all time
● 03-31 World Backup Day
● 03-31 "Cesar Chavez Day USA" - not much fair feast
● 03-31 "International Transgender Day of Visibility" - very wrong feast
● 03-30 Rudolf Steiner and Anthroposophy - although it contains many
blunders it's school leads to tending of good people

Lon: 125.402, Lat: 38.163
B=113.3, A=5

Sunspot at 2019-03-31 01:00, Mag since 2019-03-30 13:00, 190330_2300_1_126_N38 MaxMag=113.3 MaxArea=5

2019-04-24 (prior) (next)

(2019-04-24 01:00)

[190424_156_N8]

Martyrs of Armenian Genocide, ...
● 04-24 Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day
● 1915-04-24 "Deportation of Armenian intellectuals from Constantinople"
● 04-24 "Fashion Revolution Day" - with a question you should ask too:
"Who made my clothes?"
● 04-24 "World Day for Laboratory Animals" - while you should try to
reduce suffering of animals you cannot replace them by 'laboratory
testing people'... (You should better concentrate against 'Wet Markets'
and Cruel Meat Factories...)
● 04-24 Mellitus first bishop of London

Lon: 156.05, Lat: 7.699
B=118.2, A=5

Sunspot at 2019-04-24 01:00 low-lat polarity unclear initially but turned SC25, Mag since 2019-04-24 00:00, 190424_0000_1_156_N7 MaxMag=118.2 MaxArea=5

2019-04-28..29 (prior) (next)

(2019-04-28 22:00)

[190428_50_N4]

04-28 Workers' Memorial Day?, 04-29 International Dance Day
● 04-28 "Workers' Memorial Day"
● 04-29 was "Day of Remembrance for all Victims of Chemical Warfare"
but it was moved elsewhere
● 04-29 "International Dance Day" -- "dance" is very mixed right-wrong
deed... (Western "Dance" has been spoiled into unsightly individual
shaking...)
● 04-28 Peter Chanel - unwelcome missionary "martyred"... such was
a cultural defense of indigenous people...

Lon: 50.371, Lat: 3.686
B=150.4, A=4

Sunspot since 2019-04-28 22:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole slightly more SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-04-28 07:00, 190428_1700_1p_49_N3 MaxMag=150.4 MaxArea=4

2019-04-30 (prior) (next)

(2019-04-30 10:00)

[190430_85_N33]

Honesty Day USA (First inauguration of G.Washington), May Eve St.
Walpurgis Night, Beltane
● 04-30 Honesty Day USA
● 1789-04-30 First inauguration of George Washington - a Masonic
president
● 04-30 May Eve - St. Walpurgis Night

Lon: 84.696, Lat: 32.8
B=170.8, A=7

Sunspot since 2019-04-30 10:00, Mag since 2019-04-30 10:00, 190430_1000_1_84_N32 MaxMag=170.8 MaxArea=7
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2019-05-02 (next)

The last day of the Festival of Ridvan, Leonardo da Vinci
● 1519-05-02 Leonardo da Vinci died
● 05-02 The last day of the Festival of Ridvan - it's significance is
"abrogating religious war, which was permitted under certain conditions
in Islam"

(2019-05-02 07:00)

[190502_63_N27]

Lon: 62.668, Lat: 27
B=159.7, A=6

Sunspot at 2019-05-02 07:00, Mag since 2019-05-02 01:00, 190502_0400_1_62_N27 MaxMag=159.7 MaxArea=6

2019-05-03 (prior) (next)

World Press Freedom Day - not enough freedom yet!
● 05-03 "World Press Freedom Day" - not enough freedom yet especially in
The West...
with fraud lying statistics of "Press Freedom Index"
"Press Freedom" is only seeming without Alt-Media because most of the
MSM (Mass-Media) is controlled and real disidents do not have access to
the Media...
● 05-03 orthodox (gregorian is elsewhere) Theodosius of Kiev - brought
monasteries to Russia
● 05-03 is orthodox 04-20 ...

(2019-05-03 19:00)

[190503_22_N28]

Lon: 22.269, Lat: 27.958
B=186.3, A=6

Sunspot since 2019-05-03 19:00 with partially unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole rather SC25 and just a while later turned normal SC25 $w2, 190503_1600_4n_22_N28 Mag=186.3 Area=6

2019-05-03 (next)

World Press Freedom Day - not enough freedom yet!,
usus antiquior communities finding of the cross - bad event
● 05-03 "World Press Freedom Day" - not enough freedom yet especially in
The West...
with fraud lying statistics of "Press Freedom Index"
● 05-03 "Finding of the Holy Cross" - only in "usus antiquior communities"
because the feast was moved elsewhere
● 1978-05-03 first bulk "spam" email was sent... - that later poisoned
peer-to-peer communication in favour of global oligarchs like Google
Twitter Facebook and Others...

(2019-05-03 01:00)

[190503_64_S53]

Lon: 64.201, Lat: -52.837

wrong Sunspot at 2019-05-03 01:00 - very-high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-05-02 16:00, missing in HMIB autodetection due to too high lat

2019-05-06 (next)

Fat Acceptance - wrong feast, Ramadan

(2019-05-06 01:00)

[190506_346_N3]

Lon: 346.262, Lat: 3.088
● 05-06 "International No Diet Day" and fat-acceptance - is wrong... (Of
B=163.9, A=6
cause a nice and healthy woman should not be lean as a boy but instead
should look like a nice amphora but a glob of fat with BMI 30 is not nice
and often is disagreeable and it matters... This "No diet" fat-acceptance
is over-reaction to also wrong cult of unnatural leanness of "models"
implanted by wrong vogue media...)
● 05-06 feast of St. George only in Gruzia/Georgia...
● 2019-05-06 was beginning of Ramadan - keep your medieval superstitions in the Middle East and
do not dare to bring them to Europe...
-- Is "hilal" (crescent moon sighting) derived from "hilel" Lucifer?
"Lunar Year" is not a "Year" and it is a Blunder as many other things in Quran - they excluded
"Sun" from their calendary...
wrong Sunspot at 2019-05-06 01:00 equatorial with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2019-05-05 13:00 or ..., 190506_0000_2_345_N2 MaxMag=163.9 MaxArea=6

2019-05-06 (prior)

Fat Acceptance? - wrong feast, Ramadan
● (2019-05-06 see above)

(2019-05-06 19:00)

[190506_51_N13]

Lon: 51.415, Lat: 13.486
B=124.7, A=4

Sunspot at 2019-05-06 19:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole later incorrectly reported as SC25 $w, 190506_1700_1p_52_N15
MaxMag=124.7 MaxArea=4
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2019-05-10 (prior)

St. John of Avila?, Job, Confederate Memorial Day

(2019-05-10 13:00)
[190510_314_N15]

Lon: 314.347, Lat: 14.89
● 05-10 Job in "Roman Catholic pre-1969 calendar"?
B=55.2, A=2
"Job" in hebrew means "enemy" - I consider Job a wrong concept and
a rabbinic deception...?
● 05-10 John of Avila - Jesuit scholar of jewish converso descent... "He is
especially revered by the Jesuits. Their development in Spain is
attributed to his friendship and support for the Society of Jesus, was
primarily a preacher and closely friend of Ignatius Loyola" - Jesuits were
wrong military order doing more harm than good in many parts of Europe...
● 05-10 "Golden spike Day" Utah...
● 05-10 "Confederate Memorial Day" - only in South&North Carolina
Sunspot since 2019-05-10 13:00, Mag since 2019-05-10 01:00, 190510_0900_1p_314_N15 MaxMag=55.2 MaxArea=2

2019-05-23

Declaration of the Báb ?, Nicolaus Copernicus and Johannes
Kepler ?, German "Constitution" day?
● 05-23 day of wrong German non-constitution
● 05-23 Declaration of the Bab
● 05-23 Nicolaus Copernicus and Johannes Kepler (in Episcopal Church)

(2019-05-23 07:00)
[190523_114_N13]

Lon: 113.782, Lat: 12.533
B=177.2, A=9

Sunspot since 2019-05-23 07:00 - almost as other noise but on correct places, 190523_0500_1_113_N12 MaxMag=177.2 MaxArea=9

2019-05-27

?

(2019-05-27 19:00)

[190527_65_N15]

Lon: 65.403, Lat: 15.43
● 05-27 Operation Anthropoid - Heidrich assassination
B=79.7, A=4
● 1703-05-27 St. Petersburgh was founded by Peter the Great...
● 05-27 Saint Bede - a good historian with a major role in establishing
"AD" calendary of Dionysius Exiguus...
● 1917-05-27 "Code of Canon Law, the first comprehensive codification of
Catholic canon law" - a deed by anti-modernist Pope Pius X finished by
his successor - it's wrong that it was only in Latin and that it's
amendments were discouraged and so it became obsolette soon as the times changed - all your
Canons are unnecessarily complicated as the Trinity or Angels are not bound by human laws
with Their Mercy...
wrong Sunspot at 2019-05-27 19:00 with only half of polarity $w, part of 190527_1400_2p_65_N15 Mag=79.7 Area=4

2019-05-28..29 (prior)

Saint Germain 2019-05-28, David Lane, Ascension of Baha'u'llah
2019-05-29, Feast of Ascension 2019-05-30
● 05-28 Episcopal feast of John Calvin - moved 1 day away...
● 05-28 "Saint Germain - Father of the Poor, and preventing the abortion"
● 05-28 David Lane _14-88_ - Martyr for Right and Order of White people

(2019-05-28 19:00)

[190528_60_N11]

Lon: 60.197, Lat: 10.554
B=522.5, A=13

Mag since 2019-05-28 19:00, Sunspot at 2019-05-28 19:00, then Sunspot since 2019-05-29 01:00 to 2019-05-30 07:00, 190528_1900_1_59_N10
MaxMag=522.5 MaxArea=13
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2019-05-30

Joan of Arc
● 05-30 Joan of Arc - "recovered France from English (foreign)
domination" and "martyred for cross-dressing, but that was vindicated
by circumstances..."

(2019-05-30 22:00)

[190530_14_N18]

Lon: 14.059, Lat: 17.902

tiny Sunspot at 2019-05-30 22:00, Mag since 2019-05-30 16:15, missing in HMIB autodetection

2019-06-11 (next)

Barnabas Apostle, JFK "Civil Rights Act of 1964", Orthodox
Theodosia of Constantinople
● 06-11 Barnabas "Apostle" - (Acts 4:36 Acts 14:14 Epistle to Hebrews?) patron saint of Cyprus - where Cyprus is today a den of tax-evasion?
"Jewish and Christian thought" mixed despite they are not compatible
any more
● 1963-06-11 JFKennedy proposed "Civil Rights Act of 1964" - mixed
wrong and right (rather wrong than right in present form)...
● 06-11 is Orthodox date 05-29 of feast of Saint Theodosia of
Constantinople - brave fighter againsts Iconoclasm
● 06-11 Ignatius Maloyan - victim of Armenian Genocide
● 1970-06-11 first female generals in US army -- that is wrong...

(2019-06-11 07:00)
[190611_227_N32]

Lon: 226.607, Lat: 31.607
B=225.246, A=6

wrong Sunspot at 2019-06-11 07:00 - high-lat SC24 wrong $w, 190610_1500_2_226_N31 MaxMag=225.246 MaxArea=6

2019-06-11 (prior)

Barnabas Apostle, JFK "Civil Rights Act of 1964", Orthodox
Theodosia of Constantinople
● 06-11 is Orthodox date 05-29 of feast of Theodosia of Constantinople brave fighter againsts Iconoclasm
● 06-11 Ignatius Maloyan - victim of Armenian Genocide
● (06-11 see above...)

(2019-06-11 10:00)

[190611_227_N2]

Lon: 226.798, Lat: 2.264
B=257.1, A=7

almost on equator SC25, Sunspot since 2019-06-11 10:00, Mag since 2019-06-10 13:00, 190611_0800_5n_226_N2 MaxMag=257.1 MaxArea=7

2019-06-12

Miscegenation laws "Loving Day" - a very wrong feast!, "World Day
Against Child Labour" - is worth of warning...

(2019-06-12 00:00)

[190612_264_S22]

Lon: 264.456, Lat: -21.667
● 06-12 "World Day Against Child Labour" - child labour is wrong...
B=33.5, A=2
● 06-12 Lutherans celebrate "First ecumenical council" of Nicaea... Nicene
creed in it's first version was an imprecation and curse against
"heretics"...
● 06-12 "108 Martyrs of World War II" of Poland -- there were many
millions of victims and venerating few is unjust - more so if Poland was
one of main perpetrators or mason's tools in starting that war and when
polish later helped the nazi genocides...
● 06-12 "Loving Day USA" - "United States Supreme Court decision Loving v. Virginia which struck
down all anti-miscegenation laws remaining in sixteen U.S. states" and it is "the biggest
multiracial celebration in the United States" - is very wrong event leading to (white) race
extermination and soft genocide!
● 06-12 "Russia Day" - it's not wrong to celebrate own statehood...
wrong Sunspot at 2019-06-12 00:00 - high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-06-11 16:00, 190611_2300_2p_264_S21 Mag=33.5 Area=2
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2019-06-16

African Rights and Education, George Berkeley and Joseph Butler
-- confused right and wrong
● 06-16 "International Day of the African Child" - Africa has too many
children and it's an ecological catastrophe in progress - they need
Education foremost to decrease their catastrophic fertility rates...
● 06-16 Episcopal Church - "George Berkeley and Joseph Butler" - "George
Berkeley" - philosophical blunders - today University of Berkeley is den
of antifa terrorists
● Joseph Butler was also just a church official with some right but some
erroneous views while attacking other's right views and their holders...

(2019-06-16 03:00)

[190616_195_S18]

Lon: 194.706, Lat: -17.535
B=43.4, A=2

wrong Sunspot at 2019-06-16 03:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole slightly more SC25 $w?, Mag since 2019-06-16 00:00, 190616_0400_1_194_S17 MaxMag=43.4 MaxArea=2

2019-06-17

?

(2019-06-17 15:00)
[190617_170_N12]

● 06-17 "World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought" - drought and Lon: 169.963, Lat: 12.261
not warming is really a problem (causing death of land's nature) and
deserts cause by far more warming than any CO2 influence... Let's
commemorate martyred Muammar Gaddafi with his Great Man-Made
River project...
● 06-17 former "German Unity Day" was celebrating "East German
uprising of 1953" by West Germany only - was it an example of foreign
meddling? - and now in times of Refugee Invasion it was shown that people of former Socialist
East Germany were better preserved as a united Folk conscious of it's own identity... (Today's
totality in Germany with all parties beside AfD being leftist communists just hidden behind other
political "trade-marks" is alarming...)
● 06-17 Samuel and Henrietta Barnett - righteous proponents of Christian socialism - National
Socialism as understanding what Patriotism and "We The People" really means is not actually
bad but totalitarian inter-national "Communism" (including "Globalism") is really wrong...
● 06-17 Hypatius of Bithynia - "credited with halting a revival of the Olympic Games"... But people
do need some sporting activity (which is different from passive watching)...
● 1991-06-17 "The South African Parliament repealed the Population Registration Act which
required racial classification of all South Africans at birth" - leading to South African Black
Communist Hell - such it looks when black migrants gain majority ("black" people migrated to
South Africa after the "white" settlers while the original population is almost extinct now) ... We
need good and true statistics and not to conceal Truth by omitting such important qualifiers as
"race" from statistics... "Love your Neighbour similar to you" and respect those who do not harm
your "Neighbours"...
wrong Sunspot at 2019-06-17 15:00 with only neg half of field $w, Mag since 2019-06-12 03:00 too weak and missing in HMIB autodetection (pos joined 2019-06-18 08:00 but escaped elsewhere)
(2019-06-17 images missing in Jpeg sources)

2019-06-20..21 (prior)

World Refugee Day, Summer Solstice?
● 06-21 is Summer Solstice with various feasts and cannot tell good or
wrong globally
● 06-21 "International Day of Yoga" is just usurping solstice... Yoga may be
good practice for the body but there are statistics that it makes some
people unhappy probably because enlarging their pride?
● 06-21 "World Humanist Day" - Humanists and Secularism are
"Laodicean church" and Humanism is just veneration of humans...
● 06-20 "World Refugee Day" - very wrong ! About "Refugees" see Rev9:19
- "Genetic poison"...

(2019-06-20 19:00)

[190620_141_N5]

Lon: 141.476, Lat: 5.392
B=78.1, A=3

Sunspot since 2019-06-20 19:00 and again at 2019-06-21 01:00 unknown polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2019-06-20 16:00,
190620_1800_1p_142_N5 MaxMag=78.1 MaxArea=3
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(2019-06-22 01:00)

2019-06-22 (prior)

[190622_88_S46]

Thomas More, Saint Alban, Utopia and sci-fi

Lon: 87.847, Lat: -45.886
● 06-22 Thomas More (06-22 in Catholic church and 07-06 in Anglican
churches) - Utopia and sci-fi
● 06-22 Saint Alban - first british martyr (also "sci-fi" legends)
● was 06-22 but shifted elsewhere: Eusebius of Samosata - opponent of
Arianism - Arianism was probably rather right than wrong and First
Council of Nicaea just promulgated the curse against opponents... but
church unity was more important than petty disputes and it was too
early to fragment Christianity at that time...
● 06-22 is orthodox 06-09 Cyril of Alexandria - was not much good figure - see Hypatia article and
not only Hypatia but also Timothy supporters
Sunspot at 2019-06-22 01:00 SC25, Mag since 2019-06-21 22:00, missing in HMIB autodetection due to high lat

(2019-06-27 00:00)

2019-06-26..27 (prior)

[190627_87_N15]

Ecumeny, No Torture or Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking

Lon: 87.053, Lat: 14.808
● 06-26 Isabel Florence Hapgood - translator and ecumenist - "key figure
B=73, A=2
in the dialogue between Western Christianity and Orthodoxy"
● 06-26 International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking trafficking drugs into foreign country is a war crime against civilian
population
● 06-26 International Day in Support of Victims of Torture
● 06-26 World Refrigeration Day - established in UK in 2018 (following
year) as a counter-feast to not talk about torture and drug trade? - and mixes "diversity" in the
feast - it is a satanic or at least a fawning feast
● 1824-06-26 Birtday of William Thomson Kelvin
● 06-27 Cyril of Alexandria - was not much good figure - see Hypatia article and not only Hypatia
but also Timothy supporters - "became noted because of his spirited fight for the title
'Theotokos'"...
● 06-27 Milada Horakova - victim of Cold War - anti-communist spy executed at the time when
both East and West have been executing spies during Cold War (see husbands Rosenbergs)...
Sunspot since 2019-06-27 00:00 not marked in Jpeg sources - is too weak, Mag since 2019-06-26 21:00, 190627_0300_1_86_N14 MaxMag=85.0 MaxArea=3, 190626_2300_1p_86_N15 Mag=73.0 Area=2

2019-06-28 (prior)

(2019-06-28 19:00)

[190628_34_S22]

Irenaeus of Lyon, Malcolm X, Gay Rights Movement - wrong
Lon: 33.717, Lat: -22.052
● 06-28 Irenaeus of Lyon - fighting "heresies" with his own lies (about
B=266.9, A=6
Simon Magus origins) and proclaiming that "surest source is the church
of Rome" -- see Proverbs 6:16-19
● 06-28 Tau Day = 2*Pi Day
● 1914-06-28 "Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and his wife Sophie
were assassinated in Sarajevo; this was the casus belli of World War I."
● 1964-06-28 criminal racist "Malcolm X formed the Organization of
Afro-American Unity" after betrayal of Nation of Islam - isn't it racist? We also need "White
Unity".
● 1969-06-28 "Stonewall riots began in New York City, marking the start of the Gay Rights
Movement." - "Gay Rights" spoil Western Civilization and anti-gay laws were righteous...
wrong Sunspot at 2019-06-28 19:00 - high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-06-28 02:30, 190628_1000_1p_35_S25 MaxMag=266.9 MaxArea=6

(2019-06-30 16:00)

2019-06-29..30 (next)

[190630_344_S20]

St. Peter and Paul, First Martyrs of the Church of Rome
● 06-29 Saints Peter and Paul
● 06-30 "First Martyrs of the Church of Rome" - "during Nero's
persecution in 64"
● 1997-06-30 return of Hongkong to China
● 1990-06-30 East Germany and West Germany merged
● 1986-06-30 "The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that states can outlaw
homosexual acts between consenting adults" - and they should...
● 1968-06-30 "Credo of the People of God" was published by Pope Paul VI
● 1905-06-30 Einstein's Special Relativity was published...

Lon: 343.645, Lat: -19.961
B=637.9, A=15

Mag since 2019-06-29 21:00, Sunspots from 2019-06-30 16:00, 190630_0400_4_342_S19 MaxMag=637.9 MaxArea=15
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2019-06-30 (prior)

US feminists, British wrong Glorious Revolution

(2019-06-30 22:00)

[190630_22_N28]

Lon: 21.77, Lat: 27.835
● 06-30 "First Martyrs of the Church of Rome"
B=109.8, A=5
● 06-30 Saint Martial
● 1688-06-30 "Glorious Revolution" - a wrong revolution in Britain...
anti-catholic and generally anti-christian Test Acts were prolonged and
are a root cause why England is so Antichristian today...
Bill of Rights 1689 was mostly right but wrongly "barred Roman
Catholics from the throne of England" while there is rather wrong
Anglican leadership by "British" crown... (which even isn't British so much?)
And a British proto-democracy is rather obsolette today in modern world...
● 1966-06-30 "National Organization for Women" - US largest feminist (and lesbian) organization...
wrong sexism... jewish subversion led by "Bettye Naomi Goldstein" renamed as "Betty Friedan"
who was "active in both Marxist and Jewish circles, ..., raised in a Jewish family, but was an
agnostic" - it`s not a coincidence since most of feminist movement was started and dominated by
jewish people as a subversion of Western Society - divide et impera...
● 1990-06-30 merging East and West Germany...
● 1997-06-30 return of Hongkong to China... (without local referendum?)
high-lat SC24 or unclear, Sunspot at 2019-06-30 22:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole slightly more SC24 on high-lat $w, Mag since 2019-06-30 16:00, 190630_2000_1p_22_N28
MaxMag=109.8 MaxArea=5

2019-07-06

Jan Hus, Thomas More
● 1415-07-06 execution of faithful martyr Jan Hus by a rogue Council - Jan
Hus rightfuly criticized "infallibility" and sins of medieval decadent
Church Hierarchy and strived to move Christianity nearer to The
People... Because the proud Church did not listen, the Reformation
Movement a century later had to be more emphatic...
(A "Miracle" in support of his canonization can be considered among else
that the Defenders in his name Hussites the Godly Warriors sustained
and defended against five Crussades until the Utraquists gained their
Dual Communion for which they fought by Compacts of Basel...)
● 1535-07-06 "Sir Thomas More was executed for 'treason' against wrong
King Henry VIII of England"

(2019-07-06 19:00)

[190706_211_S27]

Lon: 210.623, Lat: -26.957
B=1113.2, A=27

Mag since 2019-07-06 12:00, Sunspots from 2019-07-06 19:00, 190706_1300_1p_209_S27 MaxMag=1113.2 MaxArea=27

2019-07-07 (next)

Ivan Kupala Day (Orthodox Saint John Feast), Saints Job and
Theodosius of Manyava
● 07-07 Kupala Night in Russian and slavic countries on Orthodox June 24
Saint John
● 07-07 Saint Job and Saint Theodosius of Manyava Ukraine

(2019-07-07 19:00)
[190707_242_N15]

Lon: 241.91, Lat: 14.998
B=40.5, A=5

Sunspot at 2019-07-07 19:00, Mag since 2019-07-07 16:00 or since 2019-07-06 19:00, 190707_1800_1p_242_N15 MaxMag=40.5 MaxArea=5

2019-07-07 (prior)

(multiple wrong events)

(2019-07-07 22:00)
[190707_256_N14]

Lon: 255.77, Lat: 13.915
● 07-07 World Chocolate Day (with great confusion about other dates) -B=86.6, A=4
eating chocolate is probably not much healthy...
● 1937-07-07 "1937 – The Marco Polo Bridge Incident" as "pretext for
starting the Second Sino-Japanese War." ie. start of WWII?
● 1980-07-07 Sharia law in Iran - it may possibly be good for Iranian
people but not for the Western people...
● 1981-07-07 "US President Ronald Reagan appointed Sandra Day
O'Connor to become the first female member of the Supreme Court of the United States"
● 1992-07-07 "The New York Court of Appeals ruled that women have the same right as men to go
topless in public" - very wrong - depraves women of womanhood chastity...
● 2005-07-07 London bombings
inside normal SC24 or wrong spot with only half of field, Sunspot at 2019-07-07 22:00 in remnant of old SC24 region or wrong sunspot with only half of field $w?o, Mag probably since 2019-07-06 16:00,
190707_1600_2p_256_N14 MaxMag=86.6 MaxArea=4 or MaxMag=122.2 MaxArea=6 when included neighbouring region
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2019-07-08..09 (next)

(2019-07-08 22:00)

[190708_222_S27]

Peter and Fevronia Day = Day of Family, Love and Faithfulness
07-08, Our Lady of Peace 07-09 & Capuchin Franciscans, Martyrdom of the Báb ??
● 07-08 Peter and Fevronia Day known as "the Day of Family, Love and
Faithfulness" - Russia saying "our culture does not benefit from foreign
holidays" (like Valentine's Day) is right...
● 07-09 Our Lady of Peace & Capuchin Franciscans - Hermit Friars Minor

Lon: 222, Lat: -27
B=166, A=5

two simultaneous nearby Sunspots since 2019-07-08 22:00 and then since 2019-07-09 04:00, Mag since 2019-07-08 19:00 to 2019-07-11 night, Mag
detection mixed into 190706_1300_1p_209_S27 MaxMag=166 MaxArea=5, started as 190709_0000_9n_222_S32...

2019-07-08 (prior)

Peter and Fevronia Day = Day of Family, Love and Faithfulness
● 07-08 Peter and Fevronia Day known as "the Day of Family, Love and
Faithfulness" - Russia saying "our culture does not benefit from foreign
holidays" (like Valentine's Day) is right...

(2019-07-08 22:00)

[190708_222_S21]

Lon: 222, Lat: -21
B=113.4, A=5

second almost simultaneous Sunspot at 2019-07-08 22:00, Mag merged into 190706_1300_1p_209_S27 Mag=113.4 Area=5

2019-07-19 (prior)

Feminism - wrong
● 1848-07-19 "Women's Rights Convention" - the start of wrong
feminism... - published a "Declaration of Sentiments" - but wise men rule
foremost by Reason while women mostly decide by Sentiments
(Emotions)...

(2019-07-19 15:00)

[190719_94_N5]

Lon: 94.316, Lat: 4.877
B=101.1, A=5

wrong Sunspot since 2019-07-19 15:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, 190719_1400_1_94_N4 MaxMag=101.1 MaxArea=5

2019-07-23

Rastafari - wrong, Chinese communists - wrong
● 07-23 Birthday of Haile Selassie - wrong Rastafarians...
● 1921-07-23 Communist Party of China was established

(2019-07-23 21:00)

[190723_1_S24]

Lon: 0.591, Lat: -23.696
B=123.2, A=5

Sunspot since 2019-07-23 21:00 high-lat SC24 $w - too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2019-07-22 21:00, 190723_1800_1p_0_S23
MaxMag=123.2 MaxArea=5

2019-07-27 (prior)

Seven Sleepers of Ephesus?, Bank of England and Central Banks wrong

(2019-07-27 01:00)
[190727_348_N13]

Lon: 348.277, Lat: 13.188
● 07-27 "Seven Sleepers of Ephesus"
B=145.2, A=5
● 07-27 "Day of Victory in the Great Fatherland Liberation War" in North
Korea and "National Korean War Veterans Armistice Day" in USA - the
war was not terminated yet? at least economic war continues until
today...
● 1694-07-27 "A Royal charter was granted to the Bank of England" "model on which most modern central banks have been based." -- see
Nikolaj Starikov: "financial capital began to take de-facto control over the state"
London City Dragon is instigator of many recent wars including both World Wars...
lowlat, Sunspot since 2019-07-27 01:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole switches 25 and 24 $w, Mag since 2019-07-26 01:00, 190726_1300_1p_349_N11 MaxMag=145.2 MaxArea=5
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2019-08-02

(2019-08-02 12:00)

[190802_298_S20]

Indulgence trade - wrong

Lon: 297.97, Lat: -19.59
● 08-02 Samuel David Ferguson - "first American born Black person to be
B=68.3, A=3
elected a bishop ... in Liberia" - it's not wrong if Africans have Black
bishop but this one was consecrated as bishop in New York - "becoming
the first black member of the House of Bishops"...
● 08-02 "Our Lady of the Angels of the Portiuncula" in Franciscan Order a feast for selling Indulgences... While it may be used for Beneficial
purposes but it's doctrinal background is at-least partially untrue...
People should not rely on being able to Buy the Mercy... God and Angels may forgive the Sins
upon Penitence but trying to buy this by an Indulgence is often not possible... But try to alleviate
Angelic Justice for your Sins by some form of Charity - sometimes it helps, more so if done
unfeigned...
Also Franciscans partook on the Inquisition and torture of innocents...
But Franciscan spirituality and their relation to the natural world are righteous...
Can you use some other form of Crowd-Funding of beneficial purposes beside and then instead
of Indulgences?
People should realize that depending on Government and Oligarchs to finance projects is often
not beneficial to The People and they should more engage in Crowd-Funding of Beneficial
Projects and/or the help to the Poor - because suffering of the poor people is often not beneficial
in consequences to the rich and middle-class people either, just sometimes it takes longer before
it backfires...
--

About Crowd-Funding of Alt-Media - The People should realize that trully Independent Media are sponsored
by their Readers... Relying on Oligarchs sponsoring AltMedia (for ex. by Advertisements) often leads to the
Oligarch control over the Content of those Media and Auto-Censorship of those Journalists... Recent Google
crackdown on AltMedia is most probably caused by behind-the-scenes pressure from advertising
Oligarchs... While we should request Impartiality of Communications Providers without meddling or judging
the Content but no one can request being Sponsored by Oligarch Advertisements or by Governments...

wrong Sunspot at 2019-08-02 12:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w (too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources...), Mag since 2019-08-02 09:00, 190802_1000_2p_297_S20
MaxMag=68.3 MaxArea=3

2019-08-06 (prior)

(2019-08-06 10:00)

[190806_199_N6]

Feast of Transfiguration, Hiroshima Peace Memorial
Ceremony
● 08-06 Feast of Transfiguration
● 08-06 Hiroshima Peace Memorial Ceremony
● (2019-08-06 Mt24 Zj13:18 ...?)

Lon: 199.237, Lat: 6.282
B=483, A=12

Sunspots since 2019-08-06 10:00, Mag since 2019-08-06 00:00 or since 2019-08-05 10:00, 190806_0300_4n_197_N5 MaxMag=483 MaxArea=12

2019-08-08 (prior)

(2019-08-08 10:00)

Dominican Inquisition and Nuremberg Trials - wrong

[190808_222_S0]

● 08-08 Saint Dominic de Guzman and Dominican Order? - foe of righteous Lon: 221.706, Lat: -0.346
B=57, A=2
Cathars... Dominicans were an order of the Inquisitors? (Inquisition was
probably the darkest part of Christianity...)
"Rosary" is brain-washing to repeat same prayer 50 times a day...
"Domini canes" statue looks more like a Gargoyl... they fought "heresy"
often wrongly...
(But there were some righteous and beneficial brothers in this order...)
● 08-08 "Four Crowned Martyrs" second group? - is it some confusion?
● 1945-08-08 "The London Charter was signed, establishing the laws and procedures for the
Nuremberg Trials." - that was a Shame of Western Justice and a legacy of Inquisition...
● 08-08 Ceasefire Day - End of Iran-Iraq War - that was a wrong war as many others but ceasefire
was probably right...
equatorial Sunspot at 2019-08-08 10:00 with only neg half of the field $w, Mag since 2019-08-07 04:00 or since 2019-08-01 13:00? crossed from north hemisphere into southern,
190808_0500_4n_221_S0 MaxMag=57.0 MaxArea=2
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2019-08-09 (prior)

(2019-08-09 19:00)

[190809_175_S30]

Nagasaki? - wrong spot

Lon: 175.415, Lat: -29.545
● 1945-08-09 Bombing of Nagasaki
B=54.2, A=2
● 08-09 "International Day of the World's Indigenous Peoples" - we White
People are also Indigenous in Europe and UN forgets that... promoting
"Dignity" is wrong - there should be "Respect" instead...
● 08-09 Mary Sumner - founder of the Mothers' Union - "gave a passionate
address about national morality and the importance of women's vocation
as mothers to change the nation for the better" - and was married and
a good mother - todays single mothers spoil whole generation of children into lieberals with
a grim trend... instead today they "internationally speak out on issues of gender equality" - that
"gender equality" is a dangerous lie - a woman mother in a family with her children are the most
precious ones of this civilization while single woman is nothing more than a man and then she
has uneven field of competition because of unequal burden of cyclic hormones and different
wiring of neurons... Why did there slip in "family in its many forms" - family has got a very typical
form of man woman and children... (Otherwise it seems to be a good and praiseworthy union
celebrating and promoting a healthy family life...)
Only partially related is treason of Istanbul Convention - a very wrong tool of feminist lobbies to
spoil families and dimorph relations... Consider that women "feeling hurt emotionally" is not any
violence and it is rather a natural state... GREVIO is grave meddling in internal state affairs and
a feminist tool to extort disobedient states... There is a prophetic saying: "Alas to whom the
woman rules" ("Beda kterym zena vladne")...
Sunspot at 2019-08-09 19:00 high-lat with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2019-08-09 16:00, 190809_1600_1n_175_S29 MaxMag=54.2 MaxArea=2,
190810_0300_1n_174_S30 MaxMag=72.1 MaxArea=3

2019-08-19..20 (prior) (next)

UNHCR - wrong gang, Trotskyists - worst of evil

(2019-08-20 00:00)

[190820_49_S5]

Lon: 49.349, Lat: -4.677
● 08-19 "World Humanitarian Day" - a Swedish initiative - Sweden has
B=50.339, A=2
become rape capital of Europe and a shameful feminist and refugee
hell...
it commemorates a consequence of UN meddling in Iraq affairs...
● 08-19 Sergio Vieira de Mello - UNHCR official murdered at the time of
western fascist invasion into Iraq...
UNHCR is gangster treacherous organization that imports Refugees into
the West - especially after 2015 Shmitah... - Refugee import and trafficking is Treason and an
attempt at Ethnic Destruction of the Western People !
● 08-19 is orthodox 08-06 - Feast of the Transfiguration - Apples Feast - is a good feast
● 1936-08-19 Moscow Trials - when Stalin started to purge traitor jewish bolsheviks (Trotskyists)
which prevented Hitler winning WWII...
"The defendants of these were Old Bolshevik party leaders and top officials of the Soviet secret
police"... - thus they purged the worst of evil...
Today descendants of Trotskyists are called "Neocons" and they instigate wars in all of Middle
East - among many other of their wrongdoings...
● 08-20 Samuel prophet
● 08-20 Feast of Asma - Bahai faith
● 08-20 Saint Stephen Day in Hungary
● 08-20 World Mosquito Day and transmission of Malaria - that was keeping African population in
proportions with the nature...
● 1858-08-20 "Charles Darwin first published his theory of evolution through natural selection" gradual evolution seems to be an undisputable fact but occasional external influence (by God or
Angels) cannot be ruled out and it rather seems very probable...
Sunspot at 2019-08-20 00:00 (in Jpeg sources at 01:00 in Fits sources already at 00:00) - probably normal old SC24 or SC24 and SC25 polarity mixed together? - positive with two negative fields $w?,
Mag since 2019-08-19 19:00, probably 190820_0400_4_48_S3 MaxMag=50.339 MaxArea=2

2019-08-19..20 (prior)

UNHCR and Trotskyists
● (08-19 see above)
The "yellow" part of the field even reads "RW" like
"Refugees Welcome"... a very wrong initiative - among the worst...

(2019-08-20 00:00)

[190820_44_N18]

Lon: 44.168, Lat: 17.800

rather wrong Sunspot at 2019-08-20 00:00 with unclear polarity neg-to-pos-pole $w (missing in Jpeg sources and 2019-08-19 erased in SDO-browse
archives...), Mag since 2019-08-19 12:00
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(2019-08-25 01:00)

2019-08-25

[190825_6_N32]

Linux, Galileo Galilei
● 1991-08-25 Linus Torvalds announced the first version of what will
become Linux
● 1609-08-25 Galileo Galilei demonstrated his first telescope to Venetian
lawmakers

Lon: 6.264, Lat: 31.571
B=125.1, A=4

Sunspot since 2019-08-25 01:00 missing in HMIIF autodetection, Mag since 2019-08-24 19:00?, 190825_0100_1p_6_N31 MaxMag=125.1 MaxArea=4

2019-09-05..06 (prior)

(2019-09-06 00:00)

Mother Teresa

[190906_162_S3]

Lon: 161.838, Lat: -3.489
● (A good new spot soon turned wrong...?)
B=35.2, A=2
● 09-05 Mother Teresa who founded "Missionaries of Charity" sisters
order - the things for which they are criticized mostly stem from the
destitute in which they work with the needy, which is somehow
conflicting with a report of huge funds available - is it true? Secret
baptism about which it's recipient does not know does not help his soul
much... In the case of a Child Baptism it is a Chance of later making
Spiritual life easier but in the case of "baptising" a dying one without him knowing it - that
probably does neither help nor harm... Helping "refugees" is harming the recipient society...
● As that Criticism of Mother Teresa links to "Prelest" article - it's partly true what it writes and
partly may be these Eastern philosophers in Prelest themselves with thinking they know it better
what is and what is not good for people with Western mentality... For example at the end of
article "meditative prayer ... the spiritual teachers of the East categorically prohibit" seems as
a blunder of the Eastern - a humble and silent Prayer is often more important than a splendorous
Liturgy... It's true that considering self as Ideal is always Wrong and that Pride is among worst of
Sins...
● 09-05 Gregorio Aglipay of independent Church in Philippines - a priest and bishop wrongly
turned politician and even joined communists, with a defection from Trinitarian religion...
(venerated in Philippines and Episcopal church in USA?!)
● 09-06 Zechariah
● 09-05..06 (about Palestinian and Israeli terrorism see 2016-09-06)
Sunspot at 2019-09-06 00:00 started as SC25 and soon turned wrong orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w2, Mag since 2019-09-05 18:00, 190906_0100_1n_161_S3 MaxMag=35.2 MaxArea=2

2019-09-13..14

(2019-09-13 23:00)

John Chrysostom and Eulogius of Alexandria 09-13, Day of
the Programmer 09-13, Feast of the Holy Cross? 09-13..14, Hindi Day? 09-14
● 09-13 John Chrysostom ?
● 09-13 Eulogius of Alexandria ?
● 09-13 Day of the Programmer - 256th day of year

[190913_57_N34]

Lon: 56.654, Lat: 34.454
B=111.5, A=4

Sunspot since 2019-09-13 23:00 (in Fits sources since 2019-09-13 18:00) - not enough clear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w?, Mag since
2019-09-11 13:00, 190913_1800_1_57_N34 MaxMag=111.5 MaxArea=4

2019-09-14

Feast of the Holy Cross, Hindi Day
● 09-14 Feast of the Cross - The Exaltation of the Holy Cross - "date of the
feast marks the dedication of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in 335
AD" - "cross itself was brought outside the church on September 14" - so
it is actually a feast of Bringing the Cross (and Christianity) out of the
Church and toward the People and Everyday Life
● 09-14 Hindi Day in India

(2019-09-14 16:00)

[190914_57_N2]

Lon: 57.173, Lat: 2.315
B=105.2, A=5

Sunspot since 2019-09-14 16:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2019-09-14 12:00, 190914_1500_1_56_N2 MaxMag=105.2 MaxArea=5
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2019-09-17 (prior)

?

(2019-09-17 10:00)

[190917_17_S3]

Lon: 17.10, Lat: -3.295
● 1787-09-17 "The United States Constitution was signed in Philadelphia"
B=111.6, A=4
● 1991-09-17 "The first version of the Linux kernel (0.01) was released to
the Internet" ?
● 1920-09-17 "The National Football League was organized" - sport-fan
fanaticism is wrong degradation of people even without actual people
sporting...
● 1980-09-17 "in Poland the nationwide independent trade union
Solidarnosc was established" - "widely recognised as having played a central role in the end of
communist rule in Poland" - with the support of CIA NED and Vatican it was an arch-treason Polish anti-slavic and anti-christian rusophoby and americanophilia is unjust - most
judeo-bolsheviks emigrated from USSR into USA and Israel and you now worship them to the
other side... Was that "transition to liberal capitalism" good for the people? (Partially...) Anyway
now PiS is among the more righteous governments - who and why supports arch-treasonous
"lieberal" protestors today...?
● 2011-09-17 "Occupy Wall Street movement began in NYC" - did it help you shed down the
Banksters' and Oligarch's hegemony of your country and the world? Not yet...
● 09-17 "Marathwada Liberation Day" - celebrating annexation of Hyderabad (now Telangana) by
India by some while those ''liberated'' do not celebrate it much "because after liberation day
there were many incidents of mass murders, rape, property distractions of innocent people"...
It's insolent to call it "liberation"...
wrong Sunspot at 2019-09-17 10:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole or slightly more SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-09-17 01:00, 190917_0800_2_17_S3 MaxMag=111.6 MaxArea=4

2019-09-20

?

(2019-09-20 19:00)

[190920_338_S13]

Lon: 337.772, Lat: -13.311
● 09-20 Saint Eustace - a christian version of Job
B=247.6, A=7
● 09-20 John Coleridge Patteson - missionary to Melanesia
● 1378-09-20 Western Schism of Three Popes - that was not a good time...
● 09-20 Wrong "Universal Childrens Day" (Weltkindertag) only in Western
Germany which "laid its emphasis ... on political efforts to strengthen
children's rights" - so Western Germany has been brain-washing children
worse than Eastern Germany...? Taking care of all world's children but
not for it's own - as is evidenced by "Refugees welcome" arch-treason?!
Jugendamt - is it abusing state power against families as CPS and Barnevernet does? CPS in USA
is among the worst crimes against humanity... (Did you ask where all those confiscated children
end either complete or in parts?)
It should be a foremost human right to raise own children and to be raised by own parents and
State or Burreaucratic authorities should not have any right to take away a child from parents
unless the child itself begs for that...
● 09-20 Korean Martyrs ...
Sunspot at 2019-09-20 19:00, Mag since 2019-09-19 07:00, 190920_0700_2n_338_S13 MaxMag=247.6 MaxArea=7

2019-09-27

Gay Men HIV, World Tourism Day - wrong
● 09-27 "National Gay Men's HIV/AIDS Awareness Day, USA" - gays reap
what they sow and deserve...
● 09-27 "World Tourism Day" -- too much people clustering in target
places if they all need to see the same place and don't want to see it
virtually - but then they see foremost the crowds of turists...

(2019-09-27 13:00)
[190927_237_N14]

Lon: 237.25, Lat: 14.25

wrong Sunspot at 2019-09-27 13:00 with only half of polarity? - no - but previous yellow negative escaped too far - was SC24... $w, Mag since 2019-09-26
13:00, missing in HMIB autodetection - is too small - possibly just a noise?
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2019-09-30

(2019-09-30 01:00)

[190930_205_S3]

Saint Jerome and Translators - partially confused, Rosh ha Shanah,
Gregory the Illuminator

Lon: 204.788, Lat: -2.748
● 09-30 Gregory the Illuminator - "patron saint and first official head of
the Armenian Apostolic Church" - who converted Armenia so that
"Armenia became the first country to adopt Christianity as its state
religion" (he was most probably not wrong and even may deserve the
special cross-shaped spot?)
● 09-30 Saint Jerome - Vulgate translation was both good and wrong in
some parts
● 09-30 "International Translation Day" - translated speeches in EU parliament are human-less excluding human aspect and emotions of the speaker
● 2019-09-30 was Rosh ha Shanah - present Judaism is Lucifer's Distortion... (that wrong sunspot
looks almost like a David Star... Negative down and Positive up and can hardly be divided...)
strange Sunspot at 2019-09-30 01:00 either low-lat SC25 or quadruple sunspot with strange orientation: neg-to-both-poles - two pos in west-east two neg in north-south direction later turned slightly
more SC25 - could be a small cross-shaped sunspot $w?, Mag since 2019-09-29 16:00, missing in HMIB autodetection

2019-10-05

World Teachers Day
● 10-05 World Teachers Day
● 10-04 Francis of Assisi - one of the most venerated religious figures in
history who founded multiple fraternal orders and became "associated
with patronage of animals and the natural environment" and "arranged
for the first Christmas live nativity scene"...

(2019-10-05 07:00)
[191005_159_N30]

Lon: 159.351, Lat: 29.607
B=270.4, A=7

Sunspot since 2019-10-05 07:00, Mag since 2019-10-04 16:00, 191005_0300_2_160_N27 MaxMag=270.4 MaxArea=7

2019-10-10 (prior)

(2019-10-10 01:00)

[191010_62_S6]

World Day Against the Death Penalty, World Mental
Health Day?, Double Ten Day China-Taiwan
● 10-10 "Double Ten Day (The National Day of Republic of China)
celebrates outbreak of the Wuchang Uprising in 1911 that led to
founding of the Republic of China in 1912" - Taiwan is not China any
more!
● 10-10 World Day Against the Death Penalty
● 10-10 World Mental Health Day

Lon: 62.5, Lat: -6

missing in HMIB mag autodetection - too small, Sunspot at 2019-10-10 01:00, Mag since 2019-10-09 16:00

2019-10-11

Feminism and LGBT - wrong feasts
● 10-11 feminism "International Day of the Girl Child" and "inequality"
propaganda -- wrong feast
● 10-11 LGBT "National Coming Out Day"

(2019-10-11 19:00)

[191011_94_S21]

Lon: 94, Lat: -21.042
B=156.8, A=4

Sunspot at 2019-10-11 19:00 polarity unclear NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole probably more SC25 $w?, Mag started 2019-10-11 07:00,
191011_1200_2_94_S21 MaxMag=156.8 MaxArea=4
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2019-10-12

Columbus Day, Our Lady of the Pillar, Freethought Day

(2019-10-12 07:00)

[191012_17_S26]

Lon: 17.488, Lat: -25.82
● 10-12 Columbus Day
B=157.5, A=5
● 10-12 Our Lady of the Pillar - see Dt16:22...
● 10-12 Freethought Day - "the annual observance by freethinkers and
secularists of the anniversary of the effective end of the Salem witch
trials"... - Witch Trials were wrong from beginning and turned to really
absurd...
Today's "Witch Trials" are fights against The People with various absurd
accusations of "Racism" and "White Supremacism" and "Anti-Semitism" and many other similar
curse-words - again we are not free to think or tell what is right and true...
Sunspot at 2019-10-12 07:00, Mag since 2019-10-11 19:00, 191012_0100_1p_17_S25 MaxMag=157.5 MaxArea=5

2019-10-21 (prior)

(2019-10-21 18:45)

[191021_240_S5]

Gaza prison (Hilarion)?, Overseas Chinese Day, Charles Habsburg of Austria - wrong
beatification
● 10-21 Hilarion of Gaza - Gaza prison is wrong (which is not a fault of that Lon: 239.774, Lat: -5.057
B=149.9, A=5
Hilarion)
● 2019-10-21 was "Shemini Atzeret" - end day of Sukkot ("Atzeret" is an
"Assembly" in the sense that it is restrained and closed to outsiders - one
could almost say it is a "Feast of Conspiracy" ? It should rather mean
"closing" in the sense of "terminating" feast of the Judaism...)
● 2019-10-22 was "Simchat Torah"
● 10-21 "Overseas Chinese Day" - overseas Chinese are wrong - they should stay in China's lands...
● 10-21 "Charles of Austria" - is "blessed" for absolutely wrong reasons! It's rather good that he
was "last"... - he was a liar and deceiver and traitor after 1918...
wrong Sunspot since 2019-10-21 18:45 low-lat polarity unclear - NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole probably more SC24 but started more like SC25? no... started with neg-field only $w - pos joined
2019-10-21 18:45, Mag since 2019-10-21 13:00, 191021_1700_1_239_S5 MaxMag=149.9 MaxArea=5

2019-10-31

Martin Luther against indulgences, Halloween

(2019-10-31 16:00)

[191031_166_S33]

Lon: 165.775, Lat: -32.86
● 10-31 Halloween
B=88, A=4
● 10-31 Martin Luther
● 1517-10-31 "Luther wrote to his bishop, Albrecht von Brandenburg,
protesting against the sale of indulgences" and "Luther nailed his
Ninety-five Theses to the door of All Saints' Church in Wittenberg on 31
October 1517"
● 1916-10-31 died Charles Taze Russell - founder of what is now known as
the Bible Student movement from which developed Jehovah's Witnesses and other independent
Bible Student groups - they have incorrect explanations of biblical meanings and they're
headquarters are based in Warwick and New York Gomorrah and "Five cities" of Is19:18 but
their members are often pious and morally righteous although confused...
Sunspot since 2019-10-31 16:00, Mag since 2019-10-31 07:00, 191031_1300_4_165_S32 MaxMag=88.0 MaxArea=4

2019-11-01

All Saints Day
● 11-01 All Saints Day

(2019-11-01 01:00)

[191101_117_S28]

Lon: 116.807, Lat: -27.909
B=922.4, A=18

Mag since 2019-10-31 08:00, Sunspots from 2019-11-01 01:00 (in Fits sources already from 2019-10-31 09:00), 191031_0800_1p_117_S27
MaxMag=922.4 MaxArea=18

2019-11-02 (prior)

All Souls Day
● 11-02 All Souls Day
● 11-02 Coronation of Haile Selasie - rastafarians are wrong society
decadence and a false religion
● 11-02 "International Day to End Impunity for Crimes Against Journalists"
- crimes against jouralists are wrong - but there is heavy censorship
against dissenting views and many "journalists" are evil liars causing
great damage...

(2019-11-02 13:00)

[191102_102_S1]

Lon: 101.77, Lat: -0.599
B=50.9, A=2

Sunspot at 2019-11-02 13:00, Mag since 2019-11-02 04:00, 191102_1300_1p_101_S0 MaxMag=50.9 MaxArea=2
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2019-11-04 (prior)

Charles Borromeo - very wrong man!, Emeric of Hungary - also
wrongly canonised, NSA and Hungarian revolt suppression

(2019-11-04 07:00)

[191104_70_N5]

Lon: 70, Lat: 5.487
● 11-04 Charles Borromeo "leading figure of the Counter-Reformation
B=413.7, A=9
combat, persecution of religious dissidents" - wrong man! with lies about
being supported by Virgin Mary...
● 11-04 Unity Day Russia? - October 22 old-style calendar - Unity Day is
good feast...
● 11-05 "Saint" Emeric of Hungary - died when hunting animals - not
a saint's way of life and nothing to be commemorated...
● 1952-11-04 "The United States government established the National Security Agency NSA" secret police against The People? - a black-box of deep-state...
● 1956-11-04 "Soviet troops entered Hungary to end the Hungarian Revolution" - during cold war
it was not possible to change "blocks" at will and insert a pro-western country deep into the
eastern block but the suppression of revolt should have been much more subtle!
wrong Sunspot since 2019-11-04 07:00 low-lat with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2019-11-04 04:00, 191104_0300_2_70_N5 MaxMag=413.7 MaxArea=9

2019-11-04 (prior) (next)

Saint Felix of Valois, Saint Joannicius the Great, Unity Day
Russia, Our Lady of Kazan

(2019-11-04 01:00)

[191104_107_S7]

Lon: 106.949, Lat: -7.119
● 11-04 Unity Day Russia
B=57.17, A=3
● 11-04 "Our Lady of Kazan"
● 11-04 Saint Felix of Valois - hermit and co-founder of Trinitarian Order
with Saint John of Matha dedicated to ransoming Christians held captive
by Muslims...
● 11-04 Saint Joannicius the Great - restoration of orthodox icon
veneration after period of wrong iconoclasm some ascribe to Joannicius's
influence and prophecies...
● 11-04 Yitzhak Rabin Memorial - who became a symbol of the Israeli-Palestinian peace process...
It's a pitty the peace terms are violated by both sides in Israel now... Last time the Trump's "deal
of the century" proposal was righteous and it's a pitty Arabs rejected it because such generous
conditions would hardly be offered again...
● 11-04 Saints Vitalis and Agricola - thus together: agriculture brings a life and vitality of the
civilization...
Sunspot at 2019-11-04 01:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2019-11-03 19:00, probably 191104_0700_6_106_S5 MaxMag=57.17 MaxArea=3

2019-11-08 (prior) (next)

Four Crowned Martyrs, ...?
● 11-08 Four Crowned Martyrs
● 11-08 Battle of White Mountain - when "30-Years War" turned to a real
war... (that was rather quite a wrong event!)

(2019-11-08 04:00)

[191108_66_N2]

Lon: 65.609, Lat: 1.653
B=143.5, A=5

Sunspot since 2019-11-08 04:00 equatorial sunspot little north of equator looks like SC25 or rather a quadruple sunspot? $w2, Mag since 2019-11-07
13:00, 191108_0300_1_65_N1 MaxMag=143.5 MaxArea=5

2019-11-08 (prior)

Four crowned martyrs, ... ?
● 11-08 Four Crowned Martyrs
● 11-08 World Urbanism Day
● 11-08 unspecified "Saints and Martyrs of England"

(2019-11-08 15:00)

[191108_15_S2]

Lon: 15.324, Lat: -1.757
B=122.8, A=4

Sunspot at 2019-11-08 15:00 - low-lat equatorial with SC25 polarity, Mag since 2019-11-07 12:00, 191107_2100_1p_18_S0 MaxMag=122.8 MaxArea=4
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2019-11-10

Pope Leo I the Great
● 11-10 Pope Leo I the Great
● 1983-11-10 - Windows 1.0 introduced

(2019-11-10 18:00)

[191110_29_S13]

Lon: 28.984, Lat: -13.188

weak Sunspot at 2019-11-10 18:00 too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2019-11-09 21:00 too weak and missing in Hmib autodetection
also

2019-11-10..11 (next)

?

(2019-11-11 00:00)

[191111_7_N4]

Lon: 7.025, Lat: 3.549
B=91.7, A=4

possibly wrong sunspot at 2019-11-11 00:00 with partially unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole slightly more SC25 $w?, Mag since 2019-11-10
21:00, 191111_0100_1_7_N4 MaxMag=91.7 MaxArea=4

2019-11-11 (prior)

Chinese Singles Day, Veterans Day?
● 11-11 Chinese Singles Day -- normally huge volume of singles is not right
unless there is over-population and then it may be desired by society to
self-reduce
● 11-11 St. Martin's Day ? - is not wrong...
● 11-11 Veterans Day - it is wrong to venerate attacking army soldiers and
mercenaries

(2019-11-11 10:00)

[191111_336_S33]

Lon: 336.068, Lat: -32.866
B=59.9, A=3

Sunspot at 2019-11-11 10:00 very small - polarity unclear either high-lat SC24 or SC25 later turned SC24 $w?, Mag since 2019-11-11 04:00, not matched
in HMIB auto-detect, NegSingle 191111_0600_2n_336_S32 Mag=59.9 Area=3

2019-11-11..12 (prior)

St. Martin, Armistice Day
● 11-11 St. Martin's Day
● 11-11 Armistice Day
● 11-12 World Pneumonia Day
● 2019-11-12 was "Guru Nanak Gurpurab" in Sikhism

(2019-11-12 10:00)

[191112_287_S23]

Lon: 287.034, Lat: -22.692
B=1546.6, A=33

Mag rolling from limb since 2019-11-11 19:00, Sunspots since 2019-11-12 10:00 (Sunspot detection does not work near limb but quite probably there
was one since rolling on 2019-11-11) to 2019-11-13 07:00 and then 2019-11-18 01:00, 191112_1900_1_287_S22 MaxMag=1546.6 MaxArea=33

2019-11-13 (prior)

World Kindness Day
● 11-13 "World Kindness Day" - "According to Gulf News, it is a day that
encourages individuals to overlook boundaries, race and religion." which means it is a day that promotes Spiritual Blindness - not bad for
a Day but it's bad for a lifetime...
● 11-13 John Chrysostom in Eastern Orthodox is on 10-31...

(2019-11-13 04:00)

[191113_21_N34]

Lon: 20.831, Lat: 33.568
B=119.8, A=4

Sunspot since 2019-11-13 04:00, Mag since 2019-11-12 04:00, 191112_2300_2_21_N33 MaxMag=119.8 MaxArea=4
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2019-11-16

UNESCO, Saint Margaret, Gertrude the Great

(2019-11-16 12:00)

[191116_326_S19]

Lon: 325.734, Lat: -19.026
● 11-16 Saint Margaret of Scotland
B=75.6, A=3
● 11-16 "Our Lady of the Gate of Dawn" in Lithuania... - Hiding the image
behind golden cover seems somehow strange to me but adding there the
European Union flag of twelve stars of Rev12 that was not there
originally is rather comical and wrong...
● 11-16 Gertrude the Great
● 1945-11-16 "UNESCO was founded" - this is probably the best part of
UN... "UNESCO seeks to build a culture of peace and inclusive knowledge societies through
information and communication"... Preserving historical heritage through UNESCO sites is very
beneficial project - because many things are everywhere same but cultural heritage is what
defines your nations and makes them special... While it's necesary to note that some of it's
programs are blunders or treasons... But as all the wrong-doers reproach UNESCO for
anti-Israel bias - it's because Truth itself is Anti-Semitic and we do not want to live in Lie...
● 1914-11-16 "The Federal Reserve Bank of the United States was officially opened" - a great
economic robbery of the West enabled by a parliamentary fraud on pre-christmas voting... The
time of end of petro-dollar dominance is comming - and it's not even USA's currency but is issued
by private jewish bank(s)...
weak Sunspot at 2019-11-16 12:00 - (not marked in Jpeg sources - is almost same as other noise), Mag since 2019-11-16 03:00, 191116_0600_2_324_S19 MaxMag=75.6 MaxArea=3

2019-11-24..25 (prior)

Catherine of Alexandria - woman study, Company of St. Ursula,
Isaac Watts - hymn writer, James Huntington and OHC

(2019-11-25 00:00)

[191125_201_S23]

Lon: 200.627, Lat: -22.934
● 11-25 Catherine of Alexandria - woman study
B=242.5, A=6
● 1535-11-25 "Company of St. Ursula" known as "Angelines" was founded
● 11-25 Isaac Watts - "hymn writer, theologian, and logician"
● 11-25 James Huntington - founder of Order of the Holy Cross
● 11-24 Martyrdom of Guru Tegh Bahadur
● 2019-11-24 Russia Mother's Day on last Sunday in November
● 11-25 "International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women"
- "Generation Equality" is wrong lie but some or most of violence is wrong too - celebrates
"Mirabal sisters" - but Dominican sisters should not engage in politics! - and "symbols of both
popular and feminist resistance" - feminists are wrong but political martyrs are worth
remembering...
● 11-24 Evolution Day on anniversary of publication of "On the Origin of Species" by Charles
Darwin on 1859-11-24
double SC25 Sunspot at 2019-11-25 00:00 (in Jpeg sources single at 01:00 and in Fits sources double at 00:00), Mag since 2019-11-23, 191124_1300_1p_200_S23 MaxMag=242.5 MaxArea=6-10

2019-11-27 (prior)

Orthodox Saint John Chrysostom
● 11-27 Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal - Catherine Laboure
● 2004-11-27 Saint John Chrysostom relics transfered to Orthodox church
(13 November in orthodox calendar? -- day earlier - but see John Paul II's
letter Consegna reliquie...)

(2019-11-27 22:00)
[191127_136_N13]

Lon: 136.074, Lat: 12.514

Sunspot since 2019-11-27 22:00 to 2019-11-28 01:00, missing in HMIB autodetection
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2019-11-27..28

Hoonko Japan, Catherine Laboure, Nobel prize

(2019-11-28 01:00)

[191128_171_S2]

Lon: 170.793, Lat: -1.944
● 11-28 Hoonko "Japanese Jodo Shinshu Buddhism" (I do not know
B=93, A=4
whether it's good or bad but keeping own harmless traditions is usually
right...)
● 11-28 Catherine Laboure - patroness of seniors - caring for the aged and
infirm - introduced "Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal" a Talisman with
her Marian opinions from a vision induced by contemporary mistaken
symbolism (or some (((Goldsmith))) ?) - Woman with Twelve Stars in
Rev12 is not a Virgin Mary but Europe...
● 11-28 "Our Lady of Kibeho" purported Marian apparition in Rwanda in 1980 allegedly
fore-telling Rwandan genocide...
● 11-27 Naval Infantry Day (Russia)
● 1895-11-27 Nobel prize was established - Nobel prize for peace has been irreversibly stained by
Obama Roosevelt Churchill and other war criminals receiving it (and by an attempt to give it to
ISIS terrorists of White Helmets) - while physics Nobel prize was stained by WMAP team liars
(who claimed they measured Universe being flat by measuring three angles of triangle - one here
and two others in microwave background - which is obvious lie and not a mere blunder...) and
other blunders like claims of Higgs Bosson being related to matter's mass... (Do you really mean
that the extremely rare short-lived and unstable Higg's bosson is cause of matter's mass which is
extremely stable omnipresent and persistent?) ... It is a "peer-review" Prize often given by one
blunderers to others... Of cause there are good and bad exceptions...
Sunspot at 2019-11-28 01:00 (in Fits sources it is already 2019-11-27 21:00) - equatorial NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole later turned SC25 -- somehow confused $w?, 191127_2200_2_170_S1
MaxMag=93 MaxArea=4

2019-11-29

Palestinian solidarity - wrong event, Atari first video-game - also wrong
event

(2019-11-29 01:00)

[191129_161_S18]

Lon: 161.023, Lat: -18.171
● 11-29 "International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People" - that
B=58.6, A=2
is wrong international meddling in state of Israel and it is cause of many
problems worldwide when jews retaliate - let Palestinian nomads leave
to Arab countries... They even dare to celebrate "Resolution 181" which
Arabs wrongly rejected to their own detriment... but a terrorist
Menachem Begin also rejected it...
● 1972-11-29 Atari released Pong - the first commercially successful video
game -- video-games are poison to mind and they are diverting people from real life
● 11-29 Charles IV (1378) - was a very good emperor
wrong Sunspot at 2019-11-29 01:00 high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-11-28 22:00 or since 2019-11-25 07:00 neg part, 191129_0200_3n_160_S17 MaxMag=58.6 MaxArea=2, 191127_2100_4p_170_S2
MaxMag=56.7 MaxArea=3

2019-12-05..06 (prior)

St. Nicholas (Santa Claus), Berne Convention - wrong
Copyright laws
● 12-06 Saint Nicholas Day - Santa Claus turned to wrong materialist
coveting of things and turned Advent to a hyper-trade
● 1887-12-05 Berne Convention - establishing wrong Copyright in the
West...

(2019-12-05 23:00)

[191205_76_N24]

Lon: 75.947, Lat: 23.6
B=211, A=6

Sunspots since 2019-12-05 23:00 high-lat SC24 $w, 191205_2200_3n_76_N23 MaxMag=211 MaxArea=6
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2019-12-07 (prior)

Civil Aviation -- too hypertrophied, Pearl Harbor - wrong event,
Same-sex "marriages" are wrong

(2019-12-07 19:00)

[191207_33_S14]

Lon: 33.382, Lat: -13.741
● 12-07 "International Civil Aviation Day" - if you have problems with
"climate change" - first of all ask about limiting air travel to limit air
polution by contrails at high levels...
● 1941-12-07 Attack on Pearl Harbor - the day when Roosvelt maneuvred
Japan into the war...
● 2017-12-07 "The Marriage Amendment Bill to legally recognize same-sex
marriages was passed in Australia's parliament" - there is no equality
between right and beneficial and between wrong and harmful - sanctity of the "Marriage" of man
and woman should not be stained by comparing and equating it to a depravity of gays... Name it
"Registered Partnership" for gays and lesbians and other perverse groupings but neither
a "Marriage" nor "Wedding"...
(the law was introduced by depraved lgbtqp member of parliament who was later established as
a "Whip" to toe government and party lines in parliament - that is a taunt of democracy
(enforcing party committee opinions against democratically elected deputies of the people which is then very similar to Eastern "Socialism" of 20th century...) and a dangerous
development (to give that "Whip" into hand of a depraved gay) in Australia's politics...)
Sunspot at 2019-12-07 19:00 probably normal old SC24? or high-lat SC24 - either neutral or slightly wrong $w, Mag since 2019-12-07 16:00, missing in HMIB autodetection - is too small

2019-12-09 (next)

Orthodox Feast of Immaculate Conception, Peter Fourier,
Russian Fatherland's Heroes Day
● 12-09 Orthodox Feast of Immaculate Conception
● 12-09 Peter Fourier - free education and pedagogy development
● 12-09 Russian Fatherland's Heroes Day on anniversary of establishment
of Order of St. George -- we each need to defend our fatherland

(2019-12-09 07:00)

[191209_4_S37]

Lon: 4.364, Lat: -36.764
B=112, A=4

Sunspot since 2019-12-09 07:00, 191209_0400_6_5_S36 MaxMag=112 MaxArea=4, 191210_0200_4_4_S36 MaxMag=53.5 MaxArea=3,
191210_0400_4_4_S36 MaxMag=47 MaxArea=2

2019-12-09 (prior)

Orthodox Feast of Immaculate Conception, Peter Fourier,
Russian Fatherland's Heroes Day
● 12-09 Orthodox Feast of Immaculate Conception
● 12-09 Peter Fourier - free education and pedagogy development
● 12-09 Russian Fatherland's Heroes Day on anniversary of establishment
of Order of St. George -- we each need to defend our fatherland

(2019-12-09 10:00)

[191209_348_S12]

Lon: 347.973, Lat: -12
B=154.6, A=5

Sunspot since 2019-12-09 10:00, 191209_1000_6_347_S12 MaxMag=154.6 MaxArea=5
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2019-12-15 (next)

?

(2019-12-15 19:00)

[191215_267_S20]

Lon: 266.853, Lat: -20.389
● 2019-12-15 was Third Advent Sunday
B=91.9, A=2
● 12-15 US Bill of Rights Day -- Bill of Rights is rather right than wrong but American blind America-centrism is to the detriment of American
people who do not see through their pride what is elsewhere better...
● 12-15 International Tea Day - what's wrong with tea?
● 12-15 John Horden and Robert McDonald - missionaries to innuits and
northwest Arctic - was it right or successful to christianize these people?
the Lamb is not a Seal (cz: "Beranek neni Tulen.")...
● 12-15 Kingdom Day Netherlands Koninkrijksdag - it's rather obsolette in democratic Europe early proto-democracies were longest left with monarchy system but at least they don't have to
partake in regular presidential election circus... "Charter for the Kingdom of the Netherlands on
1954-12-15" is an awkward colonial age remnant...
by Queen Juliana - having a queen is even worse than having a king... at least today they have
a King and not a Queen...
-And just an off-topic remark "Victoria Crown Princess of Sweden" looks haughty and Sweden is
a totally depraved kingdom... "Victoria was made crown princess on 1 January 1980 by the 1979
change to the Act of Succession of 1810. This constitutional introduced absolute
primogeniture ... eldest child without regard to gender" - which is an absolute feminist depravity
- "Carl Philip" would be much better as a king...
wrong Sunspot at 2019-12-15 19:00 - high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-12-14 19:00, 191215_0000_2_265_S20 MaxMag=91.9 MaxArea=2

2019-12-15 (prior)

...
● 12-15 see above...

(2019-12-15 19:00)

[191215_279_N7]

Lon: 278.812, Lat: 6.818
B=92.7, A=3

Sunspot at 2019-12-15 19:00 polarity unclear - only half field in very old SC24 remnant - which usually does not produce any more sunspots... $w, Mag
since rolled 2019-12-10, 191215_1800_1p_279_N7 Mag=92.7 Area=3

2019-12-17 (prior)

Sex Workers - wrong feast, NFL - wrong feast, Arab Spring - wrongly
instigated events

(2019-12-17 07:00)

[191217_246_S21]

Lon: 246, Lat: -21.264
● 12-17 "International Day to End Violence Against Sex Workers" -- there
B=127, A=4
is nothing to celebrate on harlots - ... "as well as the need to remove the
social stigma and discrimination" - do not remove stigma from
lust-provoking - it's very wrong and detestable... "Sex Workers" remove
"Love" from people and turn it to mere "Exhilaration" - this feast is
probably an anti-christian provocation against following day of
"Expectation of Virgin Mary"...
● 1933-12-17 "The first NFL Championship Game was played" - wrong sport-fan fanatization...
● 2011-12-17 Arab Spring - wrongly externally instigated events by USA (deep-state jews?) in Arab
World...
Sunspot since 2019-12-17 07:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole later separated wider and then turned SC24 $w, Mag since 2019-12-17 04:00, 191217_0500_3_246_S21
MaxMag=127.0 MaxArea=4
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2019-12-18

Feast of the Expectation of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Orthodox
St. Nicholas Day?
● 12-18 Feast of the Expectation of the Blessed Virgin Mary
● Orthodox St. Nicholas Day is 2019-12-19

(2019-12-18 16:00)
[191218_171_N23]

Lon: 171.228, Lat: 22.672
B=282.8, A=12

Mag since 2019-12-18 06:00, Sunspot since 2019-12-18 16:00 to 2019-12-19 07:00, 191218_1800_1_171_N22 MaxMag=282.8 MaxArea=12

2019-12-23 (prior) (next)

Hanukkah - wrong, HumanLight - wrong

(2019-12-23 04:00)
[191223_170_N24]

Lon: 169.845, Lat: 24.035
● 2019-12-22 from evening darkness Hanukkah - a Luciferian
B=282.8, A=12
Antichristmas feast
If there is a loud public celebration of Hanukkah while the public
celbration of Christmas is suppressed in a society that has supposedly
Christian majority then there is something seriously wrong...
● 12-23 HumanLight - wrong anti-christian feast against religious
Christmas... (that "Light" in the name comes from Lucifer also and it is
a homage to Hanukkah "Menorah" lie of seven-days-oil in a secularist manner... Established
specially for a "Holiday season" by anti-christians who do not want to even pronounce that word
"Christmas" and are replacing it by an anti-christian term "Holiday season"...)
Sunspot at 2019-12-23 04:00 (in Fits sources at 03:00) - only half of polarity or positive field escaped too far $w, Mag since 2019-12-18 06:00 - same region as previous woken after long pause,
191218_1800_1_171_N22 MaxMag=282.8 MaxArea=12

2019-12-23 (prior) (next)

Fourth Advent Sunday, Hanukkah
● 12-23 O Emanuel
● 0003 BC 12-23 Bethlehem Star
● 2019-12-22 was Fourth Advent Sunday
● 2019-12-22 from evening darkness Hanukkah
● 12-23 HumanLight - wrong anti-christian feast against religious
Christmas...

(2019-12-23 13:00)

[191223_120_S30]

Lon: 119.566, Lat: -29.966
B=1679.8, A=35

Mag since 2019-12-22 16:00, Sunspots since 2019-12-23 13:00, 191223_0300_1p_117_S29 MaxMag=1679.8 MaxArea=35

2019-12-23..24 (prior)

Christmas Eve 12-24, Saint Thorlak 12-23
● 12-24 Christmas Eve
● 12-23 "O Emanuel" Antiphona
● 12-23 Saint Thorlak Thorhallsson - patron saint of Iceland - Iceland is an
island of freedom among EU and USA regime dictatorships

(2019-12-23 22:00)
[191223_191_N25]

Lon: 190.648, Lat: 25.297
B=890.2, A=13

Sunspot since 2019-12-23 22:00, Mag since 2019-12-23 19:00 over pre-existing positive spot, 191221_1900_1p_191_N25 MaxMag=890.2 MaxArea=13
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2019-12-23 (prior) (next)

...
● (12-23 see above)

(2019-12-23 18:00)

[191223_187_S8]

Lon: 187.491, Lat: -7.682

Sunspot at 2019-12-23 18:00 - too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2019-12-23 06:00 - too small missing in HMIB autodetection

2019-12-23 (prior) (next)

...
● (12-23 see above)

(2019-12-23 18:00)

[191223_196_S13]

Lon: 195.86, Lat: -12.52
B=154.201, A=6

Sunspot since 2019-12-23 18:00 - too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2019-12-23 09:00, 191223_1600_3_195_S11 MaxMag=154.201
MaxArea=6

2019-12-26

Second Christmas Day, Saint Stephen, Boxing Day
● 12-26 Second Christmas Day
● 12-26 Saint Stephen
● 12-26 Boxing Day

(2019-12-26 19:00)
[191226_144_N38]

Lon: 144.158, Lat: 38.123
B=67.816, A=3

Sunspot at 2019-12-26 19:00, Mag since 2019-12-26 13:00, 191226_1900_1_144_N38 MaxMag=67.816 MaxArea=3

2019-12-27

IMF and other wrong events

(2019-12-27 07:00)

[191227_168_S5]

Lon: 168.165, Lat: -4.513
● 12-27 John the Apostle
B=52.293, A=2
● 12-27 Theodorus and Theophanes - veneration of icons? that's not
wrong...
● 1929-12-27 Soviet General Secretary Joseph Stalin ordered the
"liquidation of the kulaks as a class" -- that was wrong - empire should
not harm peasants...
● 1935-12-27 "Regina Jonas was ordained in Berlin as the first female
rabbi in the history of Judaism" - that's also wrong...
● 1945-12-27 "The International Monetary Fund was created with the signing of an agreement by
29 nations." - vulture capitalism and financial bleeding of developing countries - currently
headed by a chairwoman...
● 1978-12-27 "Spain became a democracy after 40 years of fascist dictatorship" - but it is a wrong
democracy - it is monarchic and it is oppressing Catalans - it seems to be just another form of
fascist dictatorship...
● 2008-12-27 Operation Cast Lead: Israel launched 3-week operation on Gaza -- that was wrong
killing of civilians...
Sunspot at 2019-12-27 07:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, 191227_1000_1_168_S4 MaxMag=52.293 MaxArea=2
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2019-12-29

?

(2019-12-29 07:00)

[191229_89_N5]

Lon: 88.955, Lat: 5.306
● 12-29 central day of Kwanzaa - black parody of Christmas with
B=41.7, A=2
a menorah-like symbol? - "the goal was to give Blacks an alternative to
the existing holiday" - so it is anti-christmas as Chanukkah...
Kwanzaa seven principles is "racist communism" which is probably good
at least for black people
● 12-29 King David - much of that you do not understand yet if you thought
it's a real history and not a prophetic legend... And of cause we must not
allow Antichrist Judas to pretend being a "David's heir" and to rule the world...
● 12-29 St. Thomas Becket of Canterbury... (Archbishop of Canterbury long before the Anglican
church split away...) Today's Archbishop of Canterbury is head of a split-away church which is
headed by a woman Queen which is doubly wrong...
Sunspot at 2019-12-29 07:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole later turned to normal SC24... strangely travelling sunspot... $w?, Mag since 2019-12-28 23:00, 191229_0700_2n_89_N5
Mag=41.7 Area=2

2020-01-01 (prior)

New Year

(2020-01-01 04:00)

[200101_354_S35]

Lon: 354.233, Lat: -35.067
● 01-01 New Year and many related feasts
B=2530.7, A=44
● 01-01 Global Family Day
● 01-01 Solemnity of Mary Mother of God
● 01-01 Feast of the Circumcision of Christ - (that may be a mis-translation
and a rabinic blunder... In hebrew "to circumcize" also means "to
speak"...)
● 01-01 the last day of Kwanzaa - African-Americans
● 01-01 Public Domain Day - which was tried to be stolen by "Copyright
Term Extension Act" - very wrong act... - meaningful copyright is about
10-20 years after publishing in this faster era and having 70 years for
heirs after author's death is medieval anachronism - but actually it is still
prolonged more and more which is unjust and wrong...
● 1995-01-01 "The World Trade Organization came into being" - it is not much fair yet... commenced by the " Marrakesh Agreement" - why do multiple bad things originate in
black-black Marrakesh? Later "Marrakesh Declaration" is evil treason against indigenous people
of Europe...
"Studies show ... that barriers to trade would be higher in the absence of the WTO" - but those
"barriers to trade" protect local people's bussinesses against global predators... "non-discrimination" against other nations is advantageous to "globalists" mosts... - "National
treatment" of foreigners is actually "anti-national" in principle and harms people and local
production...
● 1983-01-01 "The ARPANET officially changed to using the Internet Protocol, creating the
Internet"
Mag since 2019-12-31 15:00, Sunspot since 2020-01-01 04:00, 200101_0300_3n_354_S34 MaxMag=2530.7 MaxArea=44

2020-01-07..08 (prior)

Orthodox Christmas, Galileo Galilei

(2020-01-08 13:00)

[200108_18_N23]

Lon: 17.926, Lat: 22.6
● 1642-01-08 Galileo died
B=1599.6, A=23
● 01-07 Orthodox Christmas
● 01-08 "Our Lady of Prompt Succor" - New Orleans Ursulines - "education
of girls and the care of the sick and needy" - education of girls helps to
moderate fertility rate but too much woman education harms progeny
and causes women to be too proud - it needs to be just moderate...
(Various Arts and Sociology university studies should be shorter than
studies in STEM branches so that a significant number of women finish their studies soon
enough...)
Angela Merici's "goal was to elevate family life through the Christian education of future wives
and mothers" - that is right...
● 01-08 Babinden in Russia and Belarus - celebrating midwifes...
Mag since 2020-01-07 13:00, Sunspot since 2020-01-08 13:00, 200108_0300_1p_17_N23 MaxMag=1599.6 MaxArea=23
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2020-01-10

United Nations
● 1946-01-10 "The first General Assembly of the United Nations opened in
London" -- but note that count of mini-states voting is not any
argument... -- consider that "more than two-thirds are developing
countries" and they must not dictate policies to the developed ones...
● 01-10 is 12-28 Orthodox - 20000 Martyrs of Nicomedia who refused to
celebrate pagan victory

(2020-01-10 10:00)

[200110_283_S2]

Lon: 283.26, Lat: -2.5
B=101.6, A=3

equatorial SC25, Sunspots since 2020-01-10 10:00, Mag since 2020-01-10 04:00, part of 200109_1800_1p_269_N6 MaxMag=101.6 MaxArea=3

2020-01-12 (prior)

?

(2020-01-12 14:30)
[200112_287_N35]

Lon: 286.579, Lat: 34.503
● 2006-01-12 "A stampede during the Stoning of the Devil ritual on the
B=59.9, A=2
last day at the Hajj in Mina, Saudi Arabia, killed at least 362 Muslim
pilgrims." - note that Stoning of the Devil does not help anything and just
builds your own aggression and brings Devil into your Heart and
Consciousness
● 1866-01-12 "The Royal Aeronautical Society was formed in London - the
oldest aeronautical society in the world" - you all travel too much and
"climate change" is among the consequences - high cirrus clouds of contrails...
● 2020-01-13 (following day) was Sunday after Epiphany - Baptism of the Lord...?
wrong Sunspot at 2020-01-12 14:30 high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2020-01-12 13:00, 200112_1400_2_286_N35 MaxMag=59.9 MaxArea=2

2020-01-14..15

?

(2020-01-15 00:00)

[200115_228_S27]

Lon: 228.206, Lat: -26.546
● 01-15 "Our Lady of the Poor" - celebrating an alleged Marian apparition
in Belgium with a motto: "Believe in me and I will believe in you."
● 2001-01-15 "Wikipedia, a free wiki content encyclopedia, went online" it's a good source of knowledge on some topics and heavily censored and
biased in other topics... If you read Wikipedia defaming someone be sure
someone else is striving to deceive you... Controversial topics are usually
more strictly censored...
● 01-14..15 sidereal winter solstice festival in India... - your constellation boundaries are uncertain
and this is not a "Solstice"...
● 01-14 Pongal festival - a Hindu harvest festival in South India... Many nations have some harvest
festivals and it is usually right...
weak Sunspot since 2020-01-15 00:00 - (too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources), Mag since 2020-01-14 21:00 - (too small missing in HMIB autodetection)

2020-01-17 (prior)

Saint Anthony the Great
● 01-17 Anthony the Great - Father of All Monks - "Anthony is appealed to
against infectious diseases"...
"'Life of Anthony' played an important role in the spreading of the
ascetic ideal in Eastern and Western Christianity"
● 01-17 Charles Gore (anglican) - was "helping to reconcile the church to
some aspects of biblical criticism and scientific discovery"...
● 01-17 is orthodox 01-04 "Synaxis of the Seventy Apostles"

(2020-01-17 01:00)
[200117_164_N36]

Lon: 163.5, Lat: 35.5

Sunspot at 2020-01-17 01:00, Mag since 2020-01-16 22:00, missing in HMIB autodetection

2020-01-18

(2020-01-18 13:00)
[200118_156_N17]

Confession of St. Peter, Christian Unity, Orthodox Epiphany
● 2020-01-18 Confession of Peter
● 2020-01-19 Orthodox Epiphany
● 2020-01-18..25 Week of prayer for Christian Unity
● 01-18 was former "Feast of the Chair of Saint Peter" - in Rome?

Lon: 156.365, Lat: 16.864
B=438.6, A=12

Mag since 2020-01-18 03:00, Sunspot since 2020-01-18 13:00 to 22:00 and again 2020-01-19 19:00 to 2020-01-20 04:00, 200118_0900_3n_155_N16
MaxMag=438.6 MaxArea=12
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2020-01-23 (prior) (next)

Marriage of Mary and Joseph
● 01-23 Espousals of the Blessed Virgin Mary
● 01-23 Phillips Brooks in Episcopal Church - preacher and author of
sermons and hymns

(2020-01-23 07:00)

[200123_144_S9]

Lon: 143.676, Lat: -8.677
B=170.6, A=6

lowlat, Sunspots since 2020-01-23 07:00 and 19:00, Mag since 2020-01-20 12:00, 200123_0100_2n_144_S8 MaxMag=170.6 MaxArea=6

2020-01-23 (prior)

Marriage of Mary and Joseph
● (01-23 see above)

(2020-01-23 22:00)

[200123_136_S45]

Lon: 135.5, Lat: -45.25

Sunspot since 2020-01-23 22:00, Mag since 2020-01-23 16:00, missing in HMIB autodetection due to too high lat

2020-01-25 (prior)

Chinese New Year, Conversion of St. Paul, Christian
Unity
● 2020-01-25 was Chinese New Year of Mouse (or Rat?) - region rolled on
limb almost exactly on New Moon
● 01-25 Feast of the Conversion of Saint Paul
● 01-25 "the last day of the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity"
● 01-25 should be feast of "Saint Gregory the Theologian of Nazianzus"
but it is moved elsewhere in most churches...

(2020-01-25 13:00)

[200125_27_S29]

Lon: 27.05, Lat: -29.35
B=1165.8, A=31

Mag rolling on limb since 2020-01-24 21:00, Sunspot since 2020-01-25 13:00 and again 2020-01-27 22:00, 200125_1900_3n_28_S30 MaxMag=1165.8
MaxArea=31

2020-01-29 (next)

Pope Sergius? - decadent pope was wrong, Hippies mixing Hare
Krishna with drugs - also wrong

(2020-01-29 01:00)

[200129_65_S6]

● 0904-01-29 enthroned Pope Sergius III who according to wiki "reputedly Lon: 65.18, Lat: -5.866
B=41.3, A=2
ordered the murder of his two immediate predecessors ... allegedly
fathered an illegitimate son who later became pope ... variously
described as 'dismal and disgraceful', and 'efficient and ruthless' ...
Sergius promoted his family and members of his aristocratic party to
positions of authority and prominence within the church" -- a shame of
the church...
● 1967-01-29 "The 'ultimate high' of the hippie era, the Mantra-Rock Dance, ..." - Hippies did more
harm than good to the West... - this one was mixing "Hare Krishna" movement with decadent
artists and drug promoters... - that's where hippie jews (Cohen Ginsberg and others) helped to
import foreign culture of the "saint" Bookseller into the West and to mix it with drug experience
to spoil our youth... - keep Vaishnavism and other pagan cults to Indians and don't stain the West
with that...
● 01-29 Aquilinus of Milan - preacher against "Cathars, Manichaeans, and Arians" - was stabbed
and guilt was casted onto "member of one of these sects" - used for denigrating by the
propaganda...
wrong Sunspot at 2020-01-29 01:00 with only half of field $w, Mag since 2020-01-28 01:00, 200128_1500_1p_65_S5 MaxMag=41.3 MaxArea=2
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(2020-01-29 13:00)

2020-01-29 (prior) (next)

[200129_58_N44]

Andrei Rublev, Gildas the Wise
● 01-29 Andrei Rublev - famous icon painter (feast in Episcopal church) in Russian orthodox also on 01-29 but shifted elsewhere by calendar
difference...
● 01-29 Saint Gildas the Wise - England's early historian and negotiator
able to forgive

Lon: 57.66, Lat: 44.256

Sunspot since 2020-01-29 13:00, Mag since 2020-01-29 01:00, missing in HMIB autodetection due to too high lat

2020-01-29 (prior)

(2020-01-29 13:00)

[200129_73_S7]

...
● (01-29 see above)

Lon: 73.067, Lat: -7.294
B=142.8, A=5

Sunspot at 2020-01-29 13:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2020-01-29 04:00, 200129_0700_4_72_S7 MaxMag=142.8 MaxArea=5

(2020-01-30 07:00)

2020-01-30 (prior)

[200130_69_S6]

Martyrdom of Mahatma Gandhi

Lon: 68.795, Lat: -5.953
● 01-30 Martyrdom of Mahatma Gandhi
B=20.8, A=1
● 1649-01-30 Charles King and Martyr - Anglican - strived for righteous
reforms...
● (01-30 Three Holy Hierarchs of Eastern Christianity "Basil the Great
(also known as Basil of Caesarea), Gregory the Theologian (also known
as Gregory of Nazianzus) and John Chrysostom." -- 01-30 in old orthodox
calendar is 02-12 in gregorian...)
● (01-30 Hippolytus of Rome -- probably a different date or also an orthodox-calendar-shift... "Refutation of all Heresies" seems to lie about gnostics...)
Sunspot at 2020-01-30 07:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2020-01-30 04:00, Mag autodetection included in 200129_0700_4_72_S7 - this area Mag=20.8 Area=1 on 09:00

2020-02-05

Roger Williams and Anne Hutchinson
● 02-05 Roger Williams - First Baptist Church and Religious Liberty
● 02-05 Anne Hutchinson - religious reformer of Massachusetts Bay
Colony

(2020-02-05 07:00)

[200205_304_S19]

Lon: 303.831, Lat: -19.011
B=95.479, A=4

Sunspot at 2020-02-05 07:00, Mag since 2020-02-04 13:00, 200204_1600_3_303_S19 MaxMag=95.479 MaxArea=4
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2020-02-07

Orthodox date of Conversion of St. Paul, New Martyrs and
Confessors of the Russian Orthodox Church

(2020-02-07 06:45)

[200207_354_S31]

Lon: 354.008, Lat: -31.261
● 02-07 Pope Pius IX - "Pius IX convened the First Vatican Council
B=515.1, A=11
(1869-70) which decreed papal infallibility" - that "infallibility" is
a nonsense...
"promulgated the dogma of the Immaculate Conception"...
"His 1864 Syllabus of Errors stands as a strong condemnation against
liberalism, modernism, moral relativism, secularization, and separation
of church and state" - that was partially right but some of them are
obsolette now...
● 02-07 as orthodox 01-25 New Martyrs and Confessors of the Russian Orthodox Church
● 02-07 as orthodox 01-25 "New Hieromartyr Vladimir Bogoyavlensky, Metropolitan of Kiev,
Protomartyr of the Communist yoke in Russia"
● 02-07 as orthodox 01-25 "Saint Gregory the Theologian of Nazianzus, Archbishop of
Constantinople, Trinitarian Theologian"
● 02-07 "National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day"
● 1992-02-07 Maastricht Treaty was signed which created the EU but that was perverted by
Lisbon Treaty into a centralized Burreaucratic Totality...
Sunspots since 2020-02-07 06:45, Mag since 2020-02-06 10:00, 200206_1700_6n_354_S31 MaxMag=515.1 MaxArea=11

2020-02-08 (prior) (next)

Communications Decency Act - confused and unclear - present day
censorship is not addressed!, Stasi was wrong

(2020-02-08 16:00)

[200208_320_N9]

Lon: 320, Lat: 8.792
● 02-08 Propose Day?
B=138, A=5
● 1996-02-08 Communications Decency Act of 1996 - regulated
pornographic material on internet and operators of Internet services are
not to be construed as publishers. - (Communication operator is not
a publisher and should not meddle in the users' content and therefore
must not be responsible for it... Claiming communication operators are
"publishers" is dangerous attempt by establishment and burreaucratic
regimes and non-state oligarchs to make thought-police from communication operators...)
● 1950-02-08 Stasi was established... Merkel rules to this day and the practices against AfD to this
day are comparable to 1950's oppression...
unclear NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole started rather as SC25 $w, HMIB autodetection reports SC24, Sunspot at 2020-02-08 16:00, Mag since 2020-02-08 10:00, 200208_1000_1_320_N8 MaxMag=138
MaxArea=5

2020-02-08 (prior)

Boy Scouts of America, Propose Day?, Parinirvana in
Buddhism

(2020-02-08 22:00)
[200208_239_N15]

Lon: 239.41, Lat: 14.715
● 02-08 Propose Day
B=52.7, A=2
● 02-08 Parinirvana Day in some branches of Buddhism
● 1910-02-08 Boy Scouts of America was incorporated... Scouting is very
good for boys... -- it is a pitty you've let the BSA be harmed recently defend your scouts! - those "sex-abuse" trials are wrong inquisition-like
attempt to destroy the movement and it's a wrong collective guilt
principle... If there is as anywhere else someone from 2% depraved gay
community in the ranks of scouts it's his personal problem and an organization must not be
destroyed by fake law-suits... the judges in these trials are criminals and should be impeached
and their previous rulings in this annulated...
"boys will be boys" is a truth and a desired outcome but bullying should be discouraged and
protected...
Sunspot since 2020-02-08 22:00 and 02-09?, Mag since 2020-02-08 19:00 MaxMag=52.7 MaxArea=2 but reported as MaxMag=196.9 MaxArea=9 when including surrounding neighbourhood...
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2020-02-11 (prior)

(2020-02-11 13:00)

[200211_200_S7]

UN women - confused and wrong feminism, Our Lady of Lourdes
- confused crown or EU stars

Lon: 200.48, Lat: -6.513
● 02-11 UN women - confused and wrong feminism and "gender equality"
B=66, A=2
lies...
● 02-11 Our Lady of Lourdes -- later placing Crown on Mary is not right there should be Halo but King is God the Father and there should not rule
a Queen - it builds a dangerous symbolism for ruling women - see Rev18:7
... Woman with twelve starts from Rev12 is "Europe" and not "Virgin
Mary" who is in heaven already and not here fighting our "Dragons".
● 02-11 World Day of the Sick - probably right feast but you should contemplate what you did
wrong to endure suffering since it's often to help you recognize some fault
● 2013-02-11 Pope Benedict XVI resigned - that was righteous when he did not feel fit for the
office due to aging...
former head of "Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith" which is a continuation of Inquisition
and a wrong and unsaint society... (not only due to sentencing Galileo Galilei) - some of their
canonical judgements are right but some are wrong...
Sunspot at 2020-02-11 13:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2020-02-11 03:00, 200211_0900_3_200_S6 MaxMag=66.0 MaxArea=2

2020-02-13 (prior)

(2020-02-13 06:30)
[200213_210_N28]

Absalom Jones of Episcopal Church - wrong feast, World Radio
Day - feast misused for neo-marxist propaganda...

Lon: 210.169, Lat: 28
● 02-13 Absalom Jones - "first African American to be ordained as a priest
B=66.8, A=2
in the Episcopal Church of the United States"
● Episcopal Church: "The presiding bishop of the Episcopal Church is
Michael Bruce Curry, the first African-American bishop to serve in that
position. ... The Episcopal Church ordains women and LGBT people to
the priesthood..." -- fallen decadent church...
● 02-13 World Radio Day - promoting neo-marxist propaganda of "gender
equality" and "diversity"...
● 1914-02-13 "Copyright: In New York City the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers was established to protect the Copyrighted musical compositions of its members." - it
brought "Commodification" of culture and knowledge and "distribution of scientific and technical
information was greatly reduced" by Copyright and contrary - the fast development of Internet
was mostly due to inability to patent or Copyright software algorithms in Europe and
elsewhere...
wrong Sunspot since 2020-02-13 06:30 high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2020-02-13 01:00, 200213_0400_1_210_N28 MaxMag=66.8 MaxArea=2

2020-02-16

(2020-02-16 10:00)

North Korean absurd Cults - wrong

[200216_182_N23]

Lon: 182.02, Lat: 22.761
● 02-16 "Day of the Shining Star" in North Korea venerating very wrong
B=158.6, A=5
"Kim Jong il" and his absurd dynasty... Cult of Personality of such wrong
leaders is very abominable... Oh poor Korean people - enslaved and
brain-washed... As so many other North Korean propaganda this date is
a Lie too...
● 02-16 Charles Todd Quintard who "gave up the medical profession for
the priesthood" - wasn't it wasting of talent? Not sure...
● 02-16 "Juliana of Nicomedia" - patroness saint of sickness?? (What all does have
a patron-saint?)... In Bede's legend she is "daughter of a ... pagan named Africanus" - beware of
miscegenation with Africans! That is a hereditary sin that cannot be cleared from children
foreever... Miscegenation (race-mixing) is killing of nations and ethnics and is strongly forbidden
in the Scripture... "Love your Neighbour similar to you." - Which wasn't a sin of this poor Juliana
since she is Saint because she refused to marry and have children...
wrong sunspot since 2020-02-16 10:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2020-02-15 01:00, 200215_2300_1n_181_N23 MaxMag=158.6 MaxArea=5
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2020-02-21 (prior) (next)

(2020-02-21 13:00)

[200221_110_S24]

International Mother Language Day, Peace Symbol,
Musikahan festival??, Fifth Druk Gyalpo - all partially confused?
● 02-21 International Mother Language Day - it's a good feast - keep your
mother languages but learn others to help intercommunication
● 1958-02-21 Hippie Peace Symbol for nuclear disarmament - while it's
pretended to mean ND in flag language it's actually a broken cross and
a pagan symbol of death and despair...
● 02-21 Musikahan festival - Philippines beware of Noahides deception!
● 02-21 Druk Gyalpo - Bhutan is lovely kingdom but beware of constitution
of South Africa - it has bad consequences...

Lon: 109.668, Lat: -24.388
B=321.5, A=10

Sunspots since 2020-02-21 13:00 and then since 2020-02-23 16:00, two simultaneous sunspots of unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole later shown as slightly SC25 $w?,
200221_0600_3n_110_S23 MaxMag=321.5 MaxArea=10

2020-02-21 (prior)

International Mother Language Day, Peace Symbol,
Musikahan festival??, Fifth Druk Gyalpo - all partially confused?
● (02-21 see above)

(2020-02-21 13:00)

[200221_116_S37]

Lon: 115.522, Lat: -36.600
B=137.9, A=6

Sunspot at 2020-02-21 13:00, two simultaneous sunspots of unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole later shown as slightly SC25 $w?,
200221_1000_1p_115_S37 MaxMag=137.9 MaxArea=6

2020-02-22

Scouts' Day (Founders' Days, World Thinking Day), Feast of
the Chair of Saint Peter?
● 02-22 Scout's Day (Founders' Days and World Thinking Day)
● 02-22 Feast of the Chair of Saint Peter - in Antioch meaning Orthodox?

(2020-02-22 22:00)

[200222_63_S33]

Lon: 62.643, Lat: -33.457
B=156.1, A=6

Sunspot at 2020-02-22 22:00, Mag since 2020-02-22 06:30, 200222_2000_4_62_S33 MaxMag=156.1 MaxArea=6

2020-02-23 (prior) (next)

Defender of the Fatherland Day, Polycarp, Hagia Sophia
● 02-23 Polycarp of Smyrna - one of three chief Apostolic Fathers
● 02-23 Defender of the Fatherland Day (feast of Patriotism)
● 0532-02-23 Hagia Sophia - maybe when Turks will be driven away from
Europe some day it may become an Orthodox temple again?

(2020-02-23 06:30)

[200223_97_S21]

Lon: 97.013, Lat: -20.672
B=103.143, A=3

Sunspot since 2020-02-23 06:30, Mag since 2020-02-23 04:00, 200223_0500_4n_98_S20 MaxMag=103.143 MaxArea=3 - mag autodetection mixed with
other hotspot

2020-02-23 (prior)

Defender of the Fatherland Day, Polycarp, Hagia Sophia
● 02-23 Polycarp of Smyrna - one of three chief Apostolic Fathers
● 02-23 Defender of the Fatherland Day (feast of Patriotism)
● 0532-02-23 Hagia Sophia - maybe when Turks will be driven away from
Europe some day it may become an Orthodox temple again?

(2020-02-23 16:00)

[200223_110_S25]

Lon: 109.564, Lat: -24.507
B=321.5, A=10

repeating region from 2020-02-21 now with good polarity, Sunspot since 2020-02-23 16:00, Mag since 2020-02-21 04:00, 200221_0600_3n_110_S23
MaxMag=321.5 MaxArea=10
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2020-02-28..29

?
●?

(2020-02-28 15:00)

[200228_9_S2]

Lon: 8.663, Lat: -2.082
B=144.4, A=5

weak Sunspot since 2020-02-28 15:00 and 2020-02-29 06:00 - too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-02-28 09:00,
200229_0100_2_7_S1 MaxMag=144.4 MaxArea=5

2020-02-29

Rare Disease Day, Martyr Saints of China - partially wrong events
● 02-29 "Rare Disease Day"
● 02-29 "Auguste Chapdelaine - one of the Martyr Saints of China" ... "the
death of Chapdelaine was merely an excuse used in order to declare war
so that France could build its empire - second opium war"... these
missionaries have been culturally meddling and caused boxer uprising
and republic and therefore the later communist rule...
On their canonization Xinhua News Agency responded with utter lies
which is symptomatic...

(2020-02-29 13:00)
[200229_350_N25]

Lon: 350.357, Lat: 24.903

Sunspot at 2020-02-29 13:00 with only little clear polarity (pos field weak) $w?, Mag since 2020-02-29 13:00 - extremely brief startup and short duration

2020-03-04 (prior)

US Constitution and Bill of Rights, Columbus return
● 1493-03-04 "Explorer Christopher Columbus arrived back in Lisbon,
Portugal, aboard his ship Nina from his voyage to what are now The
Bahamas and other islands in the Caribbean"
● 1789-03-04 "In New York City, the first Congress of the United States
met, putting the United States Constitution into effect. The United
States Bill of Rights was written and proposed to Congress."
● 1794-03-04 "The 11th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution was passed
by the U.S. Congress" - citizens may not sue states...

(2020-03-04 13:00)
[200304_354_N13]

Lon: 354.215, Lat: 13.405

Sunspot at 2020-03-04 13:00 with partially unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole turned into new SC25 almost immediatelly...

2020-03-07 (prior) (next)

Leonid Feodorov and Gulag Victims
● 03-07 Leonid Feodorov - "Exarch of the Russian Byzantine Catholic
Church, in addition to being a survivor of the Gulag" - Gulag was
a jewish bolshevik prison against Russians...
"Russian Byzantine Catholic Church" - can it be more mixed ? "reconciliation of Roman Catholicism and Russian Orthodoxy" -- it is
a pitty that Russian Catholic church is not headed by a Russian exarch
but by an ethnic German importer of Western influences...? Russian
people better need a Russian church... Respect and Cooperate but do
not let you be Unified into a single Uniform...

(2020-03-07 07:00)

[200307_229_S31]

Lon: 229.364, Lat: -30.731
B=2336.583, A=37

Sunspot since 2020-03-07 07:00 - started wrong orientation but soon turned better $w2, Mag since 2020-03-06 07:00, 200306_1800_1_227_S30
MaxMag=2336.583 MaxArea=37
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2020-03-07 (prior)

(2020-03-07 10:00)
[200307_291_N15]

?

Lon: 291.047, Lat: 15.477
● 1876-03-07 "Alexander Graham Bell was granted a patent for an
B=50.9, A=2
invention he called the 'telephone'" - today many spiritually empty
people do not see anything better than their phones...
● 03-07 "Liberation of Sulaymaniyah" in Iraqi Kurdistan - "Culture is
hugely important to the Kurdish people, especially in Sulaymaniyah, but
there is a strong pull to the west - modernisation and consumerism driven perhaps by the satellite televisions" ... Beware of loosing your
culture and replacing it with an empty Western style boringly same as everywhere else... (What
"liberation" does the feast celebrate? Kurdish people are not free yet...)
● 03-07 "Perpetua and Felicity" - just an association from their names: some people wrongly thing
their pleasure (which they replace instead of real happiness) will be infinite...
wrong Sunspot at 2020-03-07 10:00 with half of field or unclear polarity with two negative sides... $w?, Mag since 2020-03-07 07:00, part of 200306_1400_1p_293_N24 this Box MaxMag=50.9 Area=2 at
2020-03-07 13:00

2020-03-09

(2020-03-09 01:00)

[200309_249_N9]

?

Lon: 248.709, Lat: 9.244
● 03-09 Gregory of Nyssa (feast in Episcopal Church) - Nicene Creed and
B=89.9, A=4
Trinity Theology and Universal Salvation... - enforced antiquity
misapprehensions against opponents... - please be better tolerant of
dissenting opinions since most are misapprehensions including your's
ones - commensurate to your present level...
● 03-09 Catherine of Bologna - patron saint of artists and against
temptations... The artists became unhinged and today the arts are often
no more nice but they rather compete in ugliness and craziness... What do you people admire
and why? (But this one Catherine was probably a good woman artist...)
● 03-09 Coptic Pope Cyril VI of Alexandria who gave legitimacy to Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo
Church... ("Tewahedo" meaning "miaphysite" - your various miaphysite and monophysite and
dyophisite disputes are somehow ridiculous but at least it helped to preserve the national
churches not to make all romanized same...)
Persecution of Coptic Christians within Muslim countries is sad... Cohabitation with muslim
arabs is difficult...
● 1959-03-09 "The Barbie doll made its debut" - it imprints wrong ideals of anorexia into girls...
a nice woman looks like an amphora and "Barbie" dolls are ugly slender...
wrong Sunspot at 2020-03-09 01:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2020-03-08 19:00, 200308_2100_1n_248_N11 MaxMag=89.9 MaxArea=4

2020-03-18 (prior)

(2020-03-18 07:00)

[200318_85_N25]

Stanley Cup (hockey) - wrong, Cyril of Jerusalem - partially wrong, Transit Driver
Appreciation Day - you travel too much collectively
● 03-18 Transit Driver Appreciation Day - you all combined travel too much Lon: 85.13, Lat: 25.08
B=376.3, A=8
● 03-18 Cyril of Jerusalem - was selling church property due to economic
hardships?
"and the doctrine of the homoousion" - your antiquity doctrines were
wrong... -- "formula 'there was a time when the Son was not' attributed to
Arius" - Arius was right in this and it is very logical - otherwise it would
not be a "Son"...
About sin and repentance: "sin is the consequence of freedom, not a natural condition. The body
is not the cause, but the instrument of sin. The remedy for it is repentance" was Cyril right...
His eschatology was wrong...
● 1968-03-18 "Gold standard: The U.S. Congress repealed the requirement for a gold reserve to
back US currency" - which has led to a large inflation (stealing value from stagnant money) over
the years and FED printing fiat money arbitrarily...
● 2014-03-18 "The parliaments of Russia and Crimea signed an accession treaty" - that is
sovereignty of the people if they decided so in a referendum - but wrong Western regimes did
not acknowledge people's right of self-determination yet... (probably they are afraid other
oppressed people could follow that example?)
● 1892-03-18 "Stanley Cup" - hockey fanaticism of some people is greatly exaggerated and they
loose time in vain just watching instead of sporting themselves... It shifts away their sense of
what is and what is not important...
wrong sunspot at 2020-03-18 07:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole or high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2020-03-18 01:00, one of 200317_0000_1p_86_N30 MaxMag=376.3 MaxArea=8
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2020-03-21

(multiple right and wrong mixed together)

(2020-03-21 13:00)

[200321_78_S3]

Lon: 77.528, Lat: -2.546
● 03-21 Saint Benedict of Nursia - patron saint of Europe and author of
B=218.4, A=6
"Rule of Saint Benedict" - rules for monks - with a golden rule "Ora et
Labora" - "pray and work"...
● 03-21 Thomas Cranmer - archbishop of Canterbury at the time when
wrong king Henry VIII split the church because of divorce - supported
the wrong principle of royal supremacy...
● 03-21 Education Freedom Day - there is a huge problem that NGOs and
liewberal "communist" teachers freely spoil and fanaticize whole
generation of our students...
● 03-21 International Colour Day
● 03-21 "International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination" this leads to Replacement Migration and Soft Genocide of the Light
people - an Antichrists' deception (this is the single-polarity spot at first)...
● 03-21 International Day of Forests - try well to preserve forests...
● 03-21 "Mother's Day" in Arab World - Arabs do not tend their women well...
● 03-21 Nowruz - Persian New Year in Iran and Kurdistan... (that is logical start of the Year same
as morning is logical start of Day and it has been in ancient Roman times also...)
Sunspot since 2020-03-21 13:00 low-lat equatorial starting with only half of polarity but turned SC25 soon $w2, Mag since 2020-03-18 19:00, 200321_1100_4p_77_S2 MaxMag=218.4 MaxArea=6

2020-03-25 (prior) (next)

?
● (see 2017-03-25)
● Often the Marian devotion is hypertrophied, because it compensated
lack of good Woman principle for Catholic clergy... Coronation of Marian
images is plainly wrong - see Lk1:33 and Lk1:38 - a Woman should not
Reign...

(2020-03-25 01:00)

[200325_31_N16]

Lon: 31.412, Lat: 16.256

wrong Sunspot at 2020-03-25 01:00 with only half of polarity $w, Mag probably since 2020-03-22 07:00, too small missing in HMIB autodetection

2020-03-25 (prior)

Feast of the Annunciation
● 03-25 Feast of the Annunciation
● 03-25 "International Day of the Unborn Child" - established by John Paul
II for the Annunciation
● 03-25 is orthodox 03-12 - Saints Symeon the New Theologian and
Symeon the Studite

(2020-03-25 12:00)

[200325_13_N17]

Lon: 12.738, Lat: 17.325
B=150.3, A=5

weak Sunspot since 2020-03-25 12:00 - too weak and not marked in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-03-23 12:00, 200324_2300_4n_11_N17
MaxMag=150.3 MaxArea=5

2020-03-28 (prior)

Jan Amos Komensky - Teachers Day
● 1592-03-28 Jan Amos Comenius - Teacher of the Nations (father of
modern didactics) and bishop of Unity of Brethren...
● 03-28 Teachers' Day in Czech and Slovak republics
● 03-28 Stephen Harding and Cistercian order and Carta Caritatis - first
monastic Order in christian history
● 03-28 Tibet "Serfs Emancipation Day" - liberation by China from feudal
theocratic serfdom? - not a good feast

(2020-03-28 13:00)
[200328_321_N22]

Lon: 321.213, Lat: 22.448
B=161.8, A=6

Sunspot at 2020-03-28 13:00, Mag since 2020-03-28 07:00, 200328_1100_1_320_N23 MaxMag=161.8 MaxArea=6
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2020-03-30 (prior)

Rudolf Steiner and Anthroposophy
● 1925-03-30 Rudolf Steiner died - although most of Steiner's work and
some of Anthroposophy contain some blunders they are beneficial for
human soul development
● 03-30 is orthodox 03-17 Saint Patrick
● 1961-03-30 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs - consider that
pharmaceutical opioids and psychiatric drugs are often more wrong than
natural drugs
● 1867-03-30 Alaska Purchase - was it actually rather a gift or a theft? (Did
the money arrive into Russia? The ship with gold from London to
Petersburg was said to be sunk by a bomb and it's even not clear
whether the gold was really there... Contradicting this story is not
conclusive yet... Another story says the money was used for railway
construction in Russia which seems more probable...)
● 1842-03-30 Ether Anesthesia used for first time

(2020-03-30 01:00)
[200330_263_N27]

Lon: 263.228, Lat: 27.004
B=2728.5, A=48

Sunspot since 2020-03-30 01:00, Mag since 2020-03-29 19:00 rolling from eastern limb, 200330_1100_1p_261_N28 MaxMag=2728.5 MaxArea=48

2020-03-31 (prior)

Transgender "Visibility" - wrong!
● 03-31 "Cesar Chavez Day USA" - not much fair feast (Obama created
feast for celebrating Mexican-American farmers)
● 03-31 "International Transgender Day of Visibility" - very wrong feast
● (see previous year for positive items for this date...)

(2020-03-31 22:00)

[200331_296_S6]

Lon: 295.974, Lat: -6.463
B=156.5, A=6

wrong Sunspot at 2020-03-31 22:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2020-03-31 19:00, 200331_2159_2p_295_S6
MaxMag=156.5 MaxArea=6

2020-04-03

Capture of People by Mobile Phones - wrong!

(2020-04-03 16:00)

[200403_267_S19]

Lon: 267.033, Lat: -18.78
● 1973-04-03 first handheld mobile phone call
B=161.2, A=7
● 1981-04-03 first portable computer
● 2010-04-03 Apple's first-generation iPad
● 1968-04-03 Martin Luther King speech "I've Been to the Mountaintop"
after which on following day he was shot - won Nobel Peace Prize for
combating "racial inequality" - of those who are really inequal! - present
ethnic destruction of society and anti-white hateful lies in USA are
a consequence...
We are not Equal but we are Unique : Those Equal are Replaceable and Vain...

(Recent BLM riots in Minneapolis instigated in order to distract people from Coronavirus failure by
a fictitious HOAX "murder" of George Floyd on 2020-05-25 were an example, where this anti-racist (but
rather racist-turned-wrong-direction!) propaganda of jewish MSM (mas-media) leads... While they first
claimed the Riots are a result of 400 years of slavery abolished 150 years ago, and then jewish mayor and
governor even tried to claim, it's caused by "White Supremacists", when the riots turned totally unhinged...
No, it's a result of two decades of anti-white racist "anti-racist" Propaganda and Brainwashing... And Trump
cannot intervene, because Demographics called "Democracy" forces him to pander to all Minority votes...
What a Sad Stalemate...)

● 2020-04-04 (from evening of 04-03) Yom HaAliyah - yes please return to your Land of Israel - half
of your brethren are already there...
wrong Sunspot at 2020-04-03 16:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole (at 22:00 only half of field or neg part escaped too far) $w, Mag since 2020-04-03 13:00, 200403_1359_2_267_S17
MaxMag=161.2 MaxArea=7

2020-04-05

Palm Sunday
● 2020-04-05 was Palm Sunday
● 04-05 Sikmogil in South Korea

(2020-04-05 22:15)

[200405_302_S12]

Lon: 301.788, Lat: -11.553

Sunspot at 2020-04-05 22:15, Mag since 2020-04-05 18:00 (SDO-Browse images missing in NASA web-site)
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2020-04-07

WHO - wrong and dangerous attempt at world government

(2020-04-07 10:00)

[200407_191_S1]

Lon: 190.628, Lat: -1.416
● 04-07 "International Day of Reflection on the 1994 Rwanda Genocide" B=156.8, A=6
the culprits of that genocide still rule there - they reversed the culprit
and victim perception! - Paul Kagame and Tutsi are worst criminals and
their support by CIA was also criminal...
● 1948-04-07 WHO (World Health Organization) was established :
● 04-07 World Health Day - WHO is a non-transparent and corrupted gang
which Someone (oligarchs like Bill Gates and Chinese communists)
strives to make a World Ministry of Health - worst part of NWO... Coronavirus crisis due to WHO
is prime example where does this centralization lead... Presently headed by a communist
terrorist - a witless and ruthless African criminal Tedros Adhanom - which exposes how is the
organization led and to which people this criminal does not matter... Microcephaly caused by
prenatal vaccination experiment (mandatory vaccination of pregnant women) accused on a "Zika
Virus" was another example of WHO corruption by pharmaceutical giants... We need local
sovereignty foremost in the case of health-care... Electing Global Burreaucrats by 194 member
states is not a democracy but a demography...
But I hope it could get better and we will remember organizations like these should serve as
a forum and be advisory but not governing...
● 1969-04-07 "The Internet's symbolic birth date: Publication of RFC 1" - rather see 11-21...
Internet is a great tool to spread information and bypass censorship of oligarch-controlled
mass-media...
● 1927-04-07 "The first long-distance public television broadcast" - television is centrally controled
brainwashing where someone else selects the information you should receive...
● 1829-04-07 "Joseph Smith, founder of the Latter Day Saint movement, commenced 'translation'
of the Book of Mormon" - that was a lie and deception and hardly can anything good be built on
Lies... - there is nothing "saint" on Polygamy which is vindicated only after a large-scale war with
profound lack of surviving men... But otherwise Mormons are probably much better than
Lieberals...
wrong sunspot since 2020-04-07 10:00 low-lat equatorial unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole turned SC25 soon $w2, Mag since 2020-04-07 07:00, 200407_1000_2_190_S1 MaxMag=156.8
MaxArea=6

2020-04-12

Easter Sunday
● 2020-04-12 was Easter Sunday

(2020-04-12 22:00)

[200412_119_N1]

Lon: 118.742, Lat: 1.141
B=162.5, A=6

Sunspot at 2020-04-12 22:00 low-lat equatorial SC25, Mag since 2020-04-11 22:00, 200412_1100_3_118_N2 MaxMag=162.5 MaxArea=6

2020-04-13 (prior)

Easter Monday
● 2020-04-13 was Easter Monday

(2020-04-13 22:00)

[200413_116_S18]

Lon: 116.316, Lat: -17.872
B=68.8, A=3

Sunspot at 2020-04-13 22:00, Mag since 2020-04-13 19:00, 200413_2000_3p_116_S17 MaxMag=68.8 MaxArea=3
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2020-04-22

Climate Hoax and Big Robbery of "Paris Agreement" - wrong

(2020-04-22 17:00)

[200422_74_N22]

● 04-22 Earth Day - environmental activism turned completely wrong with Lon: 74.096, Lat: 22.088
B=42.3, A=2
a Climate Hoax
● 2016-04-22 "The Paris Agreement was signed, an agreement to help
fight global warming" - a Great Robbery supported by a fake Climate
Hoax... They want to pump $100 billion from poor people of
"developped" nations into vain "green" projects to a great rejoice by
oligarchs providing supplies for these projects... Nature Loves CO2 and
Nature loves moist warm green-houses... Drought is a problem and not warming, and CO2
causes almost no warming but deserts and aerosols (sand, soot) do... "Net Zero Carbon
Emissions" wants to bring Death of the Society... Consider that at the era of dinosaurs there was
8x more CO2 and 2-3 °C higher temperature and nature was thriving and they became extinct
due to meteoritic impact and cooling and not due to warming... Climate Hoax is a Big Lie! (Good
enough that Donald Trump stopped participation in that deception...)
● 1804-04-22 Genocide of White People on Haiti "1804 Haiti massacre" ended when Haitians after
abolition of slavery murdered all whites and creols in their country... Ordered by devilish
Jean-Jacques Dessalines whom they celebrate to this day... Haiti deserves all it's destitution and
misery resulting from black rule over their country...
tiny wrong Sunspot at 2020-04-22 17:00 high-lat SC24 or unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2020-04-22 16:00, 200422_2200_1p_74_N23 MaxMag=42.3 MaxArea=2

2020-04-23 (prior)

Saint George, Miguel Cervantes and William Shakespeare,
World Book Day, English Language Day
● 04-23 Saint George (it is interesting how so many countries both Good
ones and those ruled by the Dragon have got Saint George on their
shield while doing nothing to fight that ruling Dragon... Specially to note
England who claims Saint George as their patron saint but is foremost
among the countries ruled by the New "Zion" Beast and spreading it's
depravity into the world...)
● 04-23 World Book Day - please read books but too long copyright is
wrong
● 04-23 UN English Language Day
● 04-23 Miguel Cervantes and William Shakespeare died

(2020-04-23 07:00)

[200423_352_S25]

Lon: 351.56, Lat: -24.975
B=43.2, A=2

tiny Sunspot since 2020-04-23 07:00, Mag since 2020-04-23 01:00 or since 2020-04-22 07:00, 200423_0500_6n_351_S24 Mag=43.2 Area=2

2020-04-24 (prior)

Martyrs of Armenian Genocide, ...

(2020-04-24 01:00)

[200424_10_N22]

Lon: 10.065, Lat: 21.958
● 04-24 Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day
B=115.2, A=4
● 1915-04-24 "deportation of Armenian intellectuals from Constantinople"
● 04-24 "Fashion Revolution Day" - with a question you should ask too:
"Who made my clothes?"
● 04-24 "World Day for Laboratory Animals" - while you should try to
reduce suffering of animals you cannot replace them by "laboratory
testing people"... (You should better concentrate against "Wet Markets"
and Cruel Meat Factories...)
● 04-24 Mellitus first bishop of London
● 2020-04-24 last friday in April - Arbor Day USA - plant and take care of the trees - among many
else good things their shade helps with local climate and they capture carbon...
● 2020-04-24 was first day of Ramadan in Islamic Hijri calendar negligent of our solar orbit... This
regular "Ramadan" fasting is probably beneficial at least from dietary point of view... "Fasting is
a purifying experience so that Muslims can gain compassion and deepen their faith"...
● 04-24 National Panchayati Raj Day in India - a local self-governance structure is good...
Sunspot at 2020-04-24 01:00, Mag since 2020-04-23 13:00 or since 2020-04-22 16:00, 200423_2300_4n_10_N22 MaxMag=115.2 MaxArea=4
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2020-04-27

?
● 04-27 Virgin of Montserrat - one of incorrectly black medieval statues of
Mary and Jesus created under Moor occupation of Spain... a Patron Saint
of Catalonia - whose independence referendum was suppressed by
fascist-like undemocratic forces... Taxation and economy is not a reason
for secession but heavy-handed oppression may be such reason... Let
people decide and consider that against a wrong constitution is
necessary a "constitutional majority" of 60% of people and a fate of
a country cannot be decided by 51:49 vote...
● 04-27 "Day of the Uprising Against the Occupying Forces" in Slovenia
● 04-27 "Day of Russian Parliamentarism"

(2020-04-27 07:00)

[200427_328_S17]

Lon: 328.1, Lat: -17.38
B=1034.4, A=11

Sunspot since 2020-04-27 07:00, Mag since 2020-04-25 22:00, 200426_2000_1p_326_S16 MaxMag=1034.4 MaxArea=11

2020-04-28 (prior) (next)

?
● 04-28 "Workers' Memorial Day"
● 04-28 Peter Chanel - unwelcome missionary "martyred"... such was
a cultural defense of indigenous people...
● 04-28 Louis de Montfort - probably too much hypertrophied Mariology as
a replacement of the dignity of all Mothers in general...? I am not sure
about this...

(2020-04-28 13:00)
[200428_336_N22]

Lon: 335.988, Lat: 22.493
B=906.7, A=14

possibly wrong Sunspot since 2020-04-28 13:00 partially unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole turned new SC25 on the next day $w2, Mag
since 2020-04-28 07:00, 200428_1100_3n_335_N23 MaxMag=906.7 MaxArea=14

2020-04-28 (prior)

...
● (04-28 see above)

(2020-04-28 19:00)

[200428_293_N9]

Lon: 292.724, Lat: 9.188

wrong Sunspot at 2020-04-28 19:00 only neg half of field $w, Mag since 2020-04-25 19:00, too small and missing in HMIB autodetection

2020-04-30 (prior)

(2020-04-30 13:00)
[200430_259_N30]

Honesty Day USA (First inauguration of G.Washington), May Eve St. Walpurgis Night,
Beltane
● 04-30 Honesty Day USA - once they were more honest but today they're
ruled by "deep state" and jewish lobbies and mass-media - see Rev3:9...
● 1789-04-30 First inauguration of George Washington - a Masonic
president
● 04-30 May Eve - St. Walpurgis Night

Lon: 259.18, Lat: 29.95
B=399.9, A=7

Sunspot at 2020-04-30 13:00, Mag since 2020-04-30 01:00, part of 200428_1100_1p_255_N28 this Box MaxMag=399.9 MaxArea=7

2020-05-02 (prior)

?
● 05-02
● 05-02
● 05-02
● 05-02

Athanasius of Alexandria
Boris I of Bulgaria - apostle of the Bulgarians...
"The last day of the Festival of Ridvan" in Baha'i faith
Teachers Day in Iran - in memory of Morteza Motahhari...

(2020-05-02 19:00)

[200502_201_S24]

Lon: 200.568, Lat: -24.026
B=492.3, A=12

Sunspot at 2020-05-02 19:00, Mag since 2020-05-02 07:00, 200502_1400_1p_198_S23 MaxMag=492.3 MaxArea=12 on 2020-05-04 07:00 and then
autodetection merged with other area... or MaxMag=649.8 MaxArea=19 on 2020-05-04 12:00
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(2020-05-03 13:00)

2020-05-03 (prior) (next)

[200503_231_N2]

?

Lon: 231.44, Lat: 1.707
● 05-03 Pope Alexander I
B=52.2, A=2
● 05-03 Sarah the Martyr of Coptic Church - most probably a fairy-tale...
● 05-03 Theodosius of Kiev - who brought monasteries to the Ukrainian
and Russian Orthodox Church...
● 05-03 Sun Day - promoting use of solar power... if only we had batteries
to hold the solar power over night and cloudy times there would be
enough cheap energy for all... But without such batteries it destabilizes
power grids by an irregularity...
● 05-03 Finding of the Holy Cross (Roodmas) - gallican and usus antiquior usage - is it some
confusion about the date?
● 05-03 World Press Freedom Day - now the fake-news "press" became independent of the truth
also and alt-media is censored unjustly...
● 05-03 Constitution Memorial Day in Japan and Poland... In Japan there is most notable the
righteous "Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution" - "outlawing war as a means to settle
international disputes"... While having self-defense forces and not using them to attack others is
righteous too...
● 1791-05-03 "The Constitution of May 3 (the first modern constitution in Europe) was proclaimed
by the Sejm of Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth." - among else it "banned pernicious
parliamentary institutions such as the 'liberum veto', which had put the Sejm at the mercy of any
single deputy, who could veto and thus undo all the legislation that had been adopted by that
Sejm" - before that with any member having "veto" power the Sejm was unable to enact anything
because always there is some problem-maker...
● 2000-05-03 "the sport of Geocaching began" - such individual tourism is usually right... Please be
delicate and thoughtful to others...
Sunspot at 2020-05-03 13:00 low-lat equatorial SC25, Mag since 2020-05-03 07:00, 200503_1100_2p_231_N2 MaxMag=52.2 MaxArea=2

2020-05-03 (prior)

(2020-05-03 19:00)

[200503_286_S20]

...
● (05-03 see above)

Lon: 285.648, Lat: -20.062
B=182.7, A=5

Sunspot at 2020-05-03 19:00, Mag since 2020-05-03 13:00, 200503_1400_4n_287_S19 MaxMag=182.7 MaxArea=5

2020-05-05

EU is wrong Babylon Tower obliterating nations

(2020-05-05 15:00)

[200505_242_S3]

Lon: 241.767, Lat: -3.181
● (note the crumbled Sunspot without proper shape and possibly even resembling
motley "EU" letters...)
● 05-05 Europe Day of Council of Europe - now Burreaucratic Totality of
EU striving to obliterate Nations became a Wrong Babylon Tower...
● 1955-05-05 General Treaty "formally ended Germany's status as an
occupied territory" although it has been occupied until 1991 and
somehow is occupied until today...
● 05-05 Frederick the Wise - "remembered for the worldly protection of his subject Martin Luther"
and who "was led by his personal belief in a fair trial" - was righteous...
● 05-05 Edmund Ignatius Rice who "devoted his life to education of the poor" - was righteous...
● 05-05 Feast of al-Khidr (identified or mixed with Saint George) in Palestine
strange crumbled Sunspot at 2020-05-05 15:00 low-lat rather SC25 with multiple poles $w?, Mag since 2020-05-05 09:00, too weak and missing in HMIB autodetection
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2020-05-08 (prior) (next)

?
●?

(2020-05-08 09:00)

[200508_170_S10]

Lon: 169.638, Lat: -9.928
B=43, A=2

wrong Sunspot since 2020-05-08 09:00 with only half of field $w , later turned old SC24 at 2020-05-08 21:00 - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources, Mag
since 2020-05-05 21:00, 200508_0200_2p_169_S9 MaxMag=43 MaxArea=2

2020-05-08 (prior) (next)

?
●?

(2020-05-08 12:00)

[200508_184_N5]

Lon: 183.754, Lat: 5.447

Sunspot since 2020-05-08 12:00 - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-05-07 18:00 or since 2020-05-06 00:00, too weak and missing
in HMIB autodetection

2020-05-08 (prior)

?
●?

(2020-05-08 12:00)

[200508_194_N8]

Lon: 193.742, Lat: 8.369
B=91.9, A=4

rather wrong Sunspot since 2020-05-08 12:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole or SC25 $w? - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources,
Mag since 2020-05-08 06:00, 200508_0900_2_194_N11 MaxMag=91.9 MaxArea=4

2020-05-09

(2020-05-09 07:00)

EU Babylon Tower

[200509_204_S24]

Lon: 204.487, Lat: -23.76
● 05-09 Europe Day - celebrating Schuman Declaration that has led to
B=120.7, A=5
establishing of ECSC - a predecessor to EU - read Rev13 with precisely
stating flags of initial members of ECSC, incomplete 42 years from
Treaty of Paris until Maastricht Treaty and it's two simultaneous
Presidents... And listen to Nigel Farage Farewell Speech in EU
Parliament summarizing what's wrong with EU - including the
manifestation of Hate against Nations when the Chairwoman muted his
microphone out of hate of national flags - a gesture symbolizing their
attempted Obliteration of Nations... (There has been multiple occasions of this Hate against Nations symbolized

by their National Flags... In all cases I've seen there was a Chairwoman perpetrating this Wrongdoing of Silencing the
Opposition, which seems symptomatic, because women are more docile to implement either right or wrong policies
without objectioning them or clever at using tools invented by men, which is why the Oligarchs behind the curtains push
this Propaganda of Woman Equality and Quotas in "Leadership" roles, where the woman usually just Occupies that Role
without actual Leadership, docile and obedient of beloved authority but merciless heartless termagant against those she
has power over... Men of power are usually often more benevolent and fair and less obedient of authority...)

"If the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch." (Mt15:14) - The "blind" are those who
do not look in advance, where does their steps lead, and only contemplate the present state...
The present course leads to Obliterating the Nations in a Burreaucratic Totality of a Union...
But discarding the Union completely could lead to a raise of National Enmity some day - we need
a Compromise way... Contemplate, what the Circle of same Stars symbolizes and what is not
there... There is no large Central Star governing all the others and all cooperate on an equal
basis... There should be inter-national cooperation and coordination but not a supra-national
governing and uncontrollable body... In mutual inter-national relations we should engage
as-if-with-Equals, while in Domestic matters we should stay Sovereign with our unalienable
Home Rights and cultural specifics... How to best avoid obliterating and assimilating our most
precious Nations while also preventing an Enmity and Oppression ?
● 05-09 Victory Day - Russia so much condemns "Fascism" because they have a Righteous
(right-wing and Patriotic) National "Socialism" under Vladimir Putin rule today and they do not
want to admit it... German Fascism was wrong in it's assaults on neighbours and an attempt to
Obliterate other Nations but Nationalism and Patriotism can also be implemented rightfully to
the Benefits of the Society and not to it's Harm... (How does Russian Federation tend about it's
constituent nations, specifically about those non-Russian?)
● 1945-05-09 End of World War II (as delayed by circumstances - the German Instrument of
Surrender was signed at 1945-05-09 00:16 local time) - with brutal war-crimes committed before
and after that End of War by "Allies" against German people...
It's long since past and let's hope it will not repeat...
wrong Sunspot at 2020-05-09 07:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2020-05-08 01:00, 200509_0300_5n_204_S23 MaxMag=120.7 MaxArea=5
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2020-05-14 (prior)

Covid is a Treacherous Trap

(2020-05-14 21:00)

[200514_130_S30]

Lon: 129.674, Lat: -29.531
● 05-14 Victor and Corona
B=59.7, A=3
● 1796-05-14 "Edward Jenner administered the first smallpox inoculation"
- although the innoculation was brought from Circassians earlier... Now
the Vacciners created the Coronavirus Disease Plandemic and they plan
to Maim the People with their forced Vaccination and to destroy freedom
with their Evil Contact Tracing... Contemplate Benjamin Franklin quote:
"The man who trades Freedom for Security does not deserve nor will he
ever receive either." Their prepared Covid and it's Vaccination are a Treacherous Trap even if
they proved as medically harmless unlike many other vaccinations... It's not only Autism, but also
various Allergies and other Immune system malfunctions...
(Did you know that in Israel they already invented a vaccine against Covid in advance and if we
are going to be forced into a treacherous forced vaccination as some of them plan, the Jews in
Israel would receive most probably another vaccine, their own?! As it didn't happen yet and
regardless of all else, there is a Potential to introduce some Treachery against us...)
No vaccine should be mandatory for all and every vaccine should be tested by statistically
comparing outcomes of variously vaccinated and unvaccinated people in longer perspective...
Their "Collective Immunity" Mantra is just an Evil Lie to avoid having Control Sample of
unspoiled population - and mostly in case of Measles, where the Collective Immunity prevents
gaining Natural Immunity by overcomming the disease and so it causes various Complications,
when someone gets the Measles as adult without being naturally immune...)
● 1948-05-14 "Israeli Declaration of Independence"... Jews are rather guests in land of Israel and
should make such "Inclusive" society that Palestinian Arabs can live there too, but those must
deserve it by their peaceful behaviour... Some Western Propaganda Liars claim, that Israel is
"vibrant democracy" while it is an Apartheid Racist state... (If they forcibly drive majority of
former population away and then they claim a "Democratic" majority to oppress the rest, it's not
a Democracy...)
wrong Sunspot at 2020-05-14 21:00 - either high-lat SC24 or wrong orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2020-05-14 18:00, 200514_2200_1_130_S29 Mag=59.7 Area=3, since 2020-05-08 or
2020-05-14 much smaller regions are reported as having a Sunspot in flat-fielded Fits images while not supported by quick-look intensitygrams... Need to check if some error occured or if the HMI is more
sensitive ???

2020-05-15

International Day of Families, De La Salle Brothers, Peace
Officers

(2020-05-15 15:00)

[200515_100_S10]

● 05-15 International Day of Families - Family is a core of good society and Lon: 100.323, Lat: -9.940
B=57.1, A=2
the best for human development... (But looking at their "mottos" in UN
celebrations of this feast, they're misusing it recently to peddle various
Climate and Inclusivity and Equality and Migrant Propaganda...)
(As a Man is a Head of Family but Woman is it's Heart and it should not
be confused either way...)
● 05-15 "Jean-Baptiste de La Salle" - "a French priest and educational
reformer" who "dedicated much of his life to the education of poor children" and founded
"Institute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools" known as "De La Salle Brothers"...
● 05-15 International Conscientious Objection Day - a "right to refuse to perform military service" While some people are Defenders and their task is to Guard the Wellbeing of Society possibly
with an Arm, others' task in Society is different... Engaging in Attacking War is always wrong
and we should have a freedom of conscience not to partake on this wrongdoing...
● 05-15 "Peace Officers Memorial Day" in USA - this celebrates those Guardians as Police forces...
(I thought it was placed on this date in order not to talk about "Conscientious Objectors" but it
has been established earlier...)
● 05-15 "Nakba Day" in Palestine mourning "Israeli Declaration of Independence"... Reconsider
Trump's Peace Plan - it was a good compromise offer... Possibly negotiate about particular
details... There is no way to "Return" to Old Times, rather find an acceptable way Ahead
instead...
Jerusalem should be a Religious Center accessible to all cultures and not an Administrative
Capital with all kinds of Burreaucrats and Trade Offices and Foreign Embassies etc... needed in
the Country Capital... Consider keeping Head of Israel in Tel Aviv and Heart in Jerusalem and
consider that a Head should Govern and these should not be mixed...
tiny Sunspot since 2020-05-15 15:00 - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-05-15 12:00, 200515_1600_1_99_S9 MaxMag=57.1 MaxArea=2
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2020-05-17 (next)

ITU standardization and neutrality

(2020-05-17 03:00)

[200517_91_S9]

Lon: 90.566, Lat: -9.309
● 05-17 William Hobart Hare - who "earned the title the Apostle of the
B=53.4, A=2
West"...
● 05-17 Feast of Azamat in Baha'i Faith...
● 05-17 Saint Giulia Salzano - founded a "religious congregation dedicated
to catechesis and education" named "Catechetical Sisters of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus"...
● 1865-05-17 "The International Telegraph Union (later the International
Telecommunication Union) was established in Paris" - a standardization is a root of cooperation
and success... Today we need to enlarge the concept of a neutral "Communication Service
Provider" to Social Networks... And people should reconsider using non-centralized
communication Forums instead of Centralized Oligarch enterprises like Google Twitter Facebook
and Others... "The ITU Union was tasked with implementing ... ... and the right of everybody to
use the international telegraphy"... This "Everybody" should include Righteous People foremost...
tiny Sunspot since 2020-05-17 03:00 - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-05-17 00:00, 200517_0200_1_89_S9 MaxMag=53.4 MaxArea=2

2020-05-17 (prior)

LGBT depravities are harming our Freedoms

(2020-05-17 06:00)

[200517_81_N22]

Lon: 80.885, Lat: 21.733
● 05-17 "International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia and
B=39.7, A=2
Biphobia" - upright society should rightfully despise these deformations.
The Evil Liars are pushing this Depravity and harming our freedoms...
We need our Freedom of Speech to Vilify the Wrong in order that Youth
knows, what is Right and what is Wrong, and banning this righteous
vilification of wrong is a treason committed in order to spoil our Youth,
regardless if peddled by jews, WHO started most of these depravities, or
by their brainwashed leftist lieberal followers... It's better to be Upright than to be Depraved, it's
not Equal and it's never better to be Depraved... Foremost despise and distrust the Liars WHO
claim otherwise in order to spoil you or your Youth... If you don't understand that, contemplate
WHO and how brainwashed you... And no, this is not a "HateSpeech", this is Right Opinion and
an attempt to Heal the Wrong in Society out of Love of People and future Generations, and
instead it's just totalitarian lieberals WHO Hate people telling the Truth... Right people should
consider, that we do not have a Right to Harm others physically but we should request our Free
Speech Rights in order to Rightfully Vilify and Despise the Wrong, in order to Help them see
their Wrongness or to Warn the Youth against their Depravity...
● 05-17 "World Telecommunication and Information Society Day" - communication service
providers like Telecom or Google, Twitter, Facebook and other Oligarchs should abide by
Neutrality and must not dare to judge or censor speech of People participating in
Communication... Communication Service Provider is not a Publisher and is neither responsible
for nor entitled to judge the Communication Content...
● 05-17 Saint Restituta - we should Restitute our Freedoms and the Freedom of Speech foremost...
● 1990-05-17 "The General Assembly of the World Health Organization (WHO) eliminated
homosexuality from the list of psychiatric diseases" - a corrupted gang... They should return it
there...
tiny wrong Sunspot since 2020-05-17 06:00 either high-lat SC24 or wrong orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-05-16 18:00, too small and missing in
HMIB autodetection - smaller than nearby 200517_0100_2p_83_N23 Mag=39.7 Area=2
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2020-05-17..18 (next)

(2020-05-18 00:00)

[200518_77_N19]

?

Lon: 76.898, Lat: 19.297
● 05-18 "Day of Remembrance of Crimean Tatar Deportation" - the
B=68.9, A=4
Wikipedia article is Biased and downplays the scale of Tatar civilian
collaboration with Nazis during the War... They've been collectively
deported to their original homeland eastward... While it was cruel, but
the bad times after WWII possibly vindicated such solutions...
● 05-18 "Mullivaikkal Remembrance Day" and "Victory Day" in Sri Lanka both sides in non-Sri Lanka civil wars committed wrong Attrocities
against Civilians but the Government until today performs wrong suppression of people's
remembrance... Consider, that economic or religious issues should not be a reason for secession,
but severe oppression is...
● 05-18 World AIDS Vaccine Day - their trust that "vaccination" can help anything and excuse
them from a necessity of chastity is abominable... Consider, that AIDS is most probably an
undesired product of gay hepatitis vaccination development... In Western world most but not all
cases of AIDS are probably a deserved consequence of various wrongdoing and depravity...
tiny wrong Sunspot since 2020-05-18 00:00 either high-lat SC24 or wrong orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w - , Mag since 2020-05-17 15:00, 200518_0000_3_74_N19 MaxMag=68.9 MaxArea=4

2020-05-18 (prior)

(2020-05-18 09:00)

[200518_73_N18]

?
● 05-18 International Museum Day - Museums, Traditions and collective
Memory are important: he who forgets his history is predestined to
repeat it... (Only recently there slipped on 2020 the diabolic leftist
propaganda of "Equality, Diversity and Inclusion "...)
● 05-18 Saint Felix of Cantalice - a begging Capuchin friar who took care
of the needy and poor...

Lon: 73.04, Lat: 18.475
B=40.7, A=2

tiny Sunspot at 2020-05-18 09:00 with either new SC25 or somehow strange orientation, Mag since 2020-05-16 00:00, 200518_1000_1p_73_N18
MaxMag=40.7 MaxArea=2

2020-05-19 (next)

(2020-05-19 15:00)

[200519_355_S29]

Wrong worship

Lon: 354.599, Lat: -28.513
● 05-19 is another HIV/AIDS remembrance day in USA - their worship of
B=37.2, A=2
this wrong cult is undue...
● 05-19 Hepatitis testing day in USA - the Hepatitis Vaccine is said to be
a source of AIDS...
● 05-19 Malcolm X Day - celebrating a black racist muslim activist who
was "preaching racism and violence"... (Wikipedia lies with the word
"detractors" about "racism" while simultaneously mentioning he fought
for "black" rights against "white" people which is indisputably a racism... Foremost the Black
people and BLM rioters are racists in USA and foremost Jews are unwarranted supremacists
everywhere and it's their "mote-and-beam-syndrome" of accusing White people of racism or
supremacism...)
● 05-19 Ho Chi Minh birthday in Vietnam - his name literally means "Uncle Lucifer"... Are
Vietnamese people contended with their Regime replacing the original Cults with new Cults...?
Why are their emigrants creeping in all of Europe then?? Probably the soul-less Marxist Atheist
propaganda is not the Ultimate and righteous Good...

(While it's needed to add that Colonial Regimes were not good either and the Liberation fight was due...)
tiny wrong Sunspot since 2020-05-19 15:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w , Mag since 2020-05-19 12:00, probably 200519_2000_6n_353_S28 Mag=37.2 Area=2

2020-05-19 (prior)

(2020-05-19 18:00)

No Worship to wrong Emperors but a Restoration

[200519_343_S24]

Lon: 343.166, Lat: -23.816
● 05-19 Pudentiana - a martyress of the 2nd century who refused to
B=380.7, A=12
worship the Roman Emperors...
● 05-19 Saint Dunstan - Archbishop of Canterbury who "restored monastic
life in England and reformed the English Church" and who was said to
be "cunning in defeating the devil"...
● 05-19 Pope Celestine V - known for a "confirmation of the right of the
pope to abdicate" in 1294...
● 05-19 Greek Genocide remembrance day - Turks with their genocides were savages... Until today
they're ruled by a Fascist Dictator... Is this the way the Ethnic Problem (of refugees) is solved
regarding the Turks...? (Mt13:30 - but I suggest a civilized deportation instead of "burning" if
possible...)
Sunspot at 2020-05-19 18:00 and then at 2020-05-21 01:00 after some pause, Mag since 2020-05-16 12:00 when rolled, 200517_1100_3n_343_S23 MaxMag=380.7 MaxArea=12
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2020-05-19 (prior) (next)

...
● (05-19 see above)

(2020-05-19 15:00)

[200519_3_N22]

Lon: 3.324, Lat: 22.016

tiny Sunspot since 2020-05-19 15:00 - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-05-19 12:00, too weak and missing in HMIB autodetection

2020-05-20 (prior) (next)

Lucifer as patron of uncompromising zealous fanatics

(2020-05-20 00:00)

[200520_1_S4]

Lon: 0.96, Lat: -3.767
● 05-20 Lucifer of Cagliari - even a Lucifer opposed Arians... This one was
an uncompromising zealous fanatic ferociously berating his opponents...
● 05-20 Josephine Baker Day celebrated by a racist treacherous
organization NAACP - a lascivious actress and an emigrant from USA
● 05-20 European Maritime Day - European Coast-Guard failed to protect
us against Reffugee Invasion... The reffugee attackers captured on sea
should be returned where they floated from and the NGO smuggler
boats should be confiscated either indefinitely or for some notable period... Participating on
Migrant Invasion into Europe is Arch-Treason regardless if it is "legal" or "illegal"... (It's not
a problem How the Dark People get into Europe, it's a problem if they stay here...)
Unfair ousting of righteous Matteo Salvini in Italy (who rightfully opposed this Ethnic
Destruction of Europe) could be an Europe-wide disaster (openning the maritime way from
Libya) and the Coronavirus hit in Italy was partially a Karma for leftist anti-racism and
un-patriotism... ("Karma" is "Consequences of Causations"...)
tiny wrong Sunspot since 2020-05-20 00:00 low-lat with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole rather SC24 $w, Mag since 2020-05-19 18:00, too weak and missing in HMIB autodetection

2020-05-20 (prior) (next)

...
● (05-20 see above)

(2020-05-20 09:00)

[200520_31_S28]

Lon: 31.077, Lat: -28.153
B=48.5, A=2

tiny wrong Sunspot since 2020-05-20 09:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2020-05-20 06:00,
200520_0800_5_28_S28 MaxMag=48.5 MaxArea=2

2020-05-20 (prior) (next)

...
● (05-20 see above)

(2020-05-20 18:00)

[200520_21_S21]

Lon: 20.828, Lat: -21.08
B=41, A=2

tiny wrong Sunspot since 2020-05-20 18:00 with only half of field or high-lat SC24 $w - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-05-17
21:00, 200520_1600_5n_21_S20 MaxMag=41.0 MaxArea=2
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(2020-05-20 18:00)

2020-05-20 (prior)

[200520_37_N17]

Standardization, Saint Bernardino, World Bee Day

● 05-19 or 05-20 Alcuin of York known for developping or spreading use of Lon: 37.229, Lat: 16.608
B=70.6, A=3
"Carolignian minuscule" in 780's "under the patronage of the Emperor
Charlemagne" - a combination of upper-case and lower-case letters used
until today...
● 05-20 World Bee Day - bees are very beneficial and necessary for the
Nature and Humanity
● 05-20 World Metrology Day - decimal measures of a world-wide and
scientific standard... Americans should contemplate, why they still use the obsolette Royal units it's because FreeMasons have encoded various abominable things in these units of inches and
feet and do not want to ditch them...
● 1875-05-20 "Signing of the Metre Convention by 17 nations leading to the establishment of the
International System of Units" SI... History of the metre writes: "scientists looked for measures
that were universal and could be based on natural phenomena rather than royal decree or
physical prototypes"... Metre was initially established as 1/10,000,000 of quarter of Earth
circumference from pole to equator and kilogram was established as weight of 1 dm3 (a litre) of
water... (Today metre is defined as 1/299,792,458 of distance travelled by light in vacuum in one
second...) Using decimal system in units eases a lot of computations, which is why NASA also
uses that - Americans, think about your backwardness of still using British Imperial measures...

● 05-20 Saint Bernardino of Siena (San Bernardino) refered to as "the Apostle of Italy" with famous
preaching against "sorcery, gambling, infanticide, witchcraft, sodomy (homosexuality), jews and
usury" and "the subject matter of his sermons reveals much about the contemporary context of
15th-century Italy" and who devised the IHS symbol and also economic theories that are basis of
Capitalism - "discussion and defense of the entrepreneur, dealt with the justification of private
property, the ethics of trade, the determination of value and price, and the usury question, and
a theory of the just wage - Wage inequality is a function of differences of skill, ability and
training. Skilled workers are scarcer than unskilled, so that the former will command a higher
wage"... (which is also a source of purported "gender gap" of wages)... He is also known for his
due anti-semitism - "blaming the poverty of local Christians on Jewish usury" - which is a part of
a problem to this day and not only of Christians...
tiny Sunspot since 2020-05-20 18:00 - too weak and missing in Jpeg sources, Mag since 2020-05-20 12:00, 200520_2000_2_37_N16 MaxMag=70.6 MaxArea=3

2020-05-21 (prior)

Feast of the Ascension
● 2020-05-21 was Feast of the Ascension
● 05-21 Emperor Constantine I and Helena of Constantinople
● 05-21 World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development a true Global or Regional Diversity means, that people are Different here
and there and that they are not mixed all together as a same mixture on
all places! The "mixing" incorrectly called "diversity" of leftist lieberals is
actually a destruction of the true Regional Diversity...
Mixing is not a True Diversity...
Unity is our Strength, but mixed "diversity" is a weakness and
instability...

(2020-05-21 06:00)
[200521_337_N32]

Lon: 337.365, Lat: 31.687
B=2819.7, A=57

Sunspots since 2020-05-21 06:00 (at jpeg sources since 23:30) - an old huge SC25 region started on far side but did not have sunspots here until 2020-05-21, Mag since 2020-05-16 13:00 when rolled,
200517_2200_1p_338_N33 MaxMag=2819.7 MaxArea=57

(2010-02-08 11:15)

[100208_168_S18]
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2010-02-08 (next)

?
Lon: 168.5, Lat: -18.5

Sunspot since 2010-02-08 11:15 high-lat late SC23 or very early SC25?, Mag since 2010-02-08 rolled in

2010-06-07

?

(2010-06-07 18:00)

[100607_142_S22]

Lon: 141.5, Lat: -21.58

Sunspot since 2010-06-07 18:00 high-lat late SC23 or very early SC25?, Mag since 2010-06-07 15:00

2010-06-25..26 (next)

?
●?

(2010-06-26 09:00)

[100626_146_S19]

Lon: 145.747, Lat: -19.116

same Sunspot since 2010-06-26 09:00 (or sooner - no sunspot detection at limb) rolled again on eastern limb and slowly turned to old SC24 with
center-point arround 2010-07-02, Mag since 2010-06-25 21:00 rolled on eastern limb

2010-07-24 (next)

?

(2010-07-24 09:00)

[100724_141_S19]

Lon: 140.862, Lat: -18.624

same Sunspot since 2010-07-24 09:00 - pos half of field almost missing and soon disappeared completely, Mag since 2010-07-23 09:00 when rolled in

2010-11-14

?

(2010-11-14 15:00)

[101114_110_S34]

Lon: 109.856, Lat: -33.519

new SC25 Sunspot since 2010-11-14 15:00 in place of that region which was 2x "turning", Mag since 2010-11-14 06:00 below older region which rolled in
at 2010-11-12 03:00

2010-11-15 (next)

?

(2010-11-15 21:00)

[101115_80_S10]

Lon: 80.265, Lat: -9.682
new SC25 Sunspot since 2010-11-15 21:00, Mag since 2010-11-14 21:00
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2010-12-07 (next)

?
●?

(2010-12-07 03:00)

[101207_251_S7]

Lon: 251.32, Lat: -7.35

wrong Sunspot since 2010-12-07 03:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-south-pole $w, Mag since 2010-12-07 00:00 or since 2010-12-06
06:00

2010-12-17 (next)

?
● 12-17 Daniel the Prophet
● 12-17 O Sapientia Antiphona
● 12-17 Saint John of Matha

(2010-12-17 06:00)

[101217_90_S10]

Lon: 89.902, Lat: -9.943

Sunspot at 2010-12-17 06:00 with SC25 polarity - or too late SC23?, Mag since 2010-12-16 15:00

2011-02-24 (prior)

?
● 02-24 was a place to insert extra day in leap years in Roman era
● 1582-02-24 "With the papal bull Inter gravissimas Pope Gregory XIII
announced the Gregorian calendar" - a modification of a proposal made
by an astronomer Aloysius Lilius...

(2011-02-24 21:00)
[110224_268_N11]

Lon: 267.877, Lat: 10.965

rather wrong Sunspot at 2011-02-24 21:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-north-pole $w?, Mag since 2011-02-23 18:00

2011-02-24 (next)

?
● region rolled out 2011-03-11 on Fukushima (jewish assault on Japan the explosions in Fukushima were not due to a natural earthquake...)...

(2011-02-24 15:00)
[110224_179_N15]

Lon: 178.554, Lat: 15.361

confused Sunspot since 2011-02-24 15:00 - SC25 (or with two positive sides?) in front of huge SC24 region or an overflow from another mixed SC24-SC25
region with two negative sides? or SC25 over-turned to SC24?, Mag since 2011-02-24 00:00 when rolled, sunspots rolled out 2011-03-09 on Ash
Wednesday

2011-10-24

United Nations
● 10-24 United Nations Day
● 1945-10-24 "The United Nations Charter came into effect"

(2011-10-24 09:00)

[111024_280_S15]

Lon: 279.665, Lat: -15.248

Sunspot since 2011-10-24 09:00, Mag since 2011-10-22 18:00
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2012-03-02 (next)

(2012-03-02 19:30)
[120302_299_N18]

Saint Agnes, Saint Chad, Charles the Good, John
Maron, Jamahiriya Day in Libya -- huge Cross-shaped Sunspot evolved into a shape of
Lamb with seven Eyes
● 03-02 Saint Agnes of Bohemia (Svatá Anežka Česká) - princess who
instead of pre-arranged wedding took care of the ill and poor leading the
monastery as abbess and organized order "Knights of the Cross with the
Red Star"
As a consequence of her canonization (Increased courage of the people...
Or was it just a time-coincidence?) there has been within one week an
anti-bolshevik revolution which toppled the communist regime in
Czechoslovakia and she is honored as the "Saint of the Overthrow of
Communism"
I know a Living Saint namesake or reincarnation of this Saint Agnes
named Anežka J. but a living person cannot be officially proclaimed
"Saint" yet even if everyone around feels and understands it... It is quite
probable that many real "Saints" have been living among people and
were not canonized by the official Church...
● 03-02 Saints Chad and Cedd of Mercia - celtic bishop and abbot in
central England in Mercia and Northumbria who are "credited with
introducing Christianity to the Mercian kingdom"
● 03-02 Charles the Good - Count of Flanders - who among else "expelled
Jews from Flanders, attributing their price gouging as a cause of
additional suffering during the famine" in 1125 as a consequence of
which he has been assassinated by a conspiracy in 1127... "was almost
immediately regarded popularly as a martyr and saint, although not
formally beatified until 1882"...
● 03-02 Saint Maron - a Syriac monk and first Patriarch of the Maronite
Church in Syria and Lebanon...
● 03-02 Jamahiriya Day in Libya - celebrated Muammar Gaddafi's
righteous tribal-democratic republic until it was toppled by mercenary
bandits and jihadists of NATO and jewish conspiracies...

Lon: 299, Lat: 18
B=29235.5, A=241

uncertain Sunspot since 2012-03-02 19:30 - rolled in as a cross-shaped sunspot with two positive and two negative sides and turned SC25 $w2, Mag since 2012-03-02 12:00 when rolled,
120303_0600_23_301_N14 or 120305_0000_19_285_N36 this part Mag=29235.5 Area=241 at 2012-03-09 09:00 and mixed with other regions MaxMag=102771.1 MaxArea=229 or MaxMag=36455.6
MaxArea=361

2012-03-31 (next)

Sir Isaac Newton
● 03-31 Sir Isaac Newton - scientist and christian mystic
● 03-31 Johann Sebastian Bach - one of the greatest composers of all time
● 03-31 World Backup Day

(2012-03-31 13:15)
[120331_340_N13]

Lon: 340.252, Lat: 13.384

tiny Sunspot at 2012-03-31 13:15, Mag since 2012-03-31 09:00

2012-04-02

International Children's Book Day

(2012-04-02 13:15)

[120402_344_S31]

Lon: 343.516, Lat: -31.155
● 2012-04-02 was Holy Monday (monday before Easter) - which is a time
B=90.4, A=3
of Parables of Cursing the Wrong Tree and Cleansing of the Temple...
(todays "Temple" is probably foremost the "Information Temple" of the
Media that needs cleansing of your Attention...)
● 04-02 "International Children's Book Day" on or around Hans Christian
Andersen's birthday - reading is very beneficial for human soul
development - much more than film watching...
● 04-02 "World Autism Awareness Day" - Autism is chiefly among various damages caused by
over-vaccination... (ask Mike Adams or Robert Kennedy...)
Sunspot at 2012-04-02 13:15, Mag since 2012-04-02 07:15 newly emerged in larger SC24 region, part of 120401_1259_18_279_S22 this Box Mag=90.4 Area=3 +? - part mixed in larger region...
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2012-04-27..28 (next)

?
●?

(2012-04-28 00:00)

[120428_4_N31]

Lon: 3.788, Lat: 31.221

wrong Sunspot since 2012-04-28 00:00 (in Jpeg sources since 2012-04-27 19:15) unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-north-pole $w, Mag since
2012-04-26 12:00

2012-04-28 (prior) (next)

?
●?

(2012-04-28 12:00)

[120428_353_N6]

Lon: 353.16, Lat: 6.5

Sunspot since 2012-04-28 12:00 (in Jpeg sources since 13:15), Mag since 2012-04-28 00:00 or since 2012-04-25 21:00

2012-05-07

End of War

(2012-05-07 06:00)
[120507_255_N18]

Lon: 255.411, Lat: 18.172
● 1945-05-07 "World War II: General Alfred Jodl signed unconditional
surrender terms at Reims, France, ending Germany's participation in the
war. The document took effect the next day"
● 05-07 Stanislaus of Szczepanow of Krakow?
● 1948-05-07 "The Council of Europe was founded during the Hague
Congress" - Council of Europe is something else than the Burreaucratic
Totality of EU...
● 2000-05-07 "Vladimir Putin was inaugurated as president of Russia" - the most righteous present
leader...
Sunspot since 2012-05-07 06:00, Mag since 2012-05-06 18:00

2012-05-20 (next)

Feast of the Ascension, World Bee Day, World Metrology
Day
● 2012-05-20 was Feast of the Ascension of Jesus Christ - if moved to
following Sunday after that Thursday...
● 05-20 World Bee Day (proclaimed such later since 2017) - Bees are very
important for ecosystem and for all fruits...
● 05-20 World Metrology Day - why do backwards people in USA still use
obsolette British imperial measurement system?! Probably because
otherwise that Washington massonic Phallic column would not measure
those symbolic numbers in feet and inches...?

(2012-05-20 13:00)
[120520_107_N36]

Lon: 106.7, Lat: 35.57

Sunspot at 2012-05-20 13:00, Mag since 2012-05-20 07:15

2012-07-25

?
●?

(2012-07-25 07:15)
[120725_269_N16]

Lon: 268.558, Lat: 15.989

wrong Sunspot at 2012-07-25 07:15 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-both-poles $w, Mag since 2012-07-24 18:00
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2012-08-27

Films and Movies?, Miscegenating women? - wrong
● 08-27 Film and Movies Day in Russia
● 08-27 Saint Monica of Hippo - miscegenating woman known for her
tears suffered from a violent wrong husband...
● 1975-08-27 false messiah Ras Tafari Makonnen (Haile Selasie - Negus
Negest of Black Kush) died... (does his name mean "Head of Claws"?)
(See also Negeste Negest Zewditu...)

(2012-08-27 15:00)
[120827_149_N17]

Lon: 149.39, Lat: 16.83

wrong Sunspot since 2012-08-27 15:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-north-pole $w, Mag since 2012-08-27 06:00

2012-09-09

?
●?

(2012-09-09 09:00)

[120909_50_N17]

Lon: 50.2, Lat: 16.87

Sunspot since 2012-09-09 09:00 (in Jpeg sources since 13:15), Mag since 2012-09-09 03:00

2012-09-16

Saint Ludmila, Saint Ninian, Rosh ha Shanah
● 09-16 Saint Ludmila - her name means "Loving People"
● 09-16 Edward Bouverie Pusey - one of the main promoters of the Oxford
Movement
● 09-16 Saint Ninian - Apostle to the Southern Picts (Scottish people)
● 2012-09-17 was Rosh ha Shanah (New Year in Judaism) - celebrated
from Darkness on the day before... This also means "Beginning of the
Change" - yes jews you need to change your ways for better... or may it
also mean "Chief that Changed" ?

(2012-09-16 08:00)

[120916_302_S23]

Lon: 301.674, Lat: -23.463

Sunspot since 2012-09-16 08:00 high-lat SC25 started uncertain NS-orientation and turned SC25 soon, Mag since 2012-09-16 03:00

2012-10-10 (next)

?
●?

(2012-10-10 13:15)

[121010_25_N32]

Lon: 24.83, Lat: 31.621
B=158.7, A=5

Sunspot at 2012-10-10 13:15 high-lat SC25, Mag since 2012-10-10 08:00, part of 121005_2159_3_36_N8 this Box MaxMag=158.7 MaxArea=5 at
2012-10-10 15:00

2012-10-14 (next)

?
●?

(2012-10-14 19:15)

[121014_286_N4]

Lon: 285.86, Lat: 4.12
B=149.9, A=5

Sunspot at 2012-10-14 19:15 low-lat equatorial, Mag since 2012-10-14 07:15, part of 121009_1000_15n_270_N12 this Box MaxMag=149.9 MaxArea=5

2012-11-12..13 (next)

?
●?

(2012-11-13 00:00)
[121113_256_N25]

Lon: 255.951, Lat: 25.141
B=793.7, A=12

Sunspot since 2012-11-13 00:00, Mag since 2012-11-12 18:00 or since 2012-11-07 12:00, part of 121112_1000_3_272_N14 and
121114_0300_3_167_N19 this Box MaxMag=793.7 MaxArea=12
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2012-11-22

Thanksgiving Day, Saint Cecilia, J.F.Kennedy

(2012-11-22 06:00)

[121122_122_S17]

Lon: 122.036, Lat: -16.748
● 2012-11-22 was fourth Thursday of November - Thanksgiving Day
B=120, A=4
● 11-22 Saint Cecilia - patron saint of musicians... (most probably of
sacred musicians or rather of soul-pleasing music in general but
probably not of just any secular blasphemy and depravity?)... Great
thanks to all church organists and chorals who make the liturgy specially
pleasing to the souls of attending worshippers and angels...
● 1963-11-22 and 1968-11-22 The Beatles released two albums on Saint
Cecilia Day probably not by a coincidence...?
● 1963-11-22 J.F.Kennedy was assassinated by a conspiracy of Chicago mob, CIA and Israeli
agents leading to a "Conspiracy Theory" anti-campaign slogan to cover-up, suppress and ridicule
public knowledge of many following Conspiracies and Wrongdoings... a "Conspiracy Theory"
became an evil magic spell to dumb mind and close eyes of Simpler People by Propaganda Liars
and their Brainwashed Abetters... (While some of these "conspiracy theories" and absurd
accusations are peddled intentionally to discredit the doubting and truther movement...)
If you hear someone accusing some Report or News as a "Conspiracy Theory" then understand
that they want you to stop thinking and listening and to look somewhere else... If you hear some
accusation of a "Conspiracy" or "Clandestine Wrongdoing" that is possible but not sure - then
ask: "How much is it probable or right?" (Usually partially...) and also "What can I do with
that...?" Usually nothing... Possibly start to be healthy suspecting and more vigilant and choose
better whom you Trust...
If you think there is no "Conspiracy" at all, then ask yourself why you think all unelected People
of Power are as stupid as you and do not plan anything? And why do you think that if you are
fair, then everyone else is fair also and has nothing to cover up? That is really naive...
Sunspot since 2012-11-22 06:00 - hidden among two SC24 regions, Mag since 2012-11-21 18:00 or since 2012-11-19 09:00, part of 121122_0000_27_140_S11 this Box cca Mag=120 Area=4 -- parts
merged into neighbouring regions...

2012-12-23 (next)

Fourth Advent Sunday
● 2012-12-23 was Fourth Advent Sunday
● 12-23 Bethlehem Star
● 12-23 Saint Thorlak
● 12-23 O Emanuel

(2012-12-23 03:00)

[121223_83_N11]

Lon: 83.487, Lat: 10.645

Sunspot since 2012-12-23 03:00 low-lat northern SC25, Mag since 2012-12-22 21:00

2013-02-23 (next)

Defender of the Fatherland Day (feast of Patriotism), Polycarp,
Hagia Sophia
● 02-23 Polycarp of Smyrna - one of three chief Apostolic Fathers
● 02-23 Defender of the Fatherland Day (feast of Patriotism)
● 0532-02-23 Hagia Sophia

(2013-02-23 09:00)

[130223_345_S2]

Lon: 345.093, Lat: -1.513

Sunspot at 2013-02-23 09:00 low-lat equatorial SC25 (previous at 2013-02-23 00:00 uncertain), Mag since 2013-02-22 15:00

2013-03-10 (next)

Mothering Sunday
● 2013-03-10 was Laetare Sunday or Mothering Sunday of Lent - "occasion
for honouring the mothers of children and giving them presents"...

(2013-03-10 06:30)

[130310_219_S24]

Lon: 218.72, Lat: -23.901

Sunspot since 2013-03-10 06:30, Mag since 2013-03-07 00:00 or probably since 2013-03-02 09:00
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2013-03-12 (next)

Internet Censorship - wrong

(2013-03-12 03:00)

[130312_93_S5]

● 03-12 is Aztec New Year - Aztecs were cruel and probably deserved their Lon: 93.093, Lat: -4.794
fate
● 03-12 Pope Gregory I the Great ? - was a good Pope with his mission to
Britain...
● 03-12 "World Day Against Cyber Censorship" - it draws attention to
governments censoring the internet but it should rather draw attention
to Unelected Technical Monopolies like Google censoring the content...
Communication Service Provider (like Google Twitter Facebook and Others) should abide by
Telecommunication Laws of impartiality and not dare to judge or censor people's opinions or
message content...
wrong Sunspot since 2013-03-12 03:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-south-pole turned SC25 soon $w2, Mag since 2013-03-11 18:00

2013-03-26

?
●?

(2013-03-26 18:00)

[130326_270_S33]

Lon: 269.7, Lat: -33.4
B=1205.8, A=14

wrong Sunspot since 2013-03-26 18:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-south-pole rather turned SC24 later $w, Mag since 2013-03-25 15:00, part
of 130326_1600_5_272_N1 this Box MaxMag=1205.8 MaxArea=14 on 2013-03-29 05:00 and 130328_0900_21_268_S32 MaxMag=660.3 MaxArea=12
and 130328_1600_18_268_S32 MaxMag=827.4 MaxArea=13

2013-05-28 (next)

?
●?

(2013-05-28 21:00)

[130528_188_S40]

Lon: 188.267, Lat: -40.113

Sunspot since 2013-05-28 21:00 rather wrong than good - unclear polarity neg-to-neg-pole little more SC25 $w?, Mag since 2013-05-27 06:00, missing in
HMIB autodetection due to too high lat

2013-06-05 (next)

Saint Boniface

(2013-06-05 07:00)

[130605_93_S2]

Lon: 93.005, Lat: -1.511
● 06-05 Saint Boniface - Apostle to the Germans... (who possibly invented
the "christmas tree"?)
● 06-05 Baha'i Feast of Nur
● 06-05 World Environment Day - take care of Nature...
● 06-05 World Day against Speciesism - a wrong misconception and lie
similar to "anti-racism" and "anti-sexism" lies... - We are all different and
animals are different too...
● 06-05 Khordad Movement Anniversary in Iran - Iran has the righteous version of Shia Islam
which is why Western Jews so much hate them...
Sunspot since 2013-06-05 07:00 low-lat equatorial SC25, Mag since 2013-06-02 03:00

2013-06-05 (prior) (next)

...
● 06-05 - (see above)...

(2013-06-05 13:00)

[130605_71_S21]

Lon: 70.714, Lat: -21.379

Sunspot at 2013-06-05 13:00, Mag since 2013-06-05 03:00
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2013-06-28 (next)

Irenaeus of Lyon, Malcolm X, Gay Rights Movement - wrong

(2013-06-28 11:45)
[130628_104_N30]

Lon: 103.527, Lat: 30.112
● 06-28 Irenaeus of Lyon - fighting "heresies" with his own lies (about
Simon Magus origins) and proclaiming that "surest source is the church
of Rome" -- see Proverbs 6:16-19
● 06-28 Tau Day = 2*Pi Day
● 1914-06-28 "Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and his wife Sophie
were assassinated in Sarajevo; this was the casus belli of World War I."
● 1964-06-28 criminal racist "Malcolm X formed the Organization of
Afro-American Unity." after betrayal of Nation of Islam - isn't it "racist"? We also need "White
Unity"...
● 1969-06-28 "Stonewall riots began in New York City, marking the start of the Gay Rights
Movement." - "Gay Rights" spoil Western Civilization and anti-gay laws were often righteous...
Sunspot since 2013-06-28 11:45 wrong NS-orientation slightly more SC25 $w, Mag since 2013-06-28 06:00

2013-07-01 (next)

?
● 07-01 Chinese Communists and Hongkong assimilation - wrong (see
2018-07-01)...
● 07-01 ... (many other)

(2013-07-01 21:00)

[130701_54_S31]

Lon: 54.01, Lat: -31.12

wrong sunspot at 2013-07-01 21:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2013-07-01 19:00

2013-08-04

Saint John Vianney - patron saint of parish priests

(2013-08-04 19:00)
[130804_319_N23]

Lon: 319.063, Lat: 23.434
● 08-04 Jean Baptiste Vianney - a saint priest (the Patron Saint of parish
B=1419.2, A=32
priests worldwide) - known for reviving spirituality in a region
devastated by former wrong "Revolution" whose "aftermath had resulted
in religious ignorance and indifference" - that is what we need today
also...
● 08-04 Aristarchus of Thessalonica - fellow prisoner of Saint Paul
● 1987-08-04 – "The FCC rescinded the 'Fairness Doctrine' which had
required radio and television stations to present controversial issues fairly" - thereby creating
the American Propaganda Machine of Fake News... That "Fairness Doctrine" could bring
righteous hearing of opposing opinions instead of single-sided propaganda...
Sunspot since 2013-08-04 19:00, Mag since rolled 2013-07-31 18:00, part of 130730_2200_23n_345_N21 this Box Mag=1419.2 Area=32 - it may be also regarded as only half of polarity since the region
was really wide?

2013-10-26 (next)

Alfred the Great
● 10-26 Alfred the Great - a king fighting Viking invasions - today there are
different invasions ("Refugees") and our "Kings" are not fighting them
enough...
● 10-26 Cedd - Abbot of Lastingham
● 10-26 Philipp Nicolai and Johann Heermann and Paul Gerhardt Lutheran hymnodists further developed by Johann Sebastian Bach...
● 10-26 Blessed Celine Borzecka - foundress of the Sisters of the
Resurrection - poious women are right and probably happy in their lives
with God and Christ...

(2013-10-26 04:00)

[131026_268_N3]

Lon: 267.553, Lat: 3.137
B=2209.9, A=39

Sunspot since 2013-10-26 04:00, low-lat SC25 - initially seemed as with two positive sides rolling from eastern limb, Mag since 2013-10-25 21:00 rolling
from eastern limb, part of 131026_1600_1p_266_N3 this Box MaxMag=2209.9 MaxArea=39 on 2013-10-29 21:00
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2013-12-07 (prior) (next)

?
● 2013-12-08 was Second Advent Sunday
● 12-07 Ambrose (Aurelius Ambrosius) - "one of four traditional Doctors of
the Church"
● 12-07 Eve of the Immaculate Conception
● 1965-12-07 "Catholic-Orthodox Joint Declaration of 1965" - when the
mutual excommunication of The Great Schism of 1054 was withdrawn by
Pope Paul VI and Ecumenical Patriarch Athenagoras I... Specially to
those on the East who have been rejecting this: Keep your faith and
customs but respect the others being different...
● (Pearl Harbor and other negative events are mentioned elsewhere...)
● 2000-12-07 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union

(2013-12-07 22:00)
[131207_105_N15]

Lon: 105.129, Lat: 15.202

Sunspot since 2013-12-07 22:00, Mag since 2013-12-07 15:00

2013-12-28

Feast of the Holy Innocents
● 12-28 "Feast of the Holy Innocents" similar to "April Fools' Day" celebrates "Massacre of the Innocents" - which is a parable and warning
about what is prepared against us by a modern "Herodes" group...
As Bishop Athanasius Schneider "suggested to make it a remembrance
day for the victims of abortion and violence against children" then today
it should be also a remembrance day for the victims of spoiled forced
vaccinations...? (intentionally wrong over-combination instead of the few
original that were helpful... It's not only Autism but it's also Alergies and
ADHD and other illnesses intentionally induced by Pharma Giants to
gain profits... See Rev21:8 and Rev22:15 - "pharmakeusin" was
incorrectly translated as "sorcerers"...)
● 12-28 is orthodox 12-15 - "Synaxis of the Saints of the Crimea" and
"Eleutherius and Antia" and their executioners who suffered with them
● 12-28 as orthodox 12-15 Glorification of Peter Mogila of Kiev

(2013-12-28 10:00)
[131228_176_N20]

Lon: 176.08, Lat: 19.88
B=990.5, A=23

uncertain Sunspot since 2013-12-28 10:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole but turned new SC25 soon $w2, Mag since 2013-12-27 06:00, one of 131227_1600_13n_174_N20
MaxMag=990.5 MaxArea=23 (on 2013-12-30 11:00)

2013-12-30 (next)

?
● 12-30 "Abraham the Writer" of the Syriac Orthodox Church
● 12-30 Frances Joseph-Gaudet - social worker and prison reformer
(woman)
● 12-30 Pope Felix I

(2013-12-30 01:00)
[131230_221_N11]

Lon: 220.925, Lat: 10.570

Sunspot since 2013-12-30 01:00, Mag since 2013-12-29 15:00

2014-02-21 (next)

(unresolved)
● 02-21 International Mother Language Day - it's a good feast - keep your
mother languages but learn others to help intercommunication
● 1958-02-21 Hippie Peace Symbol for nuclear disarmament - while it's
pretended to mean ND in flag language it's actually a broken cross and
a pagan symbol of death and despair...
● 02-21 Musikahan festival - Philippines beware of Noahides deception!
● 02-21 Druk Gyalpo - Bhutan is lovely kingdom but beware of constitution
of South Africa - it has bad consequences...

(2014-02-21 07:00)

[140221_152_S3]

Lon: 152.13, Lat: -2.717

Sunspot since 2014-02-21 07:00 low-lat equatorial SC25/SC24 with two negative sides rolling from eastern limb - probably rather a part of old cycle...
Crossing equator and so it's polarity is confused... $g
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2014-03-08 (next)

?
● 03-08 "International Women's Day" - which celebrated Russian february
revolution of 1917...?
● 03-08 Edward King - bishop of Lincoln in England - prosecuted due to
petty ritualistic complaints by his opponents...

(2014-03-08 21:00)

[140308_34_N27]

Lon: 34.309, Lat: 26.594
B=402, A=9

wrong Sunspot at 2014-03-08 21:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-north-pole $w, Mag since 2014-03-08 15:00, part of 140307_2200_1_110_N38
this Box MaxMag=402.0 MaxArea=9 (on 2014-03-09 19:00)

2014-05-13..14

(unresolved)

(2014-05-13 22:15)

[140513_212_S0]

Lon: 212.21, Lat: -0.12
● 05-13 Our Lady of Fatima - "the Virgin's request for the Consecration of
Russia to the Immaculate Heart of Mary"
● 05-13 John the Silent
● 05-14 Matthias the Apostle
● 05-14 first day of Izumo-taisha Shrine Grand Festival of Shintoism - keep
your good traditions...
● 1796-05-14 "Edward Jenner administered the first smallpox inoculation"
- although the innoculation was brought from Circassians earlier... - recently the vaccinations
have been mis-used by pharma giants to induce illnesses instead of curing them and are
supported by great propaganda efforts and draconian punishments in order to avoid having
control sample of healthy non-vaccinated people...
uncertain Sunspot since 2014-05-13 22:15 (in Fits sources since 2014-05-14 03:00) - low-lat equatorial SC25 $g (0.12 is at uncertainty of equator position...)

2014-05-29

UN "Peacekeepers" are often misused, Digestive unhealth is widespread,
Advertisements are sometimes too aggressive...

(2014-05-29 12:00)

[140529_39_N7]

Lon: 39.224, Lat: 6.53
● 05-29 International Day of United Nations Peacekeepers - while some of
B=159.6, A=4
the Missions are beneficial for the people there, some of them were
probably rather wrong?
● 05-29 Saint Ursula Ledochowska who found convents across
Scandinavian countries (after some diversionary work in Russian
empire) and who found "Congregation of the Ursulines of the Agonizing
Heart of Jesus"... (It's probably right and not wrong...? In Scandinavia
and notably in Sweden there is a wrong and depraved Protestant Church of Sweden with female
priests and even an archbishop and lgbtqp support and various other insanities but I've heard
nothing wrong about the Catholics there...? Probably there are just few...)
● 05-29 World Digestive Health Day - some countries have terrible typical diet causing extreme
obesity and various other diseases... Among reasons for Diabetes is using of Round-up
Glyphosates... The obesity in USA is most probably because people eat too much because their
victuals have poor nutricious value?? Some problems are so wide-spread that they may be
caused by systematic problems...
● 1886-05-29 first advertisement for Coca-Cola - is it healthy and in what amount? Some of the
Advertisements (TV, Newspapers) are another form of payment for watching it but street
billboards (beside shop front-signs) are visual polution and outright theft because who owns the
wall usually does not own the pavement on which the people walk and they steal people's
attention... Ads on internet are also a form of payment for reading that site but some are too
aggressive and thereby expensive for the reader... Better choose reading a site that is not
aggressive against you... Advertisement induces people into Consumerism and wrong desire of
vain things and is not only a visual polution but also a spiritual polution...
wrong Sunspot since 2014-05-29 12:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2014-05-29 06:00, part of 140529_0600_5_39_N7 this Box Mag=159.6 Area=4 at 2014-05-29 12:00
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2014-06-01

Abuse of Children is wrong

(2014-06-01 21:00)

[140601_319_S11]

Lon: 318.692, Lat: -11.484
● 06-01 Children's Day - today's propaganda prevents righteous fostering
of children... Minor bodily punishments are often necessary... It needs to
be moderate but it cannot be forbidden completely... Everyone should
have a Human Right to foster own children and to be fostered by own
parents... Unless the Child itself begs for help, the State must not steal
children from families with abuse of power and various wrong
"justifications"...
CPS in USA is among worst crimes against humanity - where are all those confiscated children?!
Forced Child Labour and more so if in unhealthy conditions is a shame of humanity and vulture
capitalism-colonialism...
There is a problem with "Population Chernobyl" in Africa - unrestrained exponential growth is
impossible to sustain and inevitably leads to a catastrophe unless started to be controled sooner
than too late - the planet is not infinite...
(the "yellow" field arround the sunspot possibly reads hebrew  דור- "generation" or "to heap
up"...)
● 06-01 Justin Martyr was a good philosopher who is "regarded as the foremost exponent of the
Divine Word, the Logos" and who exonerated Greek philosophers for early Christianity...
wrong Sunspot since 2014-06-01 21:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w (in Jpeg sources at 2014-06-02 01:00), Mag since 2014-06-01 18:00 or since 2014-05-29 00:00 when rolled old
remnant

2014-06-22 (next)

Thomas More, Saint Alban, Utopia and sci-fi

(2014-06-22 19:00)

[140622_50_S1]

Lon: 50.275, Lat: -1.131
● 06-22 Thomas More (06-22 in Catholic church and 07-06 in Anglican
churches) - Utopia and sci-fi
● 06-22 Saint Alban - first british martyr (also "sci-fi" legends)
● was 06-22 but shifted elsewhere: Eusebius of Samosata - opponent of
Arianism - Arianism was probably rather right than wrong and First
Council of Nicaea just promulgated the curse against opponents... but
church unity was more important than petty disputes and it was too
early to fragment Christianity at that time...
● 06-22 is orthodox 06-09 Cyril of Alexandria - was not much good figure - see Hypatia article and
not only Hypatia but also Timothy supporters
Sunspot since 2014-06-22 19:00 (in Fits sources since 18:00) low-lat equatorial SC25

2014-10-14 (prior)

?

(2014-10-14 12:00)
[141014_301_N24]

Lon: 300.736, Lat: 24.176
● 10-14 Intercession of the Theotokos (or is it shifted to other date in
B=2386.5, A=35
Julian calendar?)
● 10-14 World Standards Day - this promotes free competition instead of
private monopolies...
● 10-14 Day of the Cathedral of the Living Pillar - in Gruziya (who strives
to erase that name from world history... while "gruz iah" means "cut off
by Lord" in hebrew and it may be even about that Living Pillar...? (Or
rather because in Russian "gruz, gruzit'" means "bulk, burden, load"?
Then I understand why they want to get rid of that name...) Gruziya
(originally probably "gurzi" and in Syriac spelled as "gurz-iyan" today
striving to be named "Georgia" and really named "Sakartvelo") may be
related to ancient Khazaria which may be among reasons why they want
to get rid of that name...? I dislike attempts to erase the history even if it was unpleasant...)
Sunspot since 2014-10-14 12:00, Mag since 2014-10-13 03:00, part of 141013_2000_9_297_N3 this box MaxMag=2386.5 MaxArea=35? (autodetection includes neighbouring region... these values
summed from synoptic maps - max on 2014-10-18)
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2014-11-02 (next)

All Souls Day
● 11-02 All Souls Day
● 11-02 Coronation of Haile Selasie - rastafarians are wrong society
decadence and a false religion
● 11-02 "International Day to End Impunity for Crimes Against Journalists"
- crimes against jouralists are wrong - but there is heavy censorship
against dissenting views and many "journalists" are a cabal of evil liars
causing great damage...

(2014-11-02 16:00)

[141102_94_N6]

Lon: 94.35, Lat: 5.883

Sunspot since 2014-11-02 16:00, low-lat SC25

2014-11-21

?

(2014-11-21 23:00)

[141121_187_S5]

Lon: 187.39, Lat: -4.88
● 11-21 Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary
● 1676-11-21 "The Danish astronomer Ole Romer presented the first
quantitative measurements of the speed of light"
● 1877-11-21 "Thomas Edison announced his invention of the phonograph,
a machine that can record and play sound"
● 1905-11-21 Einstein's E=mc2 equation was published...
● 11-21 World Television Day? - most Television channels were turned to
an oligarch and establishment brainwashing propaganda machines...
● 1969-11-21 "The first permanent ARPANET link was established between UCLA and SRI" - is this
the origin of Internet? -- always verify what Television presents with information sources you
choose and not them... - Internet brought real Freedom of Information before Oligarchs and
Burreaucrats started struggling to limit it...
Sunspot since 2014-11-21 23:00, low-lat SC25

2014-11-26 (next)

Sport fanaticism - wrong
● 1917-11-26 "The National Hockey League was formed" - sport fanaticism
degrades people...
● (11-26 was original date of Thanksgiving Day - but it has been moved...)

(2014-11-26 22:00)
[141126_153_N17]

Lon: 152.635, Lat: 16.862

Sunspot since 2014-11-26 22:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2014-11-25 19:00 or since 2014-11-22 04:00

2014-11-27 (next)

Thanksgiving Day, Nobel prize

(2014-11-27 04:00)
[141127_151_N18]

Lon: 151.22, Lat: 18.06
● 2014-11-27 was fourth thursday in November - Thanksgiving Day
● 11-27 Naval Infantry Day (Russia)
● 1895-11-27 Nobel prize was established - Nobel prize for peace has been
irreversibly stained by Obama, Roosevelt, Churchill and other war
criminals receiving it (and by an attempt to give it to ISIS terrorists of
"White Helmets") - while physics Nobel prize was stained by WMAP
team liars and other blunders like claims of Higgs Bosson being related
to matter's mass... it is a "peer-review" prize often given by one blunderers to others... Of cause
there are good and bad exceptions...
Sunspot since 2014-11-27 04:00 - second distinct sunspot region on almost same place quickly swallowed the 11-26 sunspot..., Mag since 2014-11-25 19:00 or since 2014-11-22 04:00
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2014-12-21 (next)

-● unknown polarity, one of turning sunspots, this one with a center-point
on Second Christmas Day...

(2014-12-21 07:00)
[141221_109_N17]

Lon: 109.0, Lat: 16.52

Sunspot since 2014-12-21 07:00 - turning sunspot rolled as normal old SC24 from eastern limb and gradually turned to SC25 polarity counter to the
differential rotation flow and reconnected elsewhere - $g (crossed northward orientation at 2014-12-26 between 21:00 and 22:00)... Maybe it's just
a normal phenomenon since later I found multiple such "turning" spots - usually the strongest ones either overflow opposite field in another direction or
gradually turn from Earth's view-point and it would be interesting to find if they "turn" from any view-point or if they "turn" to track Earth planet...? The
coronal field-lines in AIA171 seem to reconnect elsewhere when it turns so it may not be simply a matter of our view-point...? It deserves further scientific
investigation...

2015-01-09 (next)

?
● 01-09 "Start of Hoonko (Nishi Honganji) January 9-16 - Jodo Shinshu
Buddhism" -- keeping good traditions is right...
● 01-09 "Non-resident Indian Day" aka "Pravasi Bharatiya Divas" H1B-visa invasion into America is Wrong !
● 01-09 Saint Stephen in old-calendar Orthodox Church

(2015-01-09 13:00)

[150109_310_N6]

Lon: 310.14, Lat: 6.21
B=205.5, A=7

Sunspot since 2015-01-09 13:00 low-lat SC25 behind old huge SC24 region, Mag since 2015-01-08 00:00, part of 150106_2000_2_261_N16 this Box
Mag=205.5 Area=7

2015-01-25 (next)

Christian Unity, Feast of Conversion of Saint Paul
● 01-25 Feast of the Conversion of Saint Paul
● 01-25 "the last day of the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity"
● 01-25 should be feast of "Saint Gregory the Theologian of Nazianzus"
but it is moved elsewhere in most churches...

(2015-01-25 16:00)

[150125_65_S3]

Lon: 65.328, Lat: -2.866

Sunspot since 2015-01-25 16:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2015-01-25 09:00, part of 150126_1700_7_68_S2 MaxMag=3066.9 (this box on 2015-01-27
03:00)
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2015-02-08..09 (next)

False McCarthyism, Davis Cup, Stasi, fake lawsuits against Scouts
- wrong...

(2015-02-09 00:00)

[150209_210_N7]

Lon: 210.296, Lat: 7.493
● 1950-02-09 McCarthyism Second Red Scare - until this day USA is
B=288.8, A=8
infiltrated by "communists" but they are Jewish and not Russians! - that
is why all jewish mass-media cries against Russia all the time to make
you look elsewhere...
● 1900-02-09 "The Davis Cup competition was established"
● 02-09 Saint Maron day (Maronite Church) - was not wrong...
● 1950-02-08 Stasi secret police was established
● 1910-02-08 Boy Scouts of America was incorporated... Scouting is very
good for boys... -- it is a pitty you've let the BSA be harmed recently defend your scouts! - those "sex-abuse" trials are wrong inquisition-like
attempt to destroy the movement and it's a wrong collective guilt
principle... If there is as anywhere else someone from 2% depraved gay
community in the ranks of scouts it's his personal problem and an organization must not be
destroyed by fake law-suits... the judges in these trials are criminals and should be impeached
and their previous rulings in this annulated...
"boys will be boys" is a truth and a desired outcome but bullying should be discouraged and
protected...
● 02-08 Parinirvana Day - only in some Mahayana Buddhism traditions - probably not wrong...
● 02-08 Propose Day - probably not wrong...?
wrong Sunspot since 2015-02-09 00:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-north-pole slightly more SC25 $w, Mag since 2015-02-08 21:00, part of 150208_0500_6_192_N8 this Box Mag=288.8
Area=8

2015-02-11 (next)

UN women - confused and wrong feminism, Our Lady of Lourdes
- confused crown or EU stars

(2015-02-11 01:00)
[150211_215_N28]

Lon: 215.119, Lat: 27.512
● 02-11 UN women - confused and wrong feminism and "gender equality"
B=315.7, A=12
lies...
● 02-11 Our Lady of Lourdes -- later placing Crown on Mary is not right there should be Halo but King is God the Father and there should not
rule a Queen - it builds a dangerous symbolism for ruling women - see
Rev18:7 ... Woman with twelve starts from Rev12 is "Europe" and not
"Virgin Mary" who is in heaven already and not here fighting our
"Dragons"...
● 02-11 World Day of the Sick - probably right feast but you should contemplate what you did
wrong to endure suffering since it's often to help you recognize some fault
● 2013-02-11 Pope Benedict XVI resigned - that was righteous when he did not feel fit for the
office due to aging...
former head of "Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith" which is a continuation of Inquisition
and it was a wrong and unsaint society in the past... (not only due to sentencing Galileo Galilei) some of their canonical judgements are right but some are wrong...
wrong Sunspot since 2015-02-11 01:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole or high-lat SC24 $w, Mag since 2015-02-10 10:00 or since 2015-02-08 07:00, part of 150208_0500_6_192_N8
this Box MaxMag=315.7 MaxArea=12 at 2015-02-11 01:00

2015-03-01 (next)

Reminiscere Sunday
● 03-01 was start of Roman calendar
● 03-01 World Civil Defence Day
● 2015-03-01 was "Reminiscere Sunday" of Lent (second Sunday of Lent)
● 03-01 Samiljeol - March 1st movement in Korea?

(2015-03-01 03:00)

[150301_15_S21]

Lon: 14.57, Lat: -20.778

Sunspot since 2015-03-01 03:00, Mag since 2015-02-27 06:00
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2015-03-01 (prior)

(2015-03-01 22:00)
[150301_349_N22]

"Non-discrimination" Discrimination
● 03-01 "Zero Discrimination Day" is wrong feast of the decadent who
"discriminate" upright continuation of society by their decadency and
"gender and diversity and lgbtqp" propaganda - promoted by UNAIDS
which is AIDS of the society - breach and inactivation of social
auto-immunity...
(Unlike what the Wikipedia page of UNAIDS states but the AIDS
originated most probably from vaccination against Hepatitis mixed from
samples from American gays...)
● 03-01 Self-injury Awareness Day - it's nothing to be normalized...
● (03-01 see above)

Lon: 348.842, Lat: 21.939
B=217.5, A=8

Sunspot since 2015-03-01 22:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2015-02-28 21:00, part of 150223_1400_17n_349_N2 this Box Mag=217.5 Area=8

2015-03-03

Wildlife trafficking is wrong, medieval Caliphates and Serfdom were
wrong also...

(2015-03-03 19:00)
[150303_348_N24]

Lon: 348.386, Lat: 24.31
● 03-03 World Wildlife Day - "the General Assembly reaffirmed the
B=513.48, A=12
intrinsic value of wildlife and its various contributions, including
ecological, genetic, social, economic, scientific, educational, cultural,
recreational and aesthetic, to sustainable development and human
well-being." and "ensuring that international trade does not threaten the
survival of species"... - Wildlife is marvelous and it's protection is
beneficial but Wildlife trafficking is very wrong, especially with the
endangered rare species... If you need to use animal products then care for the domestic animals
in exchange for their proceeds but hunting wildlife animals is a theft and unjust murder - unless
it is a necessary reduction of overbreeded bulk...
● 03-03 John and Charles Wesley - were probably not wrong
● 1924-03-03 Islamic Ottoman Caliphate was abolished by Ataturk - a big empire dictatorship was
and is wrong...
● 1861-03-03 freeing serfs by Alexander II of Russia - was righteous...
The "Social Contract" should be such balanced that The People obey and help the common
voluntarily and proportionally for the good of their neighbours and children and themselves
also...
Sunspot since 2015-03-03 19:00 same region as 03-01 reformed and turned SC25 and wrong again neg-to-pos-pole - neg part has been traveling up... $w, Mag since 2015-02-28 21:00, part of
150223_1400_17n_349_N2 this Box Mag=513.48 Area=12

2015-03-05 (next)

Joseph Stalin??

(2015-03-05 19:00)
[150305_278_N20]

Lon: 278.46, Lat: 20.04
● 03-05 Theophilus of Caesarea
B=149.6, A=5
● 1953-03-05 Joseph Stalin died - that who saved the world from Hitler
and Trotskyist judeo-bolsheviks... - now they accuse him of all
wrong-doing of jewish NKVD and Cheka but Stalin was just not strong
enough to oppose them... it's forbidden to doubt Stalin's guilt so that you
do not ask about all those truly wrong people behind all the wrong-doing
of NKVD and Gulags...
● 03-05 John Joseph of the Cross
● 03-05 China "Learn from Lei Feng Day" - soldier in Mao-ce-tung's army - so let's learn that
erasing Culture and Spirituality in a nation leads to spirit-less and culture-less shallow dumb
people who delight in kitsch and see nothing better than mobile phones and dumbly obey wrong
dictatorship - that we should learn from Mao's "Culture Revolution" and it's consequences...
Sunspot since 2015-03-05 19:00, Mag since 2015-03-05 15:00, part of 150223_1400_17n_349_N2 this Box Mag=149.6 Area=5
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2015-04-13 (next)

Orthodox Easter Monday, Thomas Jefferson
● 2015-04-13 was Orthodox Easter Monday - a "start of new time"...
● 04-13 Jefferson's Birthday in USA - "Jefferson is regarded as a leading
spokesman for democracy and republicanism in the era of the
Enlightenment"
● 04-13 Katyn memorial day - when soviet Lavrentiy Beria and NKVD jews
murdered polish prisoners and jews
● 04-13 South and Southeast Asian New Year
● 04-13 Pope Martin I the Confessor

(2015-04-13 19:00)
[150413_100_N16]

Lon: 100.489, Lat: 16.263
B=181.1, A=6

Sunspot since 2015-04-13 19:00 (in Fits sources since 15:00) and again after some pause since 2015-04-17 10:00, Mag since 2014-04-13 13:00 - in front of another huge old region..., part of
150413_1400_1_69_N33 this Box Mag=181.1 Area=6

2015-04-16 (prior)

?

(2015-04-16 19:00)
[150416_135_N26]

Lon: 134.557, Lat: 25.610
● 04-16 Saint Engratia and Countless Martyrs of Zaragoza - captured by
B=182, A=4
a treachery of the governor
● 04-16 Isabella Gilmore - is it right to establish female diaconate?
probably: "to provide pastoral care, especially for other women" - but
female priests cause a lot of harm especially in decadent Sweden...
● 2003-04-16 Treaty of Accession into EU - EU has become a burreaucratic
dictatorship with a complete lack of democracy while the sole
"democratic" institution - the EU Parliament - started to be gravely and hatefuly anti-national
depriving speech of deputies with national flags...
wrong Sunspot since 2015-04-16 19:00 high-lat unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2015-04-16 06:00, 150416_2200_3_134_N25 MaxMag=182.0 MaxArea=4

2015-04-16 (next)

...
● 04-16 see above

(2015-04-16 07:00)
[150416_140_N13]

Lon: 140.495, Lat: 13.446
B=454.6, A=7

wrong Sunspot since 2015-04-16 07:00 high-lat unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2015-04-16 03:00, part of
150416_2200_5_143_N10 this Box Mag=454.6 Area=7 on 2015-04-17 00:00
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2015-04-17

?(wrong turned better)?

(2015-04-17 04:00)

[150417_134_S2]

Lon: 134.315, Lat: -2.435
● 04-17 Stephen Harding and Cistercian order - was not wrong...?
B=791.9, A=15
● 04-17 World Hemophilia Day - (a genetic disease predominantly from
jews (H-C) and "nobility" (H-B) that is now spreading more due to better
chances for survival of affected males...) - the better is the health-care
for genetically impaired (and it's not only Hemophilia but mainly IVF)
the more is the collective genofond being degraded - natural selection
has been improving us over long ages...
● 1790-04-17 died Benjamin Franklin - a freemason politician and physicist - one of chief
masterminds behind creation of United States and it's Constitution and who invented the
Lightning Rod (which may have been among major purposes of that phallic pillar in Washington
DC?)... His Thirteen Virtues and worth considering and implementing - among else... But as I
dislike this number thirteen (masonic influence?) I would add perhaps the fourteenth to that
advise: "Respect others being different"...
A very important quote of Benjamin Franklin you should contemplate:
"The man who trades Freedom for Security does not deserve nor will he ever receive either." -Not only but boldly underscored by present Coronavirus crisis so that many start to understand
it...
● 1905-04-17 "The Supreme Court of the United States decided Lochner v. New York, which holds
that the 'right to free contract' is implicit in the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution" - "Freedom of contract is the freedom of
individuals and groups to form contracts without government restrictions" - including "economic
sanctions" - so the American gangster piracy and economic terrorism of Economic Sanctions on
third parties outside or inside of USA jurisdiction is also Unconstitutional beside it is plainly
wrong...? (But otherwise that Amendment seems more or less wrong and unfair also...) (Consider
that it is a severe flaw of Democratic principles if the Judicial branch assumes or usurps
responsibility of Legislative branch creating Legislative by their Decisions outside of Parliament
and then those able to Buy more clever Advocates and election of few Attorneys can by-pass
Parliament with their influencing of Legislative...)
● 1949-04-17 the Taize Community was de-facto established (although it was contemplated and
prepared earlier by Brother Roger Schutz) - one of the world's most important sites of Christian
pilgrimage with a focus on youth...
Sunspot since 2015-04-17 04:00 low-lat equatorial unclear polarity neg-to-pos-pole started as SC24 and later turned SC25 $w2, Mag since 2015-04-16 21:00 (or since 2015-04-10 06:00 - started in place
of normal old SC24), part of 150416_1500_9_132_S3 this Box MaxMag=791.9 MaxArea=15

2015-06-05 (prior)

Saint Boniface
● 06-05 Saint Boniface - Apostle to the Germans... (who possibly invented
the "christmas tree"?)
● 06-05 Baha'i Feast of Nur
● 06-05 World Environment Day - take care of Nature...
● 06-05 World Day against Speciesism - a wrong misconception and lie
similar to "anti-racism" and "anti-sexism" lies... - We are all different and
animals are different too...
● 06-05 Khordad Movement Anniversary in Iran - Iran has the righteous
version of Shia Islam which is why Western Jews so much hate them...

(2015-06-05 07:00)

[150605_82_S12]

Lon: 81.5, Lat: -12.37
B=6758.8, A=48

Sunspot since 2015-06-05 07:00, Mag since 2015-06-05 04:00 rolling from eastern limb, part of 150605_2000_19n_79_S13 this Box MaxMag=6758.8
MaxArea=48 (or cca 4000? on 2015-06-12 15:00)
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(2015-06-26 16:00)

2015-06-26 (prior) (next)

[150626_210_N9]

International Day against Torture and Drug
Trafficking, Isabel Hapgood
● 06-26 Isabel Florence Hapgood - translator and ecumenist - "key figure
in the dialogue between Western Christianity and Orthodoxy"
● 06-26 International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking trafficking drugs into foreign country is a war crime against civilian
population
● 06-26 International Day in Support of Victims of Torture
● 06-26 World Refrigeration Day - established in UK in 2018 as
a counter-feast to not talk about torture and drug trade? - and mixes
"diversity" in the feast - it is a satanic feast
● 1824-06-26 Birtday of William Thomson Kelvin

Lon: 209.694, Lat: 9.443
B=913.3, A=15

Sunspot since 2015-06-26 16:00, Mag since 2015-06-26 07:00, part of 150626_1100_2p_209_N10 MaxMag=913.3 MaxArea=15 (on 2015-06-28 12:00)

2015-07-20

(2015-07-20 15:00)

[150720_269_S7]

Feminism is wrong

Lon: 268.85, Lat: -7.145
● 07-20 Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Amelia Bloomer, Sojourner Truth, and
Harriet Ross Tubman - feminism activists celebrated in Episcopal
Church... Woman false claims of Equality destroy Harmony of Good
Families (today in consequences)...
The negative (yellow) field arround the spot reads hebrew  רדיwhich
means "Domineering" (from "to rule, have dominion, dominate, tread
down") - woman attempts at Domination and Equal Quotas in Leadership
are worst of that all - often incompetent but obedient of wrong authority behind and often
merciless to the subjects governed to the detriment of both men and women...
● 07-20 Margaret the Virgin - refused to mary and was tortured and swallowed by a Dragon (a
parable legend)...
One common example of such "Dragon" is an epidemy of "Wine Auntism" when the lack of family
love is replaced by vain exhilaration leading to inner emptiness and increased usage of
psycho-pharmacology drugs like anti-depressants and anti-anxiety treatments...
wrong Sunspot at 2015-07-20 15:00 with only neg half of field in old SC24 remnant $w (in Jpeg sources only at 2015-07-21 19:00), Mag since 2015-07-15 18:00

2015-08-12

International Youth Day
● 08-12 International Youth Day - remember that Children are the most
important and their upbringing (raising) should not be underestimated...
● 08-12 World Elephant Day
● 08-12 Sea Org Day of Scientology - that is a wrong sect...
● 08-12 Russian railway troops and air force day

(2015-08-12 22:00)

[150812_270_S12]

Lon: 269.74, Lat: -11.621
B=7080.3, A=109

Sunspot since 2015-08-12 22:00, Mag since 2015-08-12 12:00, 150812_1200_4_272_S7 MaxMag=7080.3 MaxArea=109
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2015-09-01

World Wars were wrong
● 1939-09-01 start of World War II when England and Poland pushed
Germany (Hitler) into the War against the East with an intent to destroy
Soviet Union... Deadliest conflict in human history...

(2015-09-01 06:00)

[150901_17_N5]

Lon: 16.6, Lat: 4.85
B=2058.777, A=25

wrong sunspot since 2015-09-01 06:00 in front of normal SC24 turned wrong... $w, Mag since 2015-08-31 13:00, part of 150902_2100_4p_10_N21 this
Box MaxMag=2058.777 MaxArea=25 on 2015-09-03 03:00 - then joined by another SC24...

2015-09-19

?

(2015-09-19 03:00)

[150919_184_N3]

● 09-19 Theodore of Tarsus Archbishop of Canterbury - known for "reform Lon: 183.713, Lat: 3.103
B=187.54, A=7
of the English Church and establishment of a school in Canterbury ...
resulting in a golden age of Anglo-Saxon scholarship" and "may even
have been responsible for the introduction of the Litany of the Saints
into the West"
● 09-19 Januarius patron saint of Naples - with a pagan alchemical ritual
of blood liquefaction...
● 09-19 Our Lady of La Salette - "a Marian apparition reported by two children in 1846" - to some
Christians probably any woman-figure apparition would be a Virgin Mary herself...?
● 1946-09-19 "The speech by Winston Churchill at the University of Zurich" as a consequence of
which "Council of Europe was founded"... - Council of Europe would be a good replacement when
the Burreaucratic Totality of EU will eventually fall apart...
Sunspot since 2015-09-19 03:00, Mag since 2015-09-18 18:00, part of 150918_1400_3_196_N13 this Box MaxMag=187.54 MaxArea=7

2015-10-07

Henry Muhlenberg, Sergius and Bacchus - military friends,
Averting of Ottoman conquest of Europe in Battle of Lepanto
● 10-07 Our Lady of the Rosary - celebrating victory over Ottoman navy in
1571 in Battle of Lepanto "marking the turning-point of Ottoman military
expansion into the Mediterranean"... - that is when European powers
united in a "Holy League" against Ottomans... (although that league was
made of quite unholy members)
● 10-07 Sergius and Bacchus - military friends and probably not gays...
● 10-07 Henry Muhlenberg - "considered the patriarch of the Lutheran
Church in the United States"
● 1952-10-07 Vladimir Putin was born... a very righteous ruler...

(2015-10-07 23:00)

[151007_276_N3]

Lon: 275.695, Lat: 3.474
B=278.4, A=7

Sunspot since 2015-10-07 23:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2015-10-06 15:00, 151007_1459_24n_275_N3 MaxMag=278.4 MaxArea=7

2015-10-27 (next)

Audiovisual heritage?
● 10-27 World Day for Audiovisual Heritage - we should take care of our
archives (and not only audio-visual - do not allow Oligarchs erasing
archives!) and also note the "digital obsolescence" when player devices
become unavailable for older media types...
● 0312-10-27 Vision of Constantine - that introduced Christianity into
Europe... - and also introduced "Sunday" as a day of the rest - see Sol
Invictus...

(2015-10-27 04:00)

[151027_47_N28]

Lon: 46.755, Lat: 27.926
B=165.2, A=6

Sunspot since 2015-10-27 04:00, Mag since 2015-10-27 00:00, part of 151025_0600_22n_27_N16 this Box Mag=165.2 Area=6
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2015-10-27 (prior)

...
● 10-27 (see above)

(2015-10-27 10:00)

[151027_50_S1]

Lon: 50.466, Lat: -1.234
B=128.6, A=3

Sunspot since 2015-10-27 10:00 low-lat equatorial SC25, part of 151026_1700_23n_53_N8 this Box MaxMag=128.6 MaxArea=3

2015-11-01..02 (prior) (next)

(2015-11-02 00:00)
[151102_302_N24]

All Saints Day 11-01, All Souls Day 11-02
● 11-01 All Saints Day
● 11-02 All Souls Day

Lon: 301.767, Lat: 24.155
B=1403, A=39

Sunspot since 2015-11-02 00:00, Mag since rolled 2015-10-29 09:00, part of 151029_0100_26n_319_N7 MaxMag=1403.0 MaxArea=39

2015-11-03 (next)

(2015-11-03 16:00)

[151103_1_S7]

Silvia and pregnant women
● 11-03 Saint Silvia - the mother of Saint Gregory the Great - patroness of
pregnant women - "was noted for her great piety and she gave her sons
an excellent education"...
● 11-03 Richard Hooker - "has been regarded as the originator of the
Anglican "via media" between Protestantism and Catholicism ... only
sought to oppose the Puritan extremists"...
● 11-03 Blessed Rupert Mayer - leading figure of the Catholic resistance to
Nazism in Munich - a brave and straight man...

Lon: 0.701, Lat: -7.172
B=313.1, A=9

Sunspot since 2015-11-03 16:00, Mag since 2015-11-02 06:00, 151103_1100_2p_1_S3 MaxMag=313.1 MaxArea=9 (when merged with neighbours MaxMag=313.1 MaxArea=9)

2015-11-04 (next)

...
● 11-04 right - see 2016-11-04 and 2019-11-04...

(2015-11-04 16:00)
[151104_277_N16]

Lon: 277.299, Lat: 15.783

Sunspot since 2015-11-04 16:00, Mag since 2015-11-04 13:00, too weak and missing in HMIB autodetection

2015-11-15 (prior)

(various)

(2015-11-15 13:00)

[151115_135_S4]

● 11-15 Albertus Magnus - Dominican friar and bishop and one of greatest Lon: 135.437, Lat: -4.256
B=80.3, A=3
German philosophers ("most modern knowledge of Aristotle was
preserved and presented by Albert")
● 11-15 martyrdom of Richard Whiting last abbot of Glastonbury
● 11-15 Day of the Imprisoned Writer - let's remember modern martyr
Julian Assange of WikiLeaks - a great hero of information age and
a persecuted journalist...
● 11-15 Winter Lent in Eastern Orthodox Churches who use Revised Julian Calendar...
● 11-15 Shichi-Go-San festival in Japan "to celebrate the growth and well-being of young children"
● 11-15 Leopold III known as Leopold the Good - patron saint of Austria
● 11-15 Francis Asbury and George Whitefield - one of the founders of Methodism and evangelical
movement...
● (... and others ...)
Sunspot since 2015-11-15 13:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2015-11-15 09:00, part of 151114_0400_5_180_N7 this Box Mag=80.3 Area=3 on 2015-11-15 13:00
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2015-12-03 (next)

Francis Xavier Jesuit Inquisitor - wrong, UN "Disabled Persons"
equality and leadership - wrong lies

(2015-12-03 18:00)
[151203_289_N16]

Lon: 288.762, Lat: 16.037
● 12-03 Francis Xavier the Jesuit and Goa Inquisition - was exporting
B=146.5, A=5
christianity into Japan and India and started a Goa Inquisition to punish
"crypto-hinduists" who dared to retain their original culture - a very
wrong deed...
● 12-03 Johann Nepomuk von Tschiderer - probably a good prelate taking
care of sick and poor...
● 12-03 "United Nations' International Day of Persons with Disabilities" promoting falsehoods of "Equality" and wrongdoing of "Inclusiveness" which leads to disable
normal people to the level of the naturally disabled... We are not Equal. And "Inclusive
Education" which debases level of education of the majority in the name of "Inclusiveness" of the
disabled and un-educatable is wrong treason against us The People... There should be special
schools for elite students in order not to brake them to the level of the normal people and special
schools for students with learning disabilities in order not to brake the normal people to the level
of the disabled... Freedom of choice and Freedom of personal Evolution of All and not only of the
"Disabled"... In last years 2018 and 2019 these UN promote "empowering and equality and
inclusiveness and leadership" - which "equality" is false and "inclusiveness" is harming the
majority but "empowering and leadership" (quotas for disabled people in leadership positions?)
are outright dangerous treason...
(While some chivalry is needed for women, children and the weak in general but it should not be
done as to harm advancement of the majority and ultimately the Best and most Skilled ones
should Lead and not the Worst or Disabled...)
wrong Sunspot at 2015-12-03 18:00 NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole or only half field? $w, Mag since 2015-11-27 00:00 when rolled, part of 151202_0800_5_229_N7 this Box Mag=146.5 Area=5 on
2015-12-03 18:00

2015-12-30 (prior) (next)

Prison reforms

(2015-12-30 07:00)
[151230_297_N26]

Lon: 296.98, Lat: 25.83
● 12-30 "Abraham the Writer" of the Syriac Orthodox Church
B=118.3, A=4
● 12-30 Frances Joseph-Gaudet - social worker and prison reformer
● 12-30 Pope Felix I - who was alleged to establish Masses above the
graves of Martyrs...
● 12-30 is Orthodox 12-17 - Prophet Daniel and the Three Holy Youths who survived the fiery furnace in that legend and who seem somehow
paired with wrong anniversary 1922-12-30 of establishment of USSR as
the Russian people survived that fiery furnace of Soviet Bolshevism and restored their Christian
faith...?
Sunspot since 2015-12-30 07:00, Mag since 2015-12-29 21:00, part of 151227_0700_3p_355_N2 this Box MaxMag=118.3 MaxArea=4

2015-12-31 (next)

Silvester drunk-feast - wrong...
● 12-31 Silvester (New Year's Eve) drunk-feast is a bad feast today...
A false Saint Sylvester legend was created to vindicate Theocracy of
Popes ruling over Emperors...

(2015-12-31 16:00)
[151231_275_N15]

Lon: 275.182, Lat: 14.796
B=75.1, A=3

wrong sunspot since 2015-12-31 16:00 (in fits sources at 15:00) with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2015-12-31 13:00,
part of 151227_0700_3p_355_N2 this Box Mag=75.1 Area=3
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2016-01-02

Cultural fornication is wrong

(2016-01-02 19:00)

[160102_222_S8]

Lon: 222.154, Lat: -7.710
● (There are not much "wrong" feasts on Jan 2 except "Vedanayagam
B=257.4, A=4
Samuel Azariah" and while investigating more there may be
a specification: the magnetic field around that spot reads on morning
2016-01-02 hebrew " נאףto commit adultery, to apostatize" and at the
time of that spot at evening hardly discernable "Tamil India" in uppercase
latin letters but that could be a random noise since usually there are not
inscriptions in magnetic field like that... But it could be a specification
what is wrong on Jan 2 and it just confirms to Me what I deduced earlier
from a Calendary and it induced me to describe it in more detail...)
● 01-02 Vedanayagam Samuel Azariah - wrong Indian "saint" who was
called by Mahatma Gandhi as "postcolonial Indians' 'Enemy Number
One'" - probably because he continued the Anglican influence over India...
"A pioneer of Christian ecumenism in India" and "wrote articles on
Christian mission such as 'The Necessity of Christian Unity for the
missionary enterprise of the world' (but Christianity or Missionary work should not be an
'enterprise'?!) and 'The Expansion of Christianity' as well as published a number of works in his
native Tamil as well as Telugu" and "Two years later one of his dreams was realized and a united
Church of South India was formed, for the first time unifying an episcopal church (Anglican) with
non-episcopal churches (Congregational, Presbyterian, Methodist) since the Reformation." which is also among that "spiritual adultery and fornication"... While we should respect each
other's Church we should not mix into one mould and clump of generic "a Christianity" leaving
our evolved traditions for some spiritual uniform... As Indians or Koreans do not understand
nuances in European Spiritual movements (same as I do not understand much nuances in Indian
Spiritual Movements and Ethnic Groups) exporting Christianity to their lands may eventually
backfire when Indian or Korean versions of Christianity would strive to be re-imported into
Europe... I suggest against such Spiritual Adultery...
He was chosen here as a representative and wrong member of Tamil People due to
miscegenation and both cultural and genetic mixture of various streams... Tamil Nadu - the land
of gypsy-like people mixed from Iranian (Aryan) and Eastern and Darker people with cults which
seem absurd to me (but much less harmful than for example Aztecs)... It's not easy for me to
decide nuances of Sri Lanka problems between Tamil and Sinhalese (as I've been writing
yesterday about Tamil Tigers on 2016-11-27)... I do not know what and if something else is
wrong with Tamil or Indian people? (Do not genocide them! but do not mix with them...) I
suggest against importing these Indian people (in general) into other continents for further
genetic adultery of nations and I also suggest against re-import of modified Christianity or other
strange Philosofies (as Vaishnavism) from Far East into the West in general... (The various
"gods" of Vaishnavism are rather quite demonic and psychedelic figures and they are specific to
Indian culture and let them stay there as is appropriate for spiritual level of Indian people...?)
(And just a note that Tamil "Om" symbol looks like a skull - why...? Otherwise "Om Symbol" and
it's spiritual meanings are probably a good philosophy... It may be even probable that the Word
by which the God has started the Universe sounded something like that "Om" (Aum) - who
knows...? In Devanagari the symbol looks like a 3 for Trinity (or as meant in Bhagavadgita 14)
and vertically arranged "dot one and zero"... - the most common so called "arabic" numerals
actually come from India... That "one" and "zero" are very important philosophical concepts and
here it shows that there is a third to them (the "dot")... Of cause there is much more philosophy
in this symbol than can be mentioned here... Keep your good traditions and do not fornicate with
foreign cultures too much while some cultural exchange may be beneficial but not to the level of
abandoning own heritage completely - always strive to refine it and not to abandon it... -meaning this generally to most Ethnics...)
(Just a note that my personal 3 most favourite books are Evangelium, Citadel of Saint Exupery
and pocket edition of Bhagavadgita - as I consider Krishna just another manifestation of Christos
principle for the Eastern part of our civilization - while I understand why these should not be
mixed together... Respect others being different... God Loves us All (or most of us) as I hope...)

Just to note other feasts on this date although I do not consider them particularly wrong:
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● 01-02 Berchtoldstag in Switzerland and around - harmless local traditions are probably right...
● 01-02 Basil of Caesarea - a trinitarian theologian and supporter of the Nicene creed who opposed
the heresies and Arianism - while I consider some parts of Nicene creed as confused and
ultimately the first version (now replaced) with cursing the heretics was wrong but it is now
a corner-stone of christianity and probably cannot be easily replaced... I do not know... The
Arians were probably more right than wrong but it was too early to split the church on such
matters and the unity of christianity within pagan world at those early times was more important
than vain theological disputes much above the level of antiquity people...
● 01-02 Gregory of Nazianzus the Theologian one of "Doctors of the Church" in the West and
"Three Holy Hierarchs" in the East who "made a significant impact on the shape of Trinitarian
theology" - most probably a very good philosopher... (About later "filioque" clause and about the
difference in scale I recently contemplated a parable of Ants in an Anthill sometimes observing
a Big White Elephant walking around and then when a marvelous White Ant borns they claim
that it is the incarnated Elephant himself and punish or outright exterminate everyone who does
not concede to that... But the difference in scale (both temporal and spatial) between God and
Humans is much much bigger than a difference between Elephant and Ants... While the spiritual
difference between us and our "Marvelous White Ant" and his Heritage of the scale of our whole
Civilization is also very remarkable but you beside or even including astronomers hardly imagine
the true scale and duration of Universe compared to the Tiny Dot of our Planet...) (A note to
Astronomers - your claim about 14 billion years is probably just a superstition and it can be even
older...)
● 01-02 Saint Defendens of Thebes - we also need now and lack such Saint or Holy Defendants of
our Western Christian world... Matteo Salvini or Vladimir Putin are good examples...
● 01-02 Johann Konrad Wilhelm Lohe - an importer of Bavarian Church into American Melting Pot
and "often regarded as being a founder of the deaconess movement in Lutheranism and
a founding sponsor of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod" was probably a righteous man...?
"Also encouraged the sending of pastors to North America to assist the settlers and help with
conversion of the Native American populations" - but that conversion and other related fate of
Native American populations was rather detrimental or outright devastating to them... American
Indians - please "Be Who You Are" and be proud of your own heritage and do not let your
remnant be assimilated into people of European or African descent... (While the Amerindians
were not decimated by Christianity and just to a smaller extent by Christians... Who was selling
or pushing them the Alcohol to destroy them? Most of Native Americans were decimated by
Smallpox while someone distributed them the infected blankets - although this was probably just
a lesser event in that Epidemy and the European-Amerindian struggle was probably decided by
China and Yunnan because America is divided from it's Tropics by a Desert preventing migration
of species and viruses but Europeans inherited many diseases and plagues from Yunnan in China
in medieval times and became more immune to them...)
● 01-02 Macarius of Alexandria - an egyptian monk
● 01-02 Seraphim of Sarov is actually elsewhere in Gregorian calendary - a very notable and good
Russian Saint who "extended the monastic teachings of contemplation, theoria and self-denial to
the layperson"... "As extraordinarily harsh as Seraphim often was to himself, he was kind and
gentle toward others"... (Featured in a recent nice fairy tale...) But "Seraphim is a patron saint of
Russia's nuclear weapons" - that is a sad consequence of necessity of Balance of Powers and
preventing the Global War because of MAD doctrine, but it would be really Mad to use nuclear
weapons in vain...
● 01-02 Nyinlong - winter solstice celebration in Bhutan - Bhutan is a lovely kingdom with their
struggle for real Happiness of their people being put much ahead of the struggles for Economic
prosperity...
● 1900-01-02 - "American John Hay announced the Open Door Policy to promote trade with China"
- but that opened trade damaged a lot of our Craftsmen and Artisans because Chinese
communists produce things much cheaper with their almost-slave labour... Not always or rather
seldom is "cheaper" more beneficial... Protectionism Protects People while (((Merchants))) and
(((Globalists))) prefer opened trades and they also control much of propaganda channels to push
their economic doctrines of Free Trade... (I'm not an Economer and almost nothing is Black or
White - there always are Pros and Cons to both sides...)
wrong Sunspot since 2016-01-02 19:00 - with only half of field - or rather part of very wide SC24 remnant... $w?, Mag since 2015-12-29 16:00 when rolled on limb as SC24, part of
160101_2300_18n_186_N12 this Box Mag=257.4 Area=4 on 2016-01-03 00:00
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2016-01-03

?
● 01-03 "Feast of the Holy Name of Jesus"
● 01-03 William Passavant - "noted for bringing the Lutheran Deaconess
movement to the United States"
● 01-03 Tamaseseri Festival of Hakozaki Shrine in Japan
● 01-03 Nakhatsenendyan toner in Armenia (pre-Christmas holidays)
● 01-03 Saint Genevieve - patron saint of Paris...
● 2020-01-03 died Qasem Soleimani - chief merit of defeating ISIS and
victim of American terrorism in Israeli service... (four years later)

(2016-01-03 10:00)

[160103_240_S6]

Lon: 240.355, Lat: -5.557
B=82.6, A=3

Sunspot since 2016-01-03 10:00 - it's not certain if it's SC25 or single-polarity...?, Mag since 2016-01-03 09:00, part of 160101_2300_18n_186_N12 this Box MaxMag=82.6 MaxArea=3

2016-01-07 (next)

Orthodox Christmas
● low-latitude equatorial SC25 immediately joined by another normal
SC24 and formed a quadruple spot in the shape of a cross superimposed
with an Infinity sign in magnetic field lines...
● 01-07 Orthodox Christmas Day
● 01-07 Nanakusa-no-sekku in Japan

(2016-01-07 04:00)

[160107_178_N3]

Lon: 177.870, Lat: 3.009
B=175.8, A=5

strange Sunspot since 2016-01-07 04:00 $w2, Mag since 2016-01-07 02:00, part of 160101_2300_18n_186_N12 this Box Mag=175.8 Area=5 before
joined by old region then combined MaxMag=1167.0 MaxArea=21

2016-01-08 (next)

American communists in "Democratic" party - wrong

(2016-01-08 10:00)

[160108_189_S0]

Lon: 188.575, Lat: -0.275
● 1790-01-08 "George Washington delivered the first State of the Union
B=43.8, A=1
address in New York City"
● 1828-01-08 "The Democratic Party of the United States was organized" that is an organized gangster mafia today and totally undemocratic...
● 01-08 Harriet Bedell - deaconess missionary to amer-indians... they had
their own culture and converting them to christianity was probably
wrong... (I'm not sure...)
● 01-08 Our Lady of Prompt Succor in New Orleans? (Not sure if it's wrong...)
● 1942-01-08 died Joseph Franklin Rutherford who established Jehovah Witnesses - a confused
authoritarian cult with wrong biblical concepts and propaganda with a centralized administrative
structure with headquarters in Warwick and New York Gomorrah and Pentapolis of Is19:18 - but
many of it's members are pious and morally righteous people but some of their propaganda is
wrong...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-01-08 10:00 equatorial with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole rather SC24 $w, Mag since 2016-01-08 07:00, 160108_0700_16n_188_S0 MaxMag=43.8
MaxArea=1
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(2016-01-11 13:00)

2016-01-11

[160111_157_S10]

Lottery - wrong

Lon: 156.7, Lat: -10.47
● 1569-01-11 "First recorded Lottery in England" - while very seldom it
B=334.4, A=8
brings unjust gain but most often you just loose money in vain... If at
least the Lottery was supporting charity or sporting projects...?!
● 1964-01-11 "Smoking and Health: Report of the Advisory Committee to
the Surgeon General of the United States" - "the most famous such
declaration and has had lasting and widespread effects"... - smoking is
often wrong and has unpleasant consequences which you underestimate
until it's too late for atonement but unjust campaign against smokers is often wrong also...
● 01-11 Vitalis of Gaza - patron saint of prostitutes and day-laborers... "Day laborer" is usually an
exploit of worker's destitute (but sometimes it helps people in need...) and "Prostitutes" deserve
no sanctity... As result of his efforts "many prostitutes in the city abandoned their profession and
became good wives and mothers"... Ok... Learn what is "micro-Chimeric DNA" (that the man's
DNA rests in woman and may enter the children with other man later...) - a former prostitute is
seldom a good wife or mother... There really is a reason for woman's chastity...
● 01-11 in Calendar of Saints for Church of England incorrectly mentions Mary Slessor but it
should be 01-13 -- "famous for having stopped the common practice of infanticide of twins among
the Ibibio people in Nigeria" - but African population explosion is a disaster today... Removing
from them the regulation methods including illnesses and "sacrifices" without teaching them
anti-conception and modesty proved to be very wrong...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-01-11 13:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, part of 160106_0400_17n_141_N14 this Box MaxMag=334.4 MaxArea=8

(2016-01-12 23:00)

2016-01-12..13 (next)

[160112_146_S7]

?
●?

Lon: 146.05, Lat: -6.75
B=258.7, A=8

uncertain Sunspot since 2016-01-12 23:00 southern SC25 or partially wrong orientation, Mag since 2016-01-10 21:00, part of
160106_0400_17n_141_N14 this Box MaxMag=258.7 MaxArea=8

2016-01-17 (next)

?

(2016-01-17 01:00)

[160117_91_S9]

Lon: 91.2, Lat: -9.05
● 1871-01-17 alleged Marian apparition of "Our Lady of Pontmain"...? - it
B=310.6, A=7
is probably wrong to associate Virgin Mary with millitary successes and
lucks...
● 01-17 Jenaro Sanchez Delgadillo - one of "saints" of "Cristero Wars" in
Mexico - when church wrongly strived for too much Civil Power...?? (I'm
not sure...)
● 01-17 Anthony the Great - was not wrong...
● 01-17 Charles Gore - was not wrong...
● 1996-01-17 "The Czech Republic applied for membership of the European Union" - which is
a Burreaucratic Totality today different from where we entered...
● 01-17 Patrice Lumumba of Congo - a Pan-Africanist assassinated with involvement of Belgians
and CIA... While Lumumba's efforts were probably righteous but the CIA meddling in Africa and
elsewhere is usually very wrong...
● 1991-01-17 "Gulf War: Operation Desert Storm" began... One among multiple wrong aggressions
of American Imperialism... Was it that one war in Iraq which started on Purim or the one that
ended on Purim?
wrong Sunspot since 2016-01-17 01:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, part of 160117_0200_3p_112_S19 this Box MaxMag=310.6 MaxArea=7
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2016-01-28

Thomas Aquinas
● 01-28 Thomas Aquinas
● 01-28 Data Privacy Day - which should include "Medical Data Privacy"
and "Location Data Privacy" which are somehow neglected now...

(2016-01-28 19:00)

[160128_262_S12]

Lon: 261.713, Lat: -11.52
B=109.5, A=5

Sunspot since 2016-01-28 19:00, Mag since 2016-01-28 16:00, detected as part of 160124_1300_1p_247_S20 this Box Mag=109.5 Area=5

2016-01-29..30 (next)

?

(2016-01-30 00:00)

[160130_266_S9]

Lon: 265.771, Lat: -9.445
● 01-29 Andrei Rublev - in Episcopal church - in Russian orthodox also on
B=82.3, A=2
01-29 but shifted elsewhere by calendar difference...
● 01-29 Saint Gildas the Wise - England's early historian and negotiator
able to forgive
● 01-30 Martyrdom of Mahatma Gandhi
● 01-30 Hippolytus of Rome -- probably a different date or also an
orthodox-calendar-shift... - "Refutation of all Heresies" seems to lie about
gnostics...
● 1649-01-30 Charles King and Martyr - Anglican - strived for righteous reforms...
● 01-30 Three Holy Hierarchs of Eastern Christianity "Basil the Great (also known as Basil of
Caesarea), Gregory the Theologian (also known as Gregory of Nazianzus) and John Chrysostom."
-- 01-30 in old orthodox calendar is 02-12 in gregorian...
● 01-30 Anthony the Great - "Anthony is appealed to against infectious diseases, particularly skin
diseases"
Sunspot since 2016-01-30 00:00 (in Fits sources at 2016-01-30 00:00 and in Jpeg sources at 2016-01-30 01:00), Mag since 2016-01-29 22:00, detected as part of 160124_1300_1p_247_S20 this Box
Mag=82.3 Area=2

2016-01-30..31 (next)

Meher Baba Amartithi - false blunders, Samuel Moor Shoemaker
III - Alcoholics Anonymous? - what's wrong with that?
● 01-31 Meher Baba - Amartithi - probably blunders and wrong way of
silence...
● 01-31 Samuel Moor Shoemaker III - Alcoholics Anonymous? - alcoholism
is bad but trying to help the afflicted may be right...
● 01-30 ?

(2016-01-31 01:00)

[160131_269_N2]

Lon: 269.136, Lat: 1.635
B=155.7, A=7

wrong Sunspot since 2016-01-31 01:00 with only half of field $w, Mag since 2016-01-23 12:00, 160129_1200_31n_258_N7 MaxMag=155.7 MaxArea=7

2016-02-01 (next)

(Black history?)

(2016-02-01 19:00)

[160201_218_S20]

Lon: 217.61, Lat: -20.447
● 02-01 Saint Brigit's Day and Imbolc is probably not much wrong?
B=218.3, A=8
● 1865-02-01 "Thirteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution"
was signed by Lincoln - end of slavery in USA...
● 02-01 start of Black History Month in USA and other jewish-controlled
countries - a racist and treasonous event... If Blacks celebrate their own
history it's a normal healthy racism but if Whites in jewish-controlled
Media and Deep-state push this exaggerated veneration of
Afro-Americans into all population it's a cultural treason instead... But it's sometimes
understandable in current politics to pander to various significant groups of voters, more so if
Gangsters like Joe Biden and rest of "Democ-rats" Mafia claim, that if someone is "Black" he
must vote for "Democ-rats" even if it is against their interests... Are they at least tought during
their Black History Month "Who brought slaves into America?" in order to prevent absurd aims
at Reparations?
● 02-01 Heroes Day in Rwanda - what "heroes" do they celebrate in a country until today ruled by
the chief perpetrators of at least half of their Genocide in Rwanda and Zaire?
wrong Sunspot at 2016-02-01 19:00 - almost as single polarity - $w?, Mag since 2016-01-29 07:00 cca - inside old SC24 remnant, part of 160201_1600_1p_211_S20 this Box Mag=218.3 Area=8 at
2016-02-01 19:00
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2016-02-02

Candlemas
● 02-02 Candlemas
●?

(2016-02-02 07:00)

[160202_216_N3]

Lon: 215.517, Lat: 3.456
B=179.2, A=6

Sunspot at 2016-02-02 07:00, Mag since 2016-02-01 13:00, part of 160127_2200_21n_204_N2 this Box MaxMag=179.2 MaxArea=6

2016-02-17 (next)

?

(2016-02-17 01:00)

[160217_351_S5]

Lon: 351.468, Lat: -5.406
● 02-17 Janani Luwum - archbishop of the Church of Uganda - martyred
B=36.1, A=1
with African cruelty in late 20th century... Survived by a widow and nine
children - fertility rate at or above 7 is an ecological disaster in Africa...
● 02-17 Seven Founders of the Servite Order - "Ordo Servorum Beatae
Mariae Virginis"
● 02-17 Random Acts of Kindness
● 1863-02-17 "A group of citizens of Geneva founded an International
Committee for Relief to the Wounded, which later became known as the International Committee
of the Red Cross" - a due credit should be given to them with alleviating many suffering not only
but also of war victims...
uncertain Sunspot since 2016-02-17 01:00 could be just an overflow from normal old SC24...?, Mag since 2016-02-17 01:00 or since 2016-02-12 13:00 when rolled as normal SC24, part of
160215_0800_9_332_S21 this Box Mag=36.1 Area=1 + ? on 2016-02-17 03:00 - pos part is part of large SC24 region...

2016-02-26

?
● 02-26 Saviours' Day in black Nation of Islam
● 02-26 first day of Ayyam-i-Ha in Baha'i Faith
● 02-26 Emily Malbone Morgan in Episcopal Church - helped found the
Society of the Companions of the Holy Cross - a group of women "Companions are called to live under a rule of intercessory prayer,
thanksgiving and simplicity of life, seeking to live a life of obedience to
Christ in the company of others"...

(2016-02-26 06:30)
[160226_227_N20]

Lon: 226.51, Lat: 19.737
B=205.2, A=8

Sunspot since 2016-02-26 06:30, Mag since rolled 2016-02-22 01:00, detected as part of 160220_0200_12n_260_N10 this Box Mag=205.2 Area=8

2016-03-02 (prior)

?

(2016-03-02 06:00)
[160302_176_N15]

Lon: 175.963, Lat: 15.170
● 03-02 Jamahiriya Day in Libya - it's a pitty they destroyed Libya...
● 2002-03-02 "U.S. invasion of Afghanistan: Operation Anaconda began" yet another NATO fascist-imperialist assault fighting a mercenary-war
for mineral resources and control of heroin trade...
● 1919-03-02 "The first Communist International met in Moscow"...
a Trotskyist attempt at exporting the "Revolution" from the East or later
a "Democracy" from the West in order to establish control of other
regions... (The Trotskyist cabal descendants are called "Neo-Conservatives" and "Globalists"
today...)
wrong Sunspot at 2016-03-02 06:00 either single polarity or NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2016-03-01 13:00

2016-03-05 (prior)

?
● 03-05 Theophilus of Caesarea
● 03-05 John Joseph of the Cross

(2016-03-05 18:00)

[160305_125_S2]

Lon: 125.23, Lat: -1.8
B=196.3, A=6

Sunspot since 2016-03-05 18:00 - low-lat equatorial SC25, Mag since 2016-03-04 13:00, part of 160302_1000_1p_133_S9 this Box MaxMag=196.3
MaxArea=6
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2016-03-06 (next)

(2016-03-06 13:00)

[160306_132_S3]

?

Lon: 131.976, Lat: -3.188
● 03-06 "European Day of the Righteous" - when will we start to celebrate
B=67.1, A=2
those, who opposed National Assimilation and Replacement Migration,
which are potentially more dangerous than preceeding hardships of
"Socialism"? Can a "neo-Leftist" lieberal be "Righteous" ??
(Modeled after Yad Vashem and Moshe Bejski - "a skilled
document-forger" - among those who made major contribution to
inveting the Holocaust Cult and it's various Lies in 1960's in order to
secure a perpetual international help and aid to the Zionist state of Israel...)
● 03-06 "Day of the Dude" in Dudeism - a mock-religion embarrassing parody inspired by a film
cult...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-03-06 13:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2016-03-06 12:00 or since 2016-03-05 21:00, part of 160306_0300_12_125_S1 this Box
Mag=67.1 Area=2

2016-03-10 (prior) (next)

(2016-03-10 06:00)

[160310_105_S16]

?
● 03-10 Mario Day - people are wasting their life-time in vain video
games...
● 1315-03-10 Agnes Blannbekin - another anorectic(?) ascetic woman with
even worse visions mixing religion and erotic... It's better to be
moderate than extremist even in asceticism...
● 03-10 Himelin - a plague victim - a wrong one to venerate...
● 03-10 Macarius of Jerusalem - who invented the Holy Sepulchre and
True Cross places for Constantine...

Lon: 104.55, Lat: -16.167
B=161.2, A=4

wrong sunspot at 2016-03-10 06:00 with only neg half of field $w, Mag since 2016-03-04 18:00, part of 160307_2100_2p_99_S25 this Box Mag=161.2 Area=4 at 2016-03-10 06:00

2016-03-10 (prior) (next)

?

(2016-03-10 06:00)

[160310_19_S5]

Lon: 18.79, Lat: -5.283
● 03-10 Harriet Tubman Day - "abolitionist and women's suffrage activist
B=208.3, A=6
and war leader on the wrong side (Union army), ... armed scout and
spy"... Today's anti-white bias of jewish mass-media and blacks
instigated by them in USA is alarming and wrong... But the slavery of old
times was wrong also but at least the people knew they are different and
must not mix with each other... Probably the ethnic spoiling of USA and
people's low self-consciousness is a Karma for long admission to slavery
brought by jews onto both americans and afro-americans...?
● 03-10 Isabella Baumfree (renamed as Sojourner Truth) - another abolitionist and women's rights
activist... Her famous speech "Ain't I a Woman" is probably just a Lie by other women's rights
activist "Gage" which is paradoxical with the name Truth... Which somehow shows the women's
relation to the Truth and Honesty...
● 03-10 National Women and Girls HIV/AIDS Awareness Day
wrong Sunspot since 2016-03-10 06:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole rather SC24 $w, Mag since 2016-03-10 03:00, 160310_0800_9_19_S4 MaxMag=208.3 MaxArea=6

2016-03-10 (prior)

?

(2016-03-10 18:00)

[160310_86_S13]

● 03-10 Tibetan Uprising Day - while it's not possible to exclude Tibet from Lon: 86.06, Lat: -12.54
B=162.45, A=6
China due to security concerns but the Chinese should much better
respect autonomy of Tibet and avoid mixing Chinese people into the
region...
● 03-10 Macarius of Jerusalem - who invented the Holy Sepulchre and
True Cross places for Constantine...
● 03-10 Marie-Eugenie de Jesus - founder of the order "Religious of the
Assumption"... While probably many of their missions is righteous the "immigrant advocacy" is
not... Immigration is killing of nations - people who are traitors and defectors from their original
nations do not deserve welcome reception in target nation which they dilute...
● 03-10 Saint John Ogilvie - priest in Scotland hanged by wrong reformation church...
Sunspot since 2016-03-10 18:00, Mag since 2016-03-10 03:00, 160310_2100_15_86_S12 MaxMag=162.45 MaxArea=6
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2016-03-12 (prior)

Internet Censorship - wrong

(2016-03-12 18:00)

[160312_37_S15]

● 03-12 is Aztec New Year - Aztecs were cruel and probably deserved their Lon: 36.819, Lat: -14.56
B=214.4, A=9
fate
● 03-12 Pope Gregory I the Great ? - was a good Pope with his mission to
Britain...
● 03-12 "World Day Against Cyber Censorship" - it draws attention to
governments censoring the internet but it should rather draw attention
to Unelected Technical Monopolies like Google censoring the content...
Communication Service Provider (like Google Twitter Facebook and Others) should abide by
Telecommunication Laws of impartiality and not dare to judge or censor people's opinions or
message content...
wrong Sunspot at 2016-03-12 18:00 - started unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole and turned normal SC24 $w, 160312_1700_20n_36_S15 MaxMag=214.4 MaxArea=9 at 2016-03-13 06:00

2016-03-15 (prior) (next)

?

(2016-03-15 10:00)

[160315_15_S10]

Lon: 15.0, Lat: -9.63
B=1056, A=18

Sunspot since 2016-03-15 10:00 low-lat - started strange and turned SC25 and then turned NS-orientation again - $w2, Mag since 2016-03-15 04:00,
160315_1100_5_14_S9 cca MaxMag=1056 MaxArea=18 - including wider region MaxMag=1505.9 MaxArea=33

2016-03-15 (next)

?

(2016-03-15 07:00)

[160315_335_S19]

Lon: 335.205, Lat: -19.4
B=222.6, A=10

wrong Sunspot since 2016-03-15 07:00 unclear polarity with two positive parts $w?, Mag since 2016-03-15 01:00, part of 160315_0300_7_333_S21 this
Box Mag=222.6 Area=10

2016-03-18 (next)

(2016-03-18 18:00)

[160318_349_S4]

Stanley Cup (hockey) - wrong, Cyril of Jerusalem - partially wrong, Transit Driver
Appreciation Day - you travel too much collectively
Lon: 349.161, Lat: -4.427
● 03-18 Transit Driver Appreciation Day - you all combined travel too
B=159.3, A=4
much
● 03-18 Cyril of Jerusalem - was selling church property due to economic
hardships? ... "and the doctrine of the homoousion" - your antiquity
doctrines were wrong... -- "formula 'there was a time when the Son was
not' attributed to Arius" - Arius was right in this and it is very logical otherwise it would not be a "Son"...
About sin and repentance: "sin is the consequence of freedom, not a natural condition. The body
is not the cause, but the instrument of sin. The remedy for it is repentance" was Cyril right...
His eschatology was wrong...
● 1968-03-18 "Gold standard: The U.S. Congress repealed the requirement for a gold reserve to
back US currency" - which has led to a large inflation (stealing value from stagnant money) over
the years and FED printing fiat money arbitrarily...
● 2014-03-18 "The parliaments of Russia and Crimea signed an accession treaty" - that is
sovereignty of the people if they decided so in a referendum - but wrong Western regimes did
not acknowledge people's right of self-determination yet... (probably they are afraid other
oppressed people could follow that example?)
● 1892-03-18 "Stanley Cup" - hockey fanaticism of some people is greatly exaggerated and they
loose time in vain just watching instead of sporting themselves... It shifts away their sense of
what is and what is not important...
wrong Sunspot at 2016-03-18 18:00 only neg half of field $w, there was beside that another wrong Sunspot at 2016-03-18 15:00 low-lat NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole, Mag since 2016-03-12 03:00, part
of 160318_0200_2p_333_N0 this Box Mag=159.3 Area=4 (at 2016-03-18 18:00)
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2016-03-19

Missing fathers - wrong

(2016-03-19 18:00)

[160319_10_S16]

Lon: 10.103, Lat: -15.622
● 03-19 Saint Joseph's Day - that is not wrong...
B=148.7, A=5
● 03-19 Father's Day - fathers' rights to raise children are often neglected
by feminist-controled society... And husbands' responsibility for high
divorce rates is around the half... Many children raised without a father
in family grow up as 'liebertarians' since single mothers cannot upbring
good men of following generation... The duality of a family (strong man
and soft woman) is really necessary for a good upbringing of children...
● 2011-03-19 beginning of "2011 military intervention in Libya" - start of openly foreign part of
NATO aggression against best African leader ever... See testimony of Libyan war...
wrong Sunspot at 2016-03-19 18:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2016-03-17 07:00, part of 160315_1100_5_14_S9 this Box MaxMag=148.7 MaxArea=5

2016-03-23 (next)

World Meteorological Day - climate activism & hysteria is wrong,
Ahmadiyya is probably as wrong as other Islam...
● 03-23 Promised Messiah Day for Ahmadiyya muslims - that were
blunders just as other parts of Quran are blunders...
● 03-23 "World Meteorological Day" with 2016-03-23 slogan "Hotter, drier,
wetter - Face the future" - climate activism & hysteria is wrong...

(2016-03-23 06:00)

[160323_247_S18]

Lon: 246.6, Lat: -18
B=156.3, A=6

wrong Sunspot since 2016-03-23 06:00 inside old SC24 region with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole... $w, Mag since 2016-03-22 21:00,
part of 160320_0700_3p_234_S5 this Box Mag=156.3 Area=6 at 2016-03-23 09:00

2016-04-13 (prior) (next)

?
● 04-13 Jefferson's Birthday in USA - "Jefferson is regarded as a leading
spokesman for democracy and republicanism in the era of the
Enlightenment"
● 04-13 Katyn memorial day - when soviet Lavrentiy Beria and NKVD jews
murdered polish prisoners and jews
● 04-13 South and Southeast Asian New Year
● 04-13 Pope Martin I the Confessor

(2016-04-13 13:00)

[160413_301_S3]

Lon: 300.901, Lat: -3.483
B=278.1, A=8

Sunspot since 2016-04-13 13:00 low-lat SC25, Mag since 2016-04-13 07:00, 160413_0700_1p_299_S2 MaxMag=278.1 MaxArea=8

2016-04-24 (next)

Martyrs of Armenian Genocide, ...

(2016-04-24 19:00)

[160424_246_S3]

Lon: 246.085, Lat: -3.295
● 04-24 Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day
B=434.2, A=10
● 1915-04-24 "deportation of Armenian intellectuals from Constantinople"
● 04-24 "Fashion Revolution Day" - with a question you should ask too:
"Who made my clothes?"
● 04-24 "World Day for Laboratory Animals" - while you should try to
reduce suffering of animals you cannot replace them by "laboratory
testing peoples"... (You should better concentrate against "Wet Markets"
and Cruel Meat Factories...)
● 04-24 Mellitus first bishop of London
● 04-24 National Panchayati Raj Day in India - a local self-governance structure is beneficial for
the people...
Sunspot since 2016-04-24 19:00, Mag since 2016-04-24 12:00, part of 160423_0100_2p_263_S10 this Box Mag=434.2 Area=10 on 2016-04-24 18:00
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2016-04-25

Parental Alienation, GMO experiments are potentially
dangerous

(2016-04-25 12:00)
[160425_117_N15]

Lon: 117.073, Lat: 14.790
● 04-25 "Parental Alienation Awareness Day" a sad consequence of
B=3550.3, A=30
destruction of families by so frequent divorces...
● 04-25 Mark the Evangelist
● 04-25 Major Rogation (observed with processions and the Litany of the
Saints) (I don't know if it's wrong...)
● 04-25 Red Hat Society Day (women's club) - women in hats are cute
regardless of age... (this is not wrong)
● 04-25 World Malaria Day... (Does Hydroxychloroquine help against
Malaria as it helps against Coronavirus? The evil liars (collective
Antichrist Judas) wanted to prevent curing Covid and to spread it as
much as possible...)
● 04-25 DNA Day - beware of ill-considered GMO experiments including
artificial viruses, gnats or infertile seeds leading to seed-slavery dependence on chemical
concerns...
● 1953-04-25 "Francis Crick and James Watson published 'Molecular Structure of Nucleic Acids:
a Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid' describing the double helix structure of DNA" - DNA
proves we evolved gradually on this planet - you cannot make a man from dust or to bring people
from another planet (as some try to claim) while having 95% of billions of DNA code letters same
as higher mammals... Which does not mean that the evolution was spontaneous... And as life
births from other life - then claiming it once formed by itself from unalive mud is just shifting the
blunder refuted by Louis Pasteur more into the past... The medieval scientists claimed that living
organism as worms or flies just happen by themselves from an unalive mud until Pasteur proved
otherwise... So now they've shifted it by an octave more far into the past claiming that alive
organisms happened just by themselves from unalive "mud" some billions of years ago...? That is
a same blunder...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-04-25 12:00 - with unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole much later turned SC24 $w, Mag since 2016-04-24 21:00 when rolled, part of 160424_0100_3_149_N6 this
Box MaxMag=3550.3 MaxArea=30 on 2016-04-27 03:00 and then turned normal huge SC24

2016-04-29 (next)

?

(2016-04-29 22:00)

[160429_68_N21]

Lon: 68.203, Lat: 21.093
● 04-29 "Day of Remembrance for all Victims of Chemical Warfare" - feast
B=447.7, A=10
moved elsewhere?
● 1997-04-29 "The Chemical Weapons Convention of 1993 entered into
force" - do not use chemical or biological weapons and if a fight is
needed then use more fair methods...
● 04-29 OPCW was politicized and became liars against Syria and
continuing with it despite whistleblowers revealed the fraud and
evidence shows it was Islamist rebels and not righteous Assad doing the Douma incident 2018
(almost two years after this spot - see 2018-04-29 and 2019-04-29 when this date turned
"wrong")... OPCW strives for "confidentiality" but we should request it's "transparency" instead !
● 04-29 Showa Day - traditionally the start of the Golden Week in Japan
● 04-29 International Dance Day
● 04-29 Catherine of Siena - was wrong - and died of Mental Anorexy...
Sunspot since 2016-04-29 22:00, Mag since rolled 2016-04-28 19:00, part of 160424_0100_3_149_N6 this Box Mag=447.7 Area=10

2016-04-30 (next)

Honesty Day USA (First inauguration of G.Washington), May
Eve St. Walpurgis Night, Beltane
● 04-30 Honesty Day USA - once they were more honest but today they're
ruled by "deep state" and jewish lobbies and mass-media - see Rev3:9...
● 1789-04-30 First inauguration of George Washington - a Masonic
president
● 04-30 May Eve - St. Walpurgis Night and Beltane

(2016-04-30 12:00)

[160430_118_S20]

Lon: 118.464, Lat: -19.875
B=117.8, A=4

Sunspot at 2016-04-30 12:00, Mag since 2016-04-30 06:00, part of 160427_0300_8_123_S3 this Box MaxMag=117.8 MaxArea=4
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(2016-05-08 13:00)

2016-05-08 (next)

[160508_20_N11]

?
●?

Lon: 20.122, Lat: 11.148
B=134, A=4

wrong Sunspot at 2016-05-08 13:00 with only neg half of field $w, Mag since 2016-05-06 01:00, part of 160504_1500_6_29_N3 this Box Mag=134.0
Area=4 at 2016-05-08 13:00

2016-05-14 (next)

?

(2016-05-14 23:00)

[160514_309_S2]

Lon: 309.249, Lat: -2.383
● 05-14 Matthias the Apostle - selected to replace Judas because 11 is
B=124.9, A=4
wrong number for a group...
● 2016-05-14 was third weekend in May - Sanja Matsuri and 05-14
Izumo-taisha festival in Japan - keeping good traditions and festivals is
right...
● 05-14 fabulous Saint Boniface of Tarsus - one of three Ice Saints - a date
arround which polar vortex usually break and sends last remnant of
winter polar air into Europe...
● 05-14 fictitious Saints Victor and Corona - it seems we are winning over artificial Coronavirus
pandemic assault by vaccine-pushers... (it's written in 2020 four years after this spot)
● 1796-05-14 "Edward Jenner administered the first smallpox inoculation" - although the
innoculation was brought from Circassians earlier... - at first the vaccination was moderate and
had some meaning and benefits but today it's greatly exaggerated and bringing harm to many
children to the cheers of pharmaceutical hyenas...
Sunspot at 2016-05-14 23:00 - low-lat SC25, Mag since 2016-05-14 19:00, 160515_0100_13_308_S2 MaxMag=124.9 MaxArea=4

2016-05-26

Augustine of Canterbury

(2016-05-26 07:00)

[160526_90_S15]

Lon: 89.99, Lat: -15.16
● 05-26 Augustine of Canterbury - first Archbishop of Canterbury B=1789.2, A=17
"Apostle to the English and founder of the English Church"... - but it was
a catholic church for many following centuries...
● 1972-05-26 "The United States and the Soviet Union signed the
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty" - it is a pitty that USA controlled by
Military-Industrial Complex Mafia breaks most of these rightful
treaties...
● 2016-05-26 was "Lag Ba'omer" - "33rd-day in Omer" ("Omer" is related
to "Amera" known as misspelled by greeks as "Gomorrah") - jewish
luciferian feast celebrating "hillula" (literally "luciferism" - bringing
"light" to world by a deceased Kabbalist) of Shimon bar Yochai a legendary author of Zohar (which instead comes from medieval Spain)
and celebrating extermination of Rabbi Akiva's disciples by a plague - which is "veiled reference
to the defeat of Akiva's soldiers by the Romans" - when probably God by the hand of Romans
erased treasonous jews because of Talmud... In European countries this feast transformed into
or probably influenced establishing of Walpurgis Night "Witch Burning"... (so the "Witch" being
traditionally burned beside Morena symbolises also the legendary luciferian Kabbalist...) - Or
was it the other way and Lag Ba'omer bonfires were derived from Slavic feast of Witch Burning
around this time?
Sunspot since 2016-05-26 07:00, Mag since 2016-05-26 01:00, part of 160527_1900_6_89_S14 this Box MaxMag=1789.2 MaxArea=17 cca at 2016-05-30 01:00
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2016-06-03

(2016-06-03 19:00)

[160603_55_S16]

?

Lon: 54.622, Lat: -15.932
● 06-03 World Bicycle Day is good - (it was promoted two years after this
B=329.2, A=8
wrong spot)...
● 06-03 Saint Charles Lwanga and Companions - Ugandan martyrs... While
the king murdered them "in an effort to resist foreign colonization" that
king was an awfully wrong and cruel pedophile...
● 06-03 Saint Clotilde "credited with spreading Christianity within western
Europe" - was most probably not wrong...
● 06-03 Vladimirskaya - Virgin of Vladimir icon with ownership disputes... - Isn't your icon
veneration exaggerated? You should not forget that through the Icon you venerate the Subject
painted on it...

wrong Sunspot since 2016-06-03 19:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2016-06-03 15:00, 160603_1700_7_55_S14 MaxMag=329.2 MaxArea=8

2016-06-24 (next)

?
●?

(2016-06-24 01:00)
[160624_121_N20]

Lon: 120.567, Lat: 19.505
B=92.6, A=6

wrong Sunspot at 2016-06-24 01:00 with only neg half of field $w - maybe it's just a noise? or rather part of old SC24 remnant..., Mag since 2016-06-21
07:00, part of 160622_2300_6n_148_N5 this Box MaxMag=92.6 MaxArea=6

2016-06-27 (next)

Redemptorists?

(2016-06-27 10:00)

[160627_100_S20]

Lon: 100.19, Lat: -20.09
● 06-27 Our Lady of Perpetual Help - Redemptorists' Icon - "preaching of
B=208.9, A=7
the word of God to the poor" - (there is a difference between bringing
Christianity to culture-less poor people of "developping world" and
between using that Christianity as a tool to attempt destruction of
existing thriving cultures like in the Far East...)
● 06-27 Cyril of Alexandria - was not much good figure - see Hypatia
article and not only Hypatia but also Timothy supporters - "became
noted because of his spirited fight for the title 'Theotokos'"...
● 06-27 Milada Horakova - anti-communist spy executed at the time when both East and West have
been executing spies during Cold War (see husbands Rosenbergs)...
● 1844-06-27 Joseph Smith of Mormons (Latter Day Saints) died - he was a liar and his books are
false... His movement may be better though now... Is it?
Sunspot since 2016-06-27 10:00, Mag since 2016-06-27 07:00, 160627_0600_4_100_S19 MaxMag=208.9 MaxArea=7

2016-07-14

(wrong on 07-14)
● 07-14 Bastille Day in France - that Revolution of 1789 was wrong in
many aspects while some were beneficial for the Civilization... As
a Karma it resulted in Napoleonic Fascism and most of those
revolutionary butchers perished in Russia...

(2016-07-14 19:00)

[160714_199_S7]

Lon: 198.687, Lat: -7.434
B=79.5, A=2

(The theory of a Nuclear Explosion used to expell Napoleonic warriors from Moscow does
not seem impossible...)

● 07-14 Kateri Tekakwitha - one of Amerindian smallpox victims who
survived, but refused to mary and allienated from her own people and died very young, with
false Jesuit stories of her post-mortal healing...
● 07-14 Reverend Samson Occom - also an Amerindian who was probably more successful with his
own people, that seems much less wrong...
● 07-14 birthday of "Victoria, Crown Princess of Sweden" as a flag-day in Sweden - see remark on
2019-12-15... That Feminist Change of Constitution was wrong and instead Carl Philip seems
a better candidate for that throne...
● 07-14 Black Country Day in England - celebrating region which got it's name due to a heavy
industrial pollution...
uncertain Sunspot at 2016-07-14 19:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole rather SC25 $w?, Mag since 2016-07-13 07:00, part of 160707_0900_22n_232_S2 this Box MaxMag=79.5
MaxArea=2
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2016-07-18 (next)

Nelson Mandela - wrong communist terrorist, ...

(2016-07-18 07:00)

[160718_159_S11]

Lon: 159.38, Lat: -10.881
● 07-18 "Nelson Mandela International Day" - Mandela was a communist
B=75.3, A=2
terrorist who overthrowed South Africa to convert it to a "Brown
Communist Hell" - there is nothing to be celebrated on that...
● 1925-07-18 Hitler published Mein Kampf - banned until this day because
half of it was true and still is... Hitler spoiled National Socialism with his
bloodshed and does not deserve any veneration!
● 07-18 "Theodosia of Constantinople" was rebel and murderer for
a righteous cause...
● 07-18 Elizabeth Ferard - "revitalising the deaconess order" - but recently they ordained priests
from some of their deaconesses which is wrong and contrary to epistles to have christian women
priests...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-07-18 07:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2016-07-18 00:00, part of 160713_2200_4p_154_S14 this Box Mag=75.3 Area=2

2016-07-24 (prior)

?
● 07-24 Simon Bolivar Day - oh poor Venezuela which is a victim of
American economic terrorism...

(2016-07-24 19:00)

[160724_50_N27]

Lon: 49.514, Lat: 26.942
B=108.4, A=4

Sunspot since 2016-07-24 19:00, Mag since 2016-07-24 10:00, part of 160722_2200_1p_50_N28 this Box Mag=108.4 Area=4

2016-08-01

MTV ugly blasphemy, ...

(2016-08-01 22:00)
[160801_316_N24]

Lon: 316.41, Lat: 24.065
● 08-01 Peter Apostle in Chains
B=244.1, A=9
● 08-01 The Holy Maccabees - woman with seven sons... Probably only one
holy in this unholy book of Maccabees describing one of many jewish
holocausts - that time orthodox jews murdered helenized (liberal) jews in
Jerusalem... Luciferian feast of Hanukkah is based on lies of "seven days
oil" in this book...
● 08-01 Neopagan Lughnasadh - festival marking the beginning of the
harvest season - hill walking and bread caking is not probably wrong...?
Just another version of Harvest festival as is similar prescribed in Bible...
● 08-01 World Scout Day - scouting is probably right...
● 08-01 Gerhard Hirschfelder was most probably righteous while fighting
Nazi regime...
● 1981-08-01 "MTV began broadcasting in the United States" - is full of ugly and blasphemous and
decadent kitch spoiling culture worldwide...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-08-01 22:00 either single polarity or unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2016-08-01 19:00, part of 160731_1200_2_315_N10 this Box Mag=244.1
Area=9

2016-08-15..16

Saint Roch?

(2016-08-16 00:00)
[160816_124_N22]

Lon: 124.159, Lat: 21.69
● 08-16 National Airborne Day USA - George Bush's feast - who was
B=257.7, A=7
a satanist and one of 9-11 culprits and guilty of unjust Iraq war in
Israel's benefit...
● 08-16 Gozan no Okuribi in Japan - "Daimonji" seems like daemonic feast?
(I'm not sure...)
● 08-16 Saint Roch (also called "Rock" in english) - who was appealed
against plagues - but that does not work and better trust medicine... (if
he thus cared for the ill such as to catch the illness himself then he was also spreading it among
other people? medieval people's medicine was sadly naive...)
so many things are named after this legendary (fairy-tale?) "saint" - isn't a cultural plague of
Rock Music also named after him?
● 08-15 Bon Festival in Japan ?
● 08-15 Assumption of Mary ?
wrong Sunspot since 2016-08-16 00:00 - only neg half of field $w (but not yet on 08-15 23:00), Mag since 2016-08-11 12:00, 160815_2300_7n_123_N22 MaxMag=257.7 MaxArea=7
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2016-08-21 (next)

Abraham of Smolensk, Pope Pius X, Our Lady of Knock

(2016-08-21 04:00)

[160821_47_N15]

Lon: 46.617, Lat: 15.323
● 08-21 Abraham of Smolensk - "a Russian monk and priest noted for his
B=209.2, A=7
tenderness with those coming to him for his help and his advice"
● 08-21 Our Lady of Knock - an Irish pilgrimage site - if it helps to
establish a good religiosity in the region it's probably good...?
● 08-21 Pope Pius X - a traditionalist pope with some good innovations...
Was that "traditionalism" right at that time? Possibly... But continuing in
Lefebvrist Sect "SSPX Resistance" is a Heresy - when they did not
convince the rest of the Church to stay in Latin tradition they should join the main flock...
"Heresy" means a "Sect" and it is a split-away movement which includes split-away movements
in backward direction... That is why they are with their "mote and beam" so much accusing
everyone else of a "Heresy"... And as "SSPX Resistance" aims at restoring the Latin mass (does
it?) - but just this Pope Pius X was prominent among those who engaged in the Liturgical
Movement and opened the Mass for the People in Vernacular Languages... There is a big
difference between watching a nice "Performance" of some professional "Performers" and
between Communion which means the People pray and percieve the Mass together with the
Priest in a language they understand... Latin Mass (outside of Vatican and Italian lands) is just
a Cultural Performance like some other modern culture but mass in a Vernacular Language is
a true Communion and a Liturgy for The People...
Canonical coronation of Marian images is wrong - God the Father rules and not a Woman (Dt5:7
- "You shall have no other gods before me"...) - it was a foreruner of today's feminist rule in many
countries... Pius X was engaging in Marian image coronations probably because of his favourite
image "Our Lady of Confidence" was supplemented with crowns by Jesuits - the crowns were
clearly not present in the original painting and are a later addition - a wrong Jesuit influence...
(Consider that Woman with Twelve Stars from Rev12 is "Europe" and not a Virgin Mary and is
not even Saint...)
(If someone is going to remove Crowns or Stars from Virgin Mary statues after reading this please replace them by aureole or halo (gloriola) which is more appropriate and dignified...)
Sunspot since 2016-08-21 04:00, Mag 2016-08-21 04:00 or since 2016-08-17 01:00 rolled as tail of SC24 region, part of 160814_1700_7n_84_N10 this Box MaxMag=209.2 MaxArea=7

2016-09-06 (next)

Pig-like consumerism - wrong, Israeli-Palestinian Terrorism - doubly
wrong

(2016-09-06 13:00)

[160906_225_S1]

Lon: 224.698, Lat: -0.67
● 09-06 Zechariah prophet
B=429.3, A=9
● 1916-09-06 "The first self-service grocery store Piggly Wiggly was
opened" - could it be a wrong feast of consumerism? Oh spiritually poor
people who know nothing better in life than shopping...
● 3761 BC 09-06 - start of hebrew calendar...
● 1970-09-06 "Two passenger jets simultaneously hijacked by Palestinian
terrorists"
● 2007-09-06 "Israel executed the air strike Operation Orchard to destroy
a nuclear reactor in Syria" -- who of them (Palestinians or Jews) are
worse terrorists ?! They whine about Syrian and Iran nuclear reactors
but the Dimona reactor producing nuclear weapons is not mentioned
enough...
● 1972-09-06 "Munich massacre - nine Israeli athletes died along with a German policeman at the
hands of the Palestinian 'Black September' (actually led by a jewish commander!) terrorist group
after being taken hostage at the Munich Olympic Games" and after a failed wrong action of
German police... - that was really wrong misusing peaceful olympic games for the war efforts... but Israeli terrorism against Palestinian villages that was cause for this was even worse... And
Israel then responded with far worse terrorism again Lebanon civilians...
Terrorism against innocent ones is wrong on both sides and it does not work - it's stupid like
kicking into the hornet's nest... (But the guilt ballance is just opposite of what Western (i.e.
jewish-controlled) media would like to pretend...)
uncertain or rather double-wrong Sunspot since 2016-09-06 13:00 - low-lat equatorial - started probably wrong and turned SC25 soon and then double SC25-or-wrong... $w, Mag since 2016-09-06 09:00,
part of 160829_2300_1p_244_S3 this Box MaxMag=429.3 MaxArea=9
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2016-09-12

(2016-09-12 10:00)

[160912_135_S3]

(multiple wrong items)

Lon: 134.928, Lat: -3.48
● 2016-09-12 was Islamic Eid al-Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice - with
B=107.7, A=5
barbaric animal slaughter)
● 1683-09-12 Battle of Vienna - when Europe averted Islamic invasion into
Europe - but in 2015 our leaders betrayed us and brought the invasion
again under the cloak of "refugees" - see Rev9:19 "Genetic Poison"
● 09-12 The Feast of the Most Holy Name of the Blessed Virgin Mary celebrating Victory in the Battle of Vienna 1683 - you should not
celebrate wars with Virgin Mary's name but that victory was important in defense of Europe
against Ottomans...
● 09-12 Russian Day of Conception - from Lenin's Ulyanovsk? - demographic crisis is actually
a crisis of capitalism's "infinite growth"... Rather "developing world" should brake it's Population
Chernobyl and we in the West should sustain our counts and not strive to keep pace with the
Population Explosion of the Primitives... But having just one child per family is decline and not
sustaining...
● 2016-09-12 was Programmers' Day (in leap year) - we too much delight in machines instead of
people...
● 09-12 US "National Day of Encouragement" - what does it celebrate?!
● 09-12 Saragarhi Day in Sikhism - celebrates Battle of Saragarhi - when Afghans defended from
yet another Western invasion by attacking an occupation fortress...
● 09-12 "United Nations Day for South-South Cooperation" - UN is now too much controlled by
southern brown fragmented mini-states... UNRIC is a tool of betrayal against Western nations
and among else peddles in "climate hoax" and "human rights" deceptions...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-09-12 10:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2016-09-11 13:00, part of 160907_1000_6_155_S16 this Box Mag=107.7 Area=5

2016-09-24

(2016-09-24 18:00)

Shaka Zulu - wrong Heritage, Our Lady of Mercy - passive reliance
on divine protection without own endeavour?

[160924_348_N5]

Lon: 347.761, Lat: 5.442
● 09-24 Our Lady of Mercy - a passive reliance on divine protection
B=64.4, A=2
without own endeavour...
Either you do not pray enough or the Virgin is not protecting you any
more against various mafias and the jewish supremacy cabal and media
brainwashing blinding you into passive submission - you need real
almost-holy rulers protecting you against various earthly vermins and
cabals and villains...
Sometimes it helps - strong Marian devotion has saved Austria from Soviet Bolsheviks who
rejected it from Eastern Block due to this but it does not help much against internal subversion
of present Antichrist distributed rule...
● 09-24 "Our Lady of Ransom" of "Mercedarian" order - "its members are required to take a fourth
vow: to die, if necessary, for another who is in danger of losing their faith" - which is wrong
extortion against freedom of faith of others... Slave-like dull obedience of authority (as was in
various old forms of that "fourth vow") should be left for military and has no place in true
religious movements...
● 09-24 Antonio Gonzalez of Thomasian Dominican martyrs - "religious enthusiasm gave rise to his
living desire for martyrdom"... True Martyrdom is not a suicide... Missionaries to pagan
countries without their own good culture was something else than an attempt to spoil ancient
culture of Japan...
● 09-24 Heritage Day in South Africa - celebrating a "diversity" of a black communist hell...
Celebrating barbaric assassin Shaka Zulu who decimated millions of his black neighbours in
Mfecane genocide... Is this the "Heritage" that South-African blacks celebrate to this day ?!
probably wrong Sunspot since 2016-09-24 18:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole - rather SC25 $w?, Mag since 2016-09-24 06:00 or since 2016-09-22 12:00, part of
160924_0100_2p_350_N18 this Box Mag=64.4 Area=2
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2016-10-17

(2016-10-17 19:00)

[161017_12_N17]

Haiti wrong black heritage, (other confused items)

Lon: 11.92, Lat: 17.144
● 10-17 "Dessalines Day" in black Haiti - Celebrating Jean-Jacques
B=253.8, A=12
Dessalines "the first ruler of an independent Haiti... Under Dessalines,
Haiti became the first country in the Americas to permanently abolish
slavery"... Dessalines ordered a heinous Genocide of all White people
and creols short afterwards... Haiti deserves all it's destitution and
misery resulting from black rule over their country... Today we may
clearly see how it looks when Black people rule themselves without any
intelligent White to lead them...
(if any doubt - the "black heritage" is in both meanings - foremost it is spiritually dark...)
● 10-17 Saint Regulus with alleged bones of Saint Andrew in Scotland?
● 10-17 "Digital Society Day" in India... Better strive to be more Human than to be a soft periphery
of your Digital Gadget...
● 10-17 "International Day for the Eradication of Poverty" - while we should try to alleviate
suffering there is also another advice - You can sometimes stop be lacking if you stop being avid
and lacking or coveting things you do not need... Modesty also means being satisfied with what
you have... Sometimes but not always you can choose between satisfaction by little and between
vain hunger for more and more which is usually not satisfied by getting ever more... (UaK236)
(To be more precise - you should collectively strive for better conditions but you should not be
wretched and unhappy that it is not as good as you struggled for... Consider that people living in
luxury are usually spiritually very empty and void and maybe your poverty is a condition to make
your spirit stronger and conscious...? Sometimes... The burden should not be too heavy...)
● 10-17 Margaret Marie Alacoque - who probably invented the Feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus...
- (It's probably more right than wrong...)
strange mixed Sunspot at 2016-10-17 19:00 with two pos and two neg sides... $w, Mag since 2016-10-17 13:00, probably part of 161017_1900_1p_13_N18 this Box Mag=253.8 Area=12

2016-10-23

(2016-10-23 19:00)

[161023_329_S6]

?
● 10-23 James the Just - a brother of Jesus ("Saducees" literally means
"Just ones" - as they called themselves - is it related?)
● 10-23 Ignatios of Constantinople - "a staunch opponent of Iconoclasm"
● 06:02 10-23 Mole Day - a chemistry celebration...? (Avogadro constant
6.022e23 - one mole of carbon-12 used to weight 12 grams...)

Lon: 328.791, Lat: -6.241
B=39.9, A=1

Sunspot at 2016-10-23 19:00, Mag since 2016-10-23 13:00, part of 161014_2300_1p_358_S14 this Box Mag=39.9 Area=1 - only pos half in HMIB
autodetection

2016-10-26 (prior)

Intersex awareness - wrong, Patriot Act - very wrong

(2016-10-26 16:15)
[161026_290_N13]

Lon: 289.6, Lat: 12.74
● 10-26 Intersex Awareness Day - wrong...
B=202.4, A=7
● 2001-10-26 The United States passed the Patriot Act into law - a wrong
anti-patriotic law enacted as a consequence of 911 deception which
alleges to fight "terrorism" but instead fights against own rightful
citizens - all totalitarians declare their enemies as "terrorists" to
vindicate their own terror against The People... FBI became a deep-state
gestapo-like force... a "gag order" on snitching requirements is obstacle
to transparency and justice... This way the Deep-state power turned to be domestic terrorists
themselves against own population and therefore they accuse as a "mote and beam" other
righteous people of "terrorism" and "domestic threat"...
● 1863-10-26 "The Football Association was founded"... Sporting "fans" fanaticism is wrong and
many of those fans do not sport themselves and just substitute own activity with fanatic idol
celebrity watching... Do you know why there's 11 players in football on each side? Most probably
it was chosen because it is the wrongest among small counts...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-10-26 16:15 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2016-10-26 01:00, 161026_2000_7_288_N14 MaxMag=202.4 MaxArea=7
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2016-10-30

John Wycliffe
● 10-30 John Wycliffe - a famous church reformer... - his criticism of
medieval decadent church was mostly righteous but some of his
proposed solutions to this were not much right... His effort at translating
Bible into local languages was a great deed of historical importance...
● 10-30 Maria Teresa of St. Joseph - founder of "Carmelite Daughters of
the Divine Heart of Jesus"
● 10-30 Dominic Collins in Jesuit order - a warrior turned priestly warrior wrong...

(2016-10-30 07:00)

[161030_250_S7]

Lon: 249.561, Lat: -7.104
B=62.7, A=2

tiny Sunspot at 2016-10-30 07:00, Mag since 2016-10-28 21:00, 161030_0700_3_248_S7 MaxMag=62.7 MaxArea=2

2016-11-03 (prior)

Martin de Porres patron of racemixing - wrong
● 11-03 Martin de Porres - lay brother of the Dominican Order - "patron
saint of mixed-race people, barbers, innkeepers, public health workers,
and all those seeking racial harmony" - a very wrong "saint"...
Race-mixing is killing of nations.
"Love your neighbour similar to you ... you shall not let lay two different
kinds together..." is second most important commandment...
● 2014-11-03 "One World Trade Center was officially opened" - with ugly
occult symbolism... 9-11 was not an "Inside job" but an "Israeli job"...

(2016-11-03 19:00)

[161103_118_S7]

Lon: 118.297, Lat: -7.135
B=304.9, A=9

wrong Sunspot since 2016-11-03 19:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-neg-pole (rather SC24) $w, Mag since 2016-11-03 07:00, part of 161030_1900_4p_150_S15 this Box MaxMag=304.9
MaxArea=9

2016-11-04 (prior) (next)

(2016-11-04 13:00)

[161104_186_S25]

Saint Felix of Valois, Saint Joannicius the Great, Unity Day Russia, Our Lady of
Kazan
Lon: 186.48, Lat: -24.579
● 11-04 Saint Felix of Valois - hermit and co-founder of Trinitarian Order
B=87.1, A=3
with Saint John of Matha dedicated to ransoming Christians held captive
by Muslims...
● 11-04 "Our Lady of Kazan"
● 11-04 Unity Day Russia (October 22 old-style calendar) - Unity Day is
a good feast...
● 11-04 Saint Joannicius the Great - restoration of orthodox icon
veneration after period of wrong iconoclasm some ascribe to Joannicius's influence and
prophecies...
● 11-04 Yitzhak Rabin Memorial - who became a symbol of the Israeli-Palestinian peace process...
It's a pitty the peace terms are violated by both sides in Israel now... Last time the Trump's "deal
of the century" proposal was righteous and it's a pitty Arabs rejected it because such generous
conditions would hardly be offered again...
Sunspot since 2016-11-04 13:00, Mag since 2016-11-03 01:00, part of 161104_0600_2p_129_N1 this Box Mag=87.1 Area=3 on 2016-11-04 15:00

2016-11-04 (prior) (next)

(2016-11-04 13:00)

[161104_150_S24]

Charles Borromeo - very wrong man!, Emeric of Hungary - also wrongly canonised,
NSA and Hungarian revolt suppression
Lon: 149.704, Lat: -24.405
● 11-04 Charles Borromeo "leading figure of the Counter-Reformation
B=119.6, A=2
combat, persecution of religious dissidents" - wrong man! with lies about
being supported by Virgin Mary...
● 11-05 "Saint" Emeric of Hungary - died when hunting animals - not
a saint's way of life and nothing to be commemorated...
● 1952-11-04 "The United States government established the National
Security Agency NSA" - secret police against The People? - a black-box
of deep-state...
● 1956-11-04 "Soviet troops entered Hungary to end the Hungarian Revolution" - during cold war
it was not possible to change "blocks" at will and insert a pro-western country deep into the
eastern block but the suppression of revolt should have been much more subtle! It was probably
a more wrong revolt than was also wrong it's suppression...
wrong Sunspot since 2016-11-04 13:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w, Mag since 2016-11-04 06:00, part of 161104_0600_2p_129_N1 this Box neg Mag=119.6 Area=2 and pos
part merged in larger SC24 neighbour...
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2016-11-08 (next)

?
●?

(2016-11-08 19:00)

[161108_109_N5]

Lon: 109.26, Lat: 4.88

tiny wrong Sunspot since 2016-11-08 19:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole $w, Mag since 2016-11-08 15:00, too weak and missing in
HMIB autodetection

2016-11-08..09

?

(2016-11-09 00:00)

[161109_109_S6]

Lon: 108.729, Lat: -5.814
● (right and wrong simultaneously)
B=168.9, A=7
● 1938-11-09 Kristallnacht pogrom, when people spontaneously revenged
a second murder of a German diplomat by jews on that year and also all
previous years of economy oppression, when jews instigated an inflation,
impoverished people and bought most of the country, and when World
Jews declared Economic War against Germany since 1933...
Kristallnacht was stopped by Nazis on the following day, as is witnessed
by a contemporary article in jewish NYT... But harming jewish middle class of local merchants
was mis-directed and it did not punish those real Globalist and Oligarch culprits of most of
previous wrong-doing... But if an ethnic engages collectively united in wrong-doing, it deserves
a collective counter-action... But this violent action brought violent consequences and it's always
better to solve things well-considered and without chaotic riots harming ingenuous with the
wicked together...
(09-11 on 2001 was used by the Jews possibly as a swapped 11-09 Kristallnacht, among other
reasons...?)
● 1989-11-09 Fall of Berlin Wall celebrated as "World Freedom Day" in USA - but fall of Eastern
Block brought totalitarian oppression in the West, when they did not need to compete with the
Socialism any more... Consider, that Vaccine Harm and Autism started to accelerate since
1989... Consider the wrong-doing of jewish-owned Western MSM FakeNews and Propaganda
Channels accelerated since 2001... This is among consequences of Fall of Eastern Block, when
they lost a Moral Competitor...
uncertain Sunspot since 2016-11-09 00:00 is right and wrong simultaneously? (triangular sunspot with three negative and three positive spots...) $w2 ?, Mag since 2016-11-07 06:00, part of
161105_1200_4_129_N0 this Box MaxMag=168.9 Area=7

2016-11-12 (next)

Cultural interventions are often counter-productive

(2016-11-12 16:00)

[161112_50_S9]

Lon: 49.8, Lat: -9.0
● 11-12 Birthday of Sun Yat-sen (american-educated Chinese activist who
B=496.1, A=11
overthrew Chinese empire in 1911) celebrated by both China and
Taiwan - "In 1923 he invited representatives of the Communist
International to Canton to re-organize his party and formed a brittle
alliance with the Chinese Communist Party"... -- Is it any better in China
now than under Emperors' rule?
● 11-12 Josaphat Kuntsevych - a Polish-Lithuanian monk and archbishop
a victim of angry mob after Union of Brest after decision of decision of the Ruthenian Orthodox
Church to break relations with the Eastern Orthodox Church and to enter into communion with
and place itself under the authority of the Pope of Rome - people probably disliked their Church
being stolen in this Cultural Invasion? Thus as an agent of foreign power and a cultural traitor of
his people he ordered arrest of favourite priest of the people "who was clandestinely holding
Orthodox services" and so the people consequently revenged... a wrong man to canonize...
● 11-12 Margarito Flores Garcia - priest shot by local authorities who before his arrival had
already killed every other priest located in the town in 1927... That was wrong Communist-like
de-christianization of formerly and consequently catholic land during or after a civil war called
"Mexican revolution"... But it was probably not much wise of that priest to arrive into such
destination...
uncertain Sunspot since 2016-11-12 16:00 - soon turned to strange on 2016-11-13 with two pos sides and then to normal old SC24 - could then be considered old SC24...? $w?, Mag since 2016-11-11
18:00, 161112_1000_3p_50_S9 MaxMag=496.1 MaxArea=11 on 2016-11-12 22:00 before turning "strange"
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2016-11-25 (next)

Gender-equality feast and woman politics interferrence are wrong

(2016-11-25 23:00)

[161125_260_S4]

● 11-25 "International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women" Lon: 259.803, Lat: -4.187
B=136.7, A=4
- "Generation Equality" is wrong lie but some or most of violence is
wrong too... It celebrates woman political meddling and "symbols of both
popular and feminist resistance" - feminists are wrong but political
martyrs are worth remembering... (And does it mention Mirabal sisters
on the feast of Saint Catherine just in order not to mention that
Catherine as a good model for women?)
● 1960-11-25 "The Mirabal sisters of the Dominican Republic were assassinated" - but Dominican
sisters should not engage in politics...
(It's wrong if women engage in politic struggle and demonstrations like recent (2017-2019)
pussy-hat marches in USA - because women should be dealt with courtesy and protection but
they should not abuse this privilege and do wrong or insist on absurd requests while not being
accountable appropriatelly due to their woman privilege of societal protection... And women
often see things distorted and their requests are often wrong, more so if they are marred in
hystery... Most notably recent anti-Trump and anti-Kavanaugh hysterical protests... In
Kavanaugh case the hysterical women demonstrated "Believe survivors" defending an obvious
liar and political smear figure and not one. (Kavanaugh was most probably serious and
innocent...) No we cannot believe women "survivors" of rape if they come with accusation long
after the former Love was broken because women so often lie and try to guilefuly revenge on
former lover... When woman claims being raped let her come immediatelly while it can be
proved and not after long time when the original love was voluntary but later spoiled and the
woman may be revenging unfairly... The "Consent" may be implied from Ethology and we should
not allow to spoil our Love and Customs by hysterical feminists...)
(Also consider that "woman privilege of societal protection" sometimes implies also a protection
from their own folly... Women should be cherished and protected since they are precious...)
● 11-25 Catherine of Alexandria - while she may have been actually righteous and eloquent and
being "a paragon for young women emphasizing her model of virginity and 'wifely chastity'" beside her scholarship, but consider that her actions were fatal for hundreds of other people
although not by her direct guilt...
● 11-25 James Huntington - founder of Order of the Holy Cross - that is probably a good order but
why is there a "deputy bishop visitor Rt Rev. Ann Tottenham" of Canadian church ? See
1Tim2:12 scriptoral argument and see decadent Swedish church where does it lead in
consequences...
wrong sunspot since 2016-11-25 23:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole rather SC24 $w, Mag since 2016-11-25 18:00, 161125_2200_5_259_S4 MaxMag=136.7 MaxArea=4

2016-11-26 (prior)

No abuse of Authority

(2016-11-26 04:00)
[161126_226_N26]

Lon: 226.381, Lat: 26.339
● 11-26 Isaac Watts - "hymn writer, theologian, and logician"
B=84, A=3
● 11-26 is Orthodox 11-13 - Saint John Chrysostom - Archbishop of
Constantinople and one of the Three Holy Hierarchs of Eastern Orthodox
Church "known for his preaching and public speaking and for his
denunciation of abuse of authority by both ecclesiastical and political
leaders"
● 11-26 Conrad of Constance - German bishop : "avoided becoming
enmeshed in the politics of the day and reserved his energies for his episcopal duties"...
"founded a number of churches ... and a hospital" and was "role model for courage"...
(While State should support it's Churches because they are beneficiary for population spiritual
well-being (or at least for a part of that population that is not spiritually-ignorant) but the
Ecclesia should avoid engaging in earthly political struggles... That is a right model of
"Separation of Church and State" but not the neglect of Churches from the State or even enmity
as presented recently by some anti-christians...)
● 11-26 was initial date of Thanksgiving Day in USA but it has been moved...
Sunspot at 2016-11-26 04:00, Mag since 2016-01-26 01:00, part of 161126_0600_2p_233_N9 this Box MaxMag=84.0 MaxArea=3
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2016-11-27 (prior) (next)

?

(2016-11-27 12:00)

[161127_221_N5]

Lon: 220.68, Lat: 4.60
● 2016-11-27 was First Advent Sunday - start of Advent... Why did you let
B=96.2, A=2
it be converted to a month-long feast of Consumerism?
● 11-27 Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal - a Talisman with Marian
opinions of Catherine Laboure from a vision induced by contemporary
mistaken symbolism - Woman with Twelve Stars in Rev12 is not a Virgin
Mary but Europe... (The flames and sword on back side are not much
good from symbolic point of view...)
● 11-27 Vergilius of Salzburg - abbot and bishop of Salzburg and an early astronomer who was
probably right... (One of early accounts of knowledge of spherical Earth as was already known to
Greeks before that...) But his defense of another priest's sentence "Baptizo te in nomine patria et
filia et spiritu sancta" is curious foreboding or omen of nazi deformation of church teachings?
While we should have "filia" of "patria" (love of fatherland) but we are not ecclesiastically
baptized in the name of homeland...
● 11-27 Maaveerar Naal celebration in Sri Lanka - the celebration may be possibly wrong (rather it
isn't so much wrong) but it's violent suppression by government forces is even worse... LTTE was
a "guerilla" defending it's own people against grave oppression and former pogroms and they
were not "terrorists" and there is an important difference between that which many wrong world
powers fail to recognize... (Like in EU calling Afghan guerilla defenders of their homeland
"terrorists" if they attack occupation army is unjust similar to as Nazi also called guerilla like
Heydrich assassins as "terrorists"...)
But to Tamil People : rather use more calm struggles to gain fair conditions because violence
more often brings counter-violence... (It is a question hard to answer who is more right or wrong
in this case and from whose perspective...)
● 11-27 Naval Infantry Day (Russia)
● 1895-11-27 Nobel Prize was established - Nobel Prize for peace has been irreversibly stained by
Obama, Roosevelt, Churchill and other war criminals receiving it (and by an attempt to give it to
ISIS terrorists of White Helmets) - while physics Nobel Prize was stained by WMAP team liars
(who claimed they measured Universe being flat by measuring three angles of triangle - one here
and two others in microwave background - which is obvious lie and not a mere blunder...) and
other blunders like claims of Higgs Boson being related to matter's mass... (Do you really mean
that the extremely rare short-lived and unstable Higgs Boson is cause of matter's mass which is
extremely stable omnipresent and persistent?) ... It is a "peer-review" Prize often given by one
blunderers to others... Of cause there are good and bad exceptions...

wrong Sunspot since 2016-11-27 12:00 with only half of field - could be considered a tail of SC24 remnant? $w?, Mag since 2016-11-21 21:00, part of 161123_1200_9n_195_N8 Box Mag=96.2 Area=2

2016-12-03 (prior)

(2016-12-03 21:00)

[161203_162_S9]

Francis Xavier Jesuit Inquisitor - wrong, UN "Disabled Persons" equality and leadership wrong lies
Lon: 161.786, Lat: -9.055
● 12-03 Francis Xavier the Jesuit and Goa Inquisition - was exporting
B=249.9, A=7
christianity into Japan and India and started a Goa Inquisition to punish
"crypto-hinduists" who dared to retain their original culture - a very
wrong deed...
● 12-03 Johann Nepomuk von Tschiderer - probably a good prelate taking
care of sick and poor...
● 12-03 "United Nations' International Day of Persons with Disabilities" promoting falsehoods of "Equality" and wrongdoing of "Inclusiveness" which leads to disable
normal people to the level of the naturally disabled... We are not Equal. And "Inclusive
Education" which debases level of education of the majority in the name of "Inclusiveness" of the
disabled and un-educatable is wrong treason against us The People... There should be special
schools for elite students in order not to brake them to the level of the normal people and special
schools for students with learning disabilities in order not to brake the normal people to the level
of the disabled... Freedom of choice and Freedom of personal Evolution of All and not only of the
"Disabled"... In last years 2018 and 2019 these UN promote "empowering and equality and
inclusiveness and leadership" - which "equality" is false and "inclusiveness" is harming the
majority but "empowering and leadership" (quotas for disabled people in leadership positions?)
are outright dangerous treason...
(While some chivalry is needed for women, children and the weak in general but it should not be
done as to harm advancement of the majority and ultimately the Best and most Skilled ones
should Lead and not the Worst or Disabled...)
wrong Sunspot since 2016-12-03 21:00 with unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-neg-pole $w (bordering on normal old SC24?), Mag since 2016-12-03 15:00 or since 2016-12-01 06:00, part of
161128_1300_11_132_S6 this Box MaxMag=249.9 MaxArea=7
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2016-12-04

Second Advent Sunday, Saint Barbara, Clement of Alexandria
● 2016-12-04 was Second Advent Sunday
● 12-04 Saint Barbara - patron of miners and artillery and one of Fourteen
Holy Helpers - although she is most probably only a legend...
● 12-04 Clement of Alexandria - "usually regarded as a Church Father" a philosopher mixing greek and jewish influences into christianity...

(2016-12-04 22:00)

[161204_149_S24]

Lon: 149.04, Lat: -23.7
B=290.3, A=10

Sunspot since 2016-12-04 22:00, Mag since 2016-12-04 16:00, part of 161128_1300_11_132_S6 part of Box Mag=290.3 Area=10

2016-12-05 (next)

Saint Nicholas Eve, World Soil Day
● 12-05 "Saint Nicholas' Eve"
● 12-05 "World Soil Day" - Soil is probably greatest natural heritage various land ownership is just contemporary lines on maps but the soil
(clay) is a great treasure of millions of years of former plant decay to
support millions of years more of life and you are just contemporary
gardeners on this marvelous garden of Planet Earth...

(2016-12-05 04:00)

[161205_107_S9]

Lon: 106.6, Lat: -9.16
B=268.3, A=6

Sunspot since 2016-12-05 04:00 started with partially unclear polarity and turned probably SC25 soon - EW-orientation with two pos parts? and yet later
as SC25 - in place of former SC24 region, Mag since 2016-12-01 13:00 as tiny old SC24, part of 161128_1300_11_132_S6 this Box Mag=268.3 Area=6

2016-12-05 (prior) (next)

...
● 12-05 (see above)

(2016-12-05 07:00)

[161205_66_S6]

Lon: 65.5, Lat: -6.14
B=394, A=8

Sunspot since 2016-12-05 07:00, Mag since 2016-12-04 04:00, 161204_1700_2p_65_S7 cca MaxMag=394 MaxArea=8 at 2016-12-05 16:00 whole region
MaxMag=441 MaxArea=12

2016-12-07 (prior) (next)

Scientology - wrong, Pearl Harbor - wrong
● 12-07 "Flag Base Day" in Scientology - wrong military sect deception
● 12-07 "International Civil Aviation Day" - if you have problems with
"climate change" - first of all ask about limiting air travel to limit air
polution by contrails at high levels...
● 1941-12-07 Attack on Pearl Harbor - the day when Roosvelt maneuvred
Japan into the war...
● 2000-12-07 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union

(2016-12-07 04:00)

[161207_112_N4]

Lon: 112.27, Lat: 3.964
B=49.7, A=2

wrong triple Sunspot at 2016-12-07 04:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-both-poles - three parts $w, Mag since 2016-12-06 06:00, part of 161207_0200_6n_106_N10 this Box MaxMag=49.7
MaxArea=2

2016-12-07 (prior) (next)

Scientology - wrong, Pearl Harbor - wrong
● as these were two "triple" wrong nearby spots at same time on this date
- does it mean the "Pearl Harbor" was instigated by the Jews also as the
whole WWII which the Jews instigated against Germany and National
Socialism in general...? What else is a reason to have obviously jewish
symbol of two wrong triangles on this date?

(2016-12-07 04:00)
[161207_106_N12]

Lon: 106.466, Lat: 11.962
B=242.9, A=9

wrong triple Sunspot since 2016-12-07 04:00 only neg half of field - distinct three parts $w, Mag since 2016-11-30 09:00, part of
161207_0200_6n_106_N10 MaxMag=242.9 MaxArea=9 whole group MaxMag=311.7 MaxArea=11 (at 2016-12-07 05:00)
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2016-12-10 (next)

(various confused items)

(2016-12-10 12:00)

[161210_53_N5]

Lon: 52.578, Lat: 5.43
● 12-10 Human Rights Day - often the "Human Rights" are misused for
B=272.2, A=11
various wrong-doing (migration, diversity, decadence, spoiled child care
in the name of "protection" of children)... Nation Rights should stay
above Human Rights since "Nation" is an eternal living organism while
Humans are just it's contemporary representants...
● 12-10 "Translation of the Holy House of Loreto" and "Our Lady of
Loreto" - with an obviously false legend of angels transporting the house
and more probable story of an "Angelos" medieval family transporting it by sea... a patron saint
of air travellers and pilots it is therefore illogically... You collectively travell too much and too
much aviation is a burden for an environment due to high-latitude contrails... And Virgin Mary
was not black...
● 12-10 Thomas Merton - "an American Trappist monk, writer, theologian, mystic, poet, social
activist, and scholar of comparative religion" - was most probably righteous... (And very probably
a martyr of CIA hyenas...) Some Trapists' rules are right but their speech rules seem too strict
and wrong to me... "According to Saint Benedict, speech disturbs a disciple's quietude and
receptivity, and may tempt one to exercise one's own will instead of the will of God" - what if the
"will of God" is that you exercise your own will to the better of the world freely...? Too much
self-denial and blind obedience makes you more like a dumb robot and not a human being...
What is "too much" ?
● 12-10 Karl Barth of "Confessing Church" with his partially wrong "Barmen Declaration" and their
partially wrong fight against an (also partially) wrong regime...
(If the declaration writes: "Jesus Christ is the only Lord of all aspects of personal life. There
should be no other authority." - then ask: Mt22:20 "And he said unto them: Whose is this image
and inscription?" - it's of the Nation and since Jesus does not exert authority in Bible over many
earthly matters, then one cannot live with "no other authority", and claiming that "priestly
authority" is "authority of Jesus" would be a wrong deception also... Some level of respect to
earthly authority is needed while we should not be dumb slaves of any authority including
religious one and obviously of the political ones neither...)
● 12-10 Alfred Nobel Day in Sweden - the Nobel prize is sometimes well deserved but sometimes
totally unhinged - specially the "Nobel Peace Prize"...
probably wrong sunspot since 2016-12-10 12:00 unclear polarity NS-orientation neg-to-pos-pole probably more SC24 $w?, Mag since 2016-12-10 01:00, 161210_1100_2_51_N5 MaxMag=272.2
MaxArea=11
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2016-12-14

John of the Cross - wrong Converso deforms of Discalced
Carmelites, wrong "Non-discrimination" Discrimination in Education

(2016-12-14 13:00)
[161214_320_N12]

Lon: 319.953, Lat: 11.701
● 12-14 John of the Cross - " Carmelite friar and priest of Converso (jews
B=103.1, A=3
converted to christianity) origin, was a major figure of the Spanish
Counter-Reformation"... He induced split of Discalced Carmelites
together with Teresa of Avila (also of jewish Converso descent) whose
wrong reforms were contrary to the ecclesial evolution of that time... (is
"reform" in backward direction actually a "deform"? Not always but in
this case it was because it returned to long since abandoned wrong
rules...) ("Of the cross" he is named because of his proud vision looking onto crucified Christ
from above - which is also wrong symbolically...)
● 12-14 Nimatullah Kassab of Lebanese Maronite Church was probably righteous... "severe on
himself but a model of patience and forbearance to his fellow monks ... to seek ... solitude ...
declined, saying that community life was the true challenge for a monk"
● 12-14 Saint Spyridon of Cyprus (date in Western Church) - Cyprus has unresolved divide with
a Turkish occupation but what do the local people think of that? Among else Cyprus is a Den of
Tax Evasion (wrongly called "Tax Heaven" but there is nothing heavenly about that!) for
European countries...
● 2016-12-14 was FullMoon in December - Sanghamitta day - I don't know if it's wrong in Sri
Lanka Buddhist context... Sanghamitta established a female Buddhist monastic order and
planted there the oldest historical tree in the world in year 245 BC - an offshoot of Bodhi-Tree...
● 12-14 Monkey Day... Is Chimpanzee Human? It's more Human than Pig or Mouse but less human
than African or Eurasian people... Do you understand Evolution? But if you fail as a Civilization
the God will bring up another one from Africans or from Apes or even from Mouses but that
would take progressively longer time and it would be a pitty for us to fail to strive to be worth of
survival as Spiritual Beings...
● 1960-12-14 "Convention against Discrimination in Education of UNESCO was adopted" a partially wrong convention with internal controversy - while it ensures free choice of private
schools which is right but it combats racial segregation in education which is wrong because
some ethnics are hardly educatable in a way needed for other ethnics and it is a burden on more
developed ones to be kept on a level affordable by the less developed ones... How can it
simultaneously "combat ... cultural or religious assimilation ... and racial segregation in the field
of education" if these are absolute contraries ?! Assimilation including racial assimilation is
wrong - it brings a demise of an Ethnic... It is also a "discrimination" to be denied education
among people of same ethnic or race and level...
Slavery was very wrong but "Affirmative action" leads to even worse ends... "Affirmative action"
is a Treason... And while originally by the Kennedy it meant "employees are treated fairly during
employment without regard to their race, creed, color, or national origin" but today it means an
exact opposite with it's giving advantage to people of (allegedly?) inferior races... (cite:
"disadvantaged groups that have previously suffered discrimination")... So it is actually a racism
turned to wrong direction and thereby a Treason... And We all should give preference to people
of Our national origin against Foreigners in employment - that is brotherly solidarity and
national survival strategy...
● 1940-12-14 "Plutonium (specifically Pu-238) was first isolated at Berkeley California" - does it
serve anything good? (This one isotope is used in radioisotope batteries and not in bombs...
Other isotopes of Pu are far worse...)
probably wrong Sunspot at 2016-12-14 13:00 - unclear polarity NS-orientation pos-to-pos-pole (rather SC25) $w, Mag since 2016-12-14 09:00, part of 161212_2000_6n_300_N10 this Box MaxMag=103.1
MaxArea=3

2016-12-31 (prior) (next)

Silvester
● 12-31 Silvester drunk-feast and vain amusement is wrong...

(2016-12-31 08:45)

[161231_112_S10]

Lon: 112.228, Lat: -10.237
B=541.2, A=12

wrong Sunspot since 2016-12-31 08:45 with two positive sides... $w, Mag since 2016-12-26 12:00 when rolled, part of 161230_1700_2p_130_S0 this Box
MaxMag=541.2 MaxArea=12
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Remarks
In January 2012 I've written a new "Evangelium" on cards (it was naive and somehow confused and finally on April
2012 I had an Idea or a "voice from behind" thinking: "Burn it!". I didn't obey but stopped continuing writing it... Some time
later I've burnt at least the worse half of it... Do not cite it if you find it some day, it was partially naive and confused...)
and I've been urged strongly to bring it to Prague to someone, and I've been doing some Parables (Prophecies?)

meanwhile. Twice came a medical ambulance (when called by my relatives) to inspect me and they've left
considering me "Normal", but then I've got a crazy idea to call a police on myself by performing a one-man-riot,
they came and locked me in a Sanatorium. There on 2012-02-24 I had a strong Idea (from Astral or Spiritual
world) that I AM a Lamb (it's written on one of the cards). It was three days before that "Lamb" sunspot started on
far side of the Sun. They released me on 2012-02-29 and I continued with the Parables somehow...
While walking on morning 2012-03-03 on the Charles Bridge taking photos of Statues, I've got an idea to take
a Selfie, which I don't do any often. Trying to get a Prague Castle in behind, I snapped once, then seeing I had
a hat, I snapped once more without the Hat. In both cases there was a golden cross of some statue stemming
from my head. I would not mention it if it was not at the time of that Lamb sunspot...
It seems God had this plan with me, and I'm not sure if I fulfilled it well, but I tried and said or written what
people need to hear. (If you think I'm just "crazy" - no, it's instead your World ruled by their MSM Media which is Crazy.)
If you don't want to admit or accept it this way, then I am just a Peter living in a region literally named
"The Gate of Czech Paradise", while not being any Saint, and I'm just explaining, what I've observed,
but for me it was an urge not to abandon that struggle, feeling it as a Responsibility... Doubt me wisely...

On winter 2014 I've solved a problem of stability in "Einstein's Universe" (I've been given it as a gift while waking up
after a month of struggle to solve it...) and an explanation of Gravity acceleration (it's a matter of scientific dispute,
whether it's right... I've seen it in a dream sometimes back in 1986 while studying theory of relativity...) and on the day
of Big Quadrature (exact cross position of planets that occured first after almost 800 years) on 2014-04-24 I had an
"Idea" to translate Biblical Names - because they didn't translate the names and only trans-literated them and
then you do not recognize it's not a History but a Parable and Archetypes. (I self-learned Hebrew starting from 1994

in order to find some hidden code in Bible, but then I've given up thinking there are only Images and Parables... Then I've
learned Hebrew much better while translating Bible in 2014-2018 and while confirming quotes from evil Talmud in 2019...)
Until 2018 I've been translating Bible from Hebrew to Czech (about 1/3 of Bible from Genesis to Kings, that part which
was whole written as a Parable in Babylon and which encodes the Knowledge in Names) and writing about various things
including Armageddon, which was the war in Syria (Aram) (and possibly contemporaneous conflict in Ukraine?), and

in 2019 writing some follow-up texts, among else solving the massonic Tarot Plan and the "Shoah" Falsehood.
I'm an intensive Amateur in Solar Physics since 2006, investigating influence of Planets onto Sun, while working
as a Medical Software programmer and being an intensive photographer (a photographer strives to find, from where
are the things most beautiful or interesting and it teaches one to Watch and to see the Beauty...).

Technical remark
For detecting the "sunspots" I use a combination of "quicklook"
magnetograms and intensitygrams 2048x2048 from NASA SDO "browse"
site with 6-hour or 3-hour stepping daily from 01:00, a time schedule
from original SOHO EIT images. With average value 0.788 on HMIIF
intensitygram (continuum) jpeg the sunspot is considered below level
0.625, and it's sometimes in remarks above noted as "Jpeg sources".
(For those interested in verifying my work, I'll place videos built from these Jpegs in http://pialpha.cz/Sun/SC25/Mix (cca 1.5 Gb)
and I can somewhere upload the Jpegs also (cca 7 Gb)... It's not trivial to see one-pixel sunspots when they're not marked, this "Mix" is better
than original jpegs for verification and I discourage multiple people bulk-downloading original jpegs from NASA or JSOC, while you can also, but
not all of you...! Scientists need their servers not congested by superfluous traffic...)

Then to confirm it, I've downloaded FITS intensitygrams (1024x1024 or 2048x2048) in 3-hour stepping daily from
00:00 and flat-fielded them manually by averaging 7 neighbouring intensitygrams, then excluding the pixels
above or below 5% from the average and averaging the rest again. This way a smooth picture without sunspots
and noise is retrieved and it is subtracted from an intensitygram. The sunspot is then considered a pixel below
level -5500 on these flat-fielded HMI intensitygrams, when supported by a magnetogram field, and it's
sometimes in remarks above noted as "Fits sources". Occasionally some Sunspot is so weak that it is missing in
either one of these and some or most missing in "Fits sources" were excluded from the list...
(The sunspot images used in document are "Mix" from 4096x4096 magnetogram and my flat-fielded intensitygram.
The brown images on right are from SDO/AIA 171A extreme-ultra-violet (rescaled to same resolution) to verify there was
some active region and it's not just a noise... These ultra-violet images have been verified by comparing them with
Belgium Swap telescope, and the "Lamb" sunspot and following on 2012 have been verified from Heliophysical Observatory
Debrecen in Hungary and Solar Science Observatory in Mitaka in Japan, so that it cannot be accused that NASA/SDO
could generate them artificially instead of real observation...)
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Conclusion 1
While on former years, sunspots seemed to appear in relation with planetary positions
(Apparent Relations between Solar Activity and Solar Tides, Ching-Cheh Hung 2007 [archived]),
or at random, this time their correspondence with times of Christian holidays and starts of Calendary
and various other important events does not appear random at all and is hardly deniable...
At first in early 2019 I noticed the sunspot on Easter Monday 2018. Then I noticed the Jan Hus
sunspot, a nice coincidence. But when I noticed sunspot on Christmas Eve 2019, it was clearly
a message. (I was not initially hunting for all new sunspots and noticing just few was enough to consider the
cycle started.) Then investigating other sunspots in 2019, I noticed other dates of calendar starts and
various saints and it confirmed the message. Only when trying to publish this, I noted other works
listing other sunspots, some unexpectedly early in 2016, and needed to fill the table more
completely, which somehow diluted the boldness of the message about Darwin and Jan Hus, but not
completely, as the position of sunspots on feasts remained consistent. Then using programming
approach to search for all spots on SDO/HMIIF intensitygrams and matching them on SDO/HMIB
magnetograms to detect their polarity revealed even more sunspots tiny enough to be overlooked
during visual inspection. And finally I found the "Lamb" sunspot and Revelation in the start of SC25.
I understand, that atheistic community would not be pleased by this revelation, and neither some of
the churches, both with their Pride about fictitious infallibility or exclusivity and other superstitions.
Also the scientists just believed incorrect blunders, while scorning at believers for backwardness.

Update 1
Some sunspots I initially rejected, because they were wrong: Either a high-latitude sunspot with old
polarity of SC24, since at these phases of the old and new cycles, old sunspots should occur near
the equator and new sunspots at high latitudes. It was not previously visibly obvious, where is
an equator on the magnetogram, so small near-equatorial sunspots with new polarity were not
included. There were also sunspots without a clear orientation, since sunspots should be oriented in
east-west direction, but there were some oriented in north-south direction, where the polarity and
the old or new cycle cannot be determined. Sunspots with only half of field are considered wrong.
But then it became obvious, that the wrong sunspots also have a meaning, since they mark
the wrong dates and feasts in the calendary.
Still the listing excludes sunspots, that are obviously old polarity on right place, which are
"bussiness as usual", and only sunspots of new cycle or sunspots with old polarity on high-latitudes
in place of new ones are listed...
It became obvious, that by this way, some movements were judged as being wrong and it is
a righteous judgement, despite some would not like that, because sometimes it is not
"politically correct", but your political correctness is just a poison, that spoils the society.
(Updated 2020-05-21, 2020-05-31,

πα½ )
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